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RULES OF THE AMERICAN TOWING TANK CONFERENCE
(Revised at the 26th ATTC)
1. AIMS
The objective of the American Towing Tank Conference (ATTC) is to promote
exchange of knowledge and stimulate research for the purpose of improving methods of
model-and full-scale experiments and numerical modeling used for predicting full-scale
performance of ships and marine installations. This includes the design of facilities,
equipment, instrumentation, experimental techniques, and uncertainty assessment,
correlation of testing, verification, validation, and application of methods of predicting
full-scale performance, and formulating collective policy on matters of common interest.
2. ACTIVITIES
The Conference seeks to attain its objective by holding formal meetings and
through the encouragement of informal working relationships amount the Member
Establishments. The Conference is a purely communicative body; it has no authority or
financial sponsorship; its membership is voluntary and self-supporting.
3. MEMBERSHIP
The ATTC is a voluntary association of Member Establishments (with
experimental facilities) having responsibility in the prediction of full-scale performance
of ships and marine installations. Membership in the Conference is by Member
Establishment and is open to all such establishments on the American Continents. All of
the Member Establishments agree to the free and full exchange of all information on the
foregoing subjects, except that which is proprietary or classified.
4. ORGANIZATION
Conference
Representatives of Member Establishments, Shipbuilding Research Associations,
Departments of Naval Architecture in Universities and other Organizations who can
contribute to the aims of the Conference may participate in the meetings of the
Conference. Although representation is not limited, it is intended that it be kept
reasonably small so that fruitful discussions can be obtained at the working level.
Executive Committee Membership
The Executive Committee shall comprise the nominated representatives of the
Member Establishments at which the last three Conferences were held, the Chairperson
of the SNAME Hydromechanics Committee, and the representative of the establishment
at which the next Conference is to be held. In addition the America area representative
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on the International Towing Tank Conference (ITTC) Executive Committee shall, ex
officio, be a member of the Executive Committee.
The representative of the Member Establishment at which the next Conference
will be held will be the Chairperson of the Executive Committee. The Secretary of the
Conference shall be any person so nominated by the Conference Chairperson. The
Chairperson may co-opt representatives from other establishments as required. In the
event that the Chairperson of the Hydromechanics Committee of SNAME does not serve
as a member of the Executive Committee of the ATTC, the Executive Committee may
invite another official to serve on the Committee. Replacements for Executive
Committee members who resign are selected by the Member Establishment represented.
Conference Organizations
The Conference scope is set by the Executive Committee based on the
recommendation of the previous Conference. The details of organization of any
particular Conference are the responsibility of the host establishment and the Chairperson
of the Conference. The Chairperson of the Conference is responsible for arranging
financing for the Conference and publication of the Proceedings through Sponsor
contributions and attendance fees. The Conference Chairperson may appoint the
Chairpersons of such Technical Sessions as are felt necessary for the effective conduct of
the Conference. Technical sessions may comprise presentations and discussions of
technical papers, or workshops addressing particular topics, or other format chosen by the
Executive Committee to achieve the aims of the Conference. In the event of the former,
the Chairpersons may have responsibilities for:
1. Soliciting and reviewing papers for presentation at the Conference;
2. Organization and chairing the technical sessions; and
3. Formulating any decisions and recommendations arising from the Session.
The decisions and recommendations will then be considered by the
membership at the Business Session of the Conference.
5. MEETINGS
The Conference usually meets at three-year intervals. The Conference meets
formally at each of the member establishments in rotation, the sequence being decided by
the membership. A Business Session will be held during the time of the Conference
presided over by the Chairperson of the Executive Committee with discussions on
recommendations arising from the Conference, formulation of collective policy on
matters of common interest, planning of the next meeting, and appointment of the
American area representative on ITTC Executive Committee as required. The venue of
the next Conference is subject to the invitation of an Establishment, and such invitation
shall be accepted by the Executive Committee after a vote of the members present at the
Business Meeting.

x

6. ITTC EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE REPRESENTATION
The American area representative on the Executive Committee of the ITTC is
appointed by the ATTC. The representative will normally serve through two ITTC
Conferences.
The American area representative on the ITTC Executive Committee shall:
1. Hold a senior position in a Member Organization of the ITTC Advisory
Council1;
2. Be acquainted with the operation of the ITTC; and
3. Have means for financing attendance at an annual meeting of the ITTC
Executive Committee.
A newly appointed American area representative on the ITTC Executive
Committee shall take office after the ITTC Conference subsequent to the ATTC
Conference at which the appointment is made.

_________________
Exception can be made to being a Member Organization of the ITTC Advisory Council
but such exception must be approved by the ITTC Executive Committee.
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Seakeeping Performance of NASA’s Orion Crew Module
Todd Carrico, Naval Surface Warfare Center Carderock Division, West Bethesda, MD

ABSTRACT
In the winter of 2008, NASA’s Constellation
Program Office initiated a full scale experimental program
to quantify the hydrodynamic performance of the Orion
Crew Module. The intent of such an experiment was to
give real world experience to the DoD recovery forces
tasked with recovery of the astronauts and CM after
splashdown. The Seakeeping and Marine & Aviation
Divisions of the Naval Surface Warfare Center Carderock
Division were given the responsibility of performing this
task. Over the course of the next year, NSWCCD
personnel designed and constructed a full scale
‘boilerplate’ module known as PORT; and tested it off the
coast of Kennedy Space Center.
Concurrent to the PORT effort, NSWCCD
developed seakeeping simulations and conducted a series
of ¼ scale model experiments to understand the
seakeeping, dynamic stability, and towing aspects of the
CM. These experiments were conducted at NSWCCD and
at the Littoral Warfare Environment located at the U.S
Army’s Aberdeen Proving Grounds.
This paper discusses the multi-year NSWCCD
technological effort. Specifically, it showcases the testing
aspects of this unique program. It also demonstrates the
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strong correlation between model experiment, simulation,
and full scale trial data.
NOTATION
CM
Crew Module
DoD
Department of Defense
GSE
Government Supplied Equipment
GM
Metacentric Height
GZ
Righting Arm
Hs
Significant Wave Height
JSC
Johnson Space Center
KSC
Kennedy Space Center
LWE
Littoral Warfare Environment
MII
Motion Induced Interruption
MSI
Motion Sickness Index
NASA
National
Aeronautics
and
Space
Administration
NBL
Neutral Buoyance Laboratory
NSWCCD Naval Surface Warfare Center Carderock
Division
OML
Outer Mold Line
PORT
Post Landing Orion Recovery Test Article
Tp
Modal Period
WEST
Water Egress and Survival Trainer

INTRODUCTION
In 2007, NASA’s Constellation Program Office
modified their concept of operations by changing to an at
sea recovery for the new Orion Crew Module. By January
of 2008, NSWCCD’s Seakeeping Division along with the
Aviation and Marine Division had been tasked with
conducting a full scale trial to test the hydrodynamic
performance of the CM. The underlying intent of this
testing was to help DoD recovery forces quantify the sea
conditions in which the CM design is recoverable.
LEGACY OF APOLLO
The geometry of Orion draws from the older
Apollo capsule. Orion’s geometry is similar to Apollo’s
body of revolution, but bigger with a diameter of 16.5ft.
Apollo had a crew of three, Orion has four to six. At
splashdown, Orion’s weight is about 50% larger. The
capsules both have a small CG offset from the centerline
axis. They also have inner pressure chambers surrounded
by floodable void spaces called aft bays.
During the Apollo Era, the limiting sea state for
recovery forces was Hs of 2.5m or 25kt surface winds.
Approximately 50% of all Apollo splashdowns resulted in
a capsize or Stable 2 condition. This was due inpart to the
shallow draft ‘tumblehome sidewall’ geometry. Figure 1
compares the hydrostatic properties of the two capsules.
Note that when Orion is in the nominal end of mission
profile, it floats entirely on the heatshield. In contrast,
Apollo 15’s waterline is partially up the OML.

starboard. Conversely, translation along the Y Axis was
sway and rotation about this axis was pitch. A positive
pitch was bow down. Translation along the Z Axis became
heave and rotation about this axis was yaw. A positive yaw
angle was counterclockwise.

Figure 2 Orion Module Coordinate System
¼ SCALE EXPERIMENT
By March 2008, NSWCCD tasking had grown to
include design, construction, and outfitting of the PORT
test article. Knowing that PORT would not be ready for
until the spring of 2009 and that the Program Office had a
pressing need to answer fundamental questions about the
CM’s performance, it agreed to fund a supplemental model
test program. The questions this experiment sought to
answer were the following:
z
z
z
z
z
z

Figure 1 Apollo 15 and Orion Modules
ORION SIGN CONVENTION
Lockheed Martin, the primary contractor for
Orion, gave the 606D design to NSWCCD for modeling.
The coordinate system NSWCCD adopted for the CM is
shown in Figure 2. This system followed a right hand rule
with Z Axis pointing upwards. Applying ship terminology,
the coordinate system originated at the intersection of the
baseline (bottom of the heatshield) and amidships. The X
Axis pointed towards the bow and the Y Axis to port. For
the CM, this meant the side hatch was on the port side and
the astronauts’ heads near the bow. For reference, the
hatch for Apollo was above the astronauts’ heads.
Translation along the X Axis was labeled as surge
and rotation about this axis was roll. A positive roll was to

z
z

What was the best towing arrangement in calm
water and in a random seaway?
How does a flooded condition affect the towing
dynamics?
What was the optimum drogue or sea anchor size
and deployment arrangement to conduct towing?
Which ballast condition was more stable in a
random seaway?
How does flooding the aft bay affect seakeeping?
In what if any sea state and ballast condition do
the CM motions become nonlinear?
What will the motions be like on the crew?
How did the flotation collar affect CM seakeeping
motions?

In order to properly determine how much flooding
was possible in the aft bay due to small leaks in the OML,
NSWCCD made a transparent 10th scale version of the
PORT design. This model had sufficient fidelity to
ascertain the exact amount of maximum entrained water.
This included details such as a geosym of the actual
heatshield, all pertinent enclosed hardware found in the aft
bay, and the correct structure which compartmentalized this
region. The results showed that in the worst case the
weight of the entrained water was approximately 9,000 lbs.
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For either the Landed Min (nominal end of mission) or
Abort Max (heaviest) condition, it was not possible to
naturally flood all the volume in the aft bay. Eventually,
the buoyancy from the inner pressure chamber supported
the entire CM. Figure 3 shows this model with entrained
water.

experiments. The first experiment was conducted at
NSWCCD Tow Tank Facilities in West Bethesda, MD. A
detailed test matrix was performed in calm water to decide
the optimum tow configuration. The remaining portion of
this test was performed in head and following seas for a
Sea State 3.
The second round of testing was conducted at the
LWE located at the U.S. Army’s Aberdeen Proving
Grounds in Aberdeen, Maryland. LWE is an outdoor
facility capable of making long crested random waves.
This experiment marked the first time the LWE was used
by NSWCCD for the purposes of seakeeping testing. The
LWE was selected over NSWCCD’s Maneuvering and
Seakeeping Basin because it offered a greater range of
scaled sea states.
Roll and pitch decays for the dry bare hull
conditions were performed to determine the natural period
of oscillation. As was expected, both degrees of freedom
showed similar behavior. Figure 5 is an example of a roll
decay time history. Notice the quick period and small
number of cycles experienced before the motion was
damped out.

Figure 3 Orion 10th scale Model with Flooding
In the fall of 2008, NBL’s WEST ¼ scale model
was given to NSWCCD for testing. Prior to testing, NBL
reconfigured their model to match the 606D design. This
included adding pertinent items in the aft bay to adequately
capture the dynamics of flooding. NBL also provided an
Inertial Measurement Unit, the data acquisition system, and
a prototype floatation collar. Figure 4 shows the WEST
model.
Figure 5 WEST Roll Decay Time History
Figure 6 plots the damping coefficient versus
average roll amplitude. In general, roll decay of ships is a
nonlinear process with the damping coefficient being a
function of the roll amplitude. For this reason, the damping
coefficient cannot be determined from an average over all
cycles in an individual decay run, but instead, a discrete
value was computed for each individual cycle. The
algorithm used looked at the roll motion between
consecutive peaks and troughs, ξ4j and ξ4j+1, to compute the
non-dimensional roll damping coefficient, N, defined as:
N = (1/π) × loge(|ξ4j| / |ξ4j+1|)
The values of N were plotted as a function of the mean roll
amplitude defined as
ξ4 = ½ × (|ξ4j| + |ξ4j+1|)
Figure 4 WEST ¼ scale model
The test program consisted of two separate
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The general trend for these plots showed a body which had
nearly the same damping characteristics regardless of
angular displacement. For both ballast conditions the

coefficient was approximately 0.1. This value corresponds
to a vessel which is moderately damped. It was observed
that most of this damping came from the radiated waves
generated by the heatshield and not viscous forces.

Figure 6 WEST Damping Coefficient
The results of the roll and pitch decays are shown
in Table 1. The natural periods were found to be between
2.1 and 2.3 seconds full scale.

achieve the 95% confidence level of wave encounters
(Pierce, 1992). This represented the equivalent of 30
minutes of full scale time.
WEST was tested at its light and heaviest
conditions for dry, partially flooded and fully flooded
scenarios. In addition to the bare hull data set, the model
was also tested with the floatation collar. The capsule
never capsized during this experiment. In fact, the highest
roll or pitch angle measured was less than 45 deg. Tables 3
and 4 summarize the ship-fixed full-scale data at the CG
for Landed Min and Abort Max. Values are given in single
significant amplitude and the units are in deg, deg/s, g’s.
When comparing dry versus partially flooded, the motion
data was very similar. However, the motions did differ
between dry and fully flooded. For both ballast conditions,
the fully flooded case showed higher roll/pitch angles and
larger surge/sway accelerations. The presence of the
floatation collar in all conditions, but especially for the
fully flooded conditions, improved stability by reducing
roll/pitch angles, angular rates, and surge/sway
accelerations. For the three accelerations, the vertical axis
or heave motion was the largest value, while the surge and
sway values were similar in magnitude.
Table 3 WEST Motion Results – Landed Min

Table 1 WEST Decay Results
Roll Period (sec) Pitch Period (sec)
Landed Min Dry
2.30
2.15
Abort Max Dry
2.34
2.34
The seakeeping experiments at the LWE were
performed for a variety of ballast conditions and appendage
configurations. The model was free in all six degrees of
freedom. In essence, the CM was released and allowed to
drift through the test area. The wave field was measured
using a TSK wave sensor. The TSK has a stated resolution
of 2cm for Hs.
NSWCCD followed the sea state definitions
accepted by the U.S. Navy for Open Ocean North Atlantic
(Lee and Bales 1984). Testing was conducted at the
average value of Hs and most probable Tp combinations
for Sea State 3-5 using Bretschnieder Wave Spectra. Due
to the limitations of the LWE wavemaker, Sea State 6 had
smaller values for Hs and Tp. Table 2 summarizes these
values.
Table 2 Sea State Definitions (full scale)
Sea State
Hs (ft)
Tp (sec)
3

3.2

7.4

4

6.6

8.5

5

10.8

10.1

6

14.7

10.4

Landed Min
SSA CG Data Dry Bare
Pitch Angle
3.4
Roll Angle
3.3
Pitch Rate
6.9
Roll Rate
7.2
Surge Acc
0.03
Sway Acc
0.03
Heave Acc
0.05
SSA CG Data Dry Bare
Pitch Angle
6.8
Roll Angle
7.1
Pitch Rate
13.6
Roll Rate
14.6
Surge Acc
0.05
Sway Acc
0.06
Heave Acc
0.11
SSA CG Data Dry Bare
Pitch Angle
9.1
Roll Angle
9.8
Pitch Rate
17.5
Roll Rate
19.3
Surge Acc
0.07
Sway Acc
0.07
Heave Acc
0.15
SSA CG Data Dry Bare
Pitch Angle
9.8
Roll Angle
10.0
Pitch Rate
17.7
Roll Rate
18.9
Surge Acc
0.07
Sway Acc
0.07
Heave Acc
0.16

Sea State 3
PF Bare
3.5
3.7
7.8
8.0
0.03
0.03
0.05
Sea State 4
Dry Collar
PF Bare
6.7
6.4
3.7
7.7
12.1
13.0
7.0
15.8
0.03
0.05
0.02
0.06
0.11
0.11
Sea State 5
Dry Collar
PF Bare
8.6
8.6
6.2
10.7
14.2
16.5
11.1
20.6
0.03
0.07
0.03
0.08
0.15
0.16
Sea State 6
Dry Collar
PF Bare
8.3
9.3
8.8
11.2
13.2
17.1
13.8
21.1
0.03
0.07
0.03
0.09
0.16
0.17
Dry Collar
2.7
2.7
5.3
5.3
0.01
0.01
0.05

Full Scale Values, units = deg, deg/s, g's

At the scale ratio of ¼ and with zero forward
speed, each sea state required 15 minutes of model data to
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PF Collar
3.4
2.8
7.5
6.2
0.02
0.02
0.07

FF Bare
3.6
3.5
6.7
7.0
0.05
0.05
0.05

FF Collar
3.4
1.7
6.6
3.4
0.03
0.01
0.05

PF Collar
2.8
8.7
6.2
18.2
0.02
0.05
0.13

FF Bare
9.9
6.3
18.3
12.3
0.16
0.08
0.1

FF Collar
7.3
2.5
13.4
4.9
0.05
0.02
0.1

PF Collar
6.1
10.2
11.8
19.6
0.03
0.06
0.17

FF Bare
13.1
7.9
23.0
14.3
0.18
0.09
0.13

FF Collar
9.9
3.5
16.0
6.3
0.05
0.02
0.14

PF Collar
6.8
10.8
12.5
19.5
0.03
0.06
0.19

FF Bare
12.7
9.8
21.3
17.0
0.18
0.11
0.15

FF Collar
10.8
3.6
16.4
6.6
0.05
0.03
0.15

Table 4 WEST Motion Results – Abort Max
Abort Max
SSA CG Data Dry Bare
Pitch Angle
3.4
Roll Angle
3.6
Pitch Rate
7.5
Roll Rate
8.0
Surge Acc
0.03
Sway Acc
0.04
Heave Acc
0.05

Dry Collar
3.1
2.5
6.2
5.2
0.02
0.01
0.06

SSA CG Data Dry Bare
Pitch Angle
7.0
Roll Angle
7.8
Pitch Rate
14.4
Roll Rate
15.7
Surge Acc
0.07
Sway Acc
0.07
Heave Acc
0.11

Dry Collar
5.7
5.9
11.0
11.5
0.03
0.03
0.11

SSA CG Data Dry Bare
Pitch Angle
9.3
Roll Angle
10.2
Pitch Rate
17.4
Roll Rate
19.1
Surge Acc
0.08
Sway Acc
0.08
Heave Acc
0.15

Dry Collar
7.7
7.5
13.2
12.7
0.03
0.03
0.15

SSA CG Data Dry Bare
Pitch Angle
10.0
Roll Angle
10.0
Pitch Rate
17.0
Roll Rate
18.1
Surge Acc
0.08
Sway Acc
0.08
Heave Acc
0.16

Dry Collar
9.4
6.8
15.1
11.3
0.04
0.03
0.16

Sea State 3
PF Bare
3.7
3.6
8.0
7.8
0.04
0.04
0.05
Sea State 4
PF Bare
7.8
7.5
15.3
15.1
0.08
0.07
0.11
Sea State 5
PF Bare
10.0
9.7
18.6
18.1
0.1
0.09
0.15
Sea State 6
PF Bare
10.4
10.6
18.5
19.0
0.1
0.1
0.16

PF Collar
2.7
2.8
5.5
5.5
0.02
0.02
0.05

FF Bare
4.9
4.0
8.7
7.6
0.09
0.06
0.05

FF Collar
3.0
2.6
5.7
5.1
0.03
0.02
0.05

PF Collar
6.7
3.9
12.5
7.6
0.03
0.02
0.11

FF Bare
8.3
7.0
13.9
12.9
0.16
0.11
0.09

FF Collar
7.0
3.8
12.4
7.0
0.05
0.03
0.1

PF Collar
8.3
6.8
13.7
11.9
0.04
0.03
0.15

FF Bare
10.9
8.2
17.5
14.3
0.19
0.12
0.13

FF Collar
9.2
3.5
14.9
6.1
0.06
0.03
0.13

PF Collar
9.0
7.5
14.0
12.6
0.04
0.03
0.16

FF Bare
11.7
10.9
18.4
18.6
0.17
0.15
0.15

FF Collar
9.6
6.3
14.2
10.0
0.06
0.04
0.15

SH vertical refers to vertical acceleration limit at the side
hatch). In Sea State 3 for all ballast conditions the only
location which exceeded the criteria was the top hatch
lateral acceleration. In Sea State 4, all of the forward bay
locations exceeded the criteria. Further, there were some
instances of exceedances at the side hatch. Sea States 5
and 6 have all the locations except for three exceeding
some part of the criteria. Note that the CG location, Seat 3,
and Seat 4 did not have any exceedances in any sea state
for any ballast condition.
Table 6 WEST Exceedances
Landed Min Sea State 3
Dry Bare
TH lateral

Sea State 4
SH vertical
TH lateral
FB1 lateral
FB2 lateral

Dry Collar

None

TH lateral
FB1 lateral
FB2 lateral

PF Bare

TH lateral

SH vertical
TH lateral
FB1 lateral
FB2 lateral

S2 vertical
S5 vertical
S6 vertical
SH vertical
TH lateral
FB1 both
FB2 both

PF Collar

TH lateral

S6 vertical
SH vertical
TH lateral
FB1 both
FB2 both

S6 vertical
SH vertical
TH lateral
FB1 both
FB2 both

FF Bare

TH lateral

TH lateral
FB1 lateral
FB2 lateral

FF Collar

TH lateral

TH lateral
FB1 lateral
FB2 lateral

S1 both
S2 both
S5 lateral
S6 lateral
SH lateral
TH lateral
FB1 both
FB2 both
TH lateral
FB1 lateral
FB2 lateral

Full Scale Values, units = deg, deg/s, g's

Accelerations were derived at ten locations to
better understand the conditions the astronauts and DoD
forces would experience. These locations included the six
seats (S1-S6), side and top hatches (SH,TH), and points in
the forward bay (FB1, FB2). The standard U.S. Navy
motion criteria was applied at these locations (STANAG
4154). In order to use it, the CG data was translated to the
locations of interest and changed from a ship-fixed to an
earth-fixed coordinate system. Note, a minor change was
made to the criteria. The roll angle limit was applied to
both roll and pitch because of the capsule’s geometry.
Table 5 lists the criteria.
Table 5 Motion Criteria

Roll & Pitch Angle
8 deg
Vertical Acceleration
0.4 g
Lateral Acceleration
0.2 g
Motion Sickness Incidence 20% of crew @ 4hrs
Motion Induced Interruption 1/min
Note: Roll, Pitch, Acc limits are given in terms of
significant single amplitude
Table 6 gives the results for all locations against
the acceleration criteria for Landed Min (note Landed Min
and Abort Max values were similar). When an acceleration
limit was exceeded, the location and type of acceleration
was noted using abbreviations for the locations (example
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Sea State 5
S1 vertical
S2 vertical
S5 vertical
S6 vertical
SH vertical
TH lateral
FB1 both
FB2 both
TH lateral
FB1 lateral
FB2 lateral

Sea State 6
S1 vertical
S2 vertical
S5 vertical
S6 vertical
SH vertical
TH lateral
FB1 both
FB2 both
S5 vertical
SH vertical
TH lateral
FB1 lateral
FB2 lateral
S1 vertical
S2 vertical
S5 vertical
S6 vertical
SH vertical
TH lateral
FB1 both
FB2 both
S1 vertical
S2 vertical
S5 vertical
S6 vertical
SH vertical
TH lateral
FB1 both
FB2 both
S1 both
S2 both
S5 both
S6 both
SH both
TH lateral
FB1 both
FB2 both
TH lateral
FB1 lateral
FB2 lateral

Three human factors analyses were performed,
MSI, MII, and 1/3 Octave Fatigue at all seat locations. A
MSI value is a percentage of the crew who are predicted to
experience vomiting over a four hour exposure to ship
motions. This value is based on initial exposure and will
be lower if the crew has spent time adjusting to ship
motions. Note, this analysis assumes normal healthy
people and those who have not been in space for a
prolonged period. An MII is an event in which a person

will tip or lose balance due to excessive ship motion. An
MII value is a calculation of the number of tips per minute
for an average person. The MSI and MII were calculated
as described by Krull. Additional details of the MSI
calculations were taken from ISO Standard 2631-1 and
additional details of the MII calculations were taken from
papers by Graham et al. Note, MIIs were calculated for
both pitch and roll.
MSI results showed that the crew will most likely
have issues with seasickness in Sea State 4 and higher for
any ballast condition dry or flooded. The MII results
showed that for both ballast conditions, the crew will be
able to perform tasks in Sea State 3. However in higher sea
states, they will be challenged to accomplish physical tasks
at locations other than seats 3 and 4. Note given the small
space inside the CM, the crew’s ability to stand in the
orientation assumed for the calculation could be
challenging. The results also showed that for the recovery
forces who will be on the forward bay, they too will be
challenged to conduct any physical tasks. On a positive
note, the presence of the floatation collar had a dramatic
effect in reducing the MII for all sea states. This effect was
most notable for the fully flooded conditions.
The 1/3 Octave analysis was used to obtain RMS
acceleration levels for plotting with fatigue-decreased
proficiency limits obtained from MIL-STD-1472. Like the
MSI and MII calculations, this analysis assumed the
subjects are healthy adults. It was found that both ballast
conditions gave similar results. Table 7 shows the results
for Landed Min as a function of hours of exposure. As was
expected, fatigue increases with increasing sea state.

model’s configuration was bare hull Abort Max. Table 8
lists the regular wave parameters that were attempted. Due
to time constraints, each condition was attempted once.
The capsule completed the entire series without a single
capsize event.
Table 8 WEST Regular Waves Test Matrix
Wavelength/Waterline length
Wave height/Wavelength
10.85
0.09
10.85
0.10
9.12
0.12
7.53
0.14
7.53
0.12
7.53
0.11
4.82
0.13
4.82
0.13
Figure 7 was developed to better understand the
dynamic ship motions of the CM. This plot shows how the
values of GM and GZ vary versus roll angle (Note Figure 7
was calculated in calm water at full scale values). As roll
angle increases, GM dramatically decreases. In contrast,
GZ increases rapidly and peaks at approximately 25 deg
then decreases and vanishes at around 75 deg. This pattern
is representative of a vessel with large amounts of initial
stability. It is also indicative of a vessel whose initial
response is overly stiff (recall the high acceleration values
measured during the WEST experiment). However, the
situation changes once beyond 5 degrees of roll. For
moderate roll values, the stiffness continually decreases
and eventually crosses zero when the GZ value peaks.

Table 7 WEST Proficiencies
Condition
Dry Bare SS3
Dry Bare SS4
Dry Bare SS5
Dry Bare SS6
Dry Collar SS3
Dry Collar SS4
Dry Collar SS5
Dry Collar SS6
PF Bare SS3
PF Bare SS4
PF Bare SS5
PF Bare SS6
PF Collar SS3
PF Collar SS4
PF Collar SS5
PF Collar SS6
FF Bare SS3
FF Bare SS4
FF Bare SS5
FF Bare SS6
FF Collar SS3
FF Collar SS4
FF Collar SS5
FF Collar SS6

1/3 Octave Fatigue - Landed Min
Seat 1
Seat 2
Seat 3
Seat 4
Eye Pt
Eye Pt
Eye Pt
Eye Pt
24
24
24
24
8
8
24
24
4
4
8
8
4
4
8
8
24
24
24
24
8
8
24
24
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
24
24
24
24
8
8
24
24
4
4
8
8
4
4
8
8
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
24
24
24
24
4
4
24
24
4
4
8
8
4
4
8
8
24
24
24
24
8
8
24
24
8
8
8
8
4
4
8
8

Seat 5
Eye Pt
24
8
4
4
24
8
8
8
24
8
4
4
24
8
8
4
24
4
4
4
24
8
8
8

Seat 6
Eye Pt
24
8
4
4
24
8
8
8
24
8
4
4
24
8
8
4
24
4
4
4
24
8
8
8

At the conclusion of the LWE test, a short
dynamic stability test matrix was devised. It consisted of a
series of very steep regular wave runs whose sole intent
was to try and capsize the model. For these runs, the

Figure 7 CM GM and GZ Curves
Another way to look at the dynamics is to plot a
phase diagram of angular displacement versus angular rate.
The overall shape of the plot can give insight into the linear
or nonlinear behavior of the system. Figure 8 shows the
phase diagram for CM in Landed Min Dry for Sea State 6
for roll and pitch respectively. Notice how the two plots
resemble each other. Given the fact the CM is a body of
revolution and is free to yaw, it is no surprise that they are
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similar. In contrast, Figure 9 shows the same conditions
but for a fully flooded capsule. Here pitch is distinctly
different than roll. This is due to the heavy trim developed
when fully flooded. The CM trim angle goes from 2 to 10
degrees when fully flooded due to the entrained water
pooling on the –X Axis. Another interesting difference is
the larger magnitude of angular displacement and rate
when fully flooded.

SIMULATION
Wave Analysis MIT (WAMIT) is a commercial
code used to simulate the motions of non-slender bodies on
a free surface. WAMIT 6.1 uses a potential flow panel
method for solving the hydrodynamics in the frequency
domain. Match runs were attempted to correlate the model
data with this simulation tool. The applicable ballast
conditions were bare hull dry for Landed Min and Abort
Max. Sea States 3-5 were run using the same NATO Sea
State chart definitions and Bretschneider spectra
formulation that the model experiment used. In addition,
because WAMIT, being a potential flow code, does not
calculate any viscous forces, the results of the roll and pitch
decay experiments were inputted to give the viscous
dampening forces accurate representation. The results
showed good correlation. For instance, Table 9 shows the
comparison for natural period of oscillation. All values
agree within less than 0.35 of a second full scale.
Table 9 WAMIT vs. WEST Natural Periods
Roll Period Roll Period Pitch Period Pitch Period
WAMIT
Model
WAMIT
Model
Landed Min Dry

2.48

2.30

2.45

2.15

Abort Max Dry

2.54

2.34

2.50

2.34

WAMIT calculated the capsule’s SSA response at
the CG. Tables 10 and 11 show the comparison with the
model data for Landed Min and Abort Max. For both
conditions there is good agreement in Sea State 3 and 4. In
Sea State 5, the correlation is generally as good except for
the lateral accelerations which is nearly double that of the
model data.

Figure 8 CM Phase Diagram – Landed Min

Table 10 WAMIT vs. WEST Motions Landed Min
Landed Min
Bare Hull CG
Pitch Angle
Roll Angle
Pitch Rate
Roll Rate
Surge Acc
Sway Acc
Heave Acc

SS3
Model WAMIT
3.40
3.60
3.30
3.70
6.90
6.60
7.20
6.80
0.03
0.05
0.03
0.05
0.05
0.07

SS4
Model WAMIT
6.80
6.00
7.10
6.10
13.60
10.40
14.60
10.80
0.05
0.09
0.06
0.09
0.11
0.12

SS5
Model WAMIT
9.10
8.90
9.80
9.00
17.50
15.00
19.30
15.50
0.07
0.13
0.07
0.13
0.15
0.17

Table 11 WAMIT vs. WEST Motions Abort Max
Abort Max
Bare Hull CG
Pitch Angle
Roll Angle
Pitch Rate
Roll Rate
Surge Acc
Sway Acc
Heave Acc

SS3
Model WAMIT
3.40
3.90
3.60
3.80
7.50
7.30
8.00
7.20
0.03
0.05
0.04
0.05
0.05
0.07

SS4
Model WAMIT
7.00
6.60
7.80
6.60
14.40
11.90
15.70
11.70
0.07
0.09
0.07
0.09
0.11
0.12

SS5
Model WAMIT
9.30
9.40
10.20
9.40
17.40
16.60
19.10
16.30
0.08
0.13
0.08
0.13
0.15
0.17

PORT DESIGN FEATURES
The design specification for PORT was
demanding. NASA wanted a test article that was safe,
durable, reconfigurable, and of high fidelity with regards to
mass properties and geometry. For durability, PORT’s

Figure 9 CM Phase Diagram – Fully Flooded
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OML was built from 316L stainless steel while the
heatshield was a combination of aluminum and fiberglass.
The OML structure was designed to withstand a wave slap
in Sea State 6. Figure 10 shows a cutaway of the CM.

Figure 10 PORT Design Features
For ease of ballasting, PORT employed a custom
linear slide table mounted on the X axis. The remotely
operated device gave the test team the ability shift the
longitudinal center of gravity and was instrumental in the
inclining process. To change ballast conditions, PORT
used a series a molded plastic tanks. These 25 gallon tanks
were added inside the pressure chamber and filled to
capacity with freshwater. Also inside the chamber was the
standard NSWCCD Seakeeping Division ship motions data
acquisition system. PORT was fitted with a GPS and
ultrasonic anemometer. Like WEST, this test article was
outfitted with all pertinent 606D items in the aft bay. The
aft bay was designed to be flooded or empty via
connections made through the OML.
Finally, the
heatshield was designed to connect to the conical section in
the same manner as the actual design. The provision
allowed for an actual heatshield to be used in the future.
Special design features needed for testing were
added to the CM. For instance, stinger box beams that
allowed for the article to be hung on its side were
constructed. This capability was needed during the bifilar
ballasting process. Because no astronauts were intended to
ride in the CM during this phase of testing, PORT had no
provisions for life support. For safety reasons, the side and
top hatches had blanking plates installed behind them. The
pneumatic side hatch door while functional, did not grant
access into the pressure chamber. This was due to safety
concerns that the inner chamber must always remain
airtight.

DoD, and contractor support was gathered on the M/V
Freedom Star. The Freedom Star was outfitted with a
special crane to launch and recover the CM. To measure
the wave environment during the trial, NSWCCD installed
a TSK over its bow. Daily excursions were made to the
testing area which was located to the east of KSC, typically
20-40 nm offshore. Three load conditions, Landed Min,
Abort Max, and Abort Max with a fully flooded aft bay
were investigated.
The trial lasted for three weeks. During that time,
8 days were deemed acceptable for testing. PORT was
tested in Hs ranging from 3-9ft. As the trail successfully
proceeded, the team was allowed to test in larger wave
environments. This culminated in conducting testing in the
Gulf Stream where a Sea State 5 was found.
Upon arrival in the test area, a typical test day
would start with collecting 30 minutes of seakeeping data
for the bare hull configuration. This was followed by one
recovery evolution. Then another seakeeping run was
made with floatation collar and sea anchor in place. This
process was repeated once per day or if the wave
environment changed significantly.
Recovery forces
successfully completed their missions in all but one
scenario.
This testing confirmed the need for GSE. For
instance, a sea anchor was deemed a necessity because it
slowed the drift rate considerably and also prevented the
CM from yawing excessively. The floatation collar was
also deemed a necessity not just from the stability of
standpoint, but as a work platform for the dive team.
CORRELATION
The wave spectra encountered during the trial was
typically unidirectional but always had some amount of
spreading. Modal periods tended to be smaller than those
for the WEST experiment. However, a few correlation
runs were made. Figure 11 shows the comparison of the
wave spectra and ship motions for Sea State 5 in the bare
hull dry Landed Min condition. The correlation is very
good between the ¼ scale model and the full scale. Note
the accelerations values are taken at or very near the CG.

FULL SCALE TRIALS
After a shakedown period in March 2009 at
NSWCCD’s Explosion Pond, PORT was shipped to KSC
for open water trials. A diverse team of NASA, NSWCCD
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Figure 11 PORT and WEST Correlation – SS5
Figure 12 demonstrates another comparison. This one is
for the bare hull Abort Max Fully Flooded. While this
correlation is good, it is not quite as strong as the previous.
The spectra have different values of Tp. Further, the PORT
spectra has swell and wind driven components albeit from
the same direction. This gives rise to slightly different
motion statistics. Notice the SSA values for PORT are all
higher than that for WEST. It should be noted that the two
experiments used different motion sensor packages. While
these sensors had similar resolution, the PORT trial had
twice the accuracy of WEST.

The goal of this profile was to depict in a simple manner,
the wave environment in which it was possible to recover
crew and CM. This recovery profile is intended to be a
living document. It will be updated as future phases of
PORT testing are completed and recovery forces complete
actual missions. Figure 13 shows a conceptual recovery
profile for Landed Min.
Because NASA has access to real time ocean
wave data, it can plot the current values of Hs and Tp for
the area it expects the CM to splashdown. The trend lines
show regions where successful recovery is likely based
upon the training and skill level of the recovery forces.
These curves were developed by blending the WEST and
PORT data. The profile is conservative in nature because it
only shows where operations have been proven successful.

Figure 13 Conceptual Recovery Profile

CONCLUSION
Beginning in 2008, NSWCCD accepted the
challenge and used its technical expertise to support the
Constellation Program. During this short amount of time,
NSWCCD has made significant contributions to the
understanding of the hydrodynamic properties of the Orion
spacecraft. This was performed by conducting model
experimentation, simulation, and full scale trials.
NSWCCD has demonstrated the utility of a comprehensive
testing program and its ability to positively affect the
design process.
While the Constellation Program has been
recently cancelled, the Orion CM will continue to be
developed for ferrying the astronauts to the International
Space Station.
NSWCCD support of this program
continues. Later this summer, PORT 2 will take place at
the NBL and LWE. The goal of this round of testing is to
train astronauts for self and assisted egress and to
investigate ways to self right from Stable 2.
Figure 12 PORT and WEST Correlation – SS4
RECOVERY PROFILE
Having conducted model experiments, simulation,
and a full scale trial, NSWCCD developed a composite
recovery profile to benefit the flight directors at NASA.
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ABSTRACT

INTRODUCTION

An experiment was performed to examine and
characterize physical phenomena which occur during the
process of large amplitude ship roll motions. These
phenomena result in distinctly different behavior compared
to the small amplitude roll motion regime. Because these
processes are highly nonlinear, it is important to consider
them when modeling ship motions in heavy seas. An
understanding of the relevant physics for large amplitude
ship roll motions and the characterization of the
phenomena from this investigation are intended to provide
additional understanding of the processes which should be
modeled, to enable more accurate predictions of ship roll
motion. The results from this experiment provide useful
insight in the physical phenomena which occur during large
amplitude roll motion and will help with the formulation of
a new model for large amplitude ship roll motion, including
ship roll damping and forces on the bilge keel.

Existing theoretical models for roll motion consider
the physical processes of roll motion damping through the
use of various means of energy dissipation. These include
friction, lift, wave-making, and vortex generation from the
hull, as well as the influence of deeply submerged bilge
keels, including vortex generation (Ikeda, et al., 1978;
Himeno, 1981). For actual ship roll motion at slower
speeds, bilge keels account for the largest component of
this energy dissipation, and are effective for small and
moderate roll motion. For large amplitude ship roll motion,
the bilge keels become less effective, due to their reduced
added mass as they interact with the free surface and
possible emergence. Because existing theoretical models
were developed for small to moderate roll motions, the
amount of energy dissipation for large amplitude roll
motion is over estimated, resulting in under prediction of
the roll motion.
Although ship roll damping is influenced by the hull
shape, the primary mechanism of roll damping is the bilge
keels. Since the late-1800s, ships have used bilge keels to
mitigate roll motions due to waves. The use of bilge keels
to minimize ship roll motion was first suggested by Froude
(1865). One of the primary motivations for the original use
of bilge keels was to minimize resonant roll motion in
beam seas (Davidson, 1945).
Conventional bilge keels were intended to be used to
mitigate and dampen small to moderate roll motions. As
ships, both naval and commercial, have increasingly
expanded their operations into more severe environments,
conventional bilge keels become less effective.
Additionally, theoretical models to determine ship roll
damping assume relatively small bilge keel sizes and small
to moderate motions, where the bilge keels are deeply
submerged (Bassler & Reed, 2009). Without considerations
for the physical phenomena for large amplitude roll
motion, where the bilge keels interact with the free-surface,
and emergence may occur, damping may be overpredicted, resulting in a subsequent under-prediction of roll
motion (Bassler, et al., 2010).

NOTATION
DTMB
David Taylor Model Basin
NSWCCD Naval Surface Warfare Center, Carderock
Division
PIV
Particle Image Velocimetry
3DoF
Three degree-of-freedom
Fn
Froude Number
I
Roll Amplitude (deg), + for clockwise motion
Z
Roll Frequency (rad/s)
GM
Metacentric Height (m)
KG
Vertical Center of Gravity (m)
Roll Radius of Gyration (m)
k 44
LWL
Waterline Length (m)
B
Beam (m)
T
Draft (m)
Bilge Keel Span (m)
b BK

Displacement mass (kg, freshwater)
Unit normal force on the bilge keel (N/m), + in
F BK
the opposite direction of motion
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BACKGROUND
Previous Experiments
In order to obtain ship-specific damping information,
roll decay or forced roll oscillation experiments should be
performed. Experiments have been performed for naval
vessels at the United States Experimental Model Basin
(McEntee, 1920; 1931); for cylindrical ship sections
(Vugts, 1968; Gersten, 1969; Yeung, et al., 2000; Miller, et
al., 2002); for a cargo ship, Series 60 hull forms with
varied C B , and a tanker (Ikeda, et al. 1978; Himeno, 1981);
for modern naval hull forms (Bishop, et al., 2005; Hayden,
et al., 2006; Bassler, et al., 2007); and for ships with
instrumented appendages, including bilge keels and rudders
(Irvine, et al., 2006; Atsavapranee, et al., 2007; Grant, et
al., 2007; Etebari, et al., 2008).
Motivation and Objectives
Previous experiments have not examined in detail,
systematically, or with instrumented appendages, the
distinct physical phenomena which occur for large
amplitude roll motions. The objective of this experiment
was to make observations and quantitatively characterize
changes in the system conditions and behavior for a ship
hull section experiencing large amplitude roll motion. The
observations and data from this experiment may be used to
develop a better understanding of the physical differences
between small or moderate motions and large amplitude
motions, and include some considerations of these
phenomena in the development of a ship roll damping
model to predict ship behavior in heavy weather.

sectional-based ship motion prediction methods.
Principal particulars for the model are given in Table
1. The loading condition was chosen corresponding to
GM= 0.75m, full-scale. This is a condition where the
limiting GM criteria (Sarchin & Goldberg, 1962) was
satisfied for the flared topside (limiting GM=0.19 m fullscale), but not for the tumblehome topside configuration
(limiting GM=2.01 m full-scale).

Figure 1: Midship section of the ONR Topside Series,
tumblehome configuration (left) and flared configuration
(right) with 1.25m bilge keels
The model was constructed of wood and fiberglass
and included a removable plexiglass deck cover to maintain
the watertight integrity of the model at large roll angles,
when the deck was partially submerged. Removable
aluminum endplates, 10.16 cm larger than the outline of the
model, were used to maintain the 2D nature of the
experiment. Removable bilge keels, made of Renwood and
with aluminum instrumented sections, were also
constructed, corresponding to the full-scale 1.25m span
from the ONR Topside Series (Figure 2).

EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP
Aspects of the experimental set-up, including the
model, instrumentation and uncertainty, and the three
degree-of-freedom motion mechanism are discussed.
DTMB Model #5699
A two-dimensional model (DTMB Model #5699) was
designed and constructed for the experiment to represent
the midship section of the ONR Topside Series hull forms,
which were designed in the Seakeeping Division at
NSWCCD (Bishop, et al., 2005). These hull forms
represent a modern naval combatant ship design, featuring
a common below waterline geometry, with varied topside
shapes, including flared, tumblehome, and wall-sided
configurations. The 2D model is an extruded geosym of the
midship section of DTMB Model #5613, a 32nd-scale
model used for previous experiments (Bishop, et al., 2005;
Bassler, et al., 2007), and was chosen to enable future
comparisons for the consideration of 3D effects.
The 2D model features both flared (5699) and
tumblehome (5699-1) configurations (Figure 1). The use of
a sectional model enabled isolated characterization of
significant events during the large amplitude roll motion,
without additional consideration of the effects of forward
speed and 3D hull, and to provide validation data for

Figure 2: DTMB Model #5699-1in the NSWCCD 140 ft
basin (top) and the section with instrumented bilge keels,
with the strain gages seen protruding through the hull
(bottom)
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Table 1: DTMB Model #5699 Principal Particulars
Effective scale ratio, 
Length, LWL
Calm-waterplane area, A WP
Beam, B
Draft, T
KG
GM
k 44 /B (with bilge keel)
Bilge keel span, b BK
Displacement (freshwater), 

32
2.743 m
1.588 m2
0.5875 m
0.172 m
0.172 m
0.132 m
0.361 (0.366)
0.039 m
232.24 kg

Instrumentation and Uncertainty
Forces and moments were measured on both the hull
and bilge keels. Six degree-of-freedom forces and moments
on the hull were obtained using a Kistler dynamometer,
comprised of four piezoelectric force sensors. The
dynamometer was placed at midships of the model, at the
center-of-gravity, at the waterline. The sampling data rate
was 10 Hz and the uncertainty of the force dynamometer is
about 1% of the measurement.
Single degree-of-freedom strain gage sensors were
embedded into the bilge keels and used to obtain normal
force and moment measurements for the instrumented
section of the bilge keels (Figure 2). The sampling data rate
was 50 Hz and the uncertainty of the strain gages is about
1% of the measurement. The instrumented portion of the
bilge keel was 0.41m long, in the middle of the model.
Motions, including roll and roll rate, were obtained
using a Goodrich vertical gyroscope and a BEI solid-state
GyroChip II rate gyroscope, respectively. The miniature
dual axis electro-mechanical spinning mass vertical gyro
measurements have an accuracy of 0.25 degrees. The rate
gyro uses a vibrating quartz tuning fork sensing element in
conjunction with a piezoelectric material to produce a
voltage proportional to a rate of rotation. The measurement
resolution is 0.004 deg/s. The displacement and rate gyros
were placed at the waterline of model, on the port and
starboard side of the longitudinal axis of rotation,
respectively.
Free surface elevation measurements of the radiated
waves generated from the oscillating hull form were
measured using an array of three non-contact ultrasonic
sensors (Senix Corporation model ULTRA-SR-BP). The
ultrasonic sensor transmits an ultrasonic wave and
measures the time of reflection from the target to measure
the distance. The data was collected at 25 Hz. The
ultrasonic probes were located at perpendicular distances of
0.61 m, 0.76 m, 0.91 m from model centerline (Figure 4).
Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) was used to obtain
velocity field measurements around the hull. PIV is an
optical, non-intrusive, flow-field measurement that
provides in-plane velocity measurements of a planar crosssection of a flow. The PIV data acquisition system was
built by Boulder Imaging, Inc. VisionNow software
captured and stored the images at the full camera rate onto
a real time disk array. A MegaPlus ES 4.0/E camera was
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used to capture the PIV images. The camera has a spatial
resolution of 2048 pixels x 2048 pixels and was operated in
dual exposure mode at a frame rate of 10 fps. Two custom
built Cynosure flashlamp-pumped dye lasers operating at
585 and 595 nm were used to create a laser sheet,
nominally 8 mm thick, to illuminate the flow-field. The
laser beam was coupled into 600 micron optical fibers, 30
m in length. When operating at full power, a 700 mJ/pulse
is recorded at the output end of each fiber.
3DoF Mechanism
A three degree-of-freedom (3DoF) motion
mechanism was designed and constructed at NSWCCD to
enable forced oscillation of the model for large roll angles
up to 50 degrees. The mechanism can actuate the model in
sway, heave, and roll/pitch, either separately or in
combination, to achieve large amplitude motions (Grant, et
al., 2010). Figure 3 shows the model attached to the 3DoF
mechanism in its configuration for the experiment.

Figure 3: DTMB Model #5699-1 attached to the 3DoF
motion mechanism (top) and undergoing large amplitude
forced roll oscillation (bottom).
Experimental Set-Up
The experiment was conducted in the 140 ft basin at
NSWCCD. The basin is 42.67 m in length and 3.05 m
wide. The model was configured in the middle of the basin

and oriented transversely across the basin to enable 2D
measurements (Figure 4).
The model was rolled about the centerline, at the
center of gravity, which in this ballast configuration
matched the calm water draft. Laser probes were
submerged and oriented to form a plane near amidships. A
60.96 x 60.96 cm PIV measurement plane, oriented eastwest and vertical, was located 2.17 m north of the south
wall of the basin and aligned with the ultrasonic wave
sensors, allowing a vertical two dimensional cut of the hull
(Figure 5).

Figure 4: Illustration of the experimental set-up in the
NSWCCD 140 ft basin.

view.
Two waterproofed submerged laser probes were used
to illuminate the measurement plane. The lasers were
located outside the basin and the laser beams were
channeled into fiber optic cables that were connected to the
submerged laser probes. Each laser probe is comprised of a
20.32 cm long cylindrical housing which contains a series
of optical lens designed to spread the beam into a light
sheet. A probe was placed on each side of the model and
mounted to a structure made of 80/20 aluminum extrusions
that was weighted to the basin floor. Each laser probe was
positioned 127 cm from the measurement plane and at a 45
degree look up angle to ensure the entire measurement
plane was illuminated.
The PIV measurement plane was seeded with small
silver coated particles, nominally neutrally buoyant and 50
m in diameter, using a custom designed seeding
mechanism. The mechanism consisted of two 1.5 m long,
50.8 mm diameter PVC pipes closed at one end and
assembled to create an “L” shape, with the other end
connected by a hose to a pump in a particle mixing tank. A
series of perforations were drilled vertically in the lower
(horizontal) pipe. The flow-field was seeded as necessary,
typically every 4-5 runs. When done seeding the flow-field,
the seeding mechanism was removed from the basin.
Test Conditions
A series of sinusoidal forced oscillation experiments
were conducted with combinations of roll amplitudes and
frequencies (Table 2). The frequency conditions are given
at model scale. The 2.17 and 3.81 rad/s correspond to the
same experimental conditions tested with the 32nd-scale
ONR Tumblehome (DTMB Model #5613-1), with the
same bilge keel size (Bassler, et al., 2007). For this
particular hull geometry, bilge keel emergence occurred
just before 30 degree roll, and deck submergence occurred
just before 40 degrees for the flared topside configuration.
Deck submergence for the tumblehome topside
configuration occurred at 50 degrees, which was outside of
the test conditions for this experiment.
Table 2: Test Conditions

Figure 5: PIV set-up in the NSWCCD 140 ft basin,
with camera (right) and calibration target with laser probes
(left) shown.
The bottom of the measurement plane was 0.854 m
above the basin floor. The water level during testing was
held constant at 1.37 m. This allowed for approximately
7.62 cm of the measurement plane to be above the free
surface to capture the effects of the bilge keel as it transited
the free surface at the larger roll angles. In addition, the
model centerline was offset from the centerline of the
measurement plane by 15.24 cm to maximize the flow-field
that could be captured in the 60.96 x 60.96 cm field-of-

Fn
Roll amplitude, I (deg)
Roll frequency, Z (rad/s)
Bilge keel configuration

0.0
5, 15, 25, 30, 35, 40, 45
2.17, 2.5, 2.85, 3.81
with and without

RESULTS
Results for the experiment are presented.
Characterization of the physical phenomena that were
observed is discussed, as well as considerations for highfrequency noise in the measurements and the repeatability
of the steady-state conditions. Sample plots from the
measurements are also presented.
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Characterization of the Physical Phenomena
From the experiment, several distinct phenomena,
occurring at large roll motion, were observed (Figure 6).
These include distinct physical processes related to the
bilge keel interaction with the free surface, vortex shedding
and deck submergence.
The interaction of the bilge keel with the free surface
can be separated into three distinct phases: emergence, reentry, and fully submerged. For large roll angles, the bilge
keel emerges from the free-surface. During this process,
corresponding “water shipping” on the topside of the bilge
keel occurs. The time duration that the water remains on
the topside of the bilge keel depends on both the roll
amplitude (i.e. how far the bilge keel comes out of the
water) and the roll frequency (i.e. how long the bilge keel
is out of the water). Just after the peak of the roll cycle is
reached, the water runs off of the bilge keel, reducing the
load on the topside. However, this process is very short in
duration before the bilge keel interacts with the free-surface
again and experiences impulse loading, or “slap,” during
bilge keel re-entry.
The bilge keel re-entry with the free-surface results in
asymmetric loading on the bilge keel. The impulse load
caused by re-entry is short in duration and proportional to
the roll amplitude and frequency. The re-entry process is
also accompanied by air entrainment on the underside of
the bilge keel. After the bilge keel is re-submerged, air
bubbles are trapped. These quickly disperse as the pressure

from the water increases, when the bilge keel travels to the
opposite roll amplitude in the roll cycle, where the bilge
keel is deeply submerged. This whole process of air
entrainment lasts just several tenths of a second, but is
observed with the PIV camera and the bilge keel force
measurement. However, with the filtered data, as shown in
Figure 12, this short duration (high-frequency) phenomena
is not observed, but is confirmed with the correlation of the
camera observations and the unfiltered data.
Once the bilge keel is submerged, vortex shedding
from the tip begins to occur. This vortex grows in
magnitude until the point of maximum velocity during the
roll cycle and then becomes detached from the bilge keel
tip. After the bilge keel reaches the maximum roll
amplitude during the cycle, while fully submerged, the
vortex generation occurs again as the bilge keel transits
back towards the free-surface. However, for large
amplitude roll motion, at the peak in the roll cycle when
fully-submerged, the bilge keel interacts with the
previously shed vortex. At the same time, a new vortex is
forming before the point of maximum velocity. This results
in increased loading on the bilge keel for a short duration.
The duration of this interaction depends on both the roll
amplitude and roll frequency. For large amplitude roll, after
the point of maximum velocity, the vortex shed from the
bilge keel travels to the free-surface and is compressed into
a jet moving away from the hull.

Submerged Bilge Keel Transition
Bilge Keel Interaction with
Previously Shed Vortex

Bilge Keel
“Shipping”
Water

Bilge Keel
“Slap” During
Free Surface ReEntry

Threshold for Bilge
Keel Emergence
from Free Surface

Figure 6: Filtered roll motion measurements and bilge keel force measurements for the DTMB Model #5699-1, at various
roll amplitudes, I=15 (purple), 25 (black), 30 (red), 35 (green) and 40 (blue) deg, = 2.5 rad/s, with distinct physical
phenomena identified at various stages in the roll cycle.
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Mechanical Noise
With the experimental set-up, some additional noise
was observed in the recorded measurements. After further
frequency analysis, the noise was determined to occur at a
high-frequency (Figure 9), most likely resulting from
mechanical noise from the 3DoF mechanism and/or the
gearbox used to actuate roll motion. A digital filter was
applied and the reconstructed signal was used for further
analysis of the measurements. Sample reconstructed signals
for the roll moment and bilge keel force are shown (Figures
10 and 11).

Center of Pressure Distance From Root (mm)

0
-5
-10
-15
-20
-25
-30
-35
-40

-20

0
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20

40

Figure 7: Variation in the center of pressure on the
starboard bilge keel for Fn=0.0, I=15 deg, Z=2.85 rad/s, as
measured for DTMB Model #5699-1.

Center of Pressure Distance From Root (mm)

For the flared topside configuration, deck
submergence was observed. Despite the sharp corner
formed from the deck edge, no significant vortex shedding
was observed. This may be due to the duration of deck
submergence, since the roll amplitude was not large
enough for the deck edge to experience significant
submergence. The maximum roll amplitude tested, due to
the design of the mechanism, was 45 degrees, so deck edge
submergence for the tumblehome topside configuration,
which occurs near 50 degrees, was not observed.
Wave-making from both the hull and bilge keel was
also observed. For the small to moderate amplitude roll
conditions (5 and 15 degrees), the bilge keel was
submerged enough to have to appreciable effect on the
free-surface. However for the larger amplitude roll
conditions (25, 30, 35, 40, and 45 degrees), waves were
produced from the interaction of the bilge keel and the freesurface. As expected, the two topside shapes had very
different results in terms of wave-making effects. The
flared topside pushed water away from the hull through the
roll cycle, generating more regular waves. However, the
tumblehome topside “caught” water and also had a
pronounced effect of the chine transition at the waterline
between the hull and the topside, which was not present for
the flared topside configuration. The waves generated by
the tumblehome topside were much more irregular in
shape, due to this effect from the geometry.
For large amplitude roll motion, the center of pressure
on the bilge keel was also observed to vary. For small to
moderate roll motion, the variation formed an “X” pattern,
as the center of pressure changed during the roll cycle
(Figure 7). For large amplitude roll motion, the “X” type
structure of the variation of the center of pressure was
degraded and the asymmetry due to the emergence of the
bile keel is observed (Figure 8). As the bilge keel emerges,
the center of pressure makes a sharp jump towards the root
of the bilge keel, but is distorted by the continued presence
of water on the topside of the bilge keel, as discussed
previously. Once the excess water is shed, the center of
pressure disappears. This is due to the absence of force on
the bilge keel. Then after re-entry, and the renewal of force
on the bilge keel, the center of pressure continues along the
bottom portion of the “X” pattern as it become fully
submerged.

0
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-15
-20
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-30
-35
-40

-20

0
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20

40

Figure 8: Variation in the center of pressure on the
starboard bilge keel for Fn=0.0, I=40 deg, Z=2.85 rad/s, as
measured for DTMB Model #5699-1.

Z (rad/s)

Z (rad/s)
Figure 9: Decomposition using an FFT of the roll moment
signal measurement for the DTMB Model #5699-1, I=15
deg, = 2.5 rad/s
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Figure 10: Roll moment measurement, unfiltered (red) and
reconstructed after digital filtering at 10 rad/s (black), for
the DTMB Model #5699-1, I=15 deg, = 2.5 rad/s

F BK
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plots for 15, 25, and 35 degree roll amplitude conditions
are shown for the roll velocity vs. roll (Appendix: Figures
19a-c), roll moment vs. roll (Appendix: Figures 20a-c), and
unit normal bilge keel force vs. roll (Appendix: Figures
21a-c).
In the phase plot of the unit normal bilge keel force vs. roll,
a nearly symmetric circular shape is observed for the
smaller amplitude conditions (5 and 15 deg). The slight
asymmetry of the bilge keel force is due to the vortex
generation from the bilge keel. However, as the bilge keel
is closer to the free surface (e.g. 25 deg), the phase plot
becomes compressed, as the influence of the force on the
bilge keel near the free-surface becomes more prominent.
For the larger amplitude conditions (35, 40, and 45 deg), in
addition to the influence of the free surface, the effects of
water “shipping” during bilge keel emergence and impact
loading during bilge keel re-entry can be seen in the force
measurement (at negative roll angles).
CONCLUSIONS

Time

Figure 11: Unit bilge keel force measurement, unfiltered
(red) and reconstructed after digital filtering at 10 rad/s
(black), for the DTMB Model #5699-1, I=15 deg,
= 2.5 rad/s.
Repeatability
The repeatability of the experimental results was
examined using phase plots of the steady-state forced roll
oscillation conditions. The experiment had a high level of
repeatability for the steady-state forced oscillation
experiments. A sample phase plot for a roll amplitude
condition where the bilge keel is still deeply submerged is
shown for twelve forced roll oscillation cycles (Figure 12).
Additional phase plots are shown in the Appendix for the
25 deg and 35 deg roll amplitude conditions as well.
50
25

Roll
Rate 0
(deg/s)
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An experiment was performed to characterize various
physical phenomena for large amplitude ship roll motion.
The experimental results enabled additional insight into
and better understanding of the processes which occur
during large amplitude motion, so that they may be
considered in ship motion prediction models for roll
motion in heavy weather. Because of the two-dimensional
nature of the experiment, the results of this investigation
can be used in sectional-based theoretical formulations to
predict ship roll motion behavior.
The observation and identification of the discrete
processes that result for several physical phenomena,
including bilge keel interaction with the free-surface
(emergence and re-entry), vortex shedding, and wavemaking, and their effect on the forces and moments the hull
and appendages (e.g. bilge keels) experience can be used to
better model the behavior of a ship in heavy weather.
Particularly, the observations and data can be used for the
further development of a ship roll damping model with
considerations for large amplitude motions (Bassler, et al.,
2010).
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Figure 12: Phase plot of roll rate vs. roll measurements,
filtered, for the DTMB Model #5699-1, I=15 deg, = 2.5
rad/s.
Additional Sample Plots
Some additional sample plots of synchronized
measurement time-histories (Figures 13 and 14) and a
series of PIV plots for moderate and large amplitude roll
conditions (Appendix: Figures 15-18), including the bilge
keel force vector from the measurements, are shown. Phase
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Figure 13: Unfiltered measurements for I=15 deg, = 2.5 rad/s for DTMB Model #5699-1, after peak of the roll cycle.
Camera (top left), PIV with bilge keel force vector (top right), roll, roll rate and roll acceleration (middle left), total roll
moment and bilge keel portion of the roll moment (middle right), bilge keel force (bottom left), and wave elevation (bottom
right) measurements are shown for the instant in time noted by the vertical line.
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Figure 14: Unfiltered measurements for I=35 deg, = 2.5 rad/s for DTMB Model #5699-1 after bilge keel re-entry. Camera
(top left), PIV with bilge keel force vector (top right), roll, roll rate and roll acceleration (middle left), total roll moment and
bilge keel portion of the roll moment (middle right), bilge keel force (bottom left), and wave elevation (bottom right)
measurements are shown for the instant in time noted by the vertical line.
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ABSTRACT

INTRODUCTION

This paper presents an approach to analyzing
individual wave slam events to better understand the causeand-effect physical relationships between impact loading
and craft acceleration response. These motions are of
interest because a broader awareness and a better
understanding of loading phenomena and response
mechanics could lead to improvements in model-scale to
full-scale comparative evaluations, computer simulation
validation, or design applications that address multiple
factors associated with seaworthiness, including hull design
loads, component ruggedness, and crew or passenger
comfort and safety.

Background
Peak acceleration values recorded during tests of
high speed craft on both model-scale and full-scale have
served as key parameters for hull structure design and
evaluations of seaworthiness. Typically, peak acceleration
amplitudes recorded during a test sequence are tabulated,
and averages are calculated using a peak-to-trough
methodology adopted from ocean wave measurement
techniques. In addition to the RMS acceleration, three
statistics have been reported in numerous test and
evaluation reports. These are referred to as the average of
the one-third, one-tenth, and one- hundredth highest
accelerations. For high speed scenarios in high sea states
these statistical values are important, but the hull designer
or the seaworthiness evaluator must choose which average
is to be used. This paper focuses on the analysis of
individual wave slam events to better understand the
mechanics of wave impacts and cause-and-effect physical
relationships between impact loading and craft acceleration
response.

NOTATION
acg
AX
AZ
G
H
H1/3
Hz
L
LCG
Lw
M
RMS
T
AZT
Tw
V
Vk
Xi

Average vertical acceleration of many slam events
Wave slam peak longitudinal acceleration (g)
Wave slam peak vertical acceleration (g)
Acceleration of gravity (32.2 ft/sec2)
Vertical drop height (feet)
Significant wave height (feet)
Hertz
Craft overall length (feet)
Longitudinal center of gravity
Average wave length (feet)
Number of data points in a signal record
Root mean square
Wave encounter period (seconds)
Wave slam transition acceleration (g)
Average wave period (seconds)
Craft average speed (ft/sec)
Craft average speed (knots)
Discrete data point in a signal
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Typical Acceleration Data
Figure 1 presents a typical unfiltered acceleration
time history recorded during full-scale testing of a high
speed planing hull in rough seas. It was recorded at the
longitudinal center of gravity (LCG) in the vertical
direction during trials of a 36-foot craft (8.5 ft beam). The
data was sampled at a rate of 512 Hz. A 240-second time
period is shown for illustration purposes. The craft average
speed during the test was 28 knots and the significant wave
height (measured by buoy) was 4.4 feet with an average
wave period of 3.7 seconds. In the figure more than 150
wave encounters are observed as individual acceleration
spikes with many peak values greater than 1g.

Figure 1. Vertical acceleration at LCG of a 36 foot craft
CRAFT WAVE ENCOUNTERS
Effect of Craft Speed
Figure 2 shows different wave encounters for four
different craft moving at different speeds in different sea
states. The speed-length ratio Vk/L1/2 is a convenient
parameter used in numerous historical documents because
of its relationship to ocean wave celerity, and the well
known planing craft speed regimes related to values of 2, 4,
and 6.

buoyancy and gravity are still observed in the time
histories, but the shapes of the responses become less
smooth. Dynamic effects of higher speed wave impacts are
observed as acceleration spikes followed by smooth
transitions to the next impact spike. The shape, amplitude,
and duration of the spike can depend upon numerous
parameters, including significant wave height, impact
angles (trim, deadrise, buttock), wave slope, and craft
speed. As speed increases into the planing regime the
acceleration spikes are more pronounced and wave slams
are experienced as violent impacts between the craft and
the incident wave as wave height increases. The large
acceleration spike due to a wave slam for the 4.66 speed
ratio shown on the lower right curve is clearly visible.
After the impact the forces due to up and down wave
interactions are observed in a smooth phase where
hydrodynamic lift forces, thrust, drag, and gravity are
participating.
Using Savitsky’s empirical equation that
computes the average of many peak accelerations as a
function of craft design dimensions, craft speed, and
significant wave height, the following approximate
relationship illustrates how craft speed and significant
wave height can be used to scale from test condition A to
test condition B.

a cgB
a cgA

ªH
º§ V 2
| « 1 / 3 B »¨¨ B2
¬ H 1 / 3 A ¼© V A

·
¸¸
¹

Equation (1)

acg is the average vertical acceleration at the longitudinal
center of gravity (LCG), H1/3 is the average of the 1/3rd
highest wave heights, and V is the craft speed. Equation
(1) indicates that the ratio of the acceleration responses is
approximately in proportion to the ratios of the craft
potential and kinetic energies associated with conditions A
and B.

Figure 2. Slow-speed and high-speed wave encounters
A speed ratio of 2 or less represents the pre-hump condition
where buoyancy forces dominate. A ratio of 4 is the posthump regime where the craft is beginning to plane and both
dynamic and buoyant forces participate. For a ratio of 6
hydrodynamic forces dominate over buoyancy. In the upper
left curve in Figure 2 the very low value of 0.13 is
approximately equivalent to “underway but not making
way”. The smooth curve is characteristic of the up and
down forces of gravity and buoyant forces with each
passing wave. The figure illustrates that at the slower
speeds the peak acceleration due to a wave encounter may
be the maximum value of a smooth sinusoidal shape. As
speed and sea state increase, the vertical forces due to

Sequence of Events
Figure 3 illustrates the sequence of events in a
typical wave slam event for speed-length ratios in the
planing regime. The upper curve is one of the individual
unfiltered acceleration time histories extracted from the
vertical acceleration time history shown in Figure 1. The
middle curve is the velocity time history obtained by
integrating the acceleration curve, and the lower curve is
the integral of the velocity to show the absolute vertical
displacement of the craft. The velocity and displacement
curves characterize the vertical rigid body motion of the
craft which includes contributions from both heave and
pitch responses.
At time A the -0.9 g vertical acceleration indicates
a condition very close to a gravity free fall phase. The
relatively constant -0.9 g from time A to time B and the
linear decrease in velocity suggests that the craft is rotating
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downward with the stern in the water. The drop in height
from time A to B is then a combination of heave and pitch
motions.
At time B the craft impacts the incident wave, the
velocity reaches a minima and changes rapidly to an
increasing value, and the force of the impact is seen as an
almost instantaneous jump to a maximum acceleration (the
beginning of the acceleration spike). In this example the
peak acceleration is achieved on the order of 0.1 seconds
after initial wave impact. From time B to time C the craft
continues to move down in the water, the velocity
approaches zero, and the acceleration decreases rapidly
toward a value of approximately 1.0 g. The decreasing
acceleration is characteristic of an impact event whose
initial large peak force is decreasing to an ambient value.
At time C the downward motion of the craft
reaches a maxima, and the instantaneous velocity is zero,
but forces due to buoyancy, hydrodynamic lift, and
components of thrust and drag combine to produce a net
positive force upward.

From time C to D the combined forces of
buoyancy and hydrodynamic effects continue to push the
craft upward, but the net force (and the acceleration)
approaches zero. The hull is still in the water, but gravity
is rapidly overcoming upward lift forces.
At time D gravity becomes equal to the other
forces, the instantaneous acceleration is zero, and a velocity
maxima is achieved. Between time D and E the hull below
the LCG rises vertically with the velocity approaching
another maxima. Gravity once again dominates the other
dynamic forces and at time E another peak vertical
displacement is achieved, the instantaneous velocity is
zero, and another wave impact sequence begins. The
duration of the wave slam event (impact event) from time
B to C is roughly 0.16 seconds. From time C to D
(approximately 0.45 seconds) buoyancy and hydrodynamic
lift forces dominate gravity to yield an upward force
(acceleration). From time D until the next wave encounter
gravity dominates the other forces as the hull moves above
its static and planing draft line.
Wave Encounter Period
Figure 4 shows significant wave height (H1/3) and
average wave period (TW) values from Pierson, Neuman,
James data for fully risen sea state conditions.

Average Wave Period (sec)

6

y = -0.0133x 4 + 0.1967x 3 - 1.0553x 2 + 2.8982x + 0.4269

5
4
3
2
1
0
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Significant Wave Height (feet)

Figure 4. Average period versus significant wave height
Assuming a head sea course at a constant speed Vk in knots,
it can be shown that the average wave encounter period (T)
in seconds for water depths greater than 0.5 LW is :

5.12TW
1.686VK  5.12TW
2

7

E
A
D
B

C

Figure 3. Wave slam sequence of events
The impact event is complete at time C and the craft
motion is now dominated by wave interaction forces.
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Equation (2)

TW is the average wave period from Figure 4 and (LW) is
the average wave length. When data from Figure 4 is
substituted into equation (2) it can be shown that the wave
encounter period (T) is greater than 0.5 seconds for speeds
up to 50 knots and significant wave heights greater than 1.6
feet. Therefore, the wave encounter frequency will be less
than 2 waves per second (i.e. 2 Hz) for significant wave
heights greater than 1.6 feet. This is important because it
means that the rigid body response of a craft moving at
planing speeds in sea states greater than 1.6 feet will

manifest itself as repeated acceleration pulses whose cyclic
frequency is on the order of 2 Hertz or less. Any frequency
content in the acceleration record greater than 2 Hertz is
therefore coming from a source other than longitudinal
(surge) rigid body encounters with waves.
As shown in Figure 5, the most prevalent source
for other frequency content in small boats and craft
recorded at bow, LCG, and stern accelerometer locations is
from local oscillations of contiguous structure in the
vicinity of the gage. Local flexure of deck plating or
panels induced by wave slams or machinery vibrations, or
even rotational motions of equipment installations are
examples of likely high frequency responses observed
riding on top of craft rigid body motions. Figure 6 presents
the Fourier spectrum of the typical acceleration record that
highlights the presence of high frequency motions above
the wave encounter frequency.
- accelerometer
locations

the order of 25 to 26 Hz most likely due to deck vibrations
close to the gage. These oscillations can add significant
amplitude to the acceleration response at the time of the
wave slam peak acceleration response. Gage placement
should focus on stiffened locations to minimize structural
flexure. For many applications of interest, including
structural design, seakeeping comparisons, or impact
events on crew or equipment, the rigid body acceleration is
the parameter most often related to global loading
conditions. It is therefore necessary to take extra steps to
estimate the rigid body response by removing the local
high frequency responses.
Data Filtering
There are two approaches to removing high
frequency responses in a recorded signal: low-pass signal
filtering and curve fitting. The black curve in Figure 7
illustrates an estimate of the rigid body acceleration by use
of a 10 Hz low-pass filter. The peak acceleration for the
filtered wave slam event is 3.5 g. The same unfiltered wave
slam (gray curve) has a peak of 5.29 g.

Global
Rigid
Body
Motion

Heave

Pitch
Hog/Sag
Global flexure

Structural
Flexure

Local structure
flexure

Figure 5. Local and global craft motions

Figure 7. Unfiltered and filtered acceleration record

Craft rigid body components

Local deck/plate flexure

Figure 6. Fourier spectrum of typical acceleration record
Rigid Body Motion
Figure 7 is a 4-second segment extracted from the
typical acceleration record. The gray curve is the original
unfiltered record. It contains high frequency oscillations on

Inspection of many records for different small
craft at different speeds has shown that a 10 Hz low-pass
filter removes high frequency oscillation without excessive
removal of peak rigid body response content.
Care must be exercised during the frequency
analysis for craft with larger length-to-beam ratios (to
assess hull girder flexure) or for gage locations on unique
structure such as antenna arches. The nominal 10 Hz value
may have to be adjusted if global flexural responses are
part of the data.
Wave Slam Pulse Shapes
A wave slam is a violent impact between the hull
and an incident wave. Figure 8 presents eight wave slams
extracted from Figure 1 with expanded time scales to show
just the impact period and the plateau. Each was
normalized by dividing by the peak value so that the
maximum is 1.0. The upper plot shows five impact events
whose original peak values were from 3.1g to 3.8g. The
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lower plot shows three more wave slams with peaks of 1.9
g, 4.5g, and 5.3g. The fourth red curve in the lower plot is
the average of the five curves in the upper plot. In general
the impact pulse shapes (from B to C in Figure 3) rise from
zero to a maximum in 50 to 80 msec, and have a total
duration on the order of 200 msec or less. The good
correlation illustrates the repeatability of the different wave
slam events and suggests that, while the energies associated
with each incident wave may be random, the response of
the craft to individual slams may be repeatable with
amplitudes being a function of initial conditions just prior
to each slam event.
Slams 14, 66, 75, 129, 179

history is 0.62 g. This amplitude is much less than the
thirty wave slams with peak accelerations in the 2.0 g to
5.3 g range. Close inspection of numerous data recorded in
the planing regime indicates the RMS value tends to
correlate well with lower amplitude accelerations
associated with buoyancy, hydrodynamic lift, and gravity
forces (ranging from -1g to 1.3 g or less) that act just
before and just after each wave slam event (spike). There is
no apparent physical relationship to wave slam peak
accelerations and the RMS value. The trend for the lower
amplitude hydrodynamic and gravity phases to correlate
with RMS is illustrated in Figure 9. In the figure negative
response values have been made positive to show how the
RMS value runs through the low amplitude hydrodynamic
and gravity response phases.
Vk
L

Slam 14, 66, 75, 129, 179

4.66

RMS = 0.62 g

Slam

Slams 4, 196, 221

Figure 9. Absolute values in a 30-second segment
INDIVIDUAL WAVE SLAM CHARACTERISTICS
Individual Wave Slam Events
A wave slam is a violent impact between a craft
and an incident wave, but not all wave encounters
necessarily result in wave slams. The term “violent” is

Figure 8. Normalized pulse shapes for wave slams
RMS Acceleration
The root mean square (RMS) is a measure of the
average fluctuation about the mean for a time varying
signal. For time varying signals with an average value of
zero (acceleration data should be processed in such a way
that the average value is zero), the RMS value is equivalent
to the standard deviation, and is calculated using the
relationship.

RMS

m 2
¦ Xi
i 1
m

Equation (3)
Figure 10. Individual wave slam events

where Xi are the discrete data points in a record and m is
the total number of data points within the data record.
The RMS value of the filtered acceleration time
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subjective. What may be violent or significant for one
application (or one craft occupant), may not be for another.
For this discussion a definition in general terms is

sufficient. Figure 10 presents a 30-second segment of the
10 Hz filtered acceleration record to show numerous
individual wave slams. Both vertical (Z direction) and
longitudinal (X fore-aft direction) accelerations are shown.
There are six wave slams observed in the figure that have
peak vertical accelerations greater than 2.0g, with
numerous small amplitude peaks less than 1.0g. The
amplitudes and the pulse shapes for both vertical and
longitudinal responses appear to be random with little or no
discernable patterns of repetition.
Wave Slam Parameters
Previous scale-model impact testing by Chaung
demonstrated that individual wave slam events are complex
dynamic interactions between a speeding craft and a
moving wave with many parameters of interest, including
craft speed, wave celerity, impact angle (trim, dead rise,
buttock), wave slope (crest, trough, flank), and wave
height. Analysis of thirty wave slams from the original
filtered record with peak vertical accelerations greater than
2.0g identified five parameters useful for characterizing
wave slam response amplitudes and pulse shapes. The red
curve in Figure 11 illustrates the vertical acceleration for a
single wave slam event, and the green curve is the
longitudinal acceleration (fore-aft). The peak vertical
acceleration (Az) has historical significance as the
parameter used to characterize the maximum vertical
response amplitude. It is directly proportional to the
maximum instantaneous load applied to the hull at the
beginning of the wave slam event.

impact event, and tends to indicate whether the impact
occurred on a wave leading flank, or crest, or a trough.
Larger values tend to indicate a leading flank impact, and
lower values tend to indicate a wave trough impact or
perhaps an impact on the back side of a wave. Figure 12
shows example AZT values greater than and less than 1.0g.
The third parameter shown in Figure 11 is the
peak longitudinal acceleration (AX): the maximum negative
amplitude in the fore-aft direction (green curve). It is
always a negative value that occurs within milliseconds
after initiation of wave impact. During the wave impact, as
the craft is moving vertically down in the water, drag and
added mass effects decelerate the forward motion of the
craft; hence the negative value. The magnitude of AX is a
general indicator of either a skimming impact with little
deceleration, or a more plunging impact (deeper depth)
with larger deceleration amplitudes. Figure 12 shows AX
amplitudes equal to -1.0g and greater than -1.0g.

Figure 11. Wave slam parameters
The second vertical parameter shown in Figure 11
is the wave transition acceleration (AZT) that occurs at the
time when the craft velocity crosses zero (point C in Figure
3). At this time the impact event is completed, and the
dominant vertical forces acting on the craft have
transitioned to wave hydro-dynamic forces and gravity. In
general AZT will be referred to as the “transition
acceleration” whose amplitude depends upon the impact
sequence of events. It is characteristic of the transition from
an impact phase to the hydrodynamic phase just after the

Figure 12. Examples of AX and AZT values
Another gage installed at the craft’s LCG
measured pitch rate in degrees per second. A six-second
sample of its derivative, the angular acceleration in degrees
per sec2, is shown as the red curve in Figure 13. The blue
curve is the longitudinal acceleration to illustrate the
occurrence of wave slam events. The angular acceleration
is the fourth parameter of interest because it is useful to
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understand craft rigid body rotation in the sequence of
events. In this investigation a positive angular acceleration
indicates a “bow-up” moment is rotating the bow upward,
and a negative value indicates a bow-down moment.
The fifth parameter of interest is the vertical drop
height (H) in feet between points A and B shown in Figure
3. Close inspection of the five parameters for the top thirty
wave slam events in Figure 1 led to interesting trends and
the ability to categorize individual slams into one of three
categories depending upon the sequence of events observed
in the slam event.

Bow up
moment

Bow
down
moment

Figure 13. Angular acceleration at the LCG

Negative
longitudinal
acceleration

Each slam category, labeled A, B, and C, is described in
the following sections.
Type Alpha Slam
Figure 14 illustrates the Alpha slam, or type A.
The upper red curve shows that it is characterized by a -1g
vertical free fall and a negative longitudinal acceleration
(green curve) just before wave impact. The fore-aft
(longitudinal) positive acceleration spike seen in the green
curve indicates a force pushes forward on the LCG briefly
at the beginning of the impact. The lower red curve shows
a short duration negative angular acceleration spike (bowdown moment while the longitudinal acceleration spike
occurs) followed rapidly by a positive angular acceleration
(bow-up moment). Eight of the thirty slams observed in the
Figure 1 record with vertical peaks greater than 2g were
Alpha slams. All of the Type Alpha slams (except for one)
are also characterized by a precursor wave encounter that is
a non-slam (non-violent) event.
The data in Figures 13 and 14 suggest the
following plausible description of the Type Alpha slam
sequence of events. The long duration of the upward force
in the precursor wave contributes to a launch and free fall
sequence of events. A stern-first water entry causes a brief
bow down moment, which in turn introduces the forward
acceleration spike, followed by impact with the incoming
wave that causes the bow-up moment and the sharp rise in
vertical acceleration.
Type Bravo Slam
The Bravo Slam, or Type B, is similar to the
Alpha Slam, but there is no indication of a stern-first
impact. Eighteen of the thirty wave slams with vertical
peak acceleration greater than 2.0g were Bravo slams. As
shown in Figure 15, the pre-impact period is characterized
by a -1.0 g vertical acceleration (or close to it), a negative
longitudinal acceleration, and insignificant angular
acceleration (close to zero) just prior to impact. This is
consistent with a sequence of events described as a free fall
event with loss of thrust and little or no bow-down rotation
when the keel impacts the water.

Positive longitudinal
acceleration spike

Minus 1g
free fall

Type Charlie Slam
The third Type C category, or Charlie wave slam,
is shown in Figure 16. In the upper plot the green curve
shows there is a small positive longitudinal acceleration
that indicates continuous thrust before the impact. Like the
Bravo slam there is no longitudinal acceleration spike (no
stern-first impact). In the lower red plot the small negative
angular rotation indicates a continuous bow-down moment
before the impact, which is consistent with the negative
vertical acceleration in the upper red curve. The sequence
of events indicates the energy of the Charlie slam is due
primarily to the relative horizontal velocity between the
craft and the incident wave, and has little to do with
significant vertical drop at the LCG. Prior to the slam there
is forward thrust and a small bow down moment, but there
is no free-fall event prior to the slam.

Negative angular
acceleration spike

Figure 14. Type Alpha slam sequence of events
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Negative longitudinal
acceleration

No positive
longitudinal
acceleration spike

Free fall
event

are also characterized by the lowest amplitude peak vertical
accelerations (2.1g to 2.6g). Alpha and Bravo slams on the
other hand have peak vertical accelerations greater than 3.0
g, most likely due to the potential energy of the free fall or
large bow down rotations just prior to impact.
PEAK VERTICAL ACCELERATION TRENDS
Acceleration versus Drop Height
Figure 17 shows that within wave slam Alpha and
Bravo categories there are clear linear trends with the drop
height (H) parameter, but only for impacts when AX < 1.3g
and AZT < 1.0g. The lower amplitude Charlie wave slams
(including lower amplitude Bravo slams) show only slight
correlation with drop height. This result is not surprising in
light of the Charlie slam sequence of events dominated by
forward motion and vertical acceleration due to wave
impact. Clearly, the Alpha and Bravo slam sequence of
events is dominated by the pre-impact free fall and bowdown rotation events. The combination of forward
momentum (kinetic energy) and free fall (potential energy)
results in higher energy impacts with subsequent larger
peak vertical acceleration values.

No negative angular
acceleration spike

6

Peak Z Acceleration (g)

5

Figure 15. Type Bravo wave slam sequence of events
Positive small longitudinal
acceleration (thrust)

No positive
longitudinal
acceleration spike
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2

Linear (Type A)
Linear (Type B)

1
0
0

0.5

1

1.5

H/H1/3

Figure 17. Peak vertical acceleration linear trends
No free fall
before impact

Continuous
negative moment
prior to impact

Figure 16. Type Charlie wave slam sequence of events
Only four of the thirty slams with peak vertical
accelerations greater than 2.0g were Charlie slams. They

There are seven Bravo and Charlie slam outliers
that are not plotted in Figure 17. Their status as an outlier is
clearly shown to be related to extreme values of AX > 1.3g
and/or AZT >1.0g. It appears the low amplitude Bravo
slams acted more like Charlie slams due to large AZT
and/or large Xg values.
Observations
The high speed craft vertical and longitudinal
acceleration data presented in this paper indicates that
within each slam subset (Type Alpha, Bravo, Charlie), the
data may be able to be partitioned further to identify impact
conditions that range from (1) a skimming (planing) impact
to a more plunging (more severe) impact based on AX
values, and (2) from impacts on a wave trailing flank (or
trough) to a more severe impact on the leading flank (or
wave crest) based on AZT values. It is interesting to note
that the peak vertical accelerations for the outlier impacts
(AX >1.3g and AZT >1.0g) do not exceed the largest peak
vertical accelerations for the non-outlier data points. For
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example, the largest outlier acceleration is 3.96g, but the
non-outlier (linear trend) accelerations for Alpha and Bravo
slams are as high as 5.39g and 4.59g. This indicates the
largest vertical accelerations occur in the non-outlier data,
therefore using the non-outlier data encompasses the full
range of vertical accelerations from smallest (in this case
limited to 2g) to the largest peak accelerations. Omitting
outlier data based on AX and AZT values did not therefore
omit important high-amplitude slam events for this data set.
The outlier data points tend to have ratios of ACG/AX less
than 2.5, while the linear trending Alpha and Bravo slams
have ratios greater than 2.5. The linear trending data
corresponds to more energy partitioning in the vertical
direction (and thus better correlation with drop height),
while the outliers tend to correspond to impacts where
more energy is distributed in the fore-aft direction upon
impact (i.e. less energy in the vertical direction, thus little
or no correlation with drop height).
The results presented in this paper are intended to
convey an approach to analyzing individual wave slam
events. It conveys a process focused on understanding
acceleration record frequency content, understanding rigid
body motions of the craft, and understanding how one
acceleration record could be thought of as a sequence of
many wave slam events where each wave slam can be
analyzed as a single impact event. Once the individual
elements are evaluated, the process then combines common
wave slam events based on physical properties, and
synthesizes data trend results. While the approach has been
applied to more than one data set, it is still too early to
report broad results. The intent is therefore to focus on the
process to stimulate further discussion and further research,
as opposed to stating broad conclusions about high speed
planing craft responses in significant seas.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The individual wave slam analysis approach
presented in this paper shows how high speed planing craft
may encounter waves over a broad range of shapes and
amplitudes that vary randomly in time depending upon
environmental conditions. In this one data set the results
suggest that selected peak acceleration responses of the
craft may not always be random responses, but rather
follow cause-and-effect relationships based on the loading
sequence of events. These results represent the initial steps
in a process of discovery to investigate new data analysis
approaches for high speed craft. The implications of these
results therefore remain yet to be determined. Potential
applications will depend upon the lessons learned in further
studies across a broad range of hull shapes, displacements,
and speed regimes.
By categorizing individual wave slams in subsets
(Type Alpha, Bravo, Charlie slams) that depend upon the
wave impact sequence of events, the authors identified
subset trends where non-random peak acceleration
responses can be shown to be repeatable and scalable.
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These results suggest that while each wave is unique and
random, the dynamic response of a high-speed planing
craft may not be random. For other speed and sea state
conditions all three wave types may not be present,
especially as speed and wave heights decrease, or as hull
form or displacement changes.
The vertical drop height (H) parameter is one of
five found useful for characterizing individual wave slam
responses. The other four include peak vertical acceleration
(AZ), peak longitudinal acceleration (AX), wave transition
acceleration (AZT), and angular acceleration. The peak rigid
body vertical acceleration values presented in this paper
trend linearly with drop height (H) for values of AX < 1.3g
and AZT < 1.0g.
While the numerical results presented here are
applicable only to the acceleration record shown in Figure
1, the observations are encouraging and the approach may
have multiple potential applications, including a better
understanding of hull strain correlation with loads,
comparative assessments of craft ride quality,
understanding the risk of equipment malfunction or
damage, or computer simulation correlation and validation.
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ABSTRACT
Planing craft operating at high speeds in waves can
experience high, repetitive vertical accelerations. Due to
the random, nonlinear nature of vertical accelerations, the
data are best handled using statistical processes. Vertical
acceleration criteria for planing craft design exist in a wide
range of different statistical forms. Structural criteria
currently require statistical averaging of extreme (Peak)
value data. Other criteria such as habitability criteria
consider the Root Mean Square (RMS) of the entire
(Parent) data signal.
Historically, Peak vertical
accelerations were thought to fit the Exponential
distribution as reported by Fridsma (1971). Design
regression methods of Savitsky, Brown (1976) and
Hoggard, Jones (1980) as well as classification standards
adopted this conclusion.
However, several published
papers have raised doubt to the accuracy and validity of
this Exponential distribution assumption.
This paper examines the statistical behavior and
distribution of Peak vertical accelerations data for planing
craft in irregular waves to determine if the Exponential
distribution is appropriate. This study is a continuation of
research that initiated as a feasibility study of four (4) data
sets as discussed in Grimsley (2009) and is now extended
to an additional twenty-four (24) data sets collected from
full-scale and model scale testing of different planing hulls.

NOTATION
ABS
ATTC
b
CDF
C

American Bureau of Shipping
American Towing Tank Conference
Craft beam, feet
Cumulative distribution function
Load coefficient,  (lbs) / b3

d
DRI
F
H1/3
KD
L
LCG
N

n
n 1/N

MIF
MII
MSI
NZ
PDF
RMS
VK
WBV
β
ρ


Full load static draft, feet
Dynamic Response Index
Longitudinal pressure distribution factor
Significant wave height, feet
Pressure reduction coefficient
Craft length, feet
Longitudinal center of gravity
Number of data points in a data set
Statistical average
Statistical average of the highest 1/Nth values
Motion induced fatigue
Motion induced interruption
Motion sickness incidence
Impact load factor
Probability Density Function
Root mean square
Craft speed, knots
Whole body vibrations
Deadrise angle, degrees
Density of water (lb-sec2/ft4)
Trim angle, degrees

INTRODUCTION
Planing hulls are commonly utilized in the field of
high-speed vessels for military, racing, and recreational
use. A main advantage of planing hulls is the dynamic lift
generated at high speed-to-length ratios. However, when
operating at high speeds in waves planing hulls can
experience
high
magnitude,
repetitive
vertical
accelerations. High vertical accelerations have a negative
influence on the overall design of the craft.
Vertical acceleration is a critical parameter affecting
structural design, vessel certification, habitability, and
personnel readiness and safety. However, there are many
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challenges surrounding vertical accelerations for planing
craft, including calculation, statistics, analysis and
reporting. Koelbel (1995) examined the uncertainty in the
structural design process for high-speed craft and
concluded that the vertical acceleration is the “single most
pressing problem” facing planing hull designers.
Fridsma (1969, 1971) reported on a systematic study
of seakeeping model tests conducted on prismatic hulls in
regular and irregular head seas and showed that craft
acceleration data are random and highly nonlinear in
relation to wave height. As a result, linear superposition
theories that are acceptable to predict seakeeping response
of displacement hulls are not applicable for planing craft
operating at speeds in the planing regime, VK/√L > 2.
Since the vertical accelerations in irregular waves are
random, statistics are used to characterize the planing hull
response.
Statistics such as the average, standard
deviation, RMS, or average of the 1/Nth highest, including
the average of the 1/10th and average of the 1/100th are
typically used by designers and test engineers to quantify
and report vertical acceleration of planing craft.
Existing Design Criteria
Grimsley (1998), Koelbel (1995) and Silvia (1978)
surveyed a number of design methods used for estimating
the design pressures on planing hull bottom structure.
Vertical acceleration is an input required in most of the
existing methods. A commonly used structural design
method was described in Allen, Jones (1978). The AllenJones equation used to calculate impact pressures in the
structural design of planing craft is as follows:

PD  4.44 N Z FK D d
Allen, Jones (1978) concluded that the most difficult
and most controversial input required in calculating the
impact pressure for structural design is determining the
impact load factor, NZ, which correlates to the average of
the 1/10th highest vertical acceleration, in g’s.
For craft requiring licensing and certification,
designers must comply with structural design standards
specified by classification societies such as American
Bureau of Shipping (ABS), Det Norske Veritas (DNV), or
Lloyd’s Register. These impact design pressure equations
require the designer to input the average of the 1/100 th
highest vertical acceleration, in g’s.
Beyond structural criteria, the designer may also need
to comply with a range of statistical criteria to ensure the
safety of passengers and crew. Guidelines for habitability
often consider statistics of the entire (Parent) data signal,
such as the Root Mean Square (RMS), and include Motion
Sickness Incidence (MSI), Motion Induced Interruptions
(MII), Motion Induced Fatigue (MIF), Whole Body

Vibrations (WBV), and Dynamic Response Index (DRI).
The reader is referred to the survey conducted by
Schleicher, Bowles (2004) and the references cited therein
for more details.
To date, vertical accelerations are characterized either
through analysis of test data or through empirically derived
methods. Fridsma (1971) presented a series of design
charts and calculation procedures for predicting impact
loads on hull structure at the bow and longitudinal center of
gravity (LCG) based on the results of model testing
prismatic hullforms in irregular head seas. Savitsky,
Brown (1976) summarized the work of Fridsma (1971) and
presented simplified expressions for the average vertical
acceleration at the bow and LCG. Their equation to predict
the average vertical acceleration at the LCG is:

nCG  0.0104

H1/ 3
 5
 0.084 
b
4 3
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The regression method developed by Hoggard, Jones
(1980) is another empirical method used by designers to
estimate vertical acceleration. Hoggard, Jones (1980)
developed an equation for the average of the 1/10 th highest
acceleration at the LCG based on analyzing experimental
data of planing craft vertical acceleration collected at
model and full scale.
The Savitsky, Brown (1971) and the Hoggard, Jones
(1980) methods are used by planing craft designers in early
stage design to predict vertical acceleration for new planing
hulls. However, these two methods calculate different
statistical values. The Savitsky, Brown (1971) method
calculates the average peak acceleration. The Hoggard,
Jones (1980) method calculates the average of the 1/10 th
highest peak acceleration. As discussed earlier, some
impact pressure equations require the designer to input the
average of the 1/10th highest peak acceleration. Other
impact pressure equations require the designer to input the
average of the 1/100th highest peak acceleration. Further,
when considering habitability requirements, the designer
must consider statistics such as the RMS of the Parent data.
In the existing framework of planing craft design standards,
how can the designer properly work between these various
statistics? An accurate understanding of the probability
distribution of vertical acceleration data is required.
Existing Statistical Model
In his analysis, Fridsma (1971) conducted a manual
data analysis procedure to count the positive peak values of
the vertical acceleration time history recorded from model
test results of prismatic hulls in irregular seas. These
positive peaks were collected by manually inspecting
oscillograph records, grouping the peaks, and analyzing the
peak data sets. Fridsma reported that unlike wave height
time histories, vertical acceleration data did not follow the
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Rayleigh distribution. Based on analysis of the data he
collected, Fridsma concluded that the Peak data sets
followed the Exponential distribution.
The Exponential distribution is a one-parameter
distribution of the Weibull distribution under the Extreme
Value Distribution Family. Only one parameter, the
average, is required to recreate the distribution. Within the
Exponential distribution, other statistical averages of the
distribution can be calculated using the following equation,

where N is the number of data points, n is the average of

the distribution, and n 1/N is the average of the 1/Nth
highest data points:

n1 / N  n 1  ln N 
Savitsky, Brown (1976), Hoggard, Jones (1980), and
the classification standards adopted the conclusion made by
Fridsma (1971) that the peak acceleration data followed the
Exponential distribution. They referenced the following
equations to determine the statistical accelerations required
in the design process:

n1 / 3  2.1n
n1 / 10  3.3n
n1 / 100  5.6n

investigate the statistical distribution of Peak values of
vertical acceleration data collected on four (4) different
planing craft operating in irregular waves. In the feasibility
study, Grimsley (2009) identified Peak vertical
accelerations from data sets collected at the LCG on each
of four test craft and analyzed the Peak data sets to
determine whether the Exponential distribution was indeed
the best fit. In the data collected for all four craft, Grimsley
(2009) found that of four different distribution functions
considered, the Exponential distribution was the worst fit to
the Peak acceleration data. Further, in comparing both the
Probability Density Function (PDF) and Cumulative
Distribution Function (CDF), the Peak acceleration data
sets did not fit the Exponential distribution.
The paper presented herein is the continuation of the
research discussed in Grimsley (2009) and extends to an
additional twenty-four (24) data sets collected from fullscale and model scale testing of different planing hulls
operated in random waves. The technical approach is
discussed below, along with highlights from Grimsley
(2009) and results of the extension to the remaining fullscale and model-scale test cases.

APPROACH

Under the assumption that Peak vertical accelerations
follow the Exponential distribution, the designer would
only need to know the average of the Peak data in order to
determine the average of the 1/10th highest or average of
the 1/100th highest for input into the impact pressure
equations for structural design.
However several
references, including Brown, Klosinski (1980) and Blount,
Schleicher, Buescher (2006) have questioned the validity of
using the Exponential distribution to describe the statistics
of Peak vertical acceleration data for planing craft.
Furthermore there are significant variations among
testing institutions on how to analyze and report vertical
acceleration data. Some institutions that follow the
Exponential distribution only report out the average,
expecting the designer to recreate the distribution based on
this single parameter. Other institutions carry out an RMS
analysis on the entire total data signal, and then assume the
Rayleigh distribution to report statistical parameters of the
data. These inconsistencies can lead to significant error in
the design of planing craft and can only be remedied
through correct understanding of the probability
distribution and statistical behavior of vertical acceleration
data.
As a starting point to an in-depth study of the
statistical behavior of planing craft vertical accelerations,
Grimsley (2009) conducted a feasibility study to
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This study is a continuation of research discussed in
Grimsley (2009) and is now extended to an additional
twenty-four (24) data sets collected from full-scale and
model scale testing of different planing hulls operated in
random waves.
The main focus of the analysis discussed herein
examined the distribution of the Peak acceleration data sets
to determine if the Exponential distribution is indeed the
correct distribution for planing craft operating in waves.
As this is the fundamental basis to current planing craft
design standards regarding vertical accelerations, the
authors desired to explore this assertion before moving
forward to study other aspects of the statistical behavior of
planing craft accelerations.
For this study the researchers examined the vertical
acceleration data collected from twenty-eight (28) different
tests. Tests were run on planing hulls with differing hull
form geometries, operating at a range of speeds, hull
loadings, and sea conditions. Nineteen (19) test cases were
collected at full scale and nine (9) tests were collected at
model scale. Parameters for the data sets examined fell into
the ranges shown in Table 1.

Table 1: Range of Parameters for Data Sets
2.8  FV  4.5
Speed
Sea Condition

0.3 

Hull Geometry
Hull Loading

H1/ 3
 0.8
1 / 3

0.2 

H1/ 3
 0.5
B

L
 4.7
B
L
2.5  1 / 3  5.8


between the CDF of the known distribution F(x) and the
CDF of the empirical distribution Fn(x) at each point along
the two curves as follows:

MAX Dn(x) = MAX |Fn(x) – F(x)|

3.2 

Probability Distributions
The four distributions considered in this study
were the Exponential, Rayleigh, Lognormal, and Gumbel
distributions. The Exponential distribution was included as
it has been the existing distribution model to date based on
Fridsma (1971). The Rayleigh distribution was selected as
it represents the typical distribution of the sea wave height,
as referenced by the significant wave height, H1/3. Both the
Exponential and the Rayleigh distributions are oneparameter variations of the Weibull distribution.

Peak Identification Methods
Zseleczky, McKee (1989) acknowledged that the
most common approach to data analysis of vertical
accelerations, and the approach used by Fridsma (1971), is
to identify the positive peaks of the time history and report
out statistics based on these peaks. They noted the
shortcoming of this methodology is that the subjective
input from the user, such as the peak identification method
used and the threshold value selected, can greatly affect the
results. In order to better understand the sensitivity of the
resultant distribution of the Peak data set to the method
used for Peak identification, four different peak
identification methods were included in this research.
Graphical representations of the peak identification
methods considered are shown in Figure 1.

The third distribution selected was the two-parameter
Gumbel distribution. The Gumbel distribution and the
Weibull distribution are part of the Generalized Extreme
Value distribution under the Extreme Value Theory (EVT)
developed in the 1950s to deal with extreme values in the
tail of the distribution and to assess the risk of unusual
events. The Gumbel distribution has been used extensively
to model extreme events.
The fourth distribution selected was the Lognormal
distribution. Schleicher (2008) non-dimensionalized the
Parent data collected from one hull form tested at model
scale in order to combine data collected under different
loading, speed and sea conditions. Schleicher (2008)
reported that the combined, non-dimensionalized Parent
data trended towards a Lognormal distribution, but
observed that there was only a fairly loose correlation
towards the “tail” of the data. The authors are interested to
see how well this distribution fits the Peak acceleration
data.
Schleicher (2008) used the three-parameter
Lognormal distribution. The two-parameter Lognormal
distribution is used in this study.

Goodness of Fit Testing
Quantitative comparisons of each of data sets to the
four distributions described above were carried out using
the Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) Test for goodness of fit.
This test was selected as it also permits consideration of the
1/Nth statistics that are currently well embedded in planing
craft structural design methods. The test was run to
determine the best fit with at least 95% confidence for the
experimental data to known distributions by finding the
maximum of the absolute value of the difference (Dn)

Figure 1: Peak Identification Methods
It is likely that refinements to these methods, as well
as other methods, are available, and it is not the purpose of
this research to evaluate or rank peak identification
methods on their own. The focus instead was to examine if
the peak identification method selected would alter the
results of the distribution fitting study.
Threshold Values
As shown in Figure 1, each of the peak identification
methods requires a threshold or buffer value as specified by
the user. Zseleczky, McKee (1989) pointed out that
variations in the threshold value selected by the user can
skew the results as it alters the number of events in the
Peak data set and thus alters the average of the 1/N th
statistics. There is no clear guidance from the literature on
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selecting the correct buffer or threshold value. Savitsky,
Koelbel (1992) suggested a multiple of the RMS value of
the Parent data be used. Zseleczky, McKee (1989)
recommended a sensitivity study be performed as part of
the analysis technique. In order to better understand the
sensitivity of the resultant distribution of the Peak data set
to the threshold or buffer values, the values were varied in
the analysis of each data set and for each peak
identification method.
Feasibility Study Highlights
Grimsley (2009) examined vertical acceleration data
sets from four different hulls to evaluate the sensitivity of
the Peak data distribution to four different peak
identification methods and to different threshold values. In
all four hulls, the Exponential distribution proved to be the
worst fit to the Peak data sets and the most sensitive to
peak identification method and threshold or buffer values.
The Rayleigh distribution also proved to be a poor fit for
all Peak data sets and was sensitive to peak identification
methods and threshold/buffer values. For a range of peak
identification methods and threshold values, Grimsley
(2009) found the best fit to the data sets examined was the
Gumbel distribution. The second best fit, but slightly more
sensitive to peak identification method and threshold
values was the two-parameter Lognormal distribution. The
results of the goodness of fit testing for one of the four test
cases are shown below. The results for the other three test
cases were similar. Figure 2 shows the variation in the
maximum difference, Max Dn, measured between the
experimental data set and the known distribution when
using the Buffer Method for peak identification. As the
buffer size varied, the Maximum difference varied. The
Exponential distribution had the highest Max Dn value and
the worst fit to the data set for each of the buffer sizes
tested.
The Gumbel distribution showed the least
sensitivity to the buffer size used and consistently showed
very low Max Dn values. The results for the other three
peak identification methods are shown in Figures 3 to 5.

Figure 3: Peak Distribution Goodness of Fit
(Vertical Threshold)

Figure 4: Peak Distribution Goodness of Fit
(Vertical Difference)

Figure 5: Peak Distribution Goodness of Fit
(Horizontal Threshold)
Figure 2: Peak Distribution Goodness of Fit
(Buffer)

The results of the goodness of fit testing are also
plotted for each distribution function to show the variation
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of maximum Dn as a function of the peak identification
method selected and the threshold value chosen. Figure 6
shows the maximum Dn between the test data and the
Exponential distribution for three peak identification
methods.
The graph shows that the Exponential
distribution was not a good fit for the data set and that there
were high variations in the results based on the peak
identification method and the threshold value selected. The
results for the remaining three distributions are shown in
Figures 7 to 9. The Gumbel distribution showed the least
sensitivity to peak identification method and threshold
value and had vary low values of Max Dn as shown in
Figure 9. The Lognormal distribution yielded low values
of Max Dn but some sensitivity to peak identification
method and threshold value.

Figure 8: Peak Distribution Goodness of Fit
(Lognormal)

Figure 6: Peak Distribution Goodness of Fit
(Exponential)

Figure 9: Peak Distribution Goodness of Fit
(Gumbel)
Findings for Remaining Data Sets
The remaining twenty-four (24) data sets were
analyzed using the same framework developed in the
feasibility study. The positive peak values were collected
from each of the Parent data sets using the four peak
identification methods to form each Peak data set.
Sensitivity studies were also to determine the sensitivity of
the Peak data distribution to variations in the threshold or
buffer values.

Figure 7: Peak Distribution Goodness of Fit
(Rayleigh)

The analysis results for the remaining twenty-four
data sets were in very close agreement with the results of
the feasibility study. In all of the data sets evaluated the
Exponential distribution proved to be the worst fit for the
Peak data sets and the most sensitive to peak identification
method and threshold or buffer values. The Rayleigh
distribution also proved to be a poor fit for all Peak data
sets and was sensitive to peak identification methods and
threshold/buffer values. Overall, the Gumbel distribution
was a very good fit for all peak identification methods and
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proved to be the least sensitive to threshold/buffer values.
The Gumbel distribution was the best fit in 17 of the 19
full-scale test cases, regardless of peak identification
method or threshold value used.
The Lognormal
distribution showed sensitivity to threshold values for each
of the peak identification methods. The Lognormal
distribution was slightly better than the Gumbel
distribution in two of the full-scale test cases, but only by
less than 0.002 between the maximum Dn value for the two
distributions. In these two test cases, the Exponential
distribution had a maximum difference of six times the
maximum difference of either the Gumbel or Lognormal
distribution, based on the results of the K-S test. A
summary of the results are presented in Figures 10 to 13 for
the Peak data sets of the full-scale test cases using two
different peak identification methods. Results are similar
for all test cases and all four (4) peak identification
methods.

Figure 10: Goodness of Fit for Full-Scale Peak Data Sets
Using Buffer Method

Figure 11: Trendline Results, Goodness of Fit for FullScale Peak Data Sets Using Buffer Method
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Figure 12: Goodness of Fit for Full-Scale Peak Data
Sets Using HT Method

Figure 13: Trendline Results, Goodness of Fit for FullScale Peak Data Sets Using HT Method

The authors also examined nine model scale test cases
for planing hull tests conducted at different loading
conditions, speeds, and sea conditions to determine if the
findings regarding the statistical distribution of full-scale
test data also applied to model-scale test data of planing
hull vertical accelerations. The results of the model scale
test cases were in close agreement with the results of the
feasibility study and the results of the remaining full-scale
test cases. In all nine test cases examined, the Exponential
distribution was the worst fit to the experimental data. The
Gumbel distribution was the best fit in 8 of 9 of the modelscale test cases. Figures 14 to 17 show the results for the
Peak data sets of the model-scale test cases using two
different peak identification methods. Results are similar
for all test cases and the four peak identification methods.

Figure 14: Goodness of Fit for Model-Scale Peak Data Sets
Using Buffer Method

Figure 17: Trendline Results, Goodness of Fit for ModelScale Peak Data Sets Using HT Method

CONCLUSIONS
This concludes the investigation into the statistical
distribution of Peak vertical accelerations for planing craft
in irregular waves. The focus of the study was to evaluate
the validity of the Exponential distribution for Peak
acceleration data, as this has been the fundamental basis to
current planing craft design standards regarding vertical
accelerations. The study evaluated the goodness of fit of
Peak acceleration data for twenty-eight (28) data sets
collected at the LCG from different model and full scale
planing craft tests against four distribution functions:
Exponential, Rayleigh, Gumbel, and Lognormal.
The
findings of this study are summarized below:
Figure 15: Trendline Results, Goodness of Fit for ModelScale Peak Data Sets Using Buffer Method

1) In an examination of twenty-eight (28) Peak
vertical acceleration data sets collected from
tests conducted on different planing hulls
operating
in
irregular
waves,
the
Exponential distribution did not fit any of
the data sets.
2) Sensitivity studies were carried out to
consider
four
(4)
different
peak
identification methods and a range of
threshold or buffer values. In all cases, the
Exponential distribution proved to be an
inappropriate fit to the experimental data.
3) The study evaluated data collected on
different planing hulls operating at different
speeds, loading conditions and sea
conditions to offer a broader insight into the
applicability of these findings. Model and
full-scale test cases were included. In all
cases, the Exponential distribution was the
worst fit to the data.

Figure 16: Goodness of Fit for Model-Scale Peak Data Sets
Using HT Method

4) The Gumbel Distribution was the closest fit
to the Peak data and was the least sensitive
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to Peak Identification method or threshold
value for 17 of the 19 full-scale test cases
and 8 of the 9 model-scale test cases.

Boats in Rough Water,” Davidson Laboratory SIT-DL-809-2133, June 1980.
Fridsma, Gerard, “A Systematic Study of the Rough Water
Performance of Planing Boats,” Davidson Laboratory,
Stevens Institute of Technology Report 1275, November
1969.

5) The results of the study show that the
Rayleigh distribution was also a poor fit to
the experimental data sets. This was in
agreement with Fridsma (1971) regarding
the nonlinearity of vertical accelerations in
relation to wave height.
This paper summarized the initial phase of an in-depth
research program that was carried out regarding the
statistical behavior of vertical accelerations of planing craft
operating in irregular waves. In addition to the distribution
of Peak data sets, the following studies were completed as
part of the research program:








Investigation into distribution of Parent data sets
Correlation of statistical parameters between Peak
and Parent data sets
Monte Carlo Simulation of Peak data sets
Monte Carlo Simulation of Parent data sets
Investigation into additional statistical parameters
for future analysis and reporting
Investigation into Probability of Exceedance
criteria for future analysis and reporting
Extension of legacy data based on limited
reporting.

Due to space limitations for the ATTC 2010 conference
proceedings, the remaining findings and conclusions of
these studies will be published in future reports.
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ABSTRACT
The goal of this project is to develop a test platform
for measuring SES response to wave loads. The platform is
designed and built incorporating a self-propelled vehicle
with data acquisition and navigation capabilities.
Theoretical analysis is performed, various hardware and
electronic parts are designed and built and software
applications developed. Wave tank experiments are
conducted for test platform evaluation and determination of
vehicle response to a range of wave conditions.
Furthermore, a 3D model of the AIRCAT scale model SES
is created. The theoretical analysis shows that the scale
effects in some cases are great, so resonance phenomena
cannot be observed. The experimental results clearly show
that the heave, pitch and aircushion excess pressure
fluctuations increase as mean aircushion excess pressure
increases. The bow skirt arrangement needs improvements
and further experimentation is necessary in order to draw
conclusions about the wave loads applied on the skirt.
NOTATION
A
A55
Aac
ADC
AHRS
az
b
bac
BT
count0
d
d1/2
DC
EA / F

amplitude
added mass moment of inertia
aircushion area
analog to digital converter
attitude heading reference system
heave acceleration
aircushion breadth, damping coefficient
damper equivalent in cobblestone model
tank breadth
sensor offset value in counts
distance between the keel and the wet deck
bow skirt lower/upper deflection
direct current
wave energy per unit area aft/fore of the vehicle

EMD
fA/H
Fn
fW(t)

electronic motor drive
altitude/ hose length correction factor
Froude number
wave excitation force
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g
G(s)
gy
h
H
h1
h2
I55
IMU
kac
keq
l
m
mac
meq
P
p0
pa
PWM
Q0
SES
U
VB
VW
J
'E
]
K

K5

gravity acceleration
heave motion due to cobblestone transfer function
pitch angular rate
aircushion height
cobblestone heave complex response, water depth
water level difference in and out the aircushion
vertical projection of skirt length
structural mass moment of inertia
inertial measurement unit
spring equivalent in cobblestone model
spring equivalent in bow skirt model
plate length
general mass, vehicle mass
mass equivalent in cobblestone model
mass equivalent in bow skirt model
differential pressure
aircushion excess pressure
atmospheric pressure
pulse width modulation
mean air flow rate due to the fan
surface effect ship
speed
underwater volume of an SES with active fan
volume of water
ratio of specific heat for air
energy loss per unit area
damping ratio
surface elevation
dynamic angle

K A / F , L / R surface elevation aft/fore, left/right of the vehicle
T

angle of attack, T

P
C
U
V
Z
Zn

sample mean
microcontroller
fluid density
standard deviation
circular frequency
natural frequency

wQ
wp

fan characteristic
0

4  K5

INTRODUCTION

BACKGROUND

SESs belong to the family of high speed marine
vehicles. These vehicles have hybrid characteristics, i.e.
they are both catamarans and hovercrafts. Due to their
complexity there are issues that need to be resolved. Two
of these problems that will be taken into account here are
sea-keeping behavior and the wear of the bow skirt due to
wave loads. Thus, a robust computational tool to estimate
the response of an SES to wave loads is the general aim.
For this purpose, a scale model SES with a data acquisition
system installed on board has to be built in order to run
physical model tests. The results from the scale model tests
will be used to validate the computational methods at a
future stage. The goal of this project is to develop a test
platform for measuring SES response to wave loads. This
platform will consist of a self-propelled vehicle that will
incorporate a data acquisition system. In addition, there
will be a necessary navigation system to drive the vehicle
while the experiments are being conducted. Wave tank
trials will be carried out to test platform performance and to
determine vehicle response to a range of wave conditions.

Background which is presupposed is not analyzed
here; in effect, the reader should be familiar with several
engineering topics such as physical and mathematical
modeling, the surface elevation concept, SESs, data
acquisition, signal processing, equations of motion and
mass – spring – damper systems. Related work will be
presented next. Hydrodynamic aspects of the bow skirt and
the cobblestone effect will be discussed.
Bow Skirt Hydrodynamics
Yamakita and Itoh (1998) did extensive research on
the bow skirt of the SES test craft Meguro-2. More
specifically they performed sea trials to examine the wear
characteristics of the seal fingers. The lowest wear rate was
found to be at a 40o angle of attack. They proposed a
simplified model of finger vibrations in order to estimate
the accelerations on the skirt. The analysis of their model is
based on the following drawing (fig. 2).

AIRCAT
A scale model SES was developed for the purpose of
a beacon approach project in the past. This model
comprises the platform for this research. The model was
built at the National Technical University of Athens as a
thesis subject. The basic characteristics of the vehicle are
presented below (table 1).
Table 1
Vehicle basic specifications

Figure 2 - Simplified model of bow skirt (Faltinsen 2005)
Assuming still water, a flat rigid plate on the free
surface can rotate around point A. With T constant, a
steady hydrodynamic force is applied on the lower plate.
For illustration purposes, let us consider l 0.2m and
U 5m / s . Thus, the Froude number of the plate becomes:
U
5
(1)
Fn
 Fn 3.6
g l

Name

AIRCAT

Type

SES

Company

KMB

Germany

Year built

2005

Greece

Scale

1:30

LOA

[mm]

1,210

Length overall

LBP

[mm]

1,030

Length between perpendiculars

B

[mm]

400

Breadth

D

[mm]

135

Depth



[gr]

8,500

9.81  0.2

Since Fn is very large and the submergence is very small,
the hydrostatic load is neglected (fig. 3).

Displacement

The basic AIRCAT equipment consists of the hull
and superstructure, the rubber skirt, the propulsion and airblower systems and the maneuvering – reversing system.
The AIRCAT scale model is presented in figure 1.

Figure 1 - The SES scale model “AIRCAT”

Figure 3 - Hydrostatic vs. hydrodynamic lift as functions of
Fn (Lewis 1989)
Faltinsen (2005) performed an analysis based on the
same simplified model as in figure 2, but he used a slightly
different treatment of the steady hydrodynamic force than
that of Yamakita and Itoh (1998). It should be noted that
2D linear steady flow past a flat plate in infinite fluid is
considered. Finally, Faltinsen’s results gave:
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According to Newman (1977),
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characteristic Q/p|0 which is assumed to be -4.5E06m3/sPa.
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and k ac Aac . It has to be noted that a more detailed
analysis concerning the added mass and damping
coefficients of an SES has been performed by Kim and
Tsakonas (1981). Transforming (6) in the Laplace domain
(Greenberg 1998) with zero initial conditions and after
algebraic manipulation, we get the transfer function:
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Figure 4 - Prototype and scale model SES magnification
factor for heave response due to the cobblestone effect
In figure 5, several magnification factor graphs for
different Q/p|0 are presented. Comments based on the
above analysis follow:
x Atmospheric pressure effect is extremely great when
scale model is used. We can see that the natural
frequency is very high (~270rad/s) due to pa.
x Q/p|0 is a very important parameter which basically
defines the damping coefficient.

(8)

1
 >2  ]  Z Z n @

2

Next the H (Z ) for a prototype SES and the scale
model AIRCAT are plotted and compared. The only
parameter that is unknown is the scale model fan
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Cobblestone Oscillations
According to Faltinsen (2005) cobblestone occurs
because of resonance effects generated by the pressure in
the aircushion. The equation which governs the heave
motion of an SES due to the cobblestone effect is:
(6)
mac  z(t )  bac  z (t )  kac  z (t ) fW (t )
m ac

10

 [rad/s]

The above model should be a good starting point for future
modeling.

Where,
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Faltinsen realized that even though he got better
results than Yamakita and Itoh, the quantitative prediction
of the experiment was impossible. He also proposed a
negative damping term in (2) in order to model the
instabilities causing the finger vibrations. As we can
observe, Faltinsen’s hypothesis is a zero-forcing case. In
our problem this is not so, since we are interested in
incident wave excitation. If we use Faltinsen’s model
improved by a negative damping term, as he suggested, and
include wave effects, we will obtain a model as follows:
U
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natural frequency of the above model is obtained:
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The above relation is the equivalent of a mass – spring
system without damping; the spring and mass equivalents
are k eq 32  U 2 and meq 9  l 2 respectively. Hence, the
k eq

Scale model SES magnification factor
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Figure 5 - Scale model SES magnification factor of heave
response due to the cobblestone effect for various Q/p|0
According to Kaplan, Bentson, and Davis (1981) the
significance of physical parameters such as atmospheric
pressure when scale model tests with an SES are performed
is very great, which is consistent with the above analysis. It
does not allow us to directly extract conclusions from the
scale model for the prototype. Instead, the scale model tests
have to be compared using a numerical method through
computer simulation. After software validation, the
simulation method is considered as a predictive tool which
can be used in any case. Therefore, the simulation can
predict full scale effects. All the above also hold for the
pitch response due to the cobblestone effect.

ELECTRONICS
The electronic equipment is divided into two
subsystems, the vehicle and the shore station. It is selected
to cover the needs of this project. However, a future
upgrading of the system should be considered. The vehicle
equipment consists of a C, an IMU, two flex sensors, a
pressure sensor, a data logger, a transceiver, two EMDs and
four servos. The shore station equipment consists of a
computer, four wave gages and a transceiver.
Microcontroller
The selected C belongs to the ARM7 family and,
more specifically, is the LPC2388 from NXP
Semiconductors which is placed on the KEIL MCB2300
development board. The C is the “brain” of the vehicle
and operates all its peripherals (Martin 2007). The servo
mechanisms are not used for this application; therefore
only two PWMs are used to operate the two EMDs. Three
serial ports are used to communicate with the transceiver,
the IMU and the data logger respectively. Finally, the three
analog sensors (flex and pressure sensors) are connected to
the C ADC.
Inertial Measurement Unit
A typical IMU is a six degrees of freedom device and
incorporates 3-axis accelerometers and gyroscopes. If a set
of 3-axis magnetometers are added, the IMU can be
characterized as an AHRS (Jurman et al. 2007). The
difference between an IMU and an AHRS is not only the
additional magnetometers but also that the latter
incorporates a Kalman filter. This filter predicts the state of
a dynamic system by using multiple noisy measurements.
The AHRS performs Kalman filtering and signal
processing to give higher level data than the rough
accelerations and angular rates from the sensors. This will
also be useful for future applications like autonomous
navigation. The selected device is the VN-100 from
VectorNav which is actually an AHRS that provides very
accurate measurements.
Flex Sensors
The selected flex sensors are from Spectra Symbol.
These sensors change their resistance as they are bent.
Basically, they convert the bending into electrical
resistance as the strain gages do (Fraden 2004). They can
be connected to an ADC after the proper interface has been
built (Mancini 2000). These devices are intended to be used
to measure the bow skirt deflection which occurs when
wave loads are applied to it. The appropriate calibration
will be performed after attaching the sensors to the skirt.
This topic is discussed later in this paper.
Pressure Sensor
A differential pressure sensor can measure the
difference of two pressures between its two inputs (Fraden
2004). For this application, the measurement of the excess
pressure in the aircushion is of interest. After a system

dimensionalization, a very sensitive sensor was chosen
since its task is to measure pressures in the range of 0500Pa. Finally, the differential pressure sensor SDP2000-L
from Sensirion with a range of 0-3,500Pa and resolution of
±1Pa was selected. The output of this apparatus is an
analog signal to the C ADC. This sensor has a linear
response; after the proper manipulation, the ADC
measurement is converted into pressure by:
3500
3
(9)
P (count )

 count  count  f  f
0

3.75 210  1

A

H

Wave Gages
Four wave gages are used to measure the water level
in the wave tank. The selected devices are the Wave Stuff
III from Ocean Sensor Systems. These sensors
communicate with the computer through a serial port. The
wave gages have a resolution of 212 divisions while their
length is 500mm. In order to translate the water level into
surface elevation the initial offset count0 has to be taken
into account. Hence, the surface elevation is given by:
500
(10)
 count  count
K (count )
212  1

0

Data Logger
The data logger is an electronic device which is
connected through a serial port to the main data acquisition
system and saves the data which are collected from the
latter in a memory card. The selected device is the
Logomatic v2 from SparkFun Electronics.
Transceivers
Transceivers are very useful devices which allow
wireless communication from the shore station to the
vehicle and vice versa. These apparatuses can be used to
remotely control the vehicle, send commands in real time,
receive data from the data acquisition system etc. The
modules are connected via serial ports to the computer and
to the C respectively. The selected devices are the
ER900TRS-02 from LPRS.
Electronic Motor Drives
EMDs are to electric motors what a carburetor is to
an internal combustion engine. They amplify the PWM
signal from the C and regulate the motors’ angular rate.
The selected devices are the 70A NAVY and 40A NAVY
from KMB.
Adapter
The interface between the MCB2300 development
board and the external devices is achieved by making an
adapter. The tasks of the adapter are the following:
x Hosting the flex sensors’ electronic circuit
x Providing power for the IMU, data logger, EMDs, flex
and pressure sensors
x Connecting the C ADC with the flex and pressure
sensors’ analog outputs
x Connecting the C serial port with the data logger
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3D Modeling
Although the actual vehicle existed, there was no
other information to let us perform basic hydrostatic,
aerostatic and general calculations relative to the
dimensions and the real shape of the vehicle. Hence, in
order to give dimensions to the problem, a 3D model of the
AIRCAT (fig. 6) was created. Now, calculations such as
the aircushion area, displacement, center of buoyancy etc,
can be performed as functions of the draft, trim and heel.
Therefore, the hydrostatic diagram (Tupper 2004) of the
AIRCAT is derived from the 3D model. Furthermore, this
3D model can be useful in the future to perform
simulations using computational fluid dynamics software.

Figure 6 - The 3D model of the “AIRCAT”
“Kakavas” Hypothesis
An illustration of the role of the aircushion in the
vehicle’s hydrostatic behavior follows. Some basic
hydrostatic and aerostatic calculations are presented next.
Imagine a tank with water and an SES with an active airblower system and a reduced length skirt (fig. 7). The
inspiration for this arose because of the real characteristics
of the AIRCAT. The water depth H is obtained:
VW  m / U VW  VB  U  p0  Aac g U
(11)
H
LT  BT

LT  BT

The water level in the aircushion is lower than outside and
is obtained using the U-tube theory, h1 p0
.
Ug

air-blower input level can increases but the pressure in the
cushion after the critical point will be constant. The length
of the skirt can also regulate the mean draft as well as the
trim. Experimentation with different skirt lengths will help
us investigate the response of the vehicle under these
different conditions. A convenient way to change the skirt
lengths is proposed: the use of a prototype mechanism.
Note: The above could also hold for a full length skirt, but
in this case the air leakage will occur from under the skirts
as well as under the hulls, which is not desirable.
Furthermore, in the case of the full length skirt, there is no
capability for mean draft and trim regulation without the
use of vents.
The above hypothesis arose after theoretical analysis
of the hydro-aerostatics of an SES. Important information
can be extracted through an experiment which shows the
correspondence between the air-blower input level and the
aircushion pressure for the AIRCAT. This experiment will
also show if the hypothesis is true. The test is conducted
under calm water conditions and zero speed in a wave tank.
Figure 8 shows the relationship between the air-blower
input level and the aircushion excess pressure. Finally, we
see that after the “critical” level of ~ 40% the excess
pressure is maintained almost constant. Therefore, the
hypothesis holds TRUE.
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Figure 8 - Aircushion excess pressure vs. blower input
level – AIRCAT, calm water
Bow Skirt Sensor Development
The flex sensors are attached to the bow skirt as in
figure 9. Although there are eight bow skirt fingers, only
two flex sensors which are attached to the two middle
fingers are used for the current configuration. Flex sensor
No1 measures the deflection at the lower part (tip) of the
skirt while No2 measures the deflection of the upper part
(5cm from the tip). The output of each flex sensor is a
voltage level which can be translated in terms of deflection
in mm at the tip of each sensor.

Figure 7 - Tank with water and an SES with air-blower ON
– skirt length h2 < d
We make a hypothesis arguing that: “If the skirt
length is less than the distance between the keel and the
wet-deck, i.e. h2  d then after a critical point, the excess
pressure can be maintained constant because of the air
leakage under the bow and aft skirt”. In other words, the
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Figure 9 - Longitudinal section of the bow

Flex Sensor Calibration
Calibration is the procedure of determining the exact
relationship between the input and output of a sensor
(Fraden 2004). Flex sensors are analog devices. Our basic
task is to translate the analog output from these sensors into
deflection in mm. This requires experiments, curve fitting
procedure and information from the manufacturer’s
datasheets. According to the experiment, the flex sensors
are installed on the skirt as in figure 9. Then, the skirt is
deflected at two points, i.e. at the tip for flex1 and 5cm
above the tip for flex2. Plotting the experimental results in
a reverse sense i.e. the ADC measurement for each sensor
is considered as the independent variable and the deflection
of the skirt as the dependent one, the following graphs are
obtained (fig. 10). Performing a curve fitting (Cooper and
McGillem 1999) the linear relationships for each flex
sensor are found to be as in figure 10. Furthermore, the
initial offset count0 has to be taken into account. Hence, the
real lower and upper deflections of the bow skirt as
functions of counts are given by:
(12)
d1 (count ) 0.276558  count  count 0

consists of two main subsystems: the vehicle guides and
the wave tank cable. The guides are placed one at the bow
and one at the stern of the vehicle. The cable is placed
along the wave tank (fig 11). The cable is supported and
kept taut by two wooden blocks. The latter can change their
vertical position in order to regulate the distance between
the vehicle deck and the cable. It is important that the cable
never touch the vehicle. If it happens to do so, the sensor
measurements will be affected by the disturbance generated
by the cable hitting the vehicle.

and

Total Configuration
An illustration of the total configuration of the testing
platform follows (fig. 12). Once the system has been set up,
it is possible to conduct the experiments. The experiments
follow a specific procedure but with a different set up each.
This experiment requires the vehicle to be located in the
wave tank as in the figure while the wave maker generates
waves of nominal amplitude and frequency. The blower
and thruster can be regulated according to the demands of
each experiment. The response of the vehicle and the real
wave elevation fore and aft of the vehicle are recorded.
Finally, time series of the following variables are logged:
x 6 degrees of freedom motion of the vehicle (IMU)
x 2-points bow skirt deflection (flex sensors)
x Aircushion excess pressure (pressure sensor)
x Surface elevation (wave gages)

d 2 (count )

0.432132  count  count 0
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Figure 10 - Experimental data and linear curve fitting for
each flex sensor
Wave Tank
A typical wave tank is located in the laboratories of
the FAU department of Ocean Engineering. This tank is
deep and narrow, made of transparent Plexiglas filled with
fresh water, with an open space on top. At one end of the
tank a mechanism generates waves, while at the other end
there is an attenuator. This wave tank has a length and
beam of 767 and 77cm respectively; it incorporates a wave
maker which can produce imperfect sinusoidal wave
patterns with a reasonable nominal range of wave
amplitude and circular frequency of 0-3cm and
7~13rad/sec respectively. The aforementioned properties
are “nominal” since they are slightly different than the real
ones. The real wave characteristics are obtained by
performing analysis of the data taken from the wave gages.

Figure 11 - Wave tank guidance system arrangement

Figure 12 - Test platform final configuration
RESULTS

Guidance System
In order to provide straight line navigation in the
relatively narrow tank, a tensed cable is installed along the
wave tank. Thus, the vehicle will act like a trolley with its
own propulsion system and a guidance system on top. This

Experiment Input Setup
Different combinations of inputs are set up to
examine various aspects of platform functionality. The
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inputs which can be regulated are the blower and thruster
input levels and the nominal wave amplitude and frequency
(table 2). The outputs are the 3-axis, linear accelerations
and angular velocities, the aircushion pressure, the bow
skirt lower and upper deflections and the 4-point surface
elevation. A set of 28 experiments involving various values
of blower and thruster input levels for a range of wave
conditions were conducted.
Table 2
Experiment input setup
Test #

Input
blower

thruster

A
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0

0
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0
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0
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0

0
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0
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0
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0
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3

13

27
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since the actual tank length is around 3m. Although the
total length of the tank is 7.67m, the actual length is around
3m because of the mechanisms and the attenuator. Hence,
since the average speed of the vehicle during these
experiments is about 0.2m/s, it covers the distance of 3m in
approximately 15sec. This duration is very short for the
phenomena to settle. Therefore, for the experiments where
the vehicle moves forward (see table 2) we should study
the transient responses. Nevertheless, in order to present
the result in a systematic way, we assume a quasi-steady
state even for the transient cases by taking into account
only the few seconds of the run, where the responses seem
almost as steady state.
Time Series
Test 16 time series for all the responses are presented
below, merely to illustrate the logged data. The graphs (fig.
13 and 14) are supplemented by statistical and other useful
information about the various responses (tables 3 and 4).

Figure 13 – Test16 wave data time series
Table 3
Test16 wave data properties
A







[mm]

[rad/s]

[J/m2]

[J/m2]

F

0.114

46.338

0

A

0.163

33.144

0

Test0

Data Analysis
The time series of twenty eight different tests were
logged after the experiments had been conducted. Several
tasks have to be performed within a post-processing
procedure in order to extract the useful information. First of
all, the raw data has to be organized and plotted in order to
have an illustration for each test. In fact, the data which are
of interest and will be plotted as functions of time are:
x Surface elevation fore of the vehicle: F,L/R [mm]
x Surface elevation aft of the vehicle:
A,L/R [mm]
[m/s2]
x Heave acceleration:
az
[rad/s]
x Pitch angular rate:
gy
[Pa]
x Aircushion pressure:
p0
[mm]
x Bow skirt lower deflection:
d1
Steady State and Transient Response
Something that is very important and has to be noted
here is that not all the tests can be handled as steady state
cases (Ogata 2009). The reason is that the tests where the
vehicle moves using its propulsion system are very brief
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0

Figure 14 - Test16 vehicle data time series
Table 4
Test16 vehicle data properties
[rad/s]

az

A
[m/s2, rad/s,
Pa, mm]
0.008

gy

0.004

p0
d1

8.31
0.643

Test0




[m/s2, rad/s,
Pa, mm]
-9.79

[m/s2, rad/s,
Pa, mm]
0.005

1.57

0

0.002

9.74
62.8

0.238
0.056

4.63
0.431

11.6

Wave Energy
A remarkable effect is the wave energy loss because
of the presence of the vehicle; or, in other words, the
energy absorption by the vehicle. It is evident from the
time series graphs of the surface elevation that there is a
significant reduction of the wave amplitude after the wave
passes the vehicle. The set of wave gages which are placed
behind the vehicle measure smaller wave amplitude. There
are several ways to describe this loss of energy. Here, the
wave energy per unit area (Lewis 1989) is used:
1
(14)
E
 U  g  A2

Next, the aircushion excess pressure amplitude spectrum is
illustrated (fig. 17). The dominant energy component lies at
Z e and 2  Z e again while great energy concentration at
very low frequencies is also observed. This is so because of
the DC component, since at the specific experiments (tests
9 and 21) the mean value of the excess pressure was
P p 176 Pa .
0

2

Therefore, the loss of energy per unit area becomes:
'E

EF  E A

(15)

Spectral Analysis
Spectral analysis depicts the phenomena in the
frequency domain. According to the experiment input setup
(table 2), we choose the two different “speed” cases i.e. for
the thruster 0% and 8% which in terms of average speed
correspond to 0m/s and 0.2m/s respectively. Thus, several
combinations of tests are presented next to show the effect
of the difference in speed on the phenomena. Here, it is
necessary to define the term “encounter frequency” which
is obtained by (Faltinsen 1990):
Z 2 U
(16)
Z Z  0
e

0

Figure 17 - Tests 9 and 21 aircushion excess pressure
amplitude spectrums
The same effect holds in the case of the flex sensors,
i.e. we observe a peak at Z 0rad / s . The mean values of
lower deflections for tests 2 and 12 are 0.614mm and
2.660mm respectively; this DC component is depicted in
figure 18. The same pattern is true of the skirt deflections.
In other words, the energy is concentrated at Z e and 2  Z e .

g

Tests 9 and 21 heave amplitude spectrums are
presented in figure 15. The energy is mostly concentrated
at Z e and 2  Z e . Furthermore, we see a peak at Z 0rad / s
in both graphs which is due to the DC gravity component
of the heave motion.
Figure 18 - Tests 2 and 12 bow skirt deflection amplitude
spectrums
Finally, the surface elevation amplitude spectrums
fore and aft the vehicle are presented here (fig. 19).

Figure 15 - Tests 9 and 21 heave amplitude spectrums
In figure 16 the pitch amplitude spectrums for tests 4
and 15 are shown. Here, the energy is concentrated only at
the 1st harmonic, i.e. at Z e .
Figure 19 - Test 17 fore and aft the vehicle wave amplitude
spectrums

Figure 16 - Tests 4 and 15 pitch amplitude spectrums

In figure 19, the loss of energy is depicted. The
original excitation wave (fore) is transformed and loses
great amounts of energy as it passes the vehicle. The wave
peak value fore the vehicle is ~ 7mm/Hz, while aft the
vehicle it is ~ 1mm/Hz. We can also see a second small
harmonic component at the generated wave at 2  Z 0 . This
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explains why the vehicle responses have a peak at 2  Z e as
well. It therefore appears that the system is fairly linear for
all the responses. Finally, there is a peak at zero frequency
again which occurs due to the characteristics of the wave
tank arrangement.
Discussion
After the time series and spectrum presentation,
comparable graphs and detailed descriptions follow.
Heave
The standard deviation V az of heave acceleration is
presented here as a function of the encounter frequency Z e ,

hump at ~ 11.8rad/s and another one that is equally or
more important at ~ 8rad/s. It has to be noted here that we
do not follow Faltinsen’s (2005) model (pitch) because one
of its simplifications is that the hydrodynamic loads on the
hull are negligible. This is not true for our configuration.

Aircushion Excess Pressure
The mean amplitude of the aircushion excess pressure
oscillation is presented next as a function of encounter
frequency with the mean aircushion excess pressure as a
parameter (fig. 22).

with the mean aircushion excess pressure as a parameter
(fig. 20).

Figure 22 - Aircushion excess pressure amplitude vs.
encounter frequency
Again, the pressure amplitude of oscillation increases when
the the mean aircushion excess pressure goes from 0 to
172Pa.

Figure 20 - Heave standard deviation vs. encounter
frequency
It is evident that as the mean aircushion excess pressure
increases from 0 to 172Pa, the standard deviation of the
heave acceleration significantly increases. It has to be
clarified here that although it seems that there is some
resonance at ~ 11.8rad/s, according to the analysis
regarding cobblestone oscillations, the resonance frequency
for heave due to the cobblestone effect for the AIRCAT
model is ~ 270rad/s. Nevertheless, at Z | 11.8rad / s there
is a notable hump.

Bow Skirt Deflection
The lower deflection standard deviation of the bow
skirt as function of the encounter frequency with the mean
aircushion excess pressure as a parameter follows (fig. 23).
In these graphs the effect works in the opposite manner. In
other words, the deflection of the bow skirt decreases while
the mean aircushion excess pressure increases.

Pitch
The standard deviation V gy of pitch angular rate is
presented as a function of the encounter frequency Z e , with
the mean aircushion excess pressure as a parameter (fig.
21).

Figure 23 - Lower deflection standard deviation vs.
encounter frequency
This is a realistic phenomenon for two reasons. As
the mean aircushion excess pressure increases:
x A smaller part of the skirt comes into contact with the
waves since the draft of the vehicle is reduced.
x The excess pressure in the cushion makes the skirt act
like a stiffer spring, so it oscillates with smaller
amplitudes.

Figure 21 - Pitch standard deviation vs. encounter
frequency
The same observations as in the case of heave hold
here. The mean aircushion excess pressure has a great
effect on the pitch response of the vehicle. Again, there is a
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CONCLUSIONS

York: Springer.

The aim of this thesis was to develop a test platform
with a self propelled vehicle to measure SES response to
wave loads. This task was achieved after passing through
many stages. Theoretical analysis was performed, hardware
and electronic parts were designed and built, software
applications developed and experiments conducted to test
platform performance and to determine vehicle response to
a range of wave conditions. Because of the size limitations
of the wave tank, the experiments could not be conducted
under high speed conditions. Therefore, the following
conclusions hold for low speeds i.e. Fn  0.1 :
x For low air-blower input level, aircushion excess
pressure is low, so the draft is high and therefore the
drag is increased. The consequence of a great draft is
that a large part of the bow skirt is submerged, thus the
deflection is high. Also, there is minimal fluctuation of
the excess pressure and only a small part of the energy
goes to the heave and pitch motions, while the wake
gets most of the energy.
x For high air-blower input level, aircushion excess
pressure is high, so the draft is low and therefore the
drag is reduced. The consequence of low draft is that a
small part of the bow skirt is submerged, thus the
deflection is negligible. Also, there is a great
fluctuation of the excess pressure and most of the
energy goes to the heave and pitch motions, while the
wake gets only a small portion of the energy.
x Resonant effects due to cobblestone oscillations are
extremely difficult to observe in a scale model SES
basically due to the scale effects related to the
atmospheric pressure.
x The system can be characterized as fairly linear for the
cases which were under study because the frequency
of the response is the approximately same as the that
of the excitation.
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ABSTRACT
A typical approach to determining wave direction is
to assume that the sea surface is made up of several
sinusoidal waves of various frequencies and directions.
One method to determine wave direction as a function of
frequency is to use an array of time-series point
measurements of water elevation. These multi-element
arrays can either be linear or polygonal, and utilize phase,
time and path differences to determine wave direction.
Typically, pressure gages or capacitance wave probes are
used in a directional wave array, however, recently at the
Naval Surface Warfare Center, Carderock Division, a
directional wave array was employed using five ultrasonic
level sensors in an array to quantify wave direction in the
Maneuvering and Seakeeping basin (MASK).
Two
methods were then used to calculate wave direction, a
phase/path/time difference method of Esteva which yields a
mean direction for each frequency bin, and the Maximum
Likelihood Method (MLM), which yields a directional
spectrum for each frequency bin. Testing in the MASK
was performed to assess the feasibility of using the array on
a moving vessel to measure directional seas in the field.
The sensors' sampling rate was set at 20 Hz and the
five sensors were set up in "slave-master" mode, with the
“master” driving the four “slaves” to sample concurrently.
This method helped to reduce cross-talk between the
sensors and their subsequent dropouts and spikes. Data
was collected using LabView software with custom written
real-time analysis in MATLAB. Wave direction was
measured with regular and irregular waves, with
unidirectional and bi-directional systems ninety degrees
apart. Tests were performed with the array in a stationary
position, as well as with forward motion and simulated
pitch and roll motions to assess the potential of using the
array on a moving vessel. Results with the stationary array
from the basin are good, with the array correctly measuring
regular waves of a single frequency from two directions, as
well as irregular waves from two directions. Results from
the system undergoing motions have increased variability.
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NOTATION

a=major axis of ellipse for '2ui versus ui space
b= minor axis of ellipse for '2ui versus ui space
g=gravitational acceleration
Hm, Hn= transfer functions for the types of measurements
made (H=1 for elevation sensors)
Kij=cospectrum of the two time series, or the real part of
the cross spectrum
p = (x1-x2)(y1-y3)-(x1-x3)(y1-y2)
PPTD= phase-path-time difference
Qij=quadrature spectrum of the two time series, or the
imaginary part of the cross spectrum
Q(Z)= normalization factor which makes the total energy
of the directional spectrum equal to the non-directional
spectrum
Rm,n=the distance of probe element n from a fixed origin
[ ½
^R` °®K °¾ =fixed axis coordinates
°] °
¯ ¿
sgn=sign of quantity (i.e., + or -)
U=forward speed of array
ui= the ith data point in the time series
(xi, yi) = coordinates of gage locations for Phase-path-time
Difference method
Xl=complex phase lag of gage l and the chosen origin
xn, xm= vector of spatial coordinates for sensors for
Maximum Likelihood Method
Z(Z)= Fourier transform of time series data

D= wave direction in the range [-SS], where direction is
positive counterclockwise from the positive x-axis
I= roll angle
Iij=phase difference between gages i and j
)’mn= normalized cross spectral matrix between the
sensors
OUV Universal threshold
P the incident angle of the wave measured
n= number of points in the time series
Z radianwave frequency

Ze radianwave encounter frequency
x½
° °
^U` ® y ¾ =body axis coordinates
°z°
¯ ¿
V= standard deviation of variable
T= pitch angle
Tm,n=the angle between probe element n and the wave
component with propagation direction T
TMLM=discrete angle of wave approach for Maximum
Likelihood Method
 p =rotation angle of the principal axis of '2ui versus ui

The sensors used were ultrasonic sensors with a beam
spread of about 15 degrees, and their sampling rate was set
at 20 Hz. The five sensors were set up in "slave-master"
mode, with the master driving the four slaves to sample
concurrently with the master. This method helped to
reduce "cross-talk" between the sensors, and their
subsequent dropouts.

Spacing 30 typ.

\= yaw angle
INTRODUCTION
The measurement of wave direction can be important
when measuring the statistics of sea phenomena. Different
types of instrumentation are available to quantify wave
direction, including surface following buoys, acoustic
Doppler current profilers, and multi-sensor arrays.
In
addition, there are multiple methods to interpret this data
and determine wave direction. This paper describes a five
element array of ultrasonic sensors to measure wave
direction. The phase/path/time difference method of
Esteva (1976, 1977), as well as the Maximum Likelihood
Method (MLM), credited to Capon (1969), are
implemented to determine wave direction.
EXPERIMENTAL DESCRIPTION
Five ultrasonic sensors were arranged in a "T" shaped
array with a spacing of approximately 30 inches on the
carriage in the Manuevering and Seakeeping Basin
(MASK) at the Naval Surface Warfare Center, Carderock
Division, to measure wave direction. The MASK is 110 m
(360 ft) long, with a width of 73 m (240 ft). The depth is
6.1 m (20 ft), except for a wide trench parallel to the long
side of the basin. There are wavemakers located along
both one short side and one long side of the basin. Figure 1
shows the dimensions of the array layout and it’s
orientation with respect to the wavemakers.
In addition to the ultrasonic sensors, a CrossBow
NAV440 motion package was used to correct the
measurements for forward speed and simulated roll/pitch
motion. Although natural pitch and roll motion is not
typically present on the MASK carriage, these motions
were simulated to test the feasibility of using the array on a
moving vessel. The simulated roll and pitch motions made
possible by mounting the array at the end nearest the
motion package on two hinges, one oriented vertically and
one horizontally. Lines were then attached to the three free
ends of array and were adjusted by hand to generate roll
and pitch motions. A stationary reference sensor was
located on the carriage for comparison to the motioncorrected data.

Figure 1- Layout of ultrasonic sensors and CrossBow
NAV440 motion package in the MASK. All dimensions
are in inches, not to scale. S2-S6 represent the sensor
locations.
EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS
There are several steps in the analysis process of the
data from the ultrasonic array. Figure 2 shows a flowchart
which outlines the steps in the analysis process.
Motion Correction
The first step in the analysis of the collected data was
to correct for motions, specifically heave, pitch and roll.
Motions and accelerations were measured using the
CrossBow NAV440 inertial system. The first step in this
transformation is to correct the measured accelerations
from a body-fixed to an earth-fixed coordinate system
using the following transformation matrix, adhering to the
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and ^ R`

[ ½
° °
®K ¾ are the fixed axes coordinates.
°] °
¯ ¿

With the understanding of this process, the steps for motion
correction are as follows:
1. Correct the body fixed accelerations of the inertial
system for roll and pitch using the method
described above to obtain the accelerations in a
fixed axis coordinate system.
2. Integrate the body fixed vertical acceleration twice
to obtain the heave displacement of the inertial
system and ultrasonic sensors.
3. Calculate the ultrasonic sensor position
corrections for roll and pitch, relative to the
inertial system, using the method described above.
4. Add the corrections for heave displacement and
roll/pitch correction to the ultrasonic sensor
measurements for the final motion-corrected
measurements.
Figure 3 shows a time series of pitch motion, and ultrasonic
data before and after being corrected for the plotted pitch
motion.

Figure 2- Flowchart of steps in wave directional analysis.
established convention for aeronautics and ship dynamics
(Lewandowski, 2004):

>T @

ªcos\ cosT
« sin\ cosT
«
¬«  sinT

cos\ sinT sinI  sin\ cosI
sin\ sinT sinI  cos\ cosI
cosT sinI

cos\ sinT cosI  sin\ sinI º
sin\ sinT cosI  cos\ sinI »»
cosT cosI
¼»

(1)
where \= yaw angle
T= pitch angle
I= roll angle

Figure 3- Example of time series of pitch motion and
ultrasonic time series, both original and after being
corrected for ship motion.

This transformation matrix was then used to
transform from the body axes coordinates (x, y, z) to the
fixed axes coordinates ([K]) of a point P, using:

^R( P)` ^R`  [T ]^U ( P)`
where ^ U `

(2)

x½
° °
® y ¾ are the body axes coordinates
°x°
¯ ¿
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Despiking Method
The nature of ultrasonic sensor measurements can
cause “spikes” in the measured data. In order to obtain a
smooth signal for calculating wave statistics, a Phase-Space
Ellipsoid de-spiking method was employed. The method
combines three concepts: (1.) that differentiation enhances
the high frequency portion of a signal, (2.) that the
expected maximum of a random series is given by the
Universal threshold, and (3.) that good data cluster in a

dense cloud in phase space or Poincare´ maps (Goring, et.
al., 2002). These three concepts are then used to build an
ellipsoid in three dimensional space, and points lying
outside the ellipsoid are deemed spikes and removed. The
method is applied iteratively until no points are present
outside the ellipsoid.
Interpolation or extrapolation
methods are used to replace the removed data. In using this
method on various test data samples, it was apparent that it
was more robust than previously used filtering methods.
The authors of (Goring, et. al., 2002) have also deemed this
method to work “extremely well” on much of their acoustic
Doppler velocimeter data, and better than alternate methods
described in the paper. Additionally, this method requires
no user-supplied filter parameters. Figure 4 shows a time
series that has been corrected using this method.

ª x1  x 2 I13  x1  x 3 I12 º¼ sgn(p)
v tan 1 ¬
ª¬ y1  y3 I12  y1  y 2 I13 º¼ sgn(p)

where (xi, yi) = are the locations of gages 1, 2, and 3
I12, I13 = are the phase differences between gage
pairs 12 and gage pairs 13, respectively
D= wave direction in the range [-SS], where direction
is positive counterclockwise from the positive x-axis
(Figure 5).
p = (x1-x2)(y1-y3)-(x1-x3)(y1-y2), which is non-zero for
three gages that are not collinear, and sgn(p)=1 for
p>0, and sgn(p)=-1 for p<0.
Only three non-collinear gages are needed for this method;
results from multiple triads are then averaged. Fernandes
et. al. (1977, 1978) showed that this method was successful
in determining wave direction for both computer simulated
and field data, as long as the criteria of Barber and Doyle
(1956) was met. This criterion states that the distances
between gage pairs 12 and 13 in the gage triad 123 should
both be less than half a wavelength for the frequency bands
of interest.
Phase differences as a function of wave frequency
between the gages can be determined through crossspectral analysis of the wave elevation records. The phase
difference is defined as:
Qij
Iij tan 1
(4)
K ij
where Qij=quadrature spectrum of the two time
series, or the imaginary part of the cross spectrum
Kij=cospectrum of the two time series, or the real
part of the cross spectrum

Figure 4- Example of ultrasonic data set with dropouts
corrected using Phase-Space Ellipsoid method.
Phase-path-time Difference Method
Phase-path-time difference (PPTD) methods of
determining wave direction utilize the time differences
measured at different gage locations in an array to
determine direction. This method assumes that waves at a
particular frequency can approach from a single direction
only, in contrast to other methods which determine a
frequency distribution for each frequency. Direction can be
determined from a two gage linear array; however there
will be an ambiguity as to whether the waves are arriving
from T or 2S-T i.e. the same angle but the opposite side).
An additional non-collinear sensor resolves this ambiguity.

(3)

In numerical code to solve this equation, the four quadrant
arctangent function should be used if available (typically
atan2).

The method used in this task was developed by
Esteva (1977) and utilizes a combination of three
simultaneous time series measurements of surface elevation
at three non-collinear gages (gage triad) to uniquely
determine a mean wave direction for each wave frequency.
The equation to determine direction is (Esteva, 1977):

Figure 5- Coordinate system for solving Esteves equation.
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implemented in the analysis described in this
paper.

Maximum Likelihood Method

Another approach used in the determination of wave
direction is the Maximum Likelihood Method (MLM).
Using this method, a directional distribution is determined
for each frequency. The MLM determines the directional
spectrum that has the maximum likelihood of conforming
to the cross spectral estimates between all gage pairs. The
original derivation of the MLM for wave gage arrays is
credited to Capon (1969), while Isobe, et. al. (1984) later
extended it to mixed instrument arrays.
The general form of the MLM to obtain the
directional spectrum is:

F(,)

Q()
(5)
ik*(x n  x m )
1
*


H
¦ m¦ n mn
m  H n ()e

where Q(Z)= normalization factor which makes the
total energy of the directional spectrum equal to the
non-directional spectrum
)mn= cross spectrum between any two of the sensors
Hm, Hn= transfer functions for the types of
measurements made (H=1 for elevation sensors)
xn, xm= vector of spatial coordinates for sensors
Z radianwave frequency
Application of the MLM to spatial gage arrays is
described in detail in Young (1994). As mentioned above,
in the special case of a spatial array of wave gages,
Hm=Hn=1, which yields:

F(,)

¦ ¦
m

n

1
mn

3.

Then for each gage and each discrete angle of
wave approach, TMLM, determine the complex
phase lag between gage l and the chosen origin
using:
Xl

4.

Equation (6) can now be evaluated using the
matrix relationship:

F , v [XTl (,)'mn1 Z Xl (,)]1

(6)

be overcome by adding a small quantity to the
diagonal of the matrix.
5. The normalization factor, Q(Z), can be
determined from the requirement that the integral of
the directional energy spectrum over theta be equal to
the one-dimensional energy spectrum at each
frequency:
E 

³F

,  d

(10)

The wave direction is first determined assuming that
the array is not moving. It is assumed that the array will be
used in low forward speeds, on the order of 1 knot. Once
the direction is determined, the spectrum is then shifted in
frequency to accommodate for forward speed. Using the
dispersion relationship for deep water waves, the wave
encounter frequency is represented as:

Ze

The Fourier transform, Z(Z) is determined for
each gage, and then the normalized cross-spectral
matrix for all gages is determined by:

2.
Z m (Z ) Z n* (Z )
Z m (Z ) Z n (Z )

(9)

where XlT is the transpose of the one-dimensional
matrix Xl. This step can be complicated by the
fact that 'mn1 Z can become singular, which can

To evaluate this expression, the following steps
are implemented:

'mn Z

(8)

Frequency Shifting

Q()
 eikR n cosn e ikR m cosm

where Tm,n=the angle between probe element n and the
wave component with propagation direction T
Rm,n=the distance of probe element n from a fixed
origin

1.

exp ª¬ ik ( Rlx cosT MLM  Rly sinT MLM ) º¼

(7)

Young recommended that all of the gage elevation
time series be scaled so that they have the same
standard deviation to overcome potential
calibration errors though this step was not
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UZ 2
cos P  Z
g

(11)

where Ze radian wave encounter frequency
U= forward speed
g=gravitational acceleration
P=the incident angle of the wave measured clockwise
from the direction of forward speed
In this application, the encounter frequency is the
measured quantity, and solving for Ze results in:

Z

°
g
Ucos P °½
® 1 # 1  4Ze
¾
g ¿°
2Ucos P °¯

(12)

Equation (12) shows that multiple real values of wave
frequency exist for a single value of encounter frequency
(where the value under the radical is positive). In head seas
(where P is greater than -90o and less than 90o), the
encounter frequency is always positive. For following
seas, three different scenarios are possible: the array speed
is greater than and overtaking the waves (|UcosP| > c)
making the encounter frequency negative, the array speed
is the same as the waves (|UcosP| = c) making the
encounter frequency equal to zero, and the array speed is
less than the wave speed, and the waves overtake the ship
(|UcosP| < c) making the encounter frequency positive.
The assumption in this task is that the array speed is low,
so only the third scenario is implemented in the solution
and encounter frequency is assumed to be positive. If this
assumption were not made, there could potentially be
multiple wave frequency solutions for a given encounter
frequency. Wave frequency versus encounter frequency
for a 0o head sea and 180o following sea with 1 knot of
forward speed are shown in Figure 6. Note that there is a
single wave frequency solution for each encounter
frequency.

following seas for wave frequencies from about 0 to 1 Hz.
Since it would be impossible to measure a wave with an
encounter frequency of 0 Hz, the analysis limit is set at 0.2
Hz (1.25 rad/s).

Figure 7- Array forward speed vs. encounter frequency for
0.5, 0.75, and 1 Hz waves. Upper limit on forward speed is
3 knots for the 1Hz waves to maintain a positive encounter
frequency so that assumed solution is viable.
Heading Adjustment

Once the wave direction has been determined and
adjusted for the frequency shift, the wave directions are
then adjusted for array heading if necessary so that all
determined directions reference the same standard heading
(i.e. magnetic north or along the longitudinal axis of the
MASK).
RESULTS

Figure 6- Wave frequency vs. encounter frequency for 1
knot forward speed of array, for both head (0o) and
following seas (180o).
A limitation of the assumption that the following seas
are moving faster than the array is that there is an upper
bound of about 3 knots on array speed in order to resolve
following seas of wave frequencies from 0-1 Hz (Z=0 to
6.28 rad/s), which is the expected range for this task.
Figure 7 shows encounter frequency versus array speed for
P=180o for three different frequency waves. The waves
with a frequency of 1 Hz have a negative encounter
frequency above about 3 knots, which violates the previous
assumption (described above) that states that the waves are
traveling faster than the vessel and have a positive
encounter frequency. Lower frequency limits experience
this bound at higher speeds. Similarly following angles of
less than 180o and greater than 180o have bounds at higher
speeds, so the 3 knot limit is a conservative limit for all

During the array testing in the MASK, several
combinations of regular and irregular waves were tested
with and without simulated ship motions.
Each
configuration was tested for approximately 60 seconds due
to time constraints, which appeared to be sufficient for
determining direction. This shorter time length also helped
in minimizing the amount of reflected waves present.
Select results from the testing are included in this section.
Figure 8 and Figure 9 show the results from the
PPTD and MLM methods for regular waves approaching
from the short bank (180o) and long bank (270o) of
wavemakers. The waves from the short bank had a period
of 2 s and height of about 5.6 inches, while the wave from
the long bank had a period of about 2.6 s and a height of
about 7.1 inches. The results from both analysis methods
correctly show the approximate period and direction of the
two waves.
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Figure 8- PPTD solution for regular waves from the long
bank (270o) and the short bank (180o).

Figure 9- MLM solution for regular waves from the long
bank (270o) and the short bank (180o). Power is in square
feet per degree per Hz. The dark line and label identifies
the wave system with the highest energy peak.
Figure 10 and Figure 11 show the results from the
PPTD and MLM methods for an irregular wave system,
with a peak period of 2.7 s, from the short bank (180o) of
wavemakers.
Both methods correctly identify the
approximate period and direction of the wave system.

Figure 10- PPTD solution for irregular waves from the
short bank (180o).
.
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Figure 11- MLM solution for irregular waves from the
short bank (180o). Power is in square feet per degree per
Hz. The dark line and label identifies the wave system
with the highest energy peak.
Figure 12 and Figure 13 show the results from the
PPTD and MLM methods for the same irregular wave
system, with a peak period of 2.7 s, from both the short
bank (180o) and long bank (270o) of wavemakers. The
PPTD method identifies the direction as somewhere
between 180o and 270o over the range of frequencies
measured. This error is because the PPTD method only
determines one direction of approach for each wave
frequency. Since there are waves of the same frequency
from different directions, the two directions cannot be
resolved. The second method of MLM performs better
because it recognizes a peak at both 180o and 270o,
however there is additional energy “smeared” between the
two directions. It is possible that this smearing is because
the array is aligned exactly with the two wave directions, i.
e. each leg of the array is parallel with one of the
wavemakers.
This arrangement causes the spacing
between the gages to look exactly the same to the incoming
waves, where a variation of spacings might improve the
results of the MLM. To investigate, the array was rotated
30 degrees counterclockwise from the layout in Figure 1.
Figure 14 shows the results for the same multidirectional
irregular waves as measured by the rotated array. Here the
two systems are more easily identifiable at 240o (long bank)
and 150o (short bank). Some reflected waves from the long
bank of wavemakers are also visible at about 55 degrees.

Figure 15 and Figure 16 show the results from the
PPTD and MLM methods for regular waves with a peak
period of 2s from the short bank of wavemakers, with
induced pitch motion on the array. Both methods correctly
identify the approximate period and direction of the wave
train. The MLM results show more spreading across
direction than the MLM results with no pitch motion
(Figure 17). The PPTD method shows the direction as very
close to exactly 180o.

Figure 12- PPTD solution for irregular waves from the long
bank (270o) and the short bank (180o).

The reason for the spread in direction is possibly due
to the larger angles of induced pitch motion (about 10
degrees). The sensors at the far end of the array (S5 and
S6) appeared to lose their return at large angles of pitch, as
shown in Figure 18, likely because they are out of their
measurement range at that point, an important aspect when
assessing the feasibility of using the array in the field.
However, for the intended use of this array, pitch motions
of more than about 2-3 degrees are unlikely. The MLM
results using only sensors 2, 3, 4 and 5 is shown in Figure
19. The spread is lessened in here, though S5 also loses its
return at the larger angles of pitch.

Figure 13- MLM solution for irregular waves from the long
bank (270o) and the short bank (180o). The dark line and
label identifies the wave system with the highest energy
peak.
Figure 15 - PPTD solution for regular waves from the short
bank (180o) with pitch motion.

Figure 14- MLM solution for irregular waves from the
long bank (270o) and the short bank (180o) with the array
rotated approximately 30 degrees counterclockwise from
Figure 1. Waves should appear to approach from about
240o (long bank) and 150o (short bank). The dark line and
label identifies the wave system with the highest energy
peak.

Figure 16- MLM solution for regular waves from the short
bank (180o) with pitch motion. The dark line and label
identifies the wave system with the highest energy peak.
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Uni- and multidirectional regular waves were successfully
identified using both the PTPD and MLM methods. These
methods were also used to successfully determine the
direction of a unidirectional irregular wave system.

Figure 17- MLM solution for regular waves from the short
bank (180o) with no pitch motion. The dark line and label
identifies the wave system with the highest energy peak.

The PTPD method was insufficient in identifying
multi-directional irregular seas with similar frequencies
because it assumes only one direction for each frequency.
The MLM was sufficient in identifying that there were
multiple directions for this case, however it tended to smear
the energy between the two directions. A possible cause of
this was that each leg of the array was parallel with one of
the wavemakers. Rotating the array to an off angle seemed
to improve the results, suggesting that directional wave
arrays should include varying sensor spacings. These
results also indicate that is possible for the directional
analysis results to indicate a wave direction that does not
exist in the measured system. Using the Maximum
Entropy Method to analyze this data may improve the
results of the multidirectional seas; this method has been
proven better resolve multiple wave directions than the
MLM.
Wave direction was also successfully determined
using the PTPD method and the MLM on motion corrected
data. Care must be taken that the sensor range is sufficient
to continue to measure peaks and troughs of waves while at
the largest pitch or roll angle it may encounter.

Figure 18- Time series of pitch motion and uncorrected and
corrected water level for sensor 6.

Overall, the wave measurement array was able to
successfully identify wave direction for a range of wave
systems. Though it is possible to measure wave direction
while undergoing pitch and roll motions, the most reliable
measurements come from a stationary platform with
varying sensor spacing distances.
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ABSTRACT
Light detection and ranging (LIDAR) is a nonintrusive measurement technique commonly used in
applications such as topographic mapping and architectural
surveys. It relies on the time-of-flight of a laser pulse to
measure the distance to a reflective surface. Work by
Hwang et al. (2000) and Reineman et al. (2009) has
identified the utility of using near-infrared scanning
LIDAR systems to map sea surface elevation from airborne
platforms. Terill and Fu (2008) have demonstrated the use
of LIDAR from sea-based platforms such as FSF-1 Sea
Fighter and R/V Athena. Work at NSWCCD has shown the
LIDAR to be an effective tool in large-scale towing tank
experiments as a non-intrusive spatial measurement of the
free surface.
This paper will present an overview of the
operation of a LIDAR based measurement system in a
laboratory setting using data from a series of experiments
conducted at NSWCCD on Model 5673. Measurements
from a range of Fn numbers based on the ship length and
speed were made. Once the flow field around the transom
sterned model was stationary, the LIDAR was traversed
across the area of interest. This results in a 3-D map of the
transom wake with an approximate nominal spatial
resolution of 1.5 inches (3.8 cm) in either direction.
Recommendations for future work and additional
applications will also be discussed.
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INTRODUCTION
Light detection and ranging (LIDAR) is a distance
measurement technique which uses a laser to measure the
distance to some reflective target. Early LIDAR units were
simple rangefinder devices consisting of a transmitter and
receiver. As the technology has matured, 2D and 3D
scanning LIDAR units have become available.
Line scanning LIDAR have been used in a range of
applications ranging from airborne topographic mapping to
automated
collision
avoidance
on
automobiles.
Commercially available 3D scanning units have been used
to map out urban areas, crime scenes, and architectural or
archeological sites. A prime benefit of LIDAR technology
is the fact that the user does not have to calibrate the
system. There are usable ranges based on the limitations of
the system, but maximum and minimum limits do not need
to be set as they do in ultrasonic distance sensors
commonly used in laboratory settings for wave
measurements during model experiments.
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In recent years, scanning LIDAR systems have begun
to be used in the oceanographic community to measure sea
surface elevation. Hwang et al. (2000, 2000a) have used an
Airborne Terrain Mapper (ATM), to measure directional
spectra at the ocean surface. The ATM was originally
developed to measure the evolution of ice in Greenland, but
was found to have favorable specifications for
oceanographic work. Further work by Hwang et al. (2002)
used the ATM to characterize the phase distribution of
wave breaking along a given surface elevation profile.
Terrill and Fu (2008) describe the use of a scanning
LIDAR system to map out the wake from the transom
sterned R/V Athena and to characterize the incident
wavefield in front of FSF-1 Sea Fighter during a wave
slamming test.
Irish et al. (2006) describe the use of a set of four
point laser rangefinders to measure the directional wave
spectra in a coastal region. The authors found that the
systems performance typically decreased when the offnadir angle increased past 10°. The system was found to
operate well when wind speeds were above 16.4 ft/s (5
m/s). These two effects are coupled however and larger
off-nadir angles were achieved as wind speed increased.
Reinemann et al. (2009) showed the ability to use
ground referenced data from near-infrared line scanning
lasers to measure ocean wave fields and the flow field
around a full-scale catamaran, the Catalina Jet Cat Express.
Romero et al. (2010) describes the use of the ATM and a
laser rangefinder to investigate the growth of fetch-limited
waves in the Gulf of Tehuantepec.
Wozencraft and Lillycrop (2002) describe the
functionality of successor bathymetric LIDAR systems
based on 8 years of SHOALS. SHOALS is a combined
topographic and bathymetric LIDAR system operated by
the US Army Corps of Engineers.
In this paper we will give a general overview of
LIDAR technology as it applies to topics of interest in
naval architecture. The use of LIDAR systems in towingtank facilities such as NSWCCD will be described based
on a recent set of tests with NSWCCD Model 5673.
Recommendations and future work will also be discussed.
PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION
There are multiple types of LIDAR systems,
classified by the method by which they operate. We will
focus the discussion on time-of-flight systems, which
directly measure the time it takes for a laser pulse to travel
to and from the reflective surface. These systems are most
relevant for our application as they are typically used as
scanning systems in airborne applications. This allows us
to obtain an elevation profile, something not obtainable
with single point measurements of elevation. An overview
of the properties of airborne laser scanners is given by
Wehr and Lohr (1999) and a brief summary of their
operation is given here.

LIDAR systems can either use a continuous-wave
(CW) or pulsed laser. The system consists of a transmitter
and a photodetector receiver. The narrow-banded nature of
a laser allows for the use of a notch filter, so spurious
broadband light sources will not contaminate the system.
If a continuous wave laser is used, the change in
phase between the transmitted and received pulse is used to
determine the time of flight. In a pulsed laser system the
time difference is directly measured from the time between
when a pulse is fired and when it is received. Both systems
have a theoretical maximum range. In the CW system, this
is equal to the time the light will travel in half of a
wavelength and in a pulsed system is equal to half the time
between transmitted pulses. This is given by

R=

1
cT
2

(1)

for CW systems and

R=

1 c
2 f

(2)

for pulsed systems where c is the speed of light, T the
period of the CW laser, and f the pulsed frequency of the
laser. In practical usage the maximum range is limited by
the detection capabilities of the photodiode in the receiver.
The accuracy of the pulse and CW laser systems is
given by Wehr and Lohr (1999) as

 RCW ~

 short BCW
4 PRCW

(3)

for CW laser systems and

 R pulse ~

B pulse
c
t rise
2
PR pulse

(4)

for pulsed laser systems. Here PR is the power of the
received signal (a measure of SNR), B the noise input
bandwidth (inversely proportional to the pulse rise time or
measurement rate). Due to the fact that pulsed lasers
typically obtain higher instantaneous power outputs than
CW lasers, they are typically used as they will yield a
greater accuracy. Wehr and Lohr (1999) state that for
typical laser specifications a pulsed laser system will have
85 times greater accuracy than a CW system for a system
with the transmitted peak power of the pulsed system 2000
times larger than the CW system. Such large differences
are not unexpected.
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Selection of the proper laser wavelength is dependent
on the desired properties of the system. Early systems used
900 nm (near-infrared) laser systems as available detectors
were most sensitive in this range. Operating laser
wavelengths have increased in more recent years since
higher laser powers can be achieved while still being eye
safe. This has implications for the use of such systems to
measure water elevations. Figure 1 shows the absorption
spectrum of pure water, a 5 decade increase in the
absorption between 532 nm (green light) and 1550 nm can
be seen. Due to the minimum in the spectrum at 532 nm,
these lasers are typically used in combined bathymetric and
topographic LIDAR systems to penetrate the water surface.

Figure 1 Absorption spectrum of pure water. Notice
the nearly three orders of magnitude change in
absorption between 500nm and 1500nm.
For a system to properly measure ranging over
water, we want the wavelength to increase so that we
minimize any uncertainty due to the laser penetrating the
water surface. On the other hand, the laser output power
needs to increase as the wavelength increases to counteract
the absorption of the incident energy. There are upper
limits on the output power and operating altitude based on
safety considerations. Experience at NSWCCD has shown
that for typical commercial systems, wavelengths near 900
nm strike a comfortable balance between absorption and
transmitted power. Regardless, increasing the amount of
reflected energy by increasing surface roughness is
essential when operating these systems and in the
laboratory setting is typically done artificially.
As mentioned earlier, airborne LIDARs are typically
line scanning systems. This translates well to the laboratory
as one will obtain elevation profiles rather than point
measurements. The overall peak power of a scanned
system is also lower than a rangefinder and thus reduces
the possibility of eye injury. Line scanning systems utilize
a laser rangefinder but divert the beam across a field of
view. This FOV is typically a line, but as in the case of
NASA’s ATM it can be a circle (Hwang et al. 2000). The
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beam can be diverted by an oscillating or rotating mirror,
or by a collection of fiber optics (see Wehr and Lohr 1999
for further details). Rotating mirror systems utilize a
polygon which rotates at a constant speed. The line scan
repetition rate and angular FOV is determined by the
number of facets and rotation rates. Typical line scan rates
are on the order of 10-100 Hz, a fast enough sample rate
for typical wave measurement applications.
As described previously, LIDAR systems yield the
distance from the instrument to some reflective surface.
However some scenarios exist where multiple reflections
from a given path could occur. Early LIDAR systems could
only differentiate between the first and last pulses, the
operating mode being selected via software. Some systems
can alternate between first and last pulse returns for each
scan line. In more recent airborne laser scanners, they may
employ what is termed full waveform processing. In this
technique the return waveform is recorded at a high data
rate and analyzed to detect multiple echoes along a single
beam path. The first two echoes capture 90% of the total
reflected energy (Mallet and Bretar, 2009), so the efficacy
of multi-echo processing in wave measurements for naval
architecture applications is likely minimal. However, it
could be used to identify the thickness of the aerated region
at the surface in a ship wake, or to classify spray by
identifying the distance between the droplet and the hull or
water surface.
Additional details on the specifics of full waveform
processing and LIDAR calibration can be found in Mallet
and Bretar (2009). A calibrated LIDAR system can be used
to classify characteristics of the reflective surface based on
the signal response much like a calibrated RADAR.
NSWCCD’s experience with full waveform LIDARs is
limited, but currently available commercial systems do not
seem suited for laboratory work. LIDAR systems which
perform full waveform processing offline may be
beneficial, but will not be discussed here due to a lack of
experience.
With
the
correct
specifications,
LIDAR
measurements can provide a useful extension of existing
surface elevation measurements. For measuring the surface
wave field in the laboratory, fans are typically required to
generate enough surface roughness to scatter enough
energy back to the LIDAR. For the wavelength and height
of waves typically generated in large wave basins, this
should not bias the measurements significantly. A full
quantitative comparison of existing data to support this has
not yet been undertaken. For the measurement of highly
aerated flows such as the transom stern wake, no additional
surface roughness is needed.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In 2007 and 2008 NSWCCD conducted two
experiments on Model 5673, which was designed to be
representative of a full scale transom. A full description of
both tests is given in Fu et al. (2009, 2010). The goal was

to map out the wake aft of a transom stern and to obtain
data for validation of numerical simulations. The model
transom was driven through calm water on Carriage 2 at
NSWCCD at speeds of 5, 7, 8, and 9 knots. The transom
ventilated between 7 and 8 knots.
A range of instrumentation was used to quantify the
wake: ultrasonic wave gauges, void fraction probes, optical
bubble sizing, QViz, LIDAR, and a variety of video
measurements. We will focus on the LIDAR results from
2008 at speeds of 7 and 8 knots.

profiles and the corresponding standard deviation for the 7
and 8 knot speeds are shown in figures 2 and 3
respectively. The mean profiles clearly show the increase
of the wake profile with distance aft of the transom. The
transition region between the transom stern wake crest and
the bulk of the fluid, or shoulders, is also seen.

NSWCCD has a Riegl LMSQ140i-80 scanning laser
altimeter available for use. It is a 904nm pulsed LIDAR
system with a max repitition rate of 30kHz. It utilizes a
three sided rotating mirror to sweep the laser over a
maximum range of 80°. The maximum scan rate is 40 Hz
with a constant angular spacing of 0.36°, but the system is
typically run at 20 Hz with an angular spacing of 0.18°.
Along a scan line, data is collected at 10 kHz. The accuracy
of the system is ±1” (2.5 cm). The minimum measurement
distance is 6.3 ft (2m).
The LIDAR was deployed from multiple locations.
We will present results from only two of these locations,
for further details on the setup and results see Fu et al.
(2010). In one position, the scanning direction of the
LIDAR was parallel to the transom (Y) and was held fixed
at 40.125 in (1.02 m), 52.125 in (1.32 m), and 641.25 in
(1.63 m) aft of the transom. The LIDAR was mounted on a
pan and tilt unit atop a linear traverse driven by a stepper
motor at a height of 15.8 ft (4.82 m) above the mean water
level. This allowed for precise and repeatable positioning
of the LIDAR between 16.125 in (0.41 m) and 86.125 in
(2.19 m) aft of the transom. This will be referred to as the
“fixed” position
The other configuration had the LIDAR mounted at
the top of Carriage 2, approximately 28.5 ft (8.67 m) off of
the mean water level. The position of the LIDAR was
remotely controlled via a pan and tilt unit which could be
adjusted from a vertical orientation (-90°, straight down) to
a horizontal one (0°, parallel to the free surface). The unit
could be panned at a maximum rate of 3°/s, allowing
between two to three repetitions per run by alternating
between these limits. The main scanning direction of the
LIDAR was along X, the same as the fixed location. This
will be referred to as the “panning” position.
The mean and standard deviation of the wake
elevation were computed for the fixed position at the three
longitudinal locations aft of the transom. Data was
collected at both 20 and 40 Hz line sampling rates. As the
LIDAR has a constant angular step between measurement
points, the linear spacing increases with the angular
position. Prior to conducting the statistical analysis, the
data was first binned into 2 in (5 cm) wide bins. The data
was then averaged between 2-5 min for the 7 and 8 knot
runs respectively. The volume of usable data was less at 8
knots due to the shorter run duration. The mean wake

Figure 2 Comparison of mean LIDAR wake elevation at
three fixed locations aft of the transom at a speed of 7
knots. The error bars represent the standard deviation
of the data. The large spike at ~-35 in (89 cm) is due to
an instrumentation mount.

Figure 3 Comparison of mean LIDAR wake elevation at
three fixed locations aft of the transom for a model
speed of 8 knots. The error bars represent the standard
deviation of the data. The large spike at ~-35 in is due to
an instrumentation mount.
The large spike at approximately -35 in (89 cm) (i.e.
to port) is due to the LIDAR reflecting off of an
instrumentation mount. The error bars represent the
standard deviation, and are slightly larger than the vertical
accuracy of the LIDAR system, ±1 in (2.5 cm). This is
likely due to the uncertainty in determining which surface
the instrument is reflecting off of, a question not unique to
LIDAR measurements.
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For the ventilated transom case at 8 knots the
standard deviation can be seen to be less along the
centerline, where there is less variability in the structure of
the wake. Based on visual observations of the wake, the dry
transom case seemed to have a “smoother” surface, so a
reduction in the standard deviation of the surface is not
unexpected. The standard deviation can also be seen to be
largest along the shoulders of the wake, likely due to
reduced signal amplitude as energy is directed away from
the receiver.
A comparison of various wake elevation
measurements from 2007 and 2008 are given in figures 4
and 5. While the penetration depth of the LIDAR is small
for the laser wavelength for a flat surface, the reflective
surface is harder to define for a highly aerated flow. Is
there some critical void fraction level at which the
reflection occurs? The agreement in figures 4 and 5
indicates that while the location of the true surface might
be unknown (and hard to define for high void fraction
regions), the measurements appear to be measuring the
same surface. Some complimentary tests at NSWCCD
failed to sufficiently determine what surface the LIDAR is
relecting off of. Full waveform processing of the return
signal may provide some insight.

Deployment of the LIDAR from a traverse
allowed for a smaller spatial separation between
measurement points, but was restricted in the longitudinal
extent that it could cover. The panning position allowed for
a much larger area to be swept out during a run. The
amplitude of the LIDAR return signal data from a single
pass at a speed of 7 and 8 knots is given in figures 6 and 7.
The data was binned into 2 in (5 cm) bins in the transverse
direction. The panning rate and measured data sample time
allowed for conversion into a distance aft of the transom.
The data has not been binned in the longitudinal direction.
Figures 6 and 7 clearly show the structure of the
transom wake. The scattering of the laser energy can be
seen to correlate well with the location of high void
fraction in the wake from a visual comparison. This has
not been proven in a quantitative sense, but only in a
qualitative comparison based on video measurements.
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Figure 6 Transom wake at 7 knots represented by the
amplitude of the signal return. The instrumentation
mount and part of the carriage is clearly seen on the
port side of the transom. The signal can be seen to be
reflecting off of the bubbles in the flow field.
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Figure 4 Comparison of the wake elevation at 7 knots
along the model centerline for a number of instruments
between 2007 and 2008 experiments.
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Figure 5 Comparison of the wake elevation at 8 knots
along the model centerline for a number of instruments
between 2007 and 2008 experiments.
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Figure 7 Transom wake at 8 knots represented by the
amplitude of the signal return. The instrumentation
mount and part of the carriage is clearly seen on the
port side of the transom. The signal can be seen to be
reflecting off of the bubbles in the flow field.

CONCLUSIONS
We have presented a brief overview of the application
of scanning LIDAR systems for laboratory based
measurements. As with any measurement tool, the
instrument has its limitations. Most of these limitations are
related to the infrared nature of the transmitted laser
energy. This can be a benefit as it minimizes the
penertration depth of the laser beneath the free surface. If
there is insufficient surface roughness to reflect enough
energy back to the LIDAR, artificial roughness can be
introduced via fans. This replicates the effect of wind in the
full-scale environment where favorable results have been
found with LIDAR. In the case of highly aerated flows,
there is enough surface roughness so that sufficient laser
energy is measured by the LIDAR. The utility of the
system to quickly map out large regions of a flow are
indispensible. Once these limitations have been addressed,
LIDAR has certain advantages. It does not require
calibration prior to usage, provides profile data rather than
point measurements, and can yield insight into the nature of
the reflective surface. As technology matures, the
resolution of the measurements can only improve, making
LIDAR a useful addition to the experimenters suite of tools
in the laboratory.
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ABSTRACT
In the near future, the wavemaking facilities at the Naval
Surface Warfare Center, Carderock Division (NSWCCD)
will be equipped with actively absorbing, force-feedback
controlled wavemakers. The purpose of the present study is
to demonstrate the successful application of a novel theoretical transfer function appropriate to the operation of such
wave machines. This transfer function has been formulated
in an earlier study by the same authors and models the wave
machine as a coupled hydrodynamic system.
In modelling the wave machine’s dynamic behaviour, the
hydrodynamic coeﬃcients are accounted for in an analytical
fashion; such an approach being supported by the relatively
simple geometries of the most common wave boards. Given
the resulting theoretical transfer function, which directly relates the force demand signal to the wave ﬁeld in the tank,
the latter may be evaluated before the experiment. Coupled with a pseudo-random wave generation or synthesis
technique, the theoretical model enables the numerical prediction of the surface proﬁle in the facility.
With the relevant theory having being established, the
experimental data presented herein is complementary to the
earlier work. In particular, the simultaneous generation and
absorption in a double ended wave ﬂume is discussed. This
includes both the generation of regular wave trains as well
as irregular or random seas. The work presented herein is
limited to the generation and absorption of uni-directional
waves in wave ﬂumes. However, the theoretical and practical aspects of multi-directional wave generation in force
control have now been formulated and reference to this separate study is made.

KEY WORDS: Force-controlled wave machines; Active
wave absorption; Force feedback; Transfer function
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hydrodynamic damping
wave frequency
force or torque
force (time independent)
force demand signal
acceleration due to gravity
water depth
wave height
signiﬁcant wave height √
complex identiﬁer, i = −1
wave mode index
wave number
wave board’s centre of rotation
added mass
wave board mass
wave component index
Naval Surface Warfare Center,
Carderock Division
number of wave components
time
horizontal ﬂuid velocity component
wave board velocity
vertical ﬂuid velocity component
horizontal Cartesian coordinate
wave board position
wave board position at still water level
vertical Cartesian coordinate
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θ
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σ
ω
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peak enhancement factor
water surface elevation
angular wave board displacement
density of water
standard deviation
angular wave frequency
velocity potential
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amplitude of the propagating wave component
wave board width
elevation of wave board’s centre of rotation
wave ﬁeld coeﬃcients in position control
force control transfer function
power take oﬀ damping
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With advances in laboratory wavemaking technology, simultaneous wave generation and active absorption has become common practice in many facilities worldwide. To
successfully absorb waves incident to the wavemaker, some
knowledge of the wave ﬁeld in proximity of the wave board

is required. Fundamentally, this can be implemented using
one of the two following methods: (i) the surface elevation
on, or near, the wavemaker is measured; (ii) the wave induced force acting on the wave board is measured.
When pioneering the ﬁeld of active absorption in the
1970s, both approaches were proposed (Milgram 1970).
However, due to the lack of readily available technology (especially regarding the design of dry-backed machines), the
surface elevation approach was favoured. This was despite
the fact that the measurement of the surface elevation signal inevitably provides information at discrete points only;
this being in marked contrast to the force signal which is an
integral quantity.
In the wake of the UK wave power program of the mid
1980s, most of the engineering challenges related to actively
absorbing, force-controlled wave machines were resolved and
proven technology is available today. Much of this technology relies on the early work of Salter et al. (1976); the design and operation of an absorbing wave basin being ﬁrst
described by Salter (1982). However, despite the practical and commercial success of this technology, an inherent
lack of documentation and publications in the early days of
development hindered further theoretical analysis.
As a result, the operation of force-controlled wave machines solely relies on empirical transfer functions at present
(Rogers & King 1997). Whilst an empirical transfer function approach has some advantages, the calibration procedure becomes rather tedious, especially for a 3D wave
basin such as the NSWCCD facility. For further details
concerning the ongoing wavemaker replacement program at
NSWCCD the reader is directed to Hayden et al. (2010).
The diﬃculties associated with an empirical calibration
have been outlined in Masterton & Swan (2008). This latter
study also investigates the potential beneﬁts of an alternative calibration technique that relies on the generation of
focused wave events. To overcome the shortcomings of an
empirical transfer function, Spinneken & Swan (2009a) describe the theoretical framework required for an analytic
approach. In contrast to this earlier work, where secondorder eﬀects in regular waves were considered, the present
study focuses on the simultaneous generation and absorption of irregular waves.
This is best shown in a double ended facility utilizing two
absorbing ﬂap-type wave machines. Whilst the discussion
herein will be limited to 2D wave ﬂumes, an extension of the
theory to 3D wave basins (as will be required for the operation of the NSWCCD basin) has recently been formulated
and is currently in preparation for publication (Spinneken
& Swan 2010b). Aspects of this work can also be found in
Spinneken (2010).

THEORETICAL FORMULATION
To underpin the experimental investigation that follows,
a review of the underlying theory is presented here. The
development of the wavemaker transfer function relies on
a boundary-value problem that is based on a classical perturbation approach combined with Taylor expansions of the
boundary conditions at the free surface. In the context of
the present work only ﬁrst-order quantities are considered.
As such, in deriving a theory for irregular wave generation,

z

Wave Board

η(x,t)

X0(t)

z=0

x

θ
h

Centre of Rotation
d
z = −h

Figure 1: Wavemaker geometry and deﬁnition of notation
the linear superposition of n = 1...N wave components is
assumed. Further, the usual assumptions of inviscid and
irrotational potential ﬂow are adopted.
The solution is developed within a Cartesian coordinate
system (x, z), where x is deﬁned as positive in the direction of wave propagation and z is measured vertically upwards from the still water level. The water surface elevation is given by η = η(x, t) and the wave board position by
X = X(z, t); the wave board position at still water level
(z = 0) being denoted by X0 (t). Furthermore, θ, ω, g,
h and t denote angular wave board displacement, angular
wave frequency, acceleration of gravity, still water depth,
and time, respectively.
The length l is distance from the bed to the centre of
rotation as deﬁned in Figure 1. As such, the coordinate z =
−(h + l) gives the centre of rotation of the wave board and
d ≥ 0 is deﬁned as the elevation of the hinge above the bed.
1
If the centre of rotation is below or at the bed then d is set
to zero. A bottom-hinged ﬂap-type wavemaker is deﬁned by
l = 0 and d = 0. In contrast, a ﬂap-type wavemaker where
the hinge is placed above the bed is characterized by d > 0
and l = −d.
The boundary conditions appropriate to the problem deﬁned in Figure 1 are as follows:
(a) The bottom boundary condition with w = 0 at z = −h.
(b) The Kinematic Free Surface Boundary Condition
whereby the water surface proﬁle is a streamline, w =
∂η/∂t at z = 0.
(c) The Dynamic Free Surface Boundary Condition deﬁning the pressure acting on the water surface as constant
(atmospheric), −gη = ∂Φ/∂t.
(d) The ﬂuid velocity perpendicular to the wave board
must be equal to the velocity of the wave board,
∂Φ/∂x = f (z)dX0 /dt, where f (z) depends upon the
wavemaker geometry.
Using this general notation, the transfer functions for
position- and force control may be deﬁned.
1 Introducing two quantities (l and d) is not required for the
ﬂap-type machines described herein. However, this general notation is adopted for consistency with earlier work, where pistontype wave boards were also discussed.
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Position Controlled Wave Machines

where

The operation of position-controlled wave machines has
long been established. Havelock (1929) presented a ﬁrst
general wave generation theory and his work is commonly
regarded as the foundation for subsequent theories. In deriving this theory, Havelock introduced a ﬁrst-order approximation of the boundary conditions and, adopting the
Fourier integral theorem, obtained a depth dependent function that includes both the progressive wave mode and a local oscillation. In addition, Havelock derived an explicit expression for the wave ﬁeld and surface elevation appropriate
to a piston-type wave machine. Later on Biésel & Suquet
derived explicit expressions for both ﬂap- and piston-type
geometries and provide extensive information as to their
practical implementation. This work was originally published in the French Journal La Houille Blanche. However,
given the practical signiﬁcance of their work, these articles
were translated into English and published as Biésel & Suquet (1954).
The notation and solution adopted herein closely follows
that presented by Schäﬀer (1996). First, the displacement
of the wave board is deﬁned as

Λ1 (kj ) = sinh(kj h) −

X0 =

N


1
−iXn eiωn t + c.c. ,
2
n=1



(2)
where a compact complex notation has been adopted.
Within this solution, the real solution for j = 0 refers to the
progressive part of the wave ﬁeld whilst the purely imaginary solutions for j = 1...∞ refer to the inﬁnite series of
evanescent modes; the latter accounting for the mismatch
between the wave board velocity and the water particle velocity under the progressive wave.
The ﬁrst-order surface elevation, η = η(x, t), may be
expressed as


N
∞


1
i(ωn t−kjn x)
Xn
cjn e
+ c.c. ,
(3)
η=
2
n=1
j=0
where the wave numbers, kjn , are given by the solutions to
the dispersion equation
(4)

generalized to complex wave numbers (Dean & Dalrymple
1991). Omitting the additional subscript n and using the
compact complex notation once again, the ﬁrst-order wave
ﬁeld coeﬃcient may be expressed as
cj = sinh(kj h)

Λ1 (kj )
,
Λ2 (kj )

and
Λ2 (kj ) =

1
[kj h + sinh(kj h) cosh(kj h)] .
2

(7)

These coeﬃcients are found by satisfying the wave board
boundary condition, (d) above. For a detailed explanation concerning the derivation of cj the reader is directed to
Schäﬀer (1996); further discussion of these coeﬃcients being delayed until the exact wave board geometry has been
deﬁned. At this stage it is worth noting that the transfer
function in position control may be deﬁned as
c0 =

A
,
X

(8)

where A is the amplitude of the propagating wave component and X is the corresponding wave board displacement
amplitude.

Force Controlled Wave Machines


∞
cosh kjn (z + h) i(ωn t−kjn x)
igXn 
e
cjn
+ c.c. ,
ωn j=0
cosh kjn h

ωn2 = gkjn tanh kjn h,

(6)

(1)

where Xn is the complex, ﬁrst-order, paddle displacement
amplitude for wave component n at the still water level
and c.c. the complex conjugate of the preceding term. An
expression for the ﬁrst-order velocity potential that satisﬁes
boundary conditions (a)-(c) above is given by
N

1
Φ=
2
n=1

d+l
sinh(kj d)
h+l
1 cosh(kj d) − cosh(kj h)
+
h+l
kj

(5)
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In considering active absorption based on force-feedback
control, the work by Naito is important. Naito & Nakamura
(1985) discuss the principles that underpin the theoretical
analysis of active wave absorption by oscillating bodies; this
work being of similar fundamental importance as the early
work by Salter. In fact, Naito & Nakamura (1985) address
some additional aspects not mentioned by Salter, mainly
related to the causality of the absorption problem. Further,
Naito (2006) investigates the operation of multi-directional
wave basins and notes some aspects concerning active wave
absorption.
More recently, Minoura et al. (2009) discuss active absorption strategies based on force-feedback control in a circular wave basin. In an attempt to formalise the problem
of optimum control in the context of laboratory wavemaking, Spinneken & Swan (2009c) demonstrate an alternative
method for the implementation of an inherently causal absorption controller. The absorption controllers implemented
herein rely on the work by Spinneken & Swan (2009c) and
are not further discussed.
In modelling the behaviour of force-controlled wave machines, the equation of motion is paramount. For an absorbing wavemaking system or, more generally speaking, a
wave energy converter, the equation of motion is given by
f (t) = M ẍ + m(ω) ∗ ẍ + dpto ẋ + d(ω) ∗ ẋ + kx,

(9)

where f (t) is the wave excitation force, M is the converter’s
mass, m(ω) is the added mass due to the radiation problem, dpto is the power take oﬀ damping, d(ω) is the radiation
damping and k is a spring constant. The ∗ symbol denotes
convolution and is required since m(ω) and d(ω) are frequency dependent coeﬃcients; the origins of this frequency
dependency being discussed in Appendix A.

If both coeﬃcients are assumed to be constant, or a single
frequency of oscillation is considered, the equation of motion
simpliﬁes to
f (t) = (M + m)ẍ + (dpto + d)ẋ + kx.

(10)

This is a commonly adopted simpliﬁcation that is applied
throughout the theoretical analysis of the problem. Based
upon this equation of motion, the theoretical behaviour of
force-controlled wave machines may be investigated. In
so doing, Spinneken & Swan (2010a) derived a ﬁrst-order
transfer function, cf , deﬁned as
cf =

A
,
Fd

geometric design features (not further discussed) compensate for the fact that, on average, the ﬂuid adjacent to the
gusset is displaced with only half the velocity of the wave
board.
The wave probes are located in relatively close proximity
to one wavemaker so that dissipative eﬀects caused by friction on the ﬂume’s side walls can be neglected. However,
the distance must be large enough so that the evanescent
ﬁeld in proximity of the wavemaker does not contaminate
the testing area. A distance of three water depths is sufﬁcient to achieve the latter so that the distance between
the wave board and the ﬁrst wave gauge (as illustrated in
Figure 2) is x0 = 2.1m.

(11)

where, as before, A is the amplitude of the propagating
wave component and Fd is the force demand signal. For
completeness, the derivation of this transfer function is presented in Appendix A. The following section introduces the
wave board geometry and provides a detailed discussion of
the transfer function cf .

EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION
The purpose of the experimental study is to investigate
1. The operation of a double ended wave ﬂume.
2. The application of the force-control transfer function
incorporating both the amplitude and the phase information.
3. The practical success of simultaneous generation and
absorption in force-feedback control.
All experimental results shown within the present study
were obtained in a double ended wave ﬂume located in
the Hydrodynamics Laboratory of Imperial College London.
The ﬂume is double ended in the sense that two identical
wavemakers are located at either end as indicated in Figure 2. An absorbing beach, as would be installed in most
conventional wave ﬂumes, does not exist. In contrast, both
wavemakers are capable of simultaneous wave generation
and absorption.
The wave ﬂume is 27m long, b = 0.3m wide and the
nominal water depth is h = 0.7m. Identical bottom-hinged
ﬂap-type wavemakers are installed at either end. The wave
board is approximately 0.28m wide and the side-wall gap
is approximately 10mm. However, the gusset ensures that
water is also displaced along the side-wall gaps to avoid discontinuities in the wave generation. Moreover, additional

Figure 2: Deﬁnition sketch for double ended wave ﬂume and
location of the wave probes

Transfer Functions
Given the wavemaker geometry described above, the
ﬁrst-order transfer functions in position- and force-control
are illustrated in Figures 3 and 4 respectively. As noted earlier, the transfer function in position control directly relates
the amplitude of the wave board motion and the amplitude
of the progressive wave component. In contrast, the transfer
function in force control represents the relation between the
force demand signal and the progressive wave amplitude. In
position control, the coeﬃcient c0 is real for all frequencies
(Figure 3), indicating a constant phase relation between the
board displacement and the surface elevation evaluated on
the wave board.
In relating the force-control transfer function to this well
known transfer function, some important diﬀerences are
identiﬁed. First, a frequency dependent phase shift is apparent (Figure 4 b). Whereas the phase shift between the
demand signal and the generated progressive wave in position control is 90 degrees for all frequencies, the phase of
the force-control transfer function varies considerably. The
phase shift in force control arises due to the complex nature
of the wave ﬁeld, represented by the added mass and the
hydrodynamic damping, as well as the frequency dependent
characteristic of the absorption ﬁlter.
Furthermore, the force transfer function is also inﬂuenced
by the inertia and spring rate of the wave board itself, a dependency that does not occur in position control. Indeed,
it should be noted that the force-control transfer function
is considerably more complicated when compared to the
position-control equivalent. However, with the absorption
mechanism being incorporated in the former, a consistent
theory for both generation and absorption has been derived
(Spinneken & Swan 2010a); a further validation of this theory being presented below.
It is important to note once more that both transfer functions only relate to the progressive wave mode; the evanescent mode amplitude not being considered. However, with
the equation of motion incorporating the added mass coefﬁcient (which is directly related to the evanescent modes),
the evanescent modes aﬀect the transfer function in force
control. As noted above, these evanescent modes arise due
to the mismatch in wave board velocity and the ﬂuid velocity under a progressive wave train. The dependency on
the evanescent modes in force control is another distinguishing feature to the transfer function in position control. All
experimental results that follow rely on the force control
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Figure 3: First-order position-control transfer function, c0 ,
for a bottom-hinged ﬂap-type wavemaker
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transfer function illustrated in Figure 4. To demonstrate
objectives 1. - 3. above, the following test cases are believed to be representative
(i) The generation of a standing wave of permanent form.
(ii) The generation of a random phase wave spectrum, with
and without a reﬂective model placed within the wave
ﬂume.
(iii) The generation of a focused wave event based upon the
spatial and temporal superposition of all wave components.
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Figure 4: First-order force-control transfer function, cf , for
a bottom-hinged ﬂap-type wavemaker with h = 0.7m and
b = 0.3m; (a) Magnitude of cf , (b) Phase of cf
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Figure 5: Water surface elevation η(t) corresponding to two
waves, each with f = 48/64Hz and steepness Hk/2 = 0.08,
travelling in opposite directions. The wave generation commenced at t = 0s and stopped at t = 180s; the wave gauge
being located at the second anti-node adjacent to one wavemaker. Note: Although the ﬁgure is presented as ﬁve subplots, they are in fact sequential deﬁning one continuous
time-history, η(t).

A Standing Wave of Permanent Form
In a double ended wave ﬂume the success of active wave
absorption based on force-feedback control, with simultaneous wave generation, can be demonstrated by the generation of a standing wave of permanent shape. In this experiment both wavemakers commence wave generation simultaneously at t = 0s. The generated waves are of identical
frequency and amplitude (f = 48/64Hz, Hk/2 = 0.08); the
resulting interference pattern creating a standing wave.
The water surface proﬁle, η(t), recorded by a single wave
gauge placed at the second anti-node adjacent to one wavemaker is shown in Figure 5. With the wave probe located
much closer to one wave paddle than the other, the entire
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data record can be sub-divided into the following intervals.
During the ﬁrst time interval 0s ≤ t ≤ 15s the wave probe
records the wave generated by the adjacent wavemaker only;
a regular wave train being quickly established and maintaining a constant shape and wave height. Subsequently, the
wave generated at the opposite end arrives and the standing wave proﬁle progressively develops, becoming fully developed by t ≈ 40s. In the time interval 40s ≤ t ≤ 180s
both wavemakers must absorb and generate concurrently in
order to maintain the standing wave proﬁle.
The surface proﬁle within this interval (Figure 5) provides evidence that this is in fact the case. The mean wave

Energy Content
In the most realistic laboratory wave testing, multicomponent or irregular wave spectra are generated. A commonly adopted energy distribution, Sηη (ω), is given by the
JONSWAP spectrum which may be expressed as
αg 2 − 54 ( ωωp )4 β
e
γ ,
ω5
where β is deﬁned as
Sηη (ω) =

with

σ=

(ω−ωp )2
2
2σ 2 ωp
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Figure 6: Wave energy content, Sηη , for a JONSWAP spectrum with fp = 50/64Hz, γ = 3.3 and Hs ≈ 0.02m in
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,

0.07 for ω ≤ ωp
0.09 for ω > ωp .

(13)

1.2
A [m]

β=e

−

−6

4

S ηη [m2 s]

height in the interval 40s ≤ t ≤ 180s is H = 135.3mm with
a standard deviation of σ = 0.4mm. Expressed as a ratio,
the standard deviation accounts for 0.3% of the mean wave
height. The largest departure from the mean wave height is
1.4mm or H = 136.7mm. At time t = 180s the wave generation was stopped and both wavemakers are absorbing only;
the surface proﬁle recorded in the interval 180s ≤ t ≤ 200s
is the wave approaching from the opposite end with almost
no reﬂection occurring from the adjacent wavemaker.
Almost all of the wave energy in the ﬂume is absorbed
by t = 300s. In fact, the maximum elevation in the interval 270s ≤ t ≤ 300s is approximately ±1.1mm or 1.6% of
the initial wave amplitude. The experiment demonstrated
that simultaneous wave generation and absorption in forcecontrol mode is both practical and eﬀective; the standing
wave proﬁle being sustained over a signiﬁcant period of
time.

(14)

Furthermore, ωp = 2πfp is the circular peak frequency and
γ is the peak enhancement factor. For the purpose of the
present study, values of fp = 50/64Hz, γ = 3.3 and Hs ≈
0.02m were adopted. A signiﬁcant wave height of Hs ≈
0.02m was chosen, so that the wave motion remains linear;
the discussion of higher-order wave eﬀects being outside the
scope of the present work.
First, to give a direct indication of the absorption performance of the wavemakers, the energy content in the absence of any reﬂective model placed within the wave ﬂume
is considered. For this purpose, the JONSWAP spectrum
as detailed above is generated by one wavemaker, whereas
the wavemaker on the opposite end acts as an absorber
only. The resulting wave ﬁeld is separated into incident
and reﬂected wave components as illustrated in Figure 6.
To obtain this representation, the reﬂection analysis described by Lin & Huang (2004) is applied to surface elevation data recorded at eight spatial locations in the time
interval 128s < t < 192s; the wave generation commencing
at t = 0. The initial time period of t = 128s should suﬃce
for a fully developed sea state (including reﬂections from
the far side) to be established.
Observing Figure 6 in detail, it is clear that most of the
wave energy is absorbed by the far end wavemaker; the reﬂected wave energy content being much reduced when compared to the incident wave energy. In fact, the ratio of incident and reﬂected wave energy is less than 5% for nearly
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Figure 7: Amplitude content, A, for a JONSWAP spectrum with fp = 50/64Hz, γ = 3.3 and Hs ≈ 0.02m in the
Theoretical (tarabsence of any reﬂective test model;
Incident wave amplitude,
get) amplitude content,
Reﬂected wave amplitude

all wave components. It is also important to note that the
incident spectrum closely resembles the desired target spectrum. This latter observation conﬁrms that the theoretical
transfer function (cf ) is indeed appropriate.
Even though it is common practice to consider the energy
content when evaluating the performance of wave energy
converters, the amplitude content often provides a clearer
representation of the relative magnitude of incident and
reﬂected wave components. The corresponding amplitude
content for the data presented in Figure 6 is given in Figure 7. In this form, the magnitude of the reﬂected components appears to be more pronounced when compared to
the energy representation in Figure 6, even though both
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Surface Proﬁle
Figures 6, 7 and 8 showed measured incident and reﬂected energy or amplitude spectra. This data was computed using the water surface proﬁles recorded from an array of wave gauges. As such the data may be regarded as
a best ﬁt over multiple spatial locations. In this case the
absolute wave phase information is irrelevant. Indeed, any
random start phase applied to each of the spectra’s wave
components would yield an energy or amplitude distribution identical to that shown above.
In contrast, the surface elevation recordings provided in
Figures 9 and 10 illustrate the data obtained using a single probe located at x = 2.1m. Both cases correspond to
exactly the same JONSWAP spectrum as discussed earlier;
the only diﬀerence between the two recordings being the
initial start phases of the wave components within the spectrum. The measured surface elevation is directly compared
to the theoretical ﬁrst-order computation.
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ﬁgures relate to exactly the same data. Further, if the machine’s absorption performance for irregular waves is compared to that for regular waves, an interesting result is seen.
In an earlier study concerning the generation and absorption of regular waves in the same facility, Spinneken & Swan
(2009b) showed that the energy absorption coeﬃcient is in
the order of 98%...99% for most wave components in the
frequency range 0.5Hz < f < 0.9Hz. Comparing their result to the present data (Figures 6 and 7), the absorption
of individual wave components is superior when compared
to the multi-component sea state. This eﬀect is not fully
understood at present, but it is believed to be related to
the simpliﬁcation in Equation (10), where the convolution
operation (Equation 9) has been replaced by a simple multiplication. As a result, Equation (10) is, strictly speaking,
only valid if single frequencies or regular waves are considered. This issue will be addressed in future work.
The ultimate goal of an absorbing wavemaker system
must be to sustain a desired incident wave ﬁeld over a long
period of time and, as such, absorb all energy that is reﬂected from laboratory test models. To illustrate this important case, a reﬂective model was placed in the centre of
the wave ﬂume. The geometry of this model is somewhat
arbitrary for the purpose of the present investigation. A box
with a square cross-section (beam and width of 0.3m) and
draught 0.15m (draught / depth ≈ 0.2) was chosen. The
model occupies the entire cross section of the wave ﬂume
(b = 0.3m).
Adopting exactly the same JONSWAP target spectrum
and data analysis as before yields the amplitude content illustrated in Figure 8. Comparing the data in Figure 8 with
the previous case (Figure 7) shows that the model reﬂects a
signiﬁcant amount of the incident wave ﬁeld; the measured
reﬂected wave amplitude being much increased in Figure
8. However, despite this increased reﬂected part, the incident wave amplitude distribution still closely matches the
target spectrum, indicating that the wavemaker indeed generates and absorbs simultaneously. This latter observation
is an important feature of the present investigation: a model
placed in the wave ﬂume would be subject to almost identical wave conditions for a large number of repeat periods.
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Figure 9: Water surface elevation, η(t), recorded by a single wave probe located at x = 2.1m, random phase set 1;
Theoretical surface elevation,
Measured surface elevation. Note: The two sub-plots are representations
of a continuous recording ranging from t = 0s to t = 128s.

In considering these results it is important to note that,
even though both ﬁgures are presented as two sub-plots,
these are representations of a continuous recording ranging
from t = 0s to t = 128s. In fact, the sub-plots are divided
into blocks of 64s which is the repeat period for the generated spectrum; the two sub-ﬁgures should hence be exact
repetitions of the same surface proﬁle. Considering Figures
9 and 10 in detail it is clear that, in addition to the close
match of the amplitude content, the phase information appears to be in good agreement with the expected values.
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Figure 10: Water surface elevation, η(t), recorded by a single wave probe located at x = 2.1m, random phase set 2;
Theoretical surface elevation,
Measured surface elevation. Note: The two sub-plots are representations
of a continuous recording ranging from t = 0s to t = 128s.
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JONSWAP distribution with fp = 50/64Hz, γ = 3.3 and
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To further illustrate the correct application of the phase
information, a focused wave event is considered. Once
again, a JONSWAP target spectrum has been adopted
and, in accordance with the earlier discussion, the peak
frequency and peak enhancement factor have been set to
fp = 50/64Hz and γ = 3.3 respectively. Furthermore, the
amplitude A is introduced as the linear sum of all wave components. As a result, in a linear sea state the water surface
elevation at the focal location and time, where all the wave
components superimpose, reaches a maximum value of A.
Figure 11 shows the surface proﬁle for an event that is
focused and recorded at x = 3.0m. The repeat time of the
spectrum is Tr = 64s as before and the focal time was set
to 32s. The measured surface proﬁle is directly compared
to the theoretical (linear) solution. To enable a comparison
that shows discrete sample points, the standard sample rate
(fs = 128Hz) has been reduced to 32Hz. Absolutely no further ﬁltering has been applied to the signal. The excellent
agreement in terms of both amplitude and phase content is
paramount.
To further demonstrate the wave generation capabilities, in particular in terms of repeatability, two subsequent focused events are illustrated in Figure 12. In
this case the linear amplitude sum has been increased to
A = 55mm, all other JONSWAP parameters remaining unchanged. This produces a highly nonlinear near-breaking
wave event. Within Figure 12 the surface elevation recorded
in the time intervals 28s < t < 36s as well as 92s < t < 100s
are shown, where the latter has been time shifted by 64s to
provide a direct comparison. The data shows that both time
traces match extremely well, giving a clear indication of the
repeatability of the generation process.
Finally, it should be noted once more that all experimental data presented herein is based on the theoretical
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Figure 12: Water surface elevation, η(t), for an event focused and recorded at x = 3.0m and t = 32s based on a
JONSWAP distribution with fp = 50/64Hz, γ = 3.3 and
A = 55mm. ◦ Surface elevation measured in the interval
28s < t < 36s, ∗ Surface elevation measured in the interval
92s < t < 100s and time shifted by 64s

transfer function, cf . If an improvement in amplitude or
phase match is required, an empirical transfer function may
be employed. Naturally, such an empirical transfer function could rely on the theoretical transfer function as a ﬁrst
iteration.
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CONCLUSION
A theoretical transfer function appropriate to the operation of force-controlled wave machines has been presented.
At ﬁrst sight, this transfer function seems considerably more
complicated when compared to the position control equivalent. However, with the absorption mechanism being incorporated in the former, a consistent theory for both generation and absorption results. Based upon this theory, the
operation of a double ended wave ﬂume has been discussed.
First, the generation of a standing wave of permanent form
has been demonstrated. In fact, the absorption performance
in this case was such, that the standard deviation, expressed
as a ratio of the mean wave height in the standing wave proﬁle, is approximately 0.3%. Subsequently, the generation
and absorption of multi-component or irregular sea states
has been illustrated. This includes experiments with and
without a reﬂective model placed within the wave ﬂume.
In both cases the measured incident wave spectrum closely
assembles the target spectrum, indicating that the wavemaker indeed generates and absorbs simultaneously. However, the absorption performace in irregular seas is rather
less convincing than previously observed in the case of regular wave trains. This apparent shortcomming is believed to
be introduced by a simpliﬁcation in the theoretical model;
the extension of this model having been noted for future
work. Lastly, the correct reproduction of the wave phase
information has been demonstrated; the phase information
being of prime importance when considering focused wave
events. The generation of such an event has shown good
agreement with the expected surface proﬁle. Moreover, a
direct comparison of subsequent focused events has shown
excellent repeatability of the wave generation process.
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This Appendix describes the derivation of the forcecontrol transfer function, cf . Some of the text and equations presented have been adopted from Spinneken & Swan
(2010a). First, when investigating the dynamic behaviour
of any hydrodynamic system, the frequency dependent coeﬃcients for the added mass, m(ω), and the hydrodynamic
damping, d(ω), are crucial. In order to evaluate the total
hydrodynamic force or torque, Bernoulli’s equation, given
by


2
2
1
∂Φ
∂Φ
∂Φ
, (A-1)
− ρgz − ρ
+
p(z, t) = −ρ
∂t
2
∂x
∂z

and
ρg(h − d)
ω2
∞

cj kj (h − d) sinh kj h − cosh kj h + cosh kj d
.
2
k
cosh kj h
j=1 j

m(ω) =
Applied Force

Wavemaker
Board Velocity

Demand Force

Z (ω )
f

Velocity absorption filter

Figure 13: Schematic of controller model for an absorbing
force-controlled wavemaker
is applied throughout the wave ﬁeld and integrated over the
wave board surface, where ρ is the density of the ﬂuid and
p(z, t) is the ﬂuctuating, depth dependent pressure. Within
this equation three distinct contributions may be identiﬁed:
(i) An unsteady term: −ρ∂Φ/∂t
(ii) A hydrostatic term: −ρgz
(iii) Two velocity head terms: -1/2ρ(u2 + w2 )
Of these, only the ﬁrst term, the unsteady contribution,
generates a ﬁrst-order ﬂuctuating force or torque. The hydrostatic term induces a mean term, whilst the velocity head
terms contribute higher order components. As a result, the
ﬂuctuating ﬁrst-order hydrodynamic force (or torque) acting on a ﬂap-type machine is given by
f (t) = −

0

ρ
−h+d

∂Φ(z, t)
(h − d + z)dz
∂t

(A-2)

and substituting the wave ﬁeld solution in Equation (2) this
force evaluates to

N
∞


1
cjn
ρgXn
f (t) =
2
2
k
n=1
j=0 jn
kjn (h − d) sinh kjn h − cosh kjn h + cosh kjn d iωn t
e
+ c.c. .
cosh kjn h
(A-3)
Recalling the real (j = 0) and complex (j = 1..∞) nature of
the wave ﬁeld coeﬃcients, cj , and the wave numbers, kj , the
force and torque expressions may be separated into real and
imaginary contributions. Considering the frequency domain
relation between the force, F (ω), and the velocity, U (ω),
for a system with added mass, m(ω), and hydrodynamic
damping, d(ω),
F (ω) = d(ω)U (ω) + iωm(ω)U (ω),

(A-4)

these latter coeﬃcients are readily derived as
d(ω) =

ρg(h − d)
ω
c0 k0 (h − d) sinh k0 h − cosh k0 h + cosh k0 d
k02
cosh k0 h

(A-6)

in the ﬂap case.
Based upon the above coeﬃcients and a controller as illustrated in Figure 13, Spinneken & Swan (2009a) derived
the closed loop transfer function for a force-feedback controlled wave machine as
B(ω) =

C(ω)G(ω)
1
X
,
=
Fd
iω 1 + C(ω)G(ω) [Zf (ω) + Zd (ω)]

(A-7)

where B(ω) relates the demand force, Fd , to the wave board
position, X. The four contributions are: C(ω) - the machine
controller; G(ω) - the wave board and water transfer function; Zf (ω) - the absorption ﬁlter and Zd (ω) - the dynamic
feedback. For an ideal controller, the loop gain introduced
by C(ω) may be assumed as a very large value and Equation
(A-7) simpliﬁes to
B(ω) ≈

1
1
.
iω Zf (ω) + Zd (ω)

(A-8)

In fact, for the purpose of the present study C(ω) has been
set to inﬁnity so that the inﬂuence of the controller vanishes. In this latter form it becomes apparent that the two
feedback paths alone determine the system’s dynamic behaviour. The hydrodynamic feedback path is evaluated as
Zd (ω) = iω [M + m(ω)] + d(ω) + k/(iω),

(A-9)

where M and k are the mass (inertia) and spring rate of the
wave board and will depend upon the exact geometry. For
ﬂap-type wave boards the spring rate corresponds to that
of an inverted pendulum.
Lastly, the absorption ﬁlter characteristic (Zf ) for optimum power absorption must be evaluated (Spinneken &
Swan 2009c); the exact characteristic of Zf again being dependent upon the wave machine under consideration. Combining the expression for the transfer function in position
control
c0 =

A
,
X

(A-10)

and the transfer function in force control
cf =

A
,
Fd

(A-11)

yields a convenient expression for the force transfer function
cf = c0 B(ω).

(A-12)

To evaluate B(ω) for a particular wave machines requires
(i) The estimation of the wave board’s mass (M ) and
spring (k) terms.
(A-5)

(ii) The computation of the hydrodynamic coeﬃcients.
(iii) The speciﬁcation of the optimum controller, Zf (ω).
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ABSTRACT
A vertically arranged twin-pod autonomous
underwater vehicle (AUV) is presently under development
in St. John’s Newfoundland. Placing heavy batteries and
payloads in the lower pod and placing the light controller
and communication electronics on the upper pod a large
separation of the centre of gravity (CG) and the centre of
buoyancy (CB) can be achieved. With the large vertical
separation between CG and CB the twin-pod vehicle
becomes highly stable in pitch and roll and thus provides
an ideal platform for obtaining photos, video and sonar
images of the seabed. This paper presents the
hydrodynamic studies have being done in support of this
novel AUV design and development.

vehicle these components include the two pods, the fore
and aft rudders, the fore and aft thrusters, and other
appendages such as the antenna and fairings for the
payload sensors.
The hydrodynamic load on each component of the
vehicle is calculated by the sum of the two different terms,
acceleration term and steady velocity term. The steady
velocity term is then subdivided into translational velocity
terms and rotation (angular velocity) terms. Calculations
for the acceleration terms are directly linked into the
estimations of the added masses (and added moments of
inertia) of the vehicle. The calculation of the translational
velocity terms is estimated through applying the force
coefficients obtained from a model towing test conducted
recently, and the terms from the vehicle rotating motions
are based on empirical estimation.

INTRODUCTION
The autonomous underwater vehicle, SeaBED,
developed by Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution
(WHOI) might be the first built AUV with vertical twinpod configuration. The investigation by Roman and his
colleagues [1] shows the twin-pod underwater vehicle
provides highly stable platform for image researches.
Studies of the vehicle applications [2, 3] have proved the
twin-pod vehicle offers a ideal platform for high resolution
imaging. On the other hand there are very few studies have
been found on the hydrodynamics of a vehicle of twin-pod
configuration.
To support the development of the twin-pod vehicle
design an efficient method for fast prediction of the
hydrodynamic performance of the vehicle has been
developed. The method is based on an approach of the
component-build-up originally applied for aerodynamic
prediction in the 1960s by Pitts et al [4]. There is a detailed
description on the method by Hemsch in [5]. The
component-build-up method assumes that the dynamic load
exerted on the vehicle is the sum of the loads on different
components that form the vehicle, and these components
can be treated separately. For the case of the twin-pod
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The added masses of the vehicle are estimated by the
combinations of the added masses of two ellipsoids
equivalent to the twin pods, added masses of the tandem
rudders, and a correction term for the small appendages.
The model test conducted recently includes resistance,
crab, heave, steady yaw, and pitch tests. The yaw test
covers the yaw angle range from –50 to 180 degrees and
the pitch test covers the pitch angle range from -30 to +30
degrees. The contributions from the fore and aft rudders are
estimated by the published experimental results for the
NACA-0025 airfoil section which represent the drag, lift
and moment coefficients as a function of the angle of
attack. The thrust generated by each of the propulsion units
is estimated by employing the open water characteristics of
the propeller. In addition, since each thruster moves in yaw
with its rudder and moves in pitch with its elevator, the
wake fraction and thrust deduction factors vary with both
the orientation of the vehicle and the thruster steering
angles of yaw and pitch with respect to the vehicle axes.
This paper also presents results from case studies of
the vehicle manoeuvrings, such as turning circle, zigzag,
spiral, and helical dive.

MOTION EQUATION OF THE VEHICLE
In general two coordinate systems, an inertial and a
body-fixed, are used in presenting a vehicle motion of six
Degrees Of Freedom (DOF) in the Earth reference frame.
Nahon in [6] derived the motion equation of a vehicle in
six DOF which can be written as:

q

M 1 >W  h x , q

@

(1)

where M is the inertia matrix of 6×6 including M r for
rigid body and M a for added mass, W is a vector of
control forces of six components, and h x , q is a vector
of six components that includes centrifugal, Coriolis,
gravitational, buoyancy, and hydrodynamic forces. As it is


shown in Figure 1 that the vector x

>x y z I T \ @

T

is

When applying equation (1) for the twin-pod,
tandem-thruster vehicle shown in Figure 1 the vector  is
the vector sum of the control provided by the two thrusters
 is the vector sum of the
and two rudders. Here h x, q
external forces acting on the twin-pod vehicle.
By rearranging the acceleration terms in equations
(1), and splitting the damping and hydrostatic terms off
 , the motion equation will change into the
from h x, q
form as following.
q

>M r  M a @1 >  F  >B @q  Hs @

(2)

Here F is the vector of the hydrodynamic forces and
moments on the vehicle hull, B is the matrix of damping
coefficients, Hs is the vector of the hydrostatic forces and
moments of the vehicle.

the generalized position vector in the inertial frame, while

q

>u v w p q r @

T

is the generalized velocity vector

 is the acceleration vector in
in the body-fixed frame, and q
the body-fixed frame. Here x, y, and z are the inertial
coordinates of the centre of mass of the vehicle, I , T and
\ are the three Euler angles (roll, pitch, yaw) that specify
the vehicle’s orientation in space; u, v, and w are the
translational velocities expressed in the body-fixed frame,
and p, q, and r are the rotational velocities expressed in the
body-fixed frame. The body-fixed frame in this paper is a
frame fixed to the vehicle structure, not a part of an
individual appendage i.e. a elevator or a rudder.

After the vehicle hydrodynamic forces have been
divided into two components, the following sections will
continue to discuss how these two components be further
split and determined. The hydrodynamic forces on the
twin-pod hull are based mainly on model test results with
empirical corrections. The force on the twin-rudder is
estimated using the NACA-0025 experimental data
published by Sheldahl and Klimas [7]. The coefficients of
the lift, drag and moment used in the simulations are
chosen from the data set of Re=360000 that is close to the
Reynolds Number of the rudder operation.

HYDRODYNAMICS OF BARE TWIN-POD
The hydrodynamics loads acting on the bare hull,
twin-pod configuration have been obtained from a 0.88scale, bare hull, model tests in the 200 m towing tank at
NRC-IOT. The model is shown in Figure 2 and the test
included straight forward resistance tests in surge, sway,

Figure 1. Marport SQX-500 with two frames of reference
(courtesy of Marport Deep Sea Technologies Inc.)

Figure 2 Scaled, Simplified Model of a Twin-Pod Vehicle
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and heave. Although the two rudders presented in the
model test determining the twin-pod hydrodynamics their
force and moment contributions were subtracted from the
measurements during the data analysis. The reason was that
the model test series covered only variations of single
parameter, either the vehicle yaw angle or pitch angle, but
no rudder angle. No combined test, for example, non-zero
rudder angle combined with the vehicle yaw or pitch, has
been conducted. The test in determining the twin-pod
hydrodynamics only included tests of the vehicle at
different yaw or pitch angle when the rudder was fixed to
zero of the rudder angle. Rudders are treated as
independent components. The result of the resistance tests
for the twin-pod are summarized as follow:
Resistance:
Sway

C x0

0.0067

C y0

0.2029

u<3.2 m/s
v<0.7 m/s

Heave

C z0

0.1071

w<1.1 m/s

where C x 0 , C y 0 , and C z 0

(3)
are the resistance coefficients

in straight courses in directions of surge, sway, and heave
respectively. The reference area for the resistance
coefficients is the wetted surface area of the model. In
order to make these data comparable with the data from the
yaw and pitch test in the following section these
coefficients need to be converted using the square of the
model length as the reference area.
Resistance:
Sway

Cx

0.0073

Cy

0.2195

u<3.2 m/s
v<0.7 m/s

Heave

Cz

0.1159

w<1.1 m/s

(4)
The model test has also included force and moment
measurements on the model during the tow tests at
different steady yaw or different pitch angles. The forces
and moments measured on the model at different yaw or
different pitch angles are presented separately. These
measurements are then presented as non-dimensional
coefficients in order to be further used in the vehicle
dynamic motion simulations. The non-dimensional
coefficients, namely the resistance coefficient C x ( E ) , the
lateral force coefficient C y ( E ) , and the yaw moment
C n ( E ) , obtained from the static yaw test, while the pitch
angle was set to zero, for the bare hull are listed as follows:
Cx

0.0073  cos E

Cy

0.2195  sin E

Cn

0.0160  0.0030  abs E  sin 2E

180q d E d 180q

(5)
here E is the angle of attack in radians during the yaw test,
C x , C y , and C n are coefficients in the body-fixed frame
instead of the Earth frame although x, y, and z are used as
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the subscripts.
In the static pitch test, while the yaw angle was set to
zero, the pitch angle varied from -30º to +30º. The nondimensional coefficients Cx(D), Cz(D) and Cm(D) obtained
from the static pitch tests were found to be
Cx

0.0073  cos D

Cz

0.1159  sin D

Cm

30q d D d 30q

0.0110  0.0020  abs D  sin 2D

(6)
here D is the angle of attack in radians during the pitch
test, C x , C z , and C m are coefficients in the body-fixed
frame instead of the Earth frame. More details about the
scale-model test can be found in He and Williams [8].

HYDRODYNAMICS OF THE APPENDED HULL
To take the effects from all the individual appendages
into account, simple additions are made to the bare hull
model results before applying those results in the
hydrodynamic simulations for a fully-appended vehicle.
These corrections are based on two assumptions. The first
one is that the sum of the areas and volumes of all
appendages is much smaller in comparison with those of
the twin-pod hull. The second one is that although the
appendages are distributed evenly along the hull, the result
is that their presence will move the location of the centre of
pressure significantly along the hull when the vehicle is
running at a yaw angle. For example, the correction made
to the resistance coefficient C x is proportional to the
increment of the wetted surface area due to the appendages.
The correction made to the lateral force coefficient C y is
proportional to the increment of the lateral projected area.
The yaw moment has been corrected, and the correction is
proportional to the increment of the lateral projected area
weighted by the square of the longitudinal distance from
the centre of gravity. Although locating most of
appendages on the top of the upper pod may move the
centre of pressure upward and may affect C m there is no
correction applied to C z and C m because there is almost
no change in the vertical projected area after the
appendages are installed. After the corrections the
hydrodynamic loads on the appended hull can be estimated
by combining the two sets of coefficients for yaw and
pitch. First the corrections are made for yaw only, which
results in
Cx

0.0084  cos E

Cy

0.2326  sin E

Cn

0.0171  0.0032  abs E  sin 2 E

180q d E d 180q

(7)
To find functions to describe the hydrodynamic loads on

the fully-appended twin-pod hull in an arbitrary moving
direction and orientation, the equations of (6) and (7) are
merged to construct the following six functions.
u2  v2
Cx  2
0.0084  cos E
u  v 2  w2

Cy
Cz
Ck
Cm

Cn




u2  v2
u 2  v 2  w2
u 2  w2

u 2  v 2  w2
0.0
u 2  w2
u 2  v 2  w2

u2  v2
u 2  v 2  w2

0.2326  sin E

HYDROSTATICS OF THE BARE TWIN-POD

The hydrostatic forces and moments on the bare hull
provide restoring forces and moments to keep the vehicle
upright and to provide stability in roll, and pitch. The
restoring forces and moments are presented in equation (9)
as follows.
ª X HS º
«Y »
« HS »
« Z HS »
»
«
« K HS »
« M HS »
»
«
¬« N HS ¼»

0.1159  sin D

0.0110  0.0020  abs D  sin 2D

0.0171  0.0032  abs E  sin 2 E

(8)
Note that the roll moment coefficient Ck is zero because
the origin is located on the longitudinal centreline midway
between the two hulls, and the vehicle is assumed to have
symmetry in both the x-y and x-z planes.
During the construction of the above functions the
vehicle speed V relative to the fluid is first broken down
into three components, u, v, and w, as in Figure 3. Then the
forces and moments on the hull moving in 3D space are
combined from the forces and moments measured in two
steady planar motions, horizontal yaw and vertical pitch,
without consideration of the interactions. Since the vehicle
will be operated by manoeuvring mostly in the horizontal
plane the estimation of the vehicle resistance is selected
from the result of yaw test only. Estimations of Ck due to
the installation of the antennas and the strobe light may be
added in when more data are available.

 (W  B) sin T
ª
º
«
»

(
)
cos
T
sin
I
W
B
«
»
«
»
(W  B) cos T cos I
«
»
« (G y G  B y B) cos T cos I  (Gz G  Bz B) cos T sin I »
«  (G G  B B) sin T  (G G  B B ) cos T cos I »
z
z
x
x
«
»
¬«  (Gx G  Bx B) cos T sin I  (G y G  B y B) sin T ¼»

(9)
where W is the weight of the vehicle, B is the buoyancy of
the vehicle, I is the vehicle roll angle, T is the vehicle
pitch angle, (Gx, Gy, Gz) and (Bx, By, Bz) are the coordinates
of the centre of gravity and the centre of buoyancy
respectively.

HYDRODYNAMICS OF RUDDERS

The two rudders in tandem between the twin-pods are
of NACA-0025 profile. They are 0.8 m apart from leading
edge to leading edge. Each of them is 0.544 m in span and
of 0.21 m chord length. Both rudders can be considered as
2D wings since the twin-pods act as end plates eliminating
mostly the wing tip effect on the rudders. The estimations
for the rudder drag, lateral force, and turning moment are
based on the 2D experimental data for the NACA-0025
section in [4]. The coefficients are plotted in Figure 4 to
Figure 6.
The roll and pitch moment contributions from the two
rudders to the vehicle are supposed to be zero. The effect
on the downstream rudder from the upstream rudder has
been only considered is applying a wake fraction when the
downstream rudder is in the race of the upstream rudder
wake, that is, when the two rudders are in tandem at zero
rudder yaw angle.

ACTION OF THE TWIN THRUSTERS

Each thruster is independently controlled and operated. The
direction of each thrust vector is controlled in yaw since
each thruster yaws with its rudder; the direction of each
thrust vector can be controlled in pitch since each thruster
pitches with its elevator pair. Thus relative to the
longitudinal axis of the vehicle, the thrust vectors can yaw
±180º and pitch ±30º.
Figure 3. Velocity Components and Yaw and Pitch Angles
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tested propeller and the two propellers on the vehicle are
cast from the same mould and same material. They are
three-bladed propellers. The propeller diameter Dp is 21 cm
and the pitch ratio P/D is 1.12. In the open water test the
inflow speed V, propeller shaft speed n, thrust T and torque
Q on the shaft were recorded. These measurements were
then represented in non-dimensional coefficients:
J

V
nD p
T

Kt

Un 2 D 4p
Q
Un 2 D 5p

Kq

Figure 4. Rudder Drag Coefficient (2D)

K

J

Kt
2SK q

(10)
Here J is the advance coefficient, is the propeller
diameter, K t is the thrust coefficient, K q is the torque

Figure 5. Rudder Lift Coefficient (2D)

Figure 6. Rudder Turning Moment Coefficient (2D)

THE PROPELLER PERFORMANCE

The performance of the two propellers installed on
the vehicle is estimated by using the results from propeller
open-water tests in the Cavitation Tunnel at NRC-IOT. The
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coefficient, and  is the propeller open water efficiency.
The test data shown in Figure 7 indicate that the propeller
performance is affected by the Reynolds Number or the
shaft speed within the operation range, n d 15 rev/sec.
Usually a model propeller open-water test requires a
minimum propeller shaft speed that ensures that the
Reynolds Number based on the blade chord length at 0.7Rp
exceeds 3.0x105. This is because the flow around the model
propeller should be turbulent flow, the same as the flow
around the full-scale propeller during its operation. This is
a requirement for most tests due to the large dimension of
the full-scale propeller. However, in the present propeller
tests the candidate propeller is a full-scale propeller and
this full-scale propeller will operate below the Reynolds
Number of 2.4x105. This fact suggests that it is preferable
to test the propeller at the shaft speed of the design
condition from the low shaft speed to the high, that is, from
2 to 15 rev/sec, to take the Reynolds Number effect into
account. Unfortunately, due to the fact that flow speeds
below 1.4 m/s are not easily controllable in the Cavitation
Tunnel, the propeller test can not produce low advance
speeds when the propeller shaft speed setting is too low. In
order to produce the values of the lower advance
coefficients we had to run the propeller at higher shaft
speeds than usual. Considering that the design shaft speed
for the thruster is 15 rev/sec, three shaft speeds, 11, 15, and
18 rev/sec were selected and used for both Propeller 4 and
Propeller 5. It will be meaningless to conduct a test with a
shaft speed lower than 11 rev/sec since the advance
coefficient would be too high for the advance coefficient to
be in the operational range. It is understood that using the
open-water test results from a high Reynolds Number (15
rev/sec) to calculate the power performance of the vehicle
which will operate at a lower Reynolds Number, (n < 15
rev/sec) will bring a Reynolds Number effect into the
estimation.
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MANOEUVERING SIMULATIONS

The simple hydrodynamic model for the twin-pod
underwater vehicle has been implemented in Matlab code
in a six degrees-of-freedom (6-DOF) motion simulator. The
graphic interface of the simulator is shown in Figure 8. The

Figure 7. Reynolds Number Effects on
Open Water Characteristics (Propeller 5)
In the present simulation the propeller performance is
estimated only based on propeller test results for 15
rev/sec. This does not include the Reynolds Number effect.
The Reynolds Number effect on the propeller performance
will be considered when the model data from low shaft
speeds are available.

THE ADDED MASSES OF THE VEHICLE

The added masses of the vehicle are estimated by a
Fortran code, ESAM (Estimate Submarine Added Masses),
developed by Watt in [6]. The added mass of the vehicle is
estimated through the combination of the added mass of
two ellipsoids equivalent in volume to the twin pods, added
masses of the tandem rudders, and a correction term for the
small appendages. The estimated values for the elements of
the matrix of the added-mass coefficients for the vehicle
are listed in Table 1.
Table 1. Estimated Added Masses for the Vehicle
c u
c v
c w
c p
c q
c r
*1000 *1000 *1000 *1000 *1000 *1000
Xc
Yc
Zc
Kc
Mc
Nc

-2.53

Figure 8. Interface of the Underwater Vehicle Simulator
interface has six control sliders. There are three controls for
shaft speed, rudder angle and elevator angle, for each of the
two thrusters.
Turning circle simulations at five different rudder
angles, from 5 to 45 degrees with intervals of 5 degree,
have been conducted in order to check the simulator

-0.62
-67.91

16.72
-66.91

16.98
-16.98

-4.12

-4.18
-13.03
-12.88

Here the matrix of the added-masses coefficients is a
symmetrical matrix. The matrix contains the following 11
non-zero elements. The definitions for all thirty-six
elements are shown as follows.
X ' ,Y ' , Z '

X ,Y , Z
u , v , w

u , v , w

0.5UL3

(11)
Figure 9. Trajectories of Turning Circle Tests
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functionality. The initial speed of the vehicle was set to be
2.2 m/s and the two rudders were set into the same angle
but on the opposite directions during the turning circle
simulations. The simulated results are plotted in Figure 9;
the indication is that the diameter of a turning circle
decreases as the rudder angle increases and this relationship
is plotted in Figure 10. Figure 10 shows that the slope of
the curve is larger at low rudder angles, and, the slope is
reduced as the rudder angle increases; this is a measure of
the rudder effectiveness. The diameter decreases from 7
times vehicle length at 5 degrees rudder angle to 2.5 times
vehicle length at a rudder angle of 45 degrees.

shown in Figure 12. The simulation shows that the vehicle
speed drops to 1.7 m/s from the vehicle initial speed of 2.1
m/s. The vehicle experiences a vertical, diving speed of
0.08 m/s while making a horizontal turn. The turning
diameter is about 4 times the vehicle length.

Figure 12. Trajectory of a Helical Diving Test

CONCLUSIONS

Figure 10. Simulated Results of Turning Circle Tests
The second simulation was a zig-zag test of 5/10
degrees. Usually 10/10 and 20/20 zig-zag tests are
recommended for checking the manoeuvring ability of
surface ships. Considering that this vehicle responds so
quicly to rudder deflections, a 5/10 zig-zag was chosen
instead. The vehicle initial speed for this test was 2.1 m/s.
The trajectory of the simulation is shown in Figure 11. The
headings of the first and second overshoot are 5.9 and 8.7
degrees respectively. Both overshoots are less than 10
degrees which is the usual criteria for surface ships.

A simple hydrodynamic model for a novel twin-pod,
twin thruster underwater vehicle model has been created
along with the development of the full-scale twin-pod
vehicle SQX-500. The simulation model has been primarily
implemented in a Matlab code and tried with simulations of
typical vehicle manoeuvrings. The simulated result shows
that the vehicle has a unique manoeuvring performance that
not many underwater vehicles have, for example, hovering
and crabbing. The simple hydrodynamic model will be
validated with the vehicle trial data when they are
available. Planned improvements to the present model
include:
1. Include the Reynolds Number effects on propeller
performance.
2. Improve the propulsion modelling by introducing fore
and aft thruster-interaction terms into the model.
3. Add a geometry-based damping estimation module to
the simulator for the matrix B.
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Figure 11. Trajectory of a 5/10 Zig-Zag Test
The third simulation was a helical diving test. The
two rudders were set to ±15 degrees and both elevators
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ABSTRACT
Manoeuvring trials are often performed to assess the
path keeping and path changing ability of a marine vehicle.
Among them, depth-changing manoeuvres are of particular
importance to underwater vehicles. This paper reports some
2D and 3D depth-changing manoeuvring trials that were
performed in open-water using a large streamlined
Autonomous Underwater Vehicle (AUV) of length 4.5 m.
The paper outlines the method by which these tests were
conducted and discusses the results and observations made
thereof. In addition, numerical simulations of selected
manoeuvres were used to validate a hydrodynamic model
which is based on the ‘component build-up method’ and
some typical results are also presented.
NOTATION
Dive plane deflections
δ 1, δ 2
δ3, δ4, δ5 δ6 Tail plane deflections
X, Ζ
Surge and depth coordinates of the vehicle C.G
INTRODUCTION
Autonomous Underwater Vehicles (AUVs) are
rapidly emerging as a new generation of undersea
exploration tools. The advantage of using an AUV as
opposed to other platforms is its versatility to deploy a
wide range of sensor payloads and the ability to send the
vehicle to remote locations where standard oceanographic
methods of sampling, mapping etc., are not feasible. In
hostile weather conditions where surface operations are
unsafe, in regions covered by ice where deployment of
manned submersibles are risky and tethered vehicles are of
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limited use, AUVs hold the best promise for freely working
on the seafloor. However, the deployment of an AUV to
access remote locations and its efficiency to acquire quality
data, with little or no human intervention, depends on its
ability to follow predefined mission paths precisely. This
demands a high degree of navigational accuracy and
manoeuvreability in order to achieve good position and
attitude control. Consequently, the designers of AUVs
often rely on computer models to predict the behavior of
the vehicle and to develop vehicle controllers.
A dynamics model of an axisymmetric streamlined
AUV based on the ‘body build-up’ method of Nahon [1]
was developed by Perrault [2] and Evans [3] using
MATLAB™ and SIMULINK™ and is available for use at
the Memorial University of Newfoundland (MUN). In
order to validate this model it was necessary to have
experimental data from real vehicles. The availability of
the MUN Explorer AUV at Memorial University facilitated
this requirement.
The MUN Explorer is a survey-class AUV built by
International Submarine Engineering (ISE) Ltd., in Port
Coquitlam, British Columbia, Canada. The AUV is 4.5 m
in length with a maximum mid-body diameter of 0.69 m.
The parallel mid-body section has a semi-ellipsoidal nose
section at its front end and a faired tail section at its aft end
that gives the vehicle a hydrodynamically efficient
streamlined shape. The vehicle has a mass of 630 kg in air
and is rated for 3000 m depth. During typical operational
conditions, the vehicle had a net upward buoyancy of 13.6
kg. It can achieve a maximum cruising speed of 2.5 m/s

VERTICAL ZIGZAGS – 2D MANOEUVRES
Zigzags in vertical planes are performed with
underwater vehicles in order to study their dynamic
stability and control in depth changing. A typical
operational scenario, resembling vertical zigzags, would be
when the AUV has to make frequent depth changes while
following a rugged seabed terrain at a constant altitude
above the seabed. The following sub-sections describe the
depth changing manoeuvres in the vertical plane performed
with the MUN Explorer AUV.
Test Plan and Procedure
Figure 1 - MUN Explorer AUV
using a twin bladed propeller. Manoeuvring in 3-D space is
facilitated by six control planes – two dive planes for
precise depth control and four tail planes to control roll,
pitch and yaw motions of the vehicle. Figure 1 shows the
MUN Explorer ready to be launched.
Manoeuvring trials were performed using the MUN
Explorer during the summer of 2006. These manoeuvres
included straight-line tests, turning circles, zigzags in
horizontal and vertical planes and a descending and
ascending helices [4]. The manoeuvring trials and
observations from steady-state manoeuvres (straight-line
tests, turning circles) and unsteady manoeuvres (horizontal
zigzags) in horizontal planes were reported in [5] and [6]
respectively. This paper’s focus is on the data from depthchanging manoeuvres.
DEPTH-CHANGING MANOEUVRES
Unlike surface vessels that operate only in a
horizontal plane, an underwater vehicle operates also in a
vertical plane and therefore has to deal with six-degrees-offreedom (DOF) motion. Hence, an AUV needs to be
controllable in the vertical plane so as to enable it to
maintain or change depth as required. With underwater
vehicles such as submarines, manoeuvres in vertical planes
are more significant than in the horizontal plane, as many
submarines are restricted to a layer of water, which is of the
order of at most two or three ship lengths deep. Similarly,
underwater vehicles such as AUVs, operate within a depth
range, often limited by the depth ratings of the pressure
hull or the depth ratings of the instruments onboard the
vehicle, whichever is less.
Naval architects often assess the path keeping and
path changing ability of a marine vehicle by performing
standard manoeuvring trials. With the MUN Explorer
AUV, two kinds of depth-changing manoeuvres were
performed; a zigzag in the vertical plane (2D) and a helix
in 3D-space, where the vehicle dives or climbs as it turned
around in circles.

All missions were planned using the mission planning
software “Fleet Manager”, supplied by the manufacturer.
“Fleet Manager” contains graphical tools and text editing
features that permit the user to create manual and automatic
routes using certain mission task verbs. By using a series of
geographic task verbs (target, line-follow, circle and circlecurrent), virtually any route in 3D space can be defined as
a series of waypoints.
The depth-changing manoeuvres or the vertical
zigzags (Z -Test) were performed by forcing the vehicle to
follow a predefined path laid out by a series of waypoints
in a zigzag pattern. These paths were generated by picking
points at regular intervals above and below a horizontal
straight-line (P1P16 in Fig. 2) in a vertical plane. A total of
six vertical zigzag tests were planned and performed at
varied amplitudes (Z0) and cycle lengths (L) at two
different forward speeds: 1.5 and 2.0 m/s. Table 1 gives a
list of these manoeuvring trials.
TABLE 1
Vertical Z-Test Plan
Test #
V
Z0
L
Command Type
[m/s]
[m]
[m]
1
1.5
1.5
140
line_follow
A
2
2.0
1.5
140
line_follow
A
3
1.5
3.0
140
line_follow
A
4
2.0
3.0
140
target
C
5
1.5
1.5
60
target
B
6
1.5
3.0
60
target
B
Initially, two different vertical zigzag paths were defined
which had the same cycle length (L) of 140 m but different
amplitudes: 1.5 and 3.0 m. The vehicle was commanded to
follow each path at two different speeds of 1.5 and 2.0 m/s
thus making a total of four runs. The first four runs in
Table 1 reflect this. However, preliminary observations
made from the first three tests revealed that the cycle length
(140 m) chosen was too large for the given amplitudes. As
a result, two new zigzags were designed by making
changes in which the cycle length was reduced to 60 m.
These had amplitudes of 1.5 and 3.0 m while the vehicle
traversed at a speed of 1.5 m/s.
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This procedure of laying out the trajectories in the
vertical plane and forcing the vehicle to follow them is
different from the conventional way of performing a
vertical zigzag; as described in sources of naval
architecture [7], [8] etc. The conventional method of
executing a depth-changing manoeuvre was not feasible
with MUN Explorer AUV due to a lack of direct control
over the rudders.
The paths defined were classified into types A, B and
C depending on the layout features. Type-A zigzags had a
cycle length of 140 m with a flat base at the crest and
trough (see Fig. 2). The flat bases were provided because it
was reasoned that a vehicle descending the inclined path,
say P6P7, after hitting P7, would overshoot it and would
need some extra distance allotted so as to regain its upward
climb along the path P8P9. However, a preliminary
examination of the trajectory of the vehicle from the first
three tests revealed that the vehicle overshoot was
negligible and the flat bases were of no use. Consequently,
the flat bases were removed from all the subsequent tests.
Type-B zigzags had their cycle lengths reduced to 60 m
and the flat bases were removed. Type-C zigzag was a
combination of types A and B in which a cycle length of
type A was retained but without the flat bases as in type B.
These paths can be defined and executed using either the
task verb line_follow or target. Unlike in the horizontal
plane, the task verbs line_follow and target have no
distinction between them for executing a mission in the
vertical plane because in the vertical plane, the depth
controller is in charge.

Figure 2 - Type A and C defined paths in vertical plane
The straight-line connecting the start and end points
of the mission (P1 and P16), about which the vehicle
oscillated, was set sufficiently below the surface so as to
avoid any surface disturbances even when the vehicle was
at the crest of the manoeuvre. This centre-line was set at a
depth of 5.5 m and 7.0 m for missions with amplitudes (Z0)
of 1.5 m and 3.0 m respectively. The vehicle responses and
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observations from a few of the tests are discussed below.
Vehicle Response to Zigzags in the Vertical Plane
The responses of the vehicle to the same trajectory (Z0
1.5 m, L 140 m) at two different speeds are shown in
Figure 3. This corresponds to tests (1) and (2) of Table 1. It
is apparent from the trajectories that the vehicle did not

Figure 3 – Vehicle response for two different speeds:
1.5 and 2.0 m/s
follow exactly the inclined defined path but reached the
commanded depth more quickly than desired. This is
because the vehicle controller decouples vertical control
from horizontal control. Although waypoints can be
defined in the vertical plane using the target or line_follow
commands, the depth controller works independent of the
geographic (x, y) control in the vertical plane. Thus there
cannot be a path defined at a particular slope in the vertical
plane. This means that the vehicle will climb or dive at a
rate determined by the tunings of the vertical PID
controller and not in a linear fashion from one point to
another. Thus, in the figure, the vertical control has reached
its target (commanded depth) well in advance of the
geographic control reaching its (x, y) target. Consequently,
the vehicle had to travel a considerable distance (~ 40 m) in
level flight at the crest and trough which also indicates that
the cycle length provided was too large for the intended Ztest. In terms of hydrodynamic loads acting on the vehicle,
forcing a vehicle to follow an inclined straight line is
challenging in the vertical plane. This is because the depth
change is facilitated by the control planes that generate lift,
which in turn are dependent on the speed of the vehicle and
control plane deflection. Further, an underwater vehicle
manoeuvring in a vertical plane encounters hydrostatic or
buoyancy forces which it has to deal with.
Another important observation to be made from
Figure 3 is that the overshoot of the vehicle from the
defined path was small, contrary to what is usually
expected from a depth-changing manoeuvre. A certain

amount of overshoot happens at the trough for both speeds
whereas at the crest, the overshoot occurs only for the
higher speed; i.e., at 2 m/s. The magnitude of maximum
overshoot at the crest and trough was estimated to be about
0.25 m. This overshoot is not significantly large and is less
than half the diameter of the vehicle. Following this initial
disturbance, the vehicle stabilized whereafter it followed a
level flight at constant depth for about 40 m. It should be
noted that the overshoot during depth changes could also
be controlled by manipulating the gains set in the vertical
PID controller. In terms of hydrodynamics, the reason for
this relatively insignificant overshoot is explained by
analyzing the control plane deflections and attitude of the
vehicle during the manoeuvres.

deflections respectively. These deflections are shown in the
lower pane of Figure 4 along with δP in dotted line.
It becomes apparent from Figure 4 that the dive
planes were instrumental in producing the depth change
while the tail planes had a relatively smaller role in
changing depth. The role of the tail planes was more like a
stabilizer to hold the vehicle at a certain attitude. With the
dive planes primarily acting as the devices for depth
change, the vehicle must have been in a gliding motion
with a nearly level pitch attitude as it ascended or
descended. Examining the pitch attitude of the vehicle
helps to understand the manoeuvre.

Figure 5 – Pitch attitude of the vehicle during depth
change
Figure 4 – Dive and tail control plane deflections
The control plane deflections for test (1) are shown in
Figure 4. The upper pane in Figure 4 depicts the dive plane
deflections and their combined effect δPD, shown by the
dotted line (coincides with δ2). Here, δ1 and δ2 represent
the port and starboard dive plane deflections respectively.
Their combined effect, δPD, is defined as:

§ − δ + δ2
δPD = ¨¨ 1
2
©

·
¸¸
¹

which represents the combined effect of both the dive
planes in terms of a single equivalent control plane angle.
In the above case, δPD (shown in dotted line) coincides
with the time-series of the starboard dive plane deflection,
δ2.

The pitch attitude (θ) and the corresponding angle-ofattack (α) of the vehicle during test (1) are shown in Figure
5. The equivalent control plane deflections δPD and δP,
already shown in Figure 4 are re-plotted in the upper pane
of Figure 5 along with the depth profile of the vehicle. This
is to show exactly the actions of the control planes at
regions where the depth changes happen. It becomes clear
that the depth change occurs over a relatively short period
of time and the dive planes are instrumental in bringing this
change. The lower pane of Figure 5 shows the time series
of pitch attitude (θ) and the angle of attack (α)
corresponding to the depth profile and effective control
plane deflections depicted in the upper subplot. Averagevalue estimates of some parameters during the dive and
climb phase of the two runs shown in Figure 3 are
presented in Table 2.

The combined effect of tail plane deflections can also
be conveniently represented by a single equivalent control
plane angle, δP, and is defined as:

§ δ + δ 4 − δ5 − δ6 ·
δP = ¨ 3
¸
4
©
¹

where δ3, δ4, δ5 and δ6 are the port upper, port lower,
starboard upper and starboard lower control plane
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TABLE 2
Estimated Vehicle Parameters from Z-Tests 1 and 2
Δt ΔZ/Δ
Δt ΔZ/Δ
Δ X δ PD δ P
θ
α
Test # V
[m/s] [s] [m/s] [m/m] [deg] [deg] [deg] [deg]
Climb
1
1.5 16 -0.20 1 in 7.7 23.7 -1.2 1.5 -9.8
2
2.0
9 -0.34 1 in 5.9 24.1 -3.7 4.2 -9.3
Dive
1
1.5 12.0 0.27 1 in 5.3 -24.3 7.1 -5.9 6.3
2
2.0 9.5 0.34 1 in 5.6 -24.5 6.1 -4.5 7.3
Description of Parameters in Table 2
Δt
– Time to change depth, [s]
ΔZ/Δt
– Rate of ascent/descent, [m/s]
ΔZ/ΔX
– Actual slope of ascent/descent
θ
– Pitch attitude of the vehicle, [deg]
α
– Angle of attack of the vehicle, [deg]
-- Equivalent single plane angle [deg]
δPD, δP
The magnitude of maximum pitch attitude observed in
the above Table as well as from all the other runs was
between -5o to -6o. This relatively small pitch attitude
during its ascent and descent phase implies that the vehicle
was in a state of gliding motion rather than diving or
climbing with a sharp nose-up or nose-down attitude.
Maintaining a nearly level pitch attitude during ascent or
descent increases the drag on the vehicle considerably,
thereby damping much of the overshoot that would
otherwise have happened in a ‘head-on’ motion. This
explains the reason for the relatively insignificant
overshoot observed in all the manoeuvres.
There are two ways by which the vehicle is capable of
changing depth and the vehicle controller gives a choice
between the two. One is by using the tail planes, whereby it
changes the pitch attitude of the vehicle as it advances thus
making it dive or climb. In this case, the longitudinal axis
of the vehicle will be inclined to the path of the vehicle.
This is termed as the Depth-by-Pitch mode. The other
method of changing depth is by using the dive planes in
which the vehicle pitch attitude remains more or less level
as it ascends or descends. This is called the Depth-byHeave mode. In the absence of an operator specifying
otherwise, the vehicle uses the default mode, which is the
Depth-by-Heave mode. This is also the safest mode to
operate the vehicle in the vertical plane as it restricts the
depth excursions during a depth-changing mission. All the
vertical zigzags performed were controlled by the Depthby-Heave mode.
The rate of ascent and descent of the vehicle is critical
in understanding how far ahead a vehicle should start its
dive or climb in order to reach a specified waypoint at a
certain depth while travelling at a particular speed. From
Table 2, it is found that the rate of descent is greater than
the rate of ascent at the speed of 1.5 m/s and consequently
the slope of descent is steeper than the slope of ascent. On
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the other hand, the rate of ascent and descent are relatively
the same at the speed of 2.0 m/s, and this is reflected in the
slopes of ascent and descent being more or less equal. In
both cases, the actual slope of ascent/descent or the glide
path slope was steeper than the anticipated slope of the
defined path. This was already seen in Figure 3. Since the
AUV is generally designed to be slightly positively
buoyant, one would normally expect the buoyant force to
act in favour of the climbing motion of the vehicle and
hence a higher rate of ascent. However, the opposite was
observed from missions at speeds of 1.5 m/s. The answer to
this discrepancy lies in the pitch attitude (θ) of the vehicle
during ascent and descent. During a dive, the vehicle
maintained a larger pitch angle (~ 6o) than during a climb
(~1.5o). Therefore, the vehicle experiences an increased
drag during its ascent compared to its attitude during a
descent. On the other hand, the magnitude of pitch angle of
the vehicle is nearly same (~4.5o) during both dive and
climb at the speed of 2.0 m/s and hence experiences the
same rate of ascent and descent. It is also necessary to
check if the vehicle speed or propeller RPM contributed to
any of these observed discrepancies. The vehicle speed and
propeller RPM corresponding to test (1) is shown in Figure
6.

Figure 6 – Vehicle speed & propeller RPM for test (1)
The upper pane of Figure 6 shows the depth profile or
trajectory of the vehicle while the lower pane shows the
corresponding forward speed and propeller RPM. From the
figure, it is seen that throughout the entire manoeuvre, the
vehicle maintained roughly a constant forward speed,
equivalent to the commanded speed. Note that the propeller
RPM had spikes at regions of dives and climbs. This was
noticed in all the other manoeuvres as well. This indicates
that the propeller had to generate some additional thrust so
as to maintain a constant command speed in those regions.
Further, this increase in propeller RPM was predominant at
regions of dive rather than in regions of climb. This can be
explained by the fact that an underwater vehicle needs
extra thrust to push itself down in order to overcome the

net buoyant force acting upwards.
Although the propeller generated an increased thrust
in regions of descent, one cannot say that it is because of
this increased thrust that the vehicle had a higher rate of
descent. This is because the vehicle maintained a constant
speed throughout regardless of the propeller RPM. Hence,
the only factor, which could have contributed to the
observed increase in rate of descent, was the pitch attitude
of the vehicle during the dive.
HELIX – 3D MANOEUVRES
The vertical zigzags discussed in the previous section
as well as almost all the manoeuvres discussed in [5] and
[6] using the MUN Explorer AUV were all planar
manoeuvres; that is, all of the manoeuvres happened in a 2D plane; either vertical or horizontal. Those types of
manoeuvres need not necessarily excite all six degrees-offreedom (DOF) of motion: surge, sway, heave, roll, pitch
and yaw. Therefore, it was thought to be necessary to
perform a test that would excite all six degrees-of-freedom
of motion. A special mission in 3-D space was designed to
achieve this goal. A turn in the horizontal plane, such as a
turning circle, would excite surge, sway and yaw motions
in particular and roll motion to a certain degree, depending
on the tightness of turn. A depth-changing manoeuvre, on
the other hand, would excite heave and pitch motions of the
vehicle. Combining the above two conditions in a single
mission would possibly result in a 3D manoeuvre that was
believed to excite all 6 DOF. In essence, it was intended
that a mission be designed such that the vehicle should dive
at a constant rate as it turned around in circles. The
resulting trajectory would then have the shape of a helix.

The helix manoeuvre is not a conventional or standard
manoeuvre. A simple way of describing a helix manoeuvre
would be a circle whose start and end points do not meet on
the same plane; thus the start and end points have different
depths. The design of a mission of this nature seemed
possible using the geographical task verb circle available
with the mission planner – “Fleet Manager”. Therefore, it
was designed as a series of circles to be performed at
intervals of 1.5 m depths, which had their centres along a
common vertical axis. This is because each circle
command takes an input that dictates at what depth the
circle should be executed. The mission was performed at a
forward speed of 1.5 m/s and the commanded radius of turn
was 15 m. By planning the mission in such a way, it was
expected that the vehicle would go in circles of 15 m
radius, while diving simultaneously, so that it reached

Figure 7 – Desired or expected helix manoeuvre

Figure 8 – Downward spiral (a) and upward spiral (b) of the helix manoeuvre
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exactly 1.5 m below the starting point at the end of one
complete revolution. The desired or expected trajectory of
the helix manoeuvre is shown in Figure 7.
Vehicle Response to the Helical Manoeuvre
The response of the vehicle to the designed helix
manoeuvre is split in two parts (a) and (b) and is shown in
Figure 8. It was performed between a depth range of 3 m
and 9 m. The mission started at 3 m depth from where the
vehicle was expected to spiral down to a maximum depth
of 9 m (a) and then spiral back up to 3 m depth (b), all the
time going around in circles.
It is apparent from the above figures that the response
of the vehicle to the planned mission did not result in a
helix manoeuvre as intended. It was expected that the
vehicle would dive continuously as it turned around in
circles. Instead, the executed mission looks more like turns
followed by dives (climbs) or vice-versa. The vehicle
seemed to have performed almost a complete circle at each
level before it dropped (or climbed) to the next level to
start the next circle and so on. As a result, the combined
dive (climb) and turn motion happened during a short
segment of the entire turn, as seen in Figure 9.

Figure 10 – Forward speed and propeller RPM for the
entire helix manoeuvre
on the XY-plane or as viewed from above resembles a
perfect turning circle, as seen in Figure 9. This indicates
that the circles at different levels had their centres perfectly
aligned along the same vertical axis as intended and the
vehicle maintained a constant radius at each level although
the radius of turn was larger than desired. The total time
taken by the vehicle for one complete revolution was about
108 seconds. From Figure 9, the region of dive or climb
between each level, where six DOF motions are likely to be
present, accounts to only a fraction (1/7th) of this total time
(15 to 16 seconds). In essence, the larger than desired
radius of turn combined with the close intervals between
circles made the dive-and-turn segment look even shorter
and posed the major drawback to performing a successful
helix. However, the observations indicate that with some
modifications made to the mission, the same approach or
procedure can be adopted to achieve a proper helix
manoeuvre.
The vehicle speed and the corresponding propeller
RPM for the entire helix manoeuvre is shown in Figure 10.
The first half of the time-series represents the downward
spiral phase (Fig. 8a) and the latter half corresponds to the
upward spiral (Fig. 8b). The vehicle maintained a relatively
constant speed of 1.5 m/s throughout with the exception of
occasional perturbation. These sharp fluctuations were
found to correspond to the regions of dive and climb.

Figure 9 – Top view of helix manoeuvre
The response clearly indicates that the depth interval
provided between circles was too short for the designed
mission. Moreover, the radius of turn at each level was
estimated to be around 26.0 m, which was much larger than
the commanded radius of 15.0 m. This scenario was
reported earlier in the case of turning circles [5], where the
actual radius of turn was larger than the commanded radius
in all cases. However, the helix manoeuvre when projected
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The propeller RPM also shows sharp fluctuations at
regions of dive and climb from a mean value of about 170
RPM. These fluctuations are prominent at regions of dive
(peaking to a little over 200 RPM) than that at regions of
climb (peaking to about 180 RPM). This scenario was also
encountered in the case of the depth-changing manoeuvres
discussed in the previous section, where the propeller had
to generate some extra thrust in order to overcome the net
buoyant force and push the vehicle down, while
maintaining roughly a constant forward speed throughout.

CONCLUSIONS
This paper reports some results and observations from
depth changing manoeuvres performed using the MUN
Explorer AUV. The depth changes were performed in a
2D- plane and 3D space. From manoeuvres performed in a
vertical 2D-plane, the dive planes facilitated all the depth
changes in a vertical 2D plane as the vehicle was operated
in Depth-by-Heave mode. Consequently the overshoots
observed were insignificantly small in every case. This is
an essential quality required for a sensor platform for its
safe operation near the seabed and in shallow waters where
depth excursions are to be restricted. It should also be
noted that the overshoot and undershoot during motions in
a vertical plane can be controlled by manipulating the gain
settings of the depth controller. The response of the vehicle
in a 3D helical manoeuvre did not quite produce the
intended results. However, the result does indicate that with
some minor modifications, the same method can be
adopted to achieve a perfect helical trajectory. For instance,
by reducing the radius of turn and increasing the depth
interval between circles, a complete six DOF motion can be
designed or achieved. Also, the perfect overlap between
circles at different levels is notable and it shows the
vehicle’s robust navigational ability.
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ABSTRACT
In the present research, two sets of data were
analyzed for the purpose of obtaining the oscillatory
derivatives of the sway force and yaw moment with respect
to the sway velocity and sway acceleration. The results of
the analysis show that the values of the derivatives which
were calculated from the dynamic test data are somewhat
different from the values of the same derivatives which
were calculated from the static yaw test data. Moreover, the
test data from the dynamic manoeuvres show that the
values of these derivatives depend both on the frequency of
the forced oscillations and hull length.
NOTATION
A
CB
CG
LDR
LOA or l
PMM
ay
Fy , Y
Mz, N
m
U
v
y(t)
Y'
N'
Yv
Nv
Yv
N v

Amplitude of sway motion
Centre of buoyancy
Centre of gravity
Length-to-diameter ratio
Overall length of the model
Planar Motion Mechanism
Sway acceleration
Sway force [N]
Yaw moment [N.m]
Mass of model including floodwater [m]
Speed of the towing carriage [m/s]
Sway velocity
Sway displacement of the model [m]
Non-dimensional sway force
Non-dimensional yaw moment
Slope at the origin of the curve of sway force
vs. sway velocity
Slope at the origin of the curve of yaw moment
vs. sway velocity
Slope at the origin of the curve of sway force
vs. sway acceleration
Slope at the origin of the curve of yaw moment
vs. sway acceleration
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F
M

Drift angle of the model [deg]
Density of water (kg/m3)
Frequency of the PMM lateral motion
Phase lag between the sinusoidal sway force
and sinusoidal sway velocity signals.
Phase lag between the sinusoidal yaw moment
and sinusoidal sway velocity signals.

INTRODUCTION
Static yaw, pure sway and pure yaw experiments
were performed with a series of five hull forms for an axisymmetric underwater vehicle. These experiments were
performed using the planar motion mechanism (PMM) in
the 90 m towing tank at the Institute for Ocean
Technology, National Research Council Canada (NRCIOT). The comprehensive test results were reported in
[Azarsina 2009].
The original bare hull of the underwater vehicle,
named Phoenix, had an overall length of 1.64 m and a
diameter of 0.203 m, that is, the original length-to-diameter
ratio (LDR) was about 8.5 to one. The hull extensions
chosen produced LDR values of 9.5, 10.5, 11.5 and 12.5.
Figure 1 shows schematically: the bare hull model
mounted below the PMM. Two vertical streamlined struts
attach the internal balance to the PMM. Each strut passes
through a hole in the skin of the upper surface of the midbody section, thus there is no contact between either strut
and the model itself. The distance between the free surface
and the top of the upper surface of the bare hull was
maintained at 1.09 m for all runs. The water depth was 2.18
m for all runs. So the ratio of the distance between the free
surface and the top of the upper surface of the bare hull to
the maximum hull diameter of 203 mm was almost 5.4.
Similarly the ratio of the water depth to the maximum hull
diameter was about 10.7.

Within the interior of the model, the “ground” or
“dead” portion of the balance is attached only to the two
vertical struts. The “live” or “metric” portion of the balance
is attached to two circular bulkheads within the mid-body
section. With this attachment method the internal threecomponent balance measures only the hydrodynamic loads
(axial force, lateral force, yaw moment) which are exerted
by the flow on the external surface of the model. Since
neither strut is attached to the “live” portion of the balance,
there is no load path from either strut to the model itself.
The longitudinal spacing between the struts was 723 mm.
Since there are two holes in the skin at the upper portion of
the mid-body, the water which enters the model to fill the
empty spaces within the model is referred to as the
floodwater. During all lateral motions it is assumed that the
floodwater moves as if it were a rigid body and that there is
no empty space within the model for air to be trapped and
thus no internal free surface where sloshing could occur.

and the volume of the hulls are presented in Table 2. The
internal three-component balance –to measure two
hydrodynamic forces (axial, lateral) and the hydrodynamic
yaw moment– uses two lateral-force loadcells and a single
axial-force loadcell to perform these measurements; the
origin, as reported in Table 2, for the model motions and
hydrodynamic loads is located mid-way between the two
lateral-force loadcells, on the longitudinal centreline of the
axi-symmetric hull.
The application of the PMM to perform captive
manoeuvring tests and the conventional approach to derive
the hydrodynamic coefficients from those tests is well
known and this information has been presented in sources
such as [PNA, 1967], [Goodman, 1960] and [Bishop and
Parkinson, 1970]. In the present research, two sets of data
were analyzed for the purpose of obtaining the oscillatory
derivatives of the sway force and yaw moment with respect
to the sway velocity and sway acceleration, respectively:
Yv , Yv , N v and N v . The results of the analysis show that
the values of the derivatives which were calculated from
the dynamic test data are somewhat different from the
values of the same derivatives which were calculated from
the static yaw test data, and, vary with hull length.
DATA ANALYSIS

Figure 1 – A simplified diagram of the fully-submerged,
fully-flooded Phoenix model mounted below the PMM;
side view
Table 1 and 2 show the details of the five bare hulls.
Each of the five models was weighed by suspending the
dry, empty model in air, and those masses are the values in
column #6 of Table 1 [Hewitt and Waterman, 2005]. Next
all the joints of each model were taped closed so that the
model was water-tight, then each model was filled with
water until it overflowed; the mass of each flooded model
when suspended in air is given in column #7 in Table 1. By
subtraction, the mass of floodwater can be found, and this
value for each model is given in column #8 of Table 1. The
last two columns in Table 1 show respectively the dry and
flooded moment of inertia of the five bare hulls. As
reported by Hewitt and Waterman [2005], each model was
suspended from two long parallel wires, for which the two
points of attachment on the top surface of the model were
each equidistant from the CG, thus forming a bifilar
pendulum. By measuring the period of the yaw oscillations
of the pendulum, the moment of inertia could be
determined; using this method the radius of gyration could
be determined to within 2 mm for both the dry and flooded
models.
The yaw moment is reported about an axis through
the centre of buoyancy (CB). Table 2 shows the location of
the CB for each model as both a distance from the nose
[mm] and as a fraction of the overall length, reproduced
from [Williams et al. 2006]. Also the wetted surface area

Pure Sway Test Data
In a pure sway manoeuvre, the CG of the vehicle is
moved through a sinusoidal path while the longitudinal
axis of the vehicle is held parallel to the towing carriage’s
forward direction that is: the vehicle’s yaw angle remains
at zero during all the pure sway runs. As a result, the sway
force and yaw moment measured on the vehicle during
pure sway runs are larger than the loads in pure yaw runs.
In this study the purpose of the pure sway experiments was
to measure the sway force and yaw moment as functions of
PMM lateral velocity and acceleration. See Table 3 for the
pure sway manoeuvring data.
In pure sway runs the body-fixed and global
coordinates are parallel to each other; positive x, y and zaxes are respectively defined forward, to starboard and
downwards. Assuming that time starts when the model
passes the towing tank centerline in the positive y direction,
sway displacement and velocity of the PMM are as follow:
(1)
y A sin(Zt ) and v v0 cos(Zt )
where  is the manoeuvring frequency, A and v0 are the
amplitudes of the PMM sway displacement and velocity
respectively, and v0 equals A·.
Differentiating (1) results in the PMM’s and thus the
model’s sway acceleration as:

ay

a y 0 cos(Zt 

S

)
(2)
2
where ay0 is the amplitude of the sway acceleration of the
PMM given by A·2. Also, from the tests it is concluded
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that the sway force can be represented in the form:
F y F y 0 cos(Zt  M F )

(3)

where Fy0 is the amplitude of the sway force measured by
the internal balance and F is the phase lag between the
sinusoidal sway force and sinusoidal sway velocity signals,
that is, F is the amount by which the PMM sway velocity
leads the measured sway force.

component of the force vector, named Fy,d which acts in
phase with the velocity vector but in the opposite direction,
and, (ii) the inertial component of the force vector, named
Fy,i which is in phase with the acceleration vector. As
shown in Figure 2 the amplitude of the damping and
inertial components of the sway force vector are derived as:
F y ,d

The yaw moment during pure sway tests is of the

F y ,i

form:
M z M z 0 sin(Zt  M M )
(4)
where Mz0 is the amplitude of the yawing moment that was
recorded during pure sway tests, and M is the phase lag
between the sinusoidal signal of the yaw moment and the
sinusoidal signal of the sway velocity. The phase lag is
very close to 180 degrees and the amplitude of the yaw
moment is about 20 to 50 [N.m] for the five bare hulls. The
tests data for Mz0 and (M 180) deg are reported in Table
3.
The raw time-series were filtered using the “filtfilt”
function in MATLAB™ which does not use a frequency
band to filter the signal, but it calculates a smoothed value
at each time-instant by averaging n data points in the
vicinity; in this analysis n was 20. Since, this filter
processes the data twice, once in the forward direction and
once in the reverse direction, no phase shift is introduced
into the signal, which is of particular interest in the present
method of analyzing the data where the phase shift between
the PMM motion and the measured loads is of primary
interest.

The Imaginary plane representation
As shown in Table 3, the sway force signal has a
phase lag of F larger than /2 relative to the velocity
signal. In Figure 2 the sway velocity is shown by a vector
pointing to the right, the sway acceleration vector points
upward, and the sway force vector is shown in the second
quadrant. Since with increasing time these vectors rotate in
the clockwise direction, the velocity vector leads the sway
force vector by the angle F.

Figure 2 – Velocity, acceleration and force vectors in
the complex plane
Projecting this sway force vector along the real and
imaginary axes respectively produces (i) the damping
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 F y 0 sin(M F 
F y 0 cos(M F 

S
2

S

2

)

)

(5)
(6)

According to the experimental data in Table 3, as the
frequency increases (i) the magnitude of the sway force
increases, and, (ii) the phase lag F decreases, both of
which result in a larger inertial component of the sway
force [Azarsina et al. 2008].

TEST RESULTS
Derivatives Yv and Nv from Static Yaw Tests
In a static yaw test the towing speed U is the total
speed of the model, thus the sway velocity of the model is:
(7)
v U sin E
where  is the drift angle; beta is the angle between the
model longitudinal axis and the towing direction during a
static yaw test. Therefore, slopes of plots of sway force and
yaw moment curves versus drift angle give values for the
derivatives Yv and Nv. The slopes of those curves for the
Phoenix bare hull with LDR 8.5 are: Yv110 N/(m/s) and
Nv58 N.m/(m/s) [Azarsina 2009, Figures 2.10 and 2.11].
Non-dimensional derivatives are calculated for bare hull
length: l=1.724 m (Table 1) and towing speed: U= 2 m/s,
dividing the force derivative by 0.5Ul2 and the moment
derivative by 0.5Ul3 which results in the non-dimensional
derivatives Yvc = 0.037 and N vc = 0.011. A negative
value for the moment derivative Nv means that the effect of
the bow dominates. In the same manner for all the five
hulls with length-to-diameter ratios 8.5 to 12.5 the nondimensional force and moment derivatives are calculated
from the static yaw test results as follows:
(8)
Yvc [0.037, 0.029, 0.024, 0.02, 0.017]
N vc

10 3 u [11, 8.1, 6.0, 4.5, 3.5]

(9)

Velocity and Acceleration Derivatives of the Sway
Force Calculated Using Pure Sway Test Data
To derive the sway coefficients from the pure sway
test results, the sway forces that are recorded by the fore
and aft loadcells in the lateral direction respectively named
F1 and F2 each are decomposed into in-phase and out-ofphase components relative to the sway displacement signal
y(t). Then it follows:
(10)
Fin F1, in  F2, in and, Fout F1, out  F2, out
The amplitudes of the in-phase and out-of-phase forces
according to the illustration in Figure 2 are respectively
equivalent to the inertia and damping components, i.e.:

S

S

) and, Fout Fy 0 sin(M F  ) (11)
2
2
where F is the amount by which the PMM sway velocity
leads the measured sway force.

Then the oscillatory derivatives of the sway force
with respect to the sway acceleration and sway velocity are
respectively defined as follows [Bishop and Parkinson,
1970, equation (68)]:
(12)
Yv m  ( Fin / a y 0 )
Yv

 Fout / v 0

(13)

where according to the previous sections, amplitudes of the
lateral velocity and acceleration of the PMM during a pure
sway run are v0 = A· and ay0 = A·2 and m is the flooded
mass of the model as defined in Table 1. If relations (12)
and (13) are multiplied by the sway motion frequency the
sway coefficients are calculated as follows:
( m  Yv ) 0.5

Slope at the origin of Fin / A

0.5

plotted

versus frequency as shown in Figure 3
Yv

(14)

Slope at the origin of Fout / A plotted
versus frequency as shown in Figure 4

(15)

This approach was presented by van Leeuwen [1964]
for a model of a surface vessel. Figure 3 as stated in
equation (14) was plotted using the pure sway test data in
Table 3 for the five bare hull configurations and lines were
fitted to the test data. The line slopes at the origin, when
Z o 0 are larger for longer hulls. Then, rearranging (14)
and substituting the line slopes from Figure 3 and the
flooded mass of the vehicles from Table 1 into it, the sway
force derivative Yv is calculated for the five hulls. Those

values divided by

1
2

25

(|Fin| / A)0.5 [N/m] 0.5

respectively as follows:
(17)
mc 10 3 u >19.2, 15.4, 13.1, 11, 9.4@ .
So it may be concluded that for a slender underwater bare
hull the non-dimensional acceleration derivative of the
sway force during a lateral acceleration manoeuvre has
about one-third of the magnitude of its non-dimensional
mass. In fact, Yvc is the non-dimensional added mass of the
vehicle with a minus sign.
Figure 4, as described in equation (15), is plotted to
derive the velocity derivative of the sway force Yv. Then
the resulting derivative is divided by 12 UUl 2 –at the
towing speed of U= 2 m/s for all the runs– to determine the
non-dimensional sway force derivative with respect to the
sway velocity for the five bare hulls of LDR 8.5 to 12.5 as
follows:
(18)
Yvc >0.046, 0.042, 0.035, 0.031, 0.028@
Compared to the previously derived values in (8):
Yvc [0.037, 0.029, 0.024, 0.02, 0.017] ,
that were obtained from the static yaw test results for the
five bare hulls, the above values in (18), although they are
in rough agreement, show that the velocity derivative of the
sway force during a dynamic test, i.e. pure sway, is larger
than predicted during static tests. This may make the
validity of deriving Yv from static yaw tests doubtful.
350
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Figure 4 - The plot based on equation (15) to find the
velocity derivative of the sway force
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300

Ul 3 result in the non-dimensional

acceleration derivative of the sway force which is as
follows for the bare hulls of LDR 8.5 to 12.5 respectively:
(16)
Yvc 10 3 u >6.9, 4.5, 4.6, 4.0, 3.4@

20

Moreover, the non-dimensional masses of the
underwater bare hulls of LDR 8.5 to 12.5 are calculated as
their flooded mass in Table 1, column# 7 divided by 12 Ul 3 ,

|Fout| / A [N/m]

F y 0 cos(M F 

Fin

0

0.2

0.4

0.6
0.8
1
1.2
1.4
Sway motion frequency, Z [rad/s]

1.6

1.8

2

During the static yaw runs, even though the yaw
angle is fixed (static), the flow over the inclined body can
exhibit both flow-separation and vortex-shedding
phenomena, thus this type of flow is considered to be
quasi-steady.

Figure 3 - The plot based on equation (14) to find the
acceleration derivative of the sway force
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In contrast, during a dynamic manoeuvre there are
often significant time lags measured between the
instantaneous attitude of the model and the instantaneous
hydrodynamic loads; these lags cannot be predicted by
traditional methods which do not include the time-history
properties of the state variables. For example, in [Hosder
and Simpson, 2007] it was shown that significant time lags
were observed between the occurrences of flow separation
during quasi-steady and unsteady test conditions with axisymmetric bodies; the authors attribute such lags to an
increase in attached circulation over the manoeuvring
model with the result that the unsteady loads were observed
to lead the quasi-steady loads.
Velocity and Acceleration Derivatives of the Yawing
Moment Calculated Using Pure Sway Test Data
With the same approach used for the sway force, the
yawing moment derivatives are calculated as follows:
~
~
N v Gin / a 0 , N v Gout / v 0
(19)
Gin  M z 0 sin M M  S , Gout M z 0 cos(M M  S ) (20)
Using (19) and (20) the yaw moment derivatives (also
called oscillatory coefficients in aeronautics [Bishop and
Parkinson, 1970]) are calculated which are then nondimensionalized respectively by 12 Ul 4 and 12 UUl 3 and are

plotted in Figures 5 and 6.
-3
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It is seen in Figure 5 that the derivative of the yawing
moment with respect to sway acceleration during a pure
sway motion has a non-dimensional value N vc close to zero
which becomes negative as the manoeuvring frequency Z
increases above about 0.6 rad/sec. A sinusoidal curve fit of
the form
(21)
N vc = a·sin(bZ + c) 0.6 u 10 3 sin(1.9Z  8.26)
passes through all the data points in Figure 5 which has an
intercept of about N vc | 0.5 u 10 3 at zero frequency. Van
Leeuwen [1964] also reported a value of about 103 for N vc
with a similar variation versus manoeuvring frequency for
the surface vessel model (see Fig. 9(b) in [Bishop and
Parkinson, 1970]).
The velocity derivative of the yawing moment during
a pure sway manoeuvre is more significant than the
derivative of the yawing moment with respect to sway
acceleration. According to Figure 6 the test data are
gathered about average constant values for N vc which are
shown by solid lines for each LDR; it is seen that for longer
hulls the non-dimensional derivative, N vc , is smaller. If the
constant average value is extended to Z o 0 , then for the
five bare hulls of LDR 8.5 to 12.5 it follows:
N vc 10 3 u [9.3, 7.7, 6.6, 5.7, 4.9] .
(22)
Compared to the previously derived values of:
N vc 10 3 u [11, 8.1, 6.0, 4.5, 3.5]
in (9) from the static yaw test results, the above values in
(22) show that the derivative of the yaw moment with
respect to sway velocity during a dynamic test, i.e. pure
sway, is somewhat different than predicted using the data
from the static tests.
-3
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Non-dimensional yaw moment derivative -Nv`

In [Hosder and Simpson, 2007] it is shown that there
is a significant difference between the aerodynamic loads
which are experienced during a static-yaw run (a quasisteady-flow situation) and during a dynamic manoeuvre (an
unsteady-flow situation). In the quasi-steady-flow situation
the aerodynamic (or hydrodynamic) loads which are
exerted on the inclined axi-symmetric body are dependent
only on the instantaneous state of the body (e.g. flow
speed, angle of attack, sideslip angle, deflections of the
control planes etc.) and thus stability-derivative (or
hydrodynamic coefficient) representations of these loads
are sufficient to describe the dependence of these loads on
these states.
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Figure 6 - Non-dimensional derivative of the yaw moment
with respect to sway velocity N vc during pure sway tests
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Figure 5 - Non-dimensional derivative of the yaw moment
with respect to sway acceleration during pure sway tests
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Plotting the Derivatives vs. LDR
If the data in relations (8) and (18), which
respectively correspond to static and dynamic results for
the non-dimensional sway force derivative with respect to
the sway velocity for the five bare hulls of LDR 8.5 to
12.5, are plotted versus LDR, the two curves in Figure 7
are obtained. As well, if the data in relations (9) and (22),
which respectively correspond to static and dynamic results
for the non-dimensional derivative of the yaw moment with
respect to sway velocity, are plotted versus LDR, the two
curves in Figure 8 are obtained.

The linear curve fits in Figure 7 for static and
dynamic results are respectively:
(23)
Yvc _ fit _ static 0.005 u LDR  0.077
Yvc _ fit _ dynamic 0.005 u LDR  0.086
(24)
And the linear curve fits in Figure 8 for static and dynamic
results are respectively:
(25)
Nvc _ fit _ static 0.002 u LDR  0.026
(26)
Nvc _ fit _ dynamic 0.001u LDR  0.018

Non-dimensional sway force derivative Yv`

-0.015
Yv` from static tests, eq. (8)
Yv` from dynamic tests, eq. (18)

-0.02

-0.025

-0.03

extrapolation far outside this range. Also note that the line
slopes are positive, but indeed, the magnitudes of the
derivatives become smaller for a more slender hull (larger
length-to-diameter ratio). Finally, it should be noted that
there is a frequency effect on the amplitude and phase of
the sway force and yaw moment during pure sway tests
which should be studied more carefully with a better design
of experiment as was roughly outlined in Azarsina et al
[2008].
CONCLUSIONS

After analyzing the test data for pure sway PMM
manoeuvres of the axi-symmetric bare hull of a slender
underwater vehicle the following observations are made:
1. Static yaw tests are conventionally used for the
determination of hydrodynamic derivatives of sway force
and yaw moment with respect to sway velocity; these
values of Yvc and N vc were reported for the bare hulls of
length-to-diameter ratios (LDR) 8.5 to 12.5.
2. Pure sway test results are also useful to derive the
hydrodynamic derivatives of sway force and yaw moment
with respect to sway velocity and sway acceleration; in this
paper, the values of Yvc , Yvc , N vc and N vc were reported
for the bare hulls of LDR 8.5 to 12.5.
3. It is observed that the values of hydrodynamic
derivatives based on dynamic test data are not the same as
those values from static test data.
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Table 1 - Mass and moment of inertias of the five Phoenix models
LDR

Maximum
diameter
[mm]

LOA
[mm]

CG dry in
air [mm]
from nose

8.5
9.5
10.5
11.5
12.5

203
203
203
203
203

1724
1927
2130
2333
2536

734
815
912
1011
1118

CG flooded Mass when Mass when
Mass of
in air [mm] dry in air flooded in air floodwater
from nose
[kg]
[kg]
[kg]
847
939
1057
1159
1256

24.3
25.6
27.3
28.2
29.8

49.2
55.3
63.2
70.1
77.1

24.9
29.7
35.9
41.9
47.3

Dry
moment
of inertia
[kg.m2]
3.52
4.49
5.44
6.73
8.34

Flooded
moment
of inertia
[kg.m2]
8.82
13.25
16.73
21.84
32.36

Table 2 - Particulars of the five configurations tested; MC is the moment centre
at the origin, LCB indicates the centre of buoyancy
LDR
8.5
9.5
10.5
11.5
12.5

LOA
[mm]
1724
1927
2130
2333
2536

MC (nose)
[mm]
736
838
940
1041
1143

LCB (nose)
[mm]
815
915
1017
1118
1220

Ratio MC to
LOA
0.427
0.435
0.441
0.446
0.451
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Ratio LCB
to LOA
0.473
0.475
0.477
0.479
0.481

Wetted surface
area [m3]
0.95
1.08
1.21
1.34
1.47

Enclosed
volume [m3]
0.044
0.051
0.057
0.064
0.070

Table 3 - Pure sway test results for the five bare hull series, tow speed 2 m/s
Run
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45

0.32
0.36
0.42
0.5
0.65
0.7
0.85
0.9
1.25
0.32
0.36
0.42
0.5
0.65
0.7
0.85
0.9
1.25
0.32
0.36
0.42
0.5
0.65
0.7
0.85
0.9
1.25


[rad/s]
1.8
1.53
1.31
1.1
0.89
0.44
0.66
0.66
0.44
1.8
1.53
1.31
1.1
0.89
0.44
0.66
0.66
0.44
1.8
1.53
1.31
1.10
0.89
0.44
0.66
0.66
0.44

v0
[m/s]
0.57
0.55
0.55
0.55
0.58
0.31
0.56
0.60
0.55
0.57
0.55
0.55
0.55
0.58
0.31
0.56
0.60
0.55
0.57
0.55
0.55
0.55
0.58
0.31
0.56
0.60
0.55

a0
[m/s2]
1.03
0.85
0.72
0.61
0.51
0.14
0.37
0.39
0.24
1.03
0.85
0.72
0.61
0.51
0.14
0.37
0.39
0.24
1.03
0.85
0.72
0.61
0.51
0.14
0.37
0.39
0.24

0.32
0.36
0.42
0.5
0.65
0.7
0.85
0.9
1.25
0.36
0.42
0.5
0.65
0.7
0.85
0.9
1.25

1.80
1.53
1.31
1.10
0.89
0.44
0.66
0.66
0.44
1.53
1.31
1.10
0.89
0.44
0.66
0.66
0.44

0.57
0.55
0.55
0.55
0.58
0.31
0.56
0.60
0.55
0.55
0.55
0.55
0.58
0.31
0.56
0.60
0.55

1.03
0.85
0.72
0.61
0.51
0.14
0.37
0.39
0.24
0.85
0.72
0.61
0.51
0.14
0.37
0.39
0.24

LDR

A [m]

8.5
8.5
8.5
8.5
8.5
8.5
8.5
8.5
8.5
9.5
9.5
9.5
9.5
9.5
9.5
9.5
9.5
9.5
10.5
10.5
10.5
10.5
10.5
10.5
10.5
10.5
10.5
11.5
11.5
11.5
11.5
11.5
11.5
11.5
11.5
11.5
12.5
12.5
12.5
12.5
12.5
12.5
12.5
12.5

118

112.8
101
93.3
87.5
91.8
35.4
86.1
93.1
77.6
124.3
111.8
100.9
93.4
98.2
39.9
92.5
99.9
91.2
138.9
125.1
112
103.5
107.5
42.6
102.4
108.6
95.1

F  90
[deg]
44.9
46.3
49.7
53.9
59.4
63.3
63.4
64.6
68
44.8
46.4
49.4
53.2
58
62.2
62.9
63.6
67.4
42.2
42.8
46.8
51.8
57.5
62.7
61.4
60.3
65

Mz0
[N.m]
29.6
28.3
27.4
26.4
26.8
15.3
25.9
26.7
24.9
34.1
32.7
31.5
30.2
30.6
18.3
29.8
30.9
29.7
38.8
37.1
35.8
34.3
35.2
20.7
34.6
35.9
33.4

M  180
[deg]
11.4
9.1
8.2
5.1
4.3
-5.0
1.3
1.0
-1.0
11.8
9.5
6.4
6.8
4.7
1.1
2.4
1.4
0.5
6.5
4.6
3.9
3.2
1.2
-2.1
2.1
1.7
-0.3

148.9
132.7
119.7
111.3
113.7
44.4
104.1
112.7
99.1
144.8
130
116.6
118
44.2
121.3
118.4
103.8

40.7
42.7
45.9
52
56.7
61.7
60.2
58.7
67.4
40.8
42.8
50.5
55.3
59.3
58.2
59.2
64.1

42.7
42
40.7
38.4
40.1
24.2
39.1
41
38
45.5
45
43
44.8
26.4
45.6
45.6
43.1

3.5
3.8
4.4
3.4
2.5
0.1
-0.3
-2.1
-2.1
1.9
0.8
2.8
1.5
1.0
0.1
0.3
-1.7

Fy0 [N]
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ABSTRACT
This paper looks at developing a numerical model of
a ship and its tow system as the tow system is winched in
during high sea states. The focus is on the vertical plane
dynamics with the ship and tow system moving at constant
heading and constant speed. The goal is to develop the
Ship-Tow Interaction in Sea State (STISS) model to
determine, for e.g. whether the tow system can be winched
in / out without interacting with any part of the transom.
STISS makes it possible to decide for a given tow system
what ships of opportunity can be used as the tow platform
based on only static characteristics of the tow, the tow
depth as a function of scope and speed, ship transom
geometry, and the ship RAOs. A unique blend of model
scale tests and numerical modeling is used to help develop
the STISS model. Semi-captive scale model tests of the
ship with a deployed tow system were performed in a
flume tank to provide validation data for up to 10 knots full
scale. The partially validated STISS predictions appear
reasonable and the model is awaiting full scale validation.
The ability to make predictions for this complex tow
condition has not been reported in the literature.
NOTATION
B
ship beam
DRDC
Defence R&D Canada
NRC
National Research Council
STISS
Ship-Tow Interaction in Sea State
f
wave frequency (Hz)
l
length of ship between perpendiculars
T
ship draft
wave period
Tz
ship speed
U
vertical displacement
Vz

m
s



The system inputs for the numerical model are only:
static characteristics of the tow system, tow system
performance in the form of depth as a function of tow
scope (length spooled out) and speed; the winch rate; ship
motions in a sea state over the speed range, and where
applicable, transom geometry. This high level generality
in system inputs allows the STISS model and proposed
test methodology to be applicable to a wide range of tow
systems and ships.
Model scale experiments were used to obtain tow
system measurements for early in tow deployment and late
in tow recovery conditions, in a sea state. These
measurements were used as validation for the STISS
model. Tow conditions that are at all other points in the tow
recovery / deployment can be adequately modeled through
existing tools (Seto, 1999). The tow conditions are too
complex to describe through numerical means solely.
However, it is not usually practical to observe and measure

x

w

1.0 INTRODUCTION
With regards to ship-tow interactions in a sea state,
the most challenging conditions are during tow recovery or
deployment especially late in the recovery or early in the
deployment (i.e. when there is not much tow in the water).
This is a complex tow condition to describe. Therefore, the
general scientific objective is to study the interactions
between a ship and its tow system as the tow system is
winched in / out (to the point of full recovery / deployment)
in high sea states. The specific example reported is on
vertical plane dynamics with the ship and tow system
moving at constant heading over a speed range of 4-15
knots in sea state 5. The goal is to develop a numerical
model, Ship-Tow Interaction in Sea State (STISS), to
predict whether the tow system interacts with any part of
the transom as it is winched in and out. Such a model
makes it possible to decide for a given array what ships of
opportunity can be used as the tow platform.

winch rate
as subscript refers to model scale
as subscript refers to full scale
model scale factor for similitude
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all the empirical quantities needed to determine for e.g. the
changing tow system profile as it is winched hence some
level of a priori numerical modeling is required in the
model scale experiments. In addition to the scant system
inputs the scales of the tow condition presents challenges in
designing meaningful model scale experiments.
A particular challenge is to determine the similitude
to maintain in order to capture interactions between the
ship and the tow. The tow system and ship are of very
different dynamic scales even though they are physically
coupled and moving through the water together. This
makes it impractical, if not impossible, to observe dynamic
similitude for the ship and tow system, simultaneously in a
model scale experiment. There is little reported in the
literature on how to address this. This is not unlike the
problem of trying to satisfy Reynolds and Froude number
similitude simultaneously. There is a large body of
literature on numerically modeling tow systems in flat calm
water but little on behaviors in high sea states and
especially as affected by the ship motions while winching.

The ‘tow’ or ‘tow system’ refers to the assembly shown.
The way the tow components are laid out in the elevation
view shown in Figure 1 is referred to as the tow profile.
As in most passive towed arrays, the negatively
buoyant tow cable brings the neutrally buoyant array to
depth. If a deeper array depth is needed, more tow cable
has to be deployed (or tow speed brought down) since the
array cannot actively control its own depth.

ship winch
tow point
tow
cable

drogue
line

drogue

T

acoustic modules
array

2.0 PHYSICAL PARAMETERS MODELED
This section describes the details of the provided
system information.
2.1 Tow System
Fully deployed, the tow system consists of a tow
cable spooled from the on-board ship winch at the tow
point (Figure 1). The array is attached to the tow cable
and consists of inter-connected acoustic modules. The tow
cable and acoustic modules can be mechanically
characterized by their weight in air, weight in water, length,
diameter, and surface roughness which affects the tow
profile. At the end of the array is a drogue line which is
itself terminated by a drogue to make the array more stable.

Tow performance for such tow systems are usually
depicted in curves like that shown in Figure 2 where the
tow depth varies with scope and forward speed. The array
depth is known from depth sensors that are typically part of
the acoustic modules. The maximum tow system scope
tow scope (m)

Figure 2: Tow system performance curves – depth vs
scope and ship speed
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speed (kt)

Section 2 describes the model system inputs in more
detail. Section 3 presents the methodology, tools used, and
the numerical and scale model tests. Section 4 briefly goes
through the validation of the numerical model for the
arrays under steady-state tow conditions. Section 5
presents the bulk of the results produced for the study –
towed arrays at a variety of ship speeds, scopes, sea states,
and winch rates. Section 6 concludes with some remarks
and recommendations.

Figure 1: Tow system profile where T = cable angle

array depth (m)

This study did not analyze tow system behaviors
under maneuvers because it was not a priority. While this
can be done within the STISS model it is not possible to
validate at scale model in any North American facility.
Phenomenon like tow cable strum were not studied. It
would have been difficult to achieve the inertial/elastic
similitude simultaneous with the correct cable profile in the
same model scale tow system. Achieving the correct tow
system profile was a priority. This study does not consider
powering for the tow ship. The assumption is that there is
enough power to tow at speed and depth in a sea state.

here is 1500 m. The tow tensions at the tow point for the
case studied are not known. This means the tow profile
used in numerical and scale modeling could be incorrect.
While array depths may be known from charts like Figure
2, there can be ambiguity about the tow cable angle.
2.2 Ship
The test ship has a displacement of 4,770 tons and is
capable of over 20 knots speed though the maximum speed
considered is 15 knots. The tow winch is located on an aft
deck of the ship. The tow is deployed through a fairlead
located at the transom. The distance from the fairlead to the
winch tow point is insignificant compared to the tow
lengths so the fairlead and tow point are considered the
same location-wise. The winch rates for the tow system
are usually known and can be modeled in STISS. Ship
motions in a sea state for desired aspects and speeds are
required and can be response amplitude operators (RAOs)
which are transfer functions unique to a ship. The RAOs
are generally nonlinear and depend on the ship’s speed
through water, wave aspect, and wave frequency, etc.
They are based on full scale ship motions for various seas,
aspects, and speeds. A ship’s RAO is ‘applied’ to a sea
state to determine its response to it.
3.0 OVERALL METHODOLOGY & TOOLS USED
The overall approach to develop the STISS model
using a combination of numerical modeling and scale
model tests is summarized in Figure 3.
Scale model tests model the complex tow condition at
up to 10 knots full scale in a flume tank. Scale model tests
(boxes with bold outline in Figure 3) provide data to
validate tow numerical model_2 (Figure 3) over a wider
range of conditions than there is full scale data for. These
tests measure the tow behavior underway in a sea state and
while deploying or recovering the tow. The validated tow
numerical model_2 is STISS.
Tow numerical model_1 (which is a subset of tow
numerical model_2) was validated against full scale
measurements obtained in low sea states. Once validated,
it assists with the design of the scale model tow system.
The entire tow system need not be modeled at model
scale. It is neither practical, nor necessary, to model the
entire deployed array at depth in this way. Modeling the
tow portions during the later phases of recovery and earlier
phases of deployment (i.e. when there is not much tow in
the water) is sufficient as tow numerical model_2 can
adequately describe all the other points in the tow recovery
/ deployment. As far as tow interactions with the ship is
concerned, the cable angle near the transom (Figure 1) is
important. Increasing the scope was not shown (through
tow numerical model_1) to change this appreciably. The
critical angle does change depending on whether it is tow
cable or array that is being winched in through the fairlead.
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A scale model of the tow system was designed and
fabricated to simulate the profiles measured under full scale
conditions at depth and speed from tow numerical
model_1. The model scale tow system was tested under
several conditions deployed from a model scale ship while:
(i) fully deployed underway and (ii) during tow deployment
tow component weights in
air, weights in water, lengths,
diameters, surface roughness
full-scale ship
motions data,
high sea states

full-scale tow data,
low sea states, depth
= f (scope, speed)

ship RAOs
in sea state 5

tow numerical
model_1 at depth
and speed

ship motions

tow dynamics

full-scale
ship tow
winch rate

winch rates

scale model data for 10 kt (full
scale) in a sea state with winching

tow numerical model_2 at depth and speed
with winching in sea state 5

Ship-Tow Interaction in Sea State model
LEGEND
model scale

numerical
modeling

i/o data

Figure 3: Overall methodology to determine tow proximity
to ship while winching in a sea state
/ recovery (i.e. winching). The model scale ship was
moored in place in two configurations: (i) level-trim, and
(ii) with induced pitch motions at the tow point that are
dynamically similar to the full scale ship in a sea state.
The methodology here imposes motions at the winch / tow
point that are representative of that point on the ship in a
sea state. These motions are known from the RAOs. The

model scale sea state ship motions are scaled from the full
scale ship’s RAOs. It is difficult to simultaneously model
sea state effects over the entire tow (as opposed to just the
tow point) and the ship. What is missing when that is not
done is excitation of the tow system by the seas on the rest
of the tow. The tow is however submerged and distributed
over a long distance (1500 m) and the fact the rest of the
tow is not excited by the sea is not significant as this
distributed excitation over the tow is not phase correlated.
Over long distributed lengths the incoherent excitation of
sea state on the entire tow is secondary compared to the
ship’s motions especially near the transom. That part of
the tow is more affected by motions from the ship (in the
sea state) than from the rest of the tow in a sea state.
Therefore, it is sufficient to apply the RAOs to just the tow
points to represent the effects of sea state for the complex
tow condition discussed.
3.1 Numerical Modelling
3.1.1 Tow Dynamics
STISS components tow numerical model_1 and 2 are
new variants of the DRDC SIMulating Remote
Minehunting System (SIMRMS) tool used for tow dynamic
analysis under a wide variety of operating conditions
(Seto, 1999; Hopkin, 2002).
SIMRMS models the
dynamics, hydrodynamics, and control of the tow vessel
and the tow system in the time domain in response to
mission commands.
SIMRMS is a merging of DYNTOCABS (DYNamics
of TOwed CABle Systems) (Kamman, 1994) and the
DRDC Submersible Simulation Program. SIMRMS v3.0
is general and flexible enough to analyze the dynamics of
most marine based tow systems. SIMRMS has been used
for a variety of developmental, application, and feasibility
analyses including the Canadian Navy’s Interim Remote
Minehunting and Disposal System, DRDC’s Towed
Integrated Active-Passive Sonar Array, and the Canadian
Navy’s Route Survey System Life Extension to name a
few.
SIMRMS predictions provide time histories of:
1. ship trajectory and motions, and
2. tow scope and distributed depths, profiles, motions,
tow point tensions, etc.
The tow system is numerically modeled as a system
of circular cylinders (which they roughly are) of varying
lengths, diameters, hydrodynamic resistances, etc.
connected by universal joints. The tow cable can be
modeled as a series of 40 or more circular cylinders. Each
of the acoustic modules are modeled by a single cylinder.
The relatively short drogue cable is divided into several
segments. The drogue is modeled as a simple passive
towbody.
3.1.2
Ship Motions in a Sea State
Table 1 shows the Pierson-Moskowitz sea state table
for sea state 5 parameters. These are the motions

experienced by a cork in sea state 5. The extent to which a
ship responds to a sea depends on its hydrodynamics,
structural design, distributed on-board loading, inertia, etc.
The overall responses are expressed in the RAOs. Ship
RAOs are used, here, to excite the array tow point in order
to model excitation due to sea state.
DRDC’s SHIPMO (SHIP MOtion) tool is a strip
theory program based on the work of Salvesen, Tuck, and
Faltinsen (1970) used to calculate RAOs for a variety of
ship classes. SHIPMO has been under development for
over 15 years and is well validated and reliable
(McTaggart, 1997).
RAOs are calculated at the tow points for a ship traveling
over the full speed range (5-14 knots) in sea state 5 for all
aspects. The relevant vertical plane motions are pitch and
surge in head and following seas. These motions are inputs
into tow numerical model_2.
Table 1: Pierson-Moskowitz Sea Spectrum for Sea State 5
significant
wave height
(ft)
8
9
10
12

range of
periods
(seconds)
3 – 10
3.5 – 10.5
3.5 – 11
4 – 12

mean
period
(seconds)
5.5
6
6
7

average
wave length
(ft)
105
118
131.5
157.5

3.2 Model Scale Tests
The Marine Institute (Memorial University of
Newfoundland - St. John’s, Newfoundland) has a flume
tank that is ideal for performing scale model tests on a
submerged tow. It has been used for studies on model
scale fishing gear (e.g. nets) and marine structures. It is the
only facility of its kind in North America and the largest in
the world. The flume tank is 22 meters long by 8 meters
wide and 4 meters deep. It provides the physical
environment to design and test fishing gear on a model
scale in a controlled environment; test a variety of offshore
and marine structures, etc. It is outfitted for underwater
and viewing gallery cameras from all directions (elevation,
plan, and end-on) with professional video recording and
editing facilities. The re-circulating water velocity can
vary from 0-1 meter / second.
The flume tank provides visualization and
measurements of the model scale tow deployed from the
model scale ship to determine the extent the tow system
interacts with the transom. The ship can be excited to
simulate model scale motions due to sea state. As well, the
tow can be winched in/out as required to simulate the
effects of winching in zero and specific sea states. .
Four video cameras record visual observations of the
tow performance. Two underwater video cameras are
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attached to the service carriage and can thus be positioned
longitudinally in the test section; one of these cameras
looks straight down from just below the water surface
while the second looks horizontally directly upstream from
mid-depth in the test section; this second camera has both
pan and tilt remote control. The third camera is located in
the viewing gallery and looks straight across the test
section in a horizontal direction. The fourth camera was
located on a tripod and positioned either on the service
carriage or to the side of the service carriage, in such a way
as to observe the movement of the tow through the transom
fairlead and the motion of the stern of the ship. A board
was put up in the visualization field to detail the depths,
vertical transom displacement rates, and winch speeds to
facilitate the analysis of the video data.
3.2.1 Ship Model
The model scale chosen was a 1 to 21.92 for the ship
so the scale factor is,  = 21.92. This scale is large enough
to maintain similitude for quantities of interest like Froude
number and at the same time works well in the flume tank.
Figure 3 shows the ballasted ship model installed on
five mooring lines in the flume tank. A short surge-line was
attached to the bow as well as two angled lateral lines.
Two angled lateral lines were attached near the stern. This
model was aligned, by eye, with centerline markings from
the ground belt of the flume tank. During all flow speeds
the ship model remains stationary with no tendency to
move even with the tow system installed.

minimizing any effects of sag in the string. This winch was
used to hold the tow system in place (at the transom
fairlead) and to winch in the tow at controlled winch rates.
3.2.2 Ship Flow Conditions and Motions
The flow conditions and tow point motions are
determined for the scale model ship. To maintain Froude
number similitude:
Um
Us
l
1
 U m U s m 5m / s u
ls
21.92
lm
ls
1.07 m / s ~ 1m / s

where Um = 1.0 m / second (maximum speed in the flume
tank) for Froude similitude at 10 knots. Scale model tests
were restricted to 10 knot Froude number similitude (i.e.
run the flume tank at 1 m / sec the whole time) only. It is
not possible to achieve Froude number similitude for the 15
knot case at this flume tank.
The tow numerical modeling was performed with an
assumed ship draft from the keel (baseline) of 15 ft which
15
0.68 ft .
at model scale worked out to: Tm
21.92
For the model scale tests only pitch motions were
simulated. It is difficult to control scale model motions in
surge and the ship surge motions are not as large as the
pitch motions to begin with so they can be safely ignored.
From the RAOs, the full scale 10 knot vertical motions at
the tow point due to sea state (zero to peak) are:

Figure 4: Ship scale model with 5 mooring lines; winch is
visible on the shooting deck above the bow.
A pitch inclinometer was installed inside the ship
model near mid-length, to measure the pitch attitude of the
ship during dynamic tests. The output signal from the
inclinometer was recorded by the flume tank data
acquisition system.
A DC servo-motor, motor speed controller, winch
drum and laptop computer were located on the shooting
deck of the flume tank. The winch drum was connected to
the tow system via a string of length about 7 m. Plastic
sheeting was used to cover the ship model so the string and
tow system could slide easily along the sheeting with
minimum sag in the string. In this way the tow system
could be winched in at a near constant rate while
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Vz , s , headseas :

3.85 ft with Tz = 7.1 seconds, and

Vz , s , followseas :

2.92 ft with Tz = 15.1 seconds.

The tow point vertical displacement amplitudes, scaled by
 to maintain kinematic and geometric similitude, yields:
Vz , s , headseas
3.58
Vz , m, headseas
0.16 ft
O
21.92
Vz , m, followseas 0.13 ft
Wave frequencies are scaled for dynamic similitude
through a Strouhal number type calculation, e.g. for the 10
kt case in head seas:
f m u Bm
Um

f s u Bs
? fm
Us

 f m, headseas
 f m, followseas

f s Bs
u
U s Bm

1
21.92
u
u 1m / sec
7.1secu 5m / sec
1
0.29 Hz

0.62 Hz

3.2.3 Array Recovery / Deployment
One could scale for dynamic similitude to keep

the forces similar but the model scale tests performed are
semi-captive so it would not affect the ship motions much
to begin with. Kinematic similitude suggests:
x

wm

x

ws

O

3.2.4 Model Scale Tow
No effort made to scale the cable dimensions since
this results in a scaled tow system that is not workable
(scaled tow cable diameter would be 0.05” and the array
would be 0.15”). At the scales of the proper (unworkable)
scaled diameter or even the actual model scale used, the
elastic and inertial similitude of the tow components could
not be modeled simultaneous with the tow profile. A
correct tow profile, at model scale, preserves the balance of
inertial and buoyancy forces.
With knowledge of the predicted tow cable angles as
a function of speed from numerical model_1 (Table 2), it is
possible to achieve the required net-weight-per-unit length
in fresh water for the tow. This is done by selecting a
suitable diameter of commercially-available plastic tubing,
adding a continuous length of commercially-available
metallic wire to the inside of the tubing, and plug each end
of the tubing with a tapered silicone plug to retain the air
inside the tubing. This model of the tow cable was used in
the initial experiments to verify the design approach that
replicates the cable angles. The outer diameter of the tubing
was about 5.6 mm and the diameter of the inner wire rope
was 1.6 mm. Other combinations of commerciallyavailable plastic tubing and wire rope appeared possible but
the two chosen materials came closest to matching the
cable angle requirements predicted through numerical
modeling. Flume tank experiments verify whether the
model scale tow has the predicted profile.
Table 2: Predicted parameters from tow numerical
modeling for use in model scale flume tank tests

speed
(kt)
10
12
15
20

Figure 5:

measured
(Figure 1)
depth
(ft)
800
650
520
370

numerical predictions
depth
(ft)
810
647
480
321

tow point
tension (lb)
5393
6660
9017
14,304

cable angle
(deg)
9.5
7.6
5.7
3.8

Brass fitting used to join the scale model tow
cable to tow array

To model the tow system, a two-part combination
of tow cable and neutrally-buoyant array was constructed.
The tow cable consists of a 4 m length of 1.6 mm diameter
stainless steel bare wire rope while the neutrally-buoyant
array was fabricated from a 1 m length of plastic tubing.
For the array a piece of plastic tubing was weighted
internally with a few wire strands until as an air-filled tube
it attained neutral buoyancy. A tiny brass fishing-line
swivel was used to join the tow cable to the neutrallybuoyant array section as shown in Figure 5. Numerical
simulations, show the tow cable should lie along an
inclined straight line while the neutrally-buoyant array
section should lie along a horizontal straight line. The
main results from the scale model tests are in the form of
visualization data from the videos and time histories of the
ship pitch, tow recovery rates, and array depths.
3.2.5 Model Scale Test Matrix
Four depths are studied for the scale array specifically:
1. tow fully deployed and array is at depth;
2. tow deployed so the array is mid-way between
surface and fully deployed;
3. tow deployed so the array is ¼ of the distance
(from the surface) between fully deployed and at
the surface, and
4. tow deployed just enough for the array to be at
the surface.
At these 4 depths, the tow response to motions at: 1 scale
model vertical displacement amplitude (0.16 ft) and 2
scale model wave frequencies (0.29 Hz and 0.62 Hz) are
recorded. Since it is difficult to achieve enough excitation
amplitude control to distinguish between 0.16 ft and 0.13
ft only the 0.16 ft vertical displacement amplitude was
attempted.
Three winch in rates were considered :
1. maximum speed feasible on the Marine Institute
set-up;
2. speed that maintains kinematic similitude , and
3. speed that is midway between fastest and
kinematic similitude.
The test matrix at each tow system depth covers the
permutations shown in Table 3 over several ship flume
tank speeds.
4.0 NUMERICAL MODEL VALIDATION UNDER
STEADY-STATE TOW
The
comparison
between
predictions
and
measurements (Figure 2) for a steady-state tow in low sea
state is shown in Table 4. The agreement is to within 14%.
The significance of the good agreement for the steady-state
tow configuration is that the inertia and buoyancy of the
tow components, as manifest through the tow profile, and
how they interact, are likely correct.
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Table 3: Test matrix for scale model tests for each of the 4
depths tested
ship
speed
(kt)

winch
rate

objective

0

0

steady-state
(no sea state or
winching)

sea state 5 (head)
sea state 5
(following)

0

sea state

just sea state

0
x

Um
0

w

the tow profile is correct. If the array depths as a function
of speed and scope are well predicted, the array profiles are
‘likely’ correct but this cannot be verified. This
uncertainty was carried into the model scale tests since
these tests cannot independently verify the tow profile. .
5.0 RESULTS
5.1 Model Scale Tests
Figure 7 is a sample frame from the video records for
the model scale tests. The tests verify that the moored
model scale ship with its tow attached at the transom
fairlead had the correct tow profile, i.e. the tow cable is
constant and the neutrally-buoyant array is a horizontal
line. As expected, with increased flow speed, the tow rises.

just winching

x

w

sea state 5 (head)
sea state 5
(following)

w

sea state &
winching

x

w

Figure 6 shows a predicted tow profile for a typical
tow (15 knots). The tow cable part of the tow system is at
a constant cable angle. Whether the tow cable angle is
correct is uncertain as the tensions at the tow point are
unknown.
Table 4:

speed
(kt)
10
12
15
20

Validation of tow numerical model for steadystate, low sea state conditions
(measured – predicted)
array depth (ft)
10
3
40
49

tow
cable

x

(measured – predicted)
array depth (%)
12.5
0.5
7.7
13.2
*
––
×
+
•


ship tow point
tow cable
array termination
array
drogue line
drogue
transom aftmost pt

Figure 7:

neutrally
buoyant
array

Video frame capture of partially winched
model scale array

Figure 8 shows a sample time history of the scale model
ship pitch motion for the tests that impose pitching motions
at the tow point.
Video records show the array experiences minor lowfrequency porpoise-like undulations in the vertical plane
and snake-like undulations, combined with sway-type
motions, in the horizontal plane. Visually, the sway-type
motion amplitudes are less than four diameters at the
highest flow speed. The motions might be attributed to the
lack of a drogue. Since no attempt was made to model the
array bending stiffness or moments of inertia, it is
unknown whether these motions occur at full-scale. Array
depth measurements were made using the video camera
cross-hairs that appears in the field of view.
0.4
0.2
0.0

tow point

Pitch angle [deg]

0

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

18

-0.2
-0.4
-0.6
-0.8
-1.0

Figure 6: Numerically predicted 15 knot tow profile in
steady-state tow condition

-1.2
Tim e [sec]

The numerical model validation would be better if tow
point tensions were known as this would confirm whether
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Figure 8: Sample time history of model scale ship pitch
oscillations

20

The point where the tow pierces the water surface
is well aft, thus with any appreciable forward speed the tow
cable does not come close to any part of the transom.
Similarly, even after the forward end of the array comes
out of the water, the point at which this portion of the
towed array pierces the water surface was observed to be
well aft so with any appreciable ship forward speed the
array never comes close to the transom. This is supported
as well by stern-view video recordings.
Visually there was no discernable differences
observed in the low-frequency meanderings of the model
scale array during recovery, at any of the three winch rates.
5.2 Predictions for Winching in a Sea State
For the speed range of 4-15 knots the lower
speeds produce less streaming of the tow so the STISS
model correctly predicts (not shown) the tow cable angle is
closer to the vertical even while winching. With higher
speeds the tow streams further back and the tow cable
angle is farther from the vertical (more shallow). However,
ship pitch and surge is more severe at higher speeds.
Figures 9, 10, and 11 show sample predictions
from the STISS model for the tow profile at 15 knots in:
(i) sea state 5 with no winching, (ii) no sea state and just
winching, and (iii) sea state 5 and winching, respectively.
In Figures 10 and 11 the tow recovery is near the end.
In each Figure, the top plot shows cable profiles
in elevation view are for several 10 second intervals. The
middle (zoomed in) views show more clearly the tow
positioning relative to the furthest aft extent of the transom
(represented by below water). The bottom plots show
show the array tow point motions for the same time steps
as the top and middle plot.

*
––
×
+
•


ship tow point
tow cable
array termination
array
drogue line
drogue
transom aftmost pt

Figure 9: Numerical prediction for 15 knot tow – head
seas, no winching

During winching the tow was predicted to retain
two main behaviors namely: (i) the tow cable lies at the
cable angle while (ii) the array lies along a horizontal
straight line. These behaviors were also observed in the
video records from the model scale tests as well.
The effects of ship pitch mainly affect the tow
portions closest to the ship. The submerged array depths
are not appreciably affected. However, as the array
approaches the surface as it is winched in there are
noticeable oscillations in the array elements and the drogue
closest to the ship.
In cases with the most severe ship motions and
even the low speed (smaller cable angle) following seas
cases, the tow system does not come close to the transom’s
aftmost point in the process of being winched in (not
shown).
The partially validated STISS predictions appear
reasonable and are awaiting further validation at full scale.

Figure 10: Numerical prediction for 15 knot tow near final
recovery – no seas, just winching in
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sea states. The partially validated STISS predictions
appear reasonable and are awaiting full scale validation. A
means to analyze and predict such complex tow conditions
has not been previously report.
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Figure 11: Numerical prediction for 15 knot tow near final
recovery – winching in and following seas
A demonstration of the comparison between the STISS
model predictions and experimental measurements from
the flume tank tests will be presented at the conference.
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CONCLUSIONS
The objective was to develop a numerical model of a
ship and its tow system as the tow system is being winched
in high sea states. The vertical plane dynamics with the
ship and tow system moving at constant heading over a
speed range of 4-15 knots is of principal interest. To that
end a combination of numerical modeling and model scale
tests were performed based on knowledge of only the tow
system static characteristics, the full scale tow depths as a
function of tow scope and speed in low sea states, ship
transom geometry, and the RAOs for the tow ship in high
sea states.
The scale model trends observed for the tow
behaviour with increased speed and while winching agree
with the results from the numerical model. This validated
model was then used to make full scale predictions in high
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ABSTRACT
A portion of the upper deck surface of a submarine
can be coated with roughness for crew safety when walking
on the hull. The roughness factor for the non-skid coating
on a full scale submarine is very large, on the order of 400
under typical ship operation conditions. Boundary layer
development, flow separation, cross flow drag, hull surface
pressure, and ship motion may be modified by the presence
of this coating during turning maneuvers.
Free-running model submarines (FRM) are routinely
employed by the Naval Surface Warfare Center to
characterize submarine maneuvering behavior, and the
application of an appropriately sized non-skid coating to
the model is required for fidelity of model maneuvering
experiments. Three methods to scale the coating have been
investigated, and conventional geometric scaling and wall
shear velocity scaling methods were found to be
inadequate.
A new scaling method termed the momentum
boundary layer thickness (MBLT) method has been
developed. This method relates the cross flow drag on the
FRM with that on the full scale vehicle. Boundary layer
velocity profiles on an axisymmetric body at model and
full scale Reynolds numbers have been computed by a
RANS code. Velocity profiles encountered by the full
scale non-skid coating are found to match well with those
developed on the FRM with roughness sized using the
MBLT method. The scaled roughness size compares
favorably with two empirically determined roughness sizes
that have been previously used on FRM models that have
shown good correlation with full scale maneuvering data.
INTRODUCTION
The non-skid coating, as shown in Fig. 1, is a thin
layer of roughness applied to the upper deck to prevent
slipping when walking on a typically wet submarine
surface. The surface area and roughness size have been
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measured, and the majority of particle sizes were estimated
to vary from 1.59 to 3.18 mm. The probability density
distribution of particle size was not determined.

Figure 1 - Full scale submarine with non-skid coating
(Photo by General Dynamics Electric Boat)
A sample of the roughness used on the full scale nonskid coating is shown in Fig. 2 on a 104 mm x 104 mm
block. The majority of roughness heights in this sample
are in the range of 1.8 to 2.9 mm which is comparable to
the sizes measured on the full scale vehicle. As shown in
Figs. 1 and 2, the roughness texture is very complex, with a
spatially varying size distribution.
When a submersible executes a maneuver, the
submersible will experience a heading (yaw angle) change,
and cross flow along the hull develops. The cross flow
drag increases with the presence of surface roughness
(Keirsbulck et al, 2002). Since the bottom hull surface is
smooth, an out-of-plane (vertical) force is induced on the
vehicle in cross flow when the upper deck is coated with
roughness. The out-of-plane force can play an important
role in craft pitch motion. The development of out-ofplane forces induced by roughness is supported by
experimental data, which shows that surface pressure
distributions on a circular cylinder in a cross flow are
modified by the size and location of roughness (Fage and

Warsap, 1929, and Zdravkovich, 2003).

Figure 2 - A sample block of roughness used in the full
scale non-skid coating (Courtesy of ITW Phila. Resins)
Cross-flow separation on a prolate spheroid
(submarine shape) oriented at an angle of attack has been
investigated experimentally by Ahn and Simpson (1992).
This work, at high Reynolds number, depicts the location
of separation lines, which exist forward and to the lee side
of the body. One would expect that separation line location
is altered by the presence of a non-skid coating. Because
the non-skid coating is added to the vehicle for the purpose
of crew safety, it is maintained over the life of the vehicle
to ensure its integrity. With its influence on cross flow
drag, flow separation and out-of-plane forces, the non-skid
coating can be expected to exert effects on submersible
maneuvering behavior. Therefore, the non-skid coating
must be present on models when conducting maneuvering
simulation experiments. This need to have roughness
present on the free-running submarine model has been
demonstrated during numerous correlation studies between
full scale and model maneuvering behavior (Shen and
Hess, 2009).
A series of model experiments, with and without
upper deck roughness, was conducted in the 1980’s. The
models with the coating of surface roughness applied to the
upper deck have been referred to as models with grit,
whereas, those without are denoted smooth models. Poor
correlation with full scale for certain types of maneuvers
was consistently observed on smooth models. Because of
the location of the non-skid layer on the top of the vehicle,
maneuvers that are confined to the vertical plane are least
affected, whereas horizontal plane maneuvers and
combined plane maneuvers can be altered by the presence
of the coating. The correlation was improved with
geometrically scaled roughness (based on the length ratio
between the two vehicles), but still exhibited different
maneuvering performance from full scale data for certain
types of maneuvers. Further experimentation showed that
models with much larger roughness sizes, than would be
expected when using geometric scaling, were found to
exhibit much improved correlation with full scale data for
these particular maneuver types.
The model testing community has been puzzled by

the findings that models with much larger roughness sizes
than expected are needed to simulate full scale
maneuvering performance. In this paper we will show that
geometrically scaled roughness is inadequate to produce
the out-of-plane forces needed to obtain the proper pitch-up
motions, and that viscous effects on boundary layer
development on the hull must be incorporated when scaling
the roughness.
Schlichting (1979) has written that when “the [height
of] protrusions are more gentle or when a small number of
them are distributed over a relatively large area …”, then
the roughness should be scaled using the viscous sub-layer
thickness, which results in the use of inner variables. The
dimensionless roughness factor is defined as K   h u*  ,
where h is roughness height, u* is the friction (shear)
velocity and  is kinematic viscosity. This method is also
referred to as the shear velocity method since the sub-layer
is related to the boundary layer friction velocity. We find,
however, that the full scale, non-skid, roughness height K 
is on the order of 400. This implies that the roughness
protrusions are far outside the sub-layer and extend well
into the log region of the boundary layer. For this case, the
resistance to flow is largely the result of form drag
(Schlichting, 1979, Pai 1957), and the use of the shear
velocity method to scale full scale non-skid coating to
model scale is not appropriate. Instead, for roughness with
K  values on the order of 400, we have developed a new
method based on boundary layer momentum thickness to
scale the roughness for model maneuvering experiments.
BOUNDARY LAYER VELOCITY
Consider the flow over an axi-symmetric body as
shown in Fig. 3. Let y denote a local distance above the
ship hull, and L the ship length. Ship speed will be given
by U, and u will represent the local flow velocity above the
hull. Boundary layer velocity profiles at a mid-body
section as shown in Fig. 3 have been computed by
Mulvihill and Yang (2007) at a typical model Reynolds
number of 13.5 106 and for a full scale Reynolds number
of 400106 .

Figure 3 - Location of boundary layer velocity profiles
The results are shown in Fig. 4. A significant
difference in the boundary layer velocity profiles is noted
for the different Reynolds numbers. The effect of this
difference on roughness scaling in maneuvering
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and

experiments will be discussed subsequently.

hm 

hs

3.18 mm

(2)

 0.19 mm .
16.6

The boundary layer velocity profiles shown in Fig. 4
are enlarged and replotted in Fig. 5. The computations
show that the velocities at hs  3.18 mm for full scale
( Re  400 106 )

and

hm  0.19 mm

for

the

FRM

( Re  13.5  10 ) are
6

Full scale

Model

Figure 4 - Computed boundary layer velocity profiles at
Re  13.5 106 & 400106 , (Mulvihill and Yang, 2007)
FULL SCALE NON-SKID COATING
The non-skid coating, as shown in Fig. 1, is a
rectangular shape. The beginning of the coating is a
distance l1  18 .8 m from the forward perpendicular (FP)
and the end is at l2  92 .7 m from the FP. The sides are
defined by the arc lengths measured from the ship center
line and given by l3  2.44 m on the port side and
l4  2.13 m on the starboard side. The majority of particle
sizes were estimated to vary from 1.59 to 3.18 mm. A
method to scale the non-skid coating to an appropriate size
for the model has been developed and follows.
Roughness Size Scaling
While the full scale non-skid coating consists of a
range of particle sizes, we will choose one value for
convenience and set hs  3.18 mm . The approach that
follows can be applied to other particle sizes as well. Let
hm denote the model roughness height to be scaled from
the full scale roughness height hs . Three methods are
investigated.
Geometric Similarity Method
The geometric length scale ratio of a typical full scale
submarine to the FRM is   Ls Lm  16 .6 . Using this
method, we obtain
hm hs

 2.7 x10 5 ,
Lm Ls

(1)
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us
 0.555
Us

at

hs
 2.7 x105
Ls

um
 0.389
Um

at

hm
 2.7 x105
Lm

.

(3)

If the non-skid coating is geometrically scaled, the
velocity at the roughness height is 30% lower (0.389/0.555)
for the FRM than for full scale. Such a large difference in
local velocity will have a significant effect on out-of-plane
forces induced by the upper deck roughness and on
submersible motions.
Flow characteristics and
hydrodynamic forces experienced at full scale due to the
non-skid coating will not be adequately simulated at model
scale when velocities differ by 30%. Geometric similarity
is not an appropriate approach for this application.

034

Figure 5 - Enlarged boundary layer mid-body velocity
profiles near the hull
Shear Velocity Similarity Method
Let  l denote the viscous sub-layer thickness, and u*
the friction velocity. Schlichting (1979) points out that the
ratio of the height of roughness protrusions to the sub-layer
thickness should be the determining factor in characterizing
small-scale roughness.
Since the sub-layer  l is
proportional to  u* , we obtain

K   h u*  .

(4)

Let x, Re x ,  , 0 , and u* denote the distance from
the origin of boundary layer development, Reynolds
number based on this distance, local boundary layer
thickness, wall shear stress, and friction velocity,
respectively. Using the 1/7th power law for the turbulent
boundary layer velocity profile, the friction velocity u* can
be estimated by using the flat plate formulas
 Ux 

0.2

  0.37 x 

 0.37 x Re x

 

0


2 
 0.0225U  
 U 

0.2

,

0.25

(5)

is in a turn). The distances and speed were, therefore,
chosen with consideration of the substantial crossflow that
will occur over the vehicle during the turn. The results are
in Table 1.
These results show that the full scale submarine
surface coated with the non-skid layer is very rough. For
K  greater than 100 (the completely rough regime), the
resistance is dominated by form drag with eddies generated
from individual roughness elements, and the viscous
contribution from wall shear is comparatively smaller (Pai,
1957).
Table 1 K  values for hs  3.18 mm at a speed of 10 kn
x (m)

Re x ( 10 6 )

 (m)

u* m s

K   h u* 

3

13.0

0.042

0.170

454

18

77.8

0.176

0.142

379

30

129.6

0.265

0.135

360

and

u* 

0

.



(6)


If the dimensionless roughness factor K is used for
scaling, then we must have
 h u* 
 hu 
 *
.

  m   s

(7)

From Eqs. 5 and 6, we find

u*s  U s 

u*m  U m

0.9

s 


 m

0.1

 xs 

x
 m

0.1



0.35

s 


 m

0.1

,

(8)

where the latter relation regarding the length scale ratio 
results from the fact that the model is operated at a speed
U m such that the Froude number is matched between
model and full scale. This requires the velocity ratio to be

U s U m   . From Eq. 7, we see that
hm  hs (u*s / u*m )( m / s )
 3.18 (16.6)

0.35

(0.85)

0.9

 7.31mm

,

On the other hand, empirically determined values of
roughness size that have been historically used at model
scale (at a Froude-scaled speed corresponding to 10 kn full
scale) yield values of K   20 to 30 that are 16 times
smaller and are in the transition region between
hydraulically smooth and fully rough. Scaling the full
scale roughness with the sublayer thickness and then
matching the dimensionless roughness factor violates
Schlichting’s assumption of small-scale roughness and
leads to unrealistically large values of model roughness
size.
Furthermore, as shown in Fig. 5, the velocities
encountered at hs  3.18 mm for full scale roughness
height and hm  7.31 mm for FRM model roughness height
are

(9)

where we have used  m  1.0067 106 m2 s for fresh
water at 20 C and  s  1.1907 106 m2 s for salt water
with 3.5% salinity at 15 C . Using this scaling method, we
find that the roughness height for the model must be 2.3
times (  7.31 3.18 ) greater than the full scale roughness.
This is a very large roughness size, which results from the
larger viscous sublayer on the model, and is not realistic.
As an example, consider a case of a full scale vehicle
in a turn with a speed of 10 kn in salt water at 15 C .
Using a full scale roughness size of hs  3.18 mm , we can
compute values of roughness parameter K   h u*  for a
range of distances x measured from the origin of boundary
layer development (which is somewhat less than the
distance from the forward perpendicular when the vehicle

us
 0.555
Us

at

hs
 2.7 x105
Ls

um
 0.767
Um

at

hm
 103.4 x105
Lm

.

(10)

Therefore, if the non-skid coating is scaled with the
sublayer thickness, the velocity encountered at the
roughness height is 38% (  0.767 / 0.555 ) higher for the
FRM than at full scale. Such a large difference in
encounter velocity will have a significant effect on the
development of the cross flow boundary layer, and also on
the location and pattern of flow separation, cross flow drag,
and hull surface pressure distributions during FRM turning
maneuvers.
Summarizing, we see that the resistance associated
with full scale roughness is dominated by form drag while
the model roughness has a larger friction drag contribution.
The improper application of the shear velocity method to
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full scale roughness leads to an unrealistic roughness height
needed at model scale. Furthermore, the velocities at the
roughness height differ by 38%. It is this latter concept
that serves to guide us to a method that seeks to scale in a
manner that yields the same cross flow drag at both scales
and equalizes the encounter velocity at the roughness
height.
Momentum Boundary Layer Thickness (MBLT)
Similarity Method
We have seen that the roughness parameter K  of the
full scale non-skid coating is much greater than 100 as
noted in Table 1. Hence, for this fully rough surface, we
can expect shedding from individual roughness elements
with resulting modifications to the hull pressure field. The
resulting pressure field on the hull will determine the outof-plane force acting on the vehicle and its resulting
trajectory. The shedding of the roughness elements and the
hull pressure modifications are related to the cross flow
drag over the vehicle. The clear implication is that the
cross-flow drag must be properly scaled in order to
simulate these full scale effects at model scale.
Let  and  denote the boundary layer thickness
and momentum thickness, respectively. The momentum
thickness is defined by

 



0

u
U


u 
1 
 U dy .



(11)

The momentum thickness at a location x is a measure
of the loss of momentum at that location relative to an
upstream potential flow. In turn, the momentum loss is
directly related to the drag D,
D  .
(12)
This fact provides the key idea for this method: scale
the roughness height using the momentum thickness in
order to preserve the cross flow drag at each scale. Then,
we must have
h
h

.

 m  s

(13)

Simplifying, we find that
hm  hs

m
.
s

(14)

 U x 

0.2

  0.37 x 

0.2

 0.37 x Re x

 

.

(5)

Substituting into Eq. (15), we obtain

 1   Re xm 

hm  hs 

   Re xs

0.2

1

 hs 


0.3

 m 


 s

0.2

. (16)

Written in this fashion and comparing with Eq. 2, we see
that Eq (16) represents geometric scaling with a Reynolds
number correction.
To simulate the full scale non-skid coating thickness
of hs  3.18 mm , the roughness height hm on the FRM
where   16 .6 is given by
0.2

 1.0067 x10 
 3.18 
(16.6) 0.3 
 0.43 mm ,
hm  
6
16
.
6

 1.1907 x10
6

and
hm
 6.1x10 5 .
Lm

The model roughness height scaled from the momentum
boundary layer thickness method is 2.3 (=0.43/0.19) times
greater than the height obtained from the geometric scaling
method.
As shown in Fig. 5, velocities encountered at
roughness heights hs  3.18 mm for full scale and
hm  0.43 mm for the model are

us
 0.555
Us
um
 0.534
Um

at

hs
 2.7 x105
Ls

at

hm
 6.1x105
Lm

.

(17)

With a roughness height of hm  0.43 mm , the
difference in encounter velocities computed at the model
and full scale roughness heights is around 3.8% (= 1 –
0.534/0.555). Therefore, the coatings at each scale will
experience essentially the same velocities. This is an
important result, and concomitant improvement in
correlation of submersible maneuvering performance by
properly scaling roughness height is expected.
NON-SKID COATING SURFACE AREA

th

Using the 1/7 power law for the boundary layer velocity
profile, the momentum thickness is given as (Schlichting,
1979)



7

72

which implies that hm  hs

m
.
s

(15)

Now, recall from Eq. 5 that

With large values of K  at full scale, the location and
extent of the non-skid layer will play an important role in
boundary layer development and flow separation. The
length scales li (start location, length and width), which
define the roughness surface area, must be geometrically
scaled using
li
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m



li



s

.

(18)

The characteristics of the scaled non-skid coating surface
area and the roughness height previously determined by the
MBLT method are given in Table 2.
Table 2 Scaled Non-Skid Coating Parameters
Dist from
FP to start
of coating
(m)

Length
(m)

Width
(m)

hm mm

1.13

4.45

0.28*

0.43

*

Asymmetric: 0.13m on starboard side and 0.15m
on port side

COMPARISON WITH HISTORICALLY USED
ROUGHNESS SIZE
The importance of having roughness applied to the
upper deck of the model has long been recognized by the
model operators. Early experiments showed that roughness
scaled geometrically did not provide good correlation to
full scale for maneuvering performance. A series of
experiments was conducted to investigate roughness size.
Maneuvering tests were carried out with a test matrix
employing various roughness sizes and various coverage
areas. The two best roughness configurations denoted by A
and B in Table 3 were found to provide good correlation to
maneuvering performance.
Table 3 Characteristics of Historically Used Roughness
Dist from
FP to start
of coating
(m)

Length
(m)

Width
(m)

hm mm

A

0.41

3.89

0.38

0.28

B

0.41

4.50

0.14

0.71

Configuration

operation. Therefore, the presence of the coating is
expected to have an effect on ship motion. Roughness size
calculated on the basis of geometric similarity has been
tried previously to scale the coating for model maneuvering
simulation experiments without success. The reason the
geometric similarity method failed to provide good
correlation has been shown here.
With K  values on the order of 400 at full scale, the
resistance is governed by eddies created by the protrusions
of individual roughness elements and not primarily by wall
shear. The shear velocity similarity method is found to be
improper for roughness scaling.
To capture the cross flow drag and subsequent hull
pressure modifications induced by the non-skid coating, a
new method termed the momentum boundary layer
thickness similarity method has been developed for
roughness scaling.
Furthermore, the boundary layer
velocity at the height of the roughness is also correctly
simulated.
The momentum boundary layer thickness similarity
method (MBLT) yields a scaled roughness size computed
from

 1   Re xm 

hm  hs 

   Re xs

0.2

1

 hs 


0.3

 m 


 s

0.2

.

The predicted roughness height and roughness area
for free-running submarine models has been found to
match well with two historically used roughness
configurations for maneuvering tests.
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CONCLUSIONS
A submarine is typically coated with a thin layer of
roughness termed the non-skid coating on the upper deck
of the hull. The dimensionless roughness factor K  is
found to be very large, on the order of 400 for normal ship
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ABSTRACT
The driving technical requirements for new and
modern replacements of the wavemaking systems at the
Naval Surface Warfare Center, Carderock Division
(NSWCCD) are discussed. Added capabilities of these new
systems are presented with respect to both current and
future United States Navy and Marine Corps requirements
in terms of seakeeping, dynamic stability, wave-induced
loads, and ride quality. The case is made that it is now time
for the United States Navy to upgrade its testing
capabilities in order to meet the more demanding
operational requirements foreseen for future ships.
Added capability includes both Operational and
Technical. It is necessary to maintain the current costs of
maintenance and operation while improving the availability
and reducing the time required to create new test wave
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profiles. By going from the current pneumatic to a
segmented type flap wavemaker, it has been demonstrated
that these operational goals will be met.
Added wave modeling capability is driven by more
limited Naval resources projected to be available in the
future - requiring both man and machine to do more for
longer periods of time and in more severe sea conditions.
The impact of this is already being seen in the model
testing currently performed, with increased emphasis being
placed on dynamic stability. In order to meet the future
needs to evaluate seakeeping, including dynamic stability,
wave-induced loads and ride quality new waveamking
capabilities are required. These capabilities include
modeling of the directionality of the waves, having the
ability to reproduce and encounter discrete wave events in
a deterministic way, and improving upon the control and
quality of the generated wave profiles.

NOTATION
AAV
DTMB
DWB
EFV
FREDYN
HSB
LCAC
MASK
NATO
NSWCCD
RCM
SNAME
THWP
USMC
USN

Amphibious Assault Vehicle
David Taylor Model Basin
Deep Water Basin
Expeditionary Fighting Vehicle
Free Dynamics Ship Motions Model
High Speed Basin
Landing Craft Air Cushion
Maneuvering And Seakeeping Basin
North Atlantic Treaty Organization
Naval Surface Warfare Center, Carderock Division
Radio Controlled Model
Society of Naval Architects and Marine Engineers
Tumble-home, Wave-piercing
United States Marine Corps
United States Navy

INTRODUCTION

Table 1 – New Wavemaker Dimensions
DIMENSION
Paddle Pitch
Paddle Width
Paddle Height
Paddle Depth
MASK Short Side
MASK Long Side
MASK Face Width
DWB Face Width
HSB Face Width

(in)
25.91
23.94
127.77
98.25
1959.17
3475.42
5595.70
621.74
259.06

(ft)
2.16
1.99
10.65
8.19
163.26
289.62
466.31
51.81
21.59

(m)
0.658
0.608
3.245
2.496
49.763
88.276
142.131
15.792
6.580

New MASK Wavemaker
216 Segments

All of the Naval Surface Warfare Center, Carderock
Division (NSWCCD) wavemaking systems date to the mid
1950’s. They were all refurbished in the mid 1980’s with
new hydraulic control as well as new domes. With the new
control systems, it was hoped to improve the wavemaking
capability. However, the nature of the pneumatic type
wavemaker makes efficient and precise reproduction of
desired wave spectra difficult. Varying the pressure in the
wave domes generates waves, but the system is not linear.
Waves are produced by pushing on the air column in the
dome that is a soft spring. This soft spring has a non-linear
transfer function. The net result is difficulty in producing
the desired sea spectra with a process that requires
considerable time, through repeated iterations. Good results
are obtained, but at a high labor cost.
NSWCCD is replacing the wavemaking systems in
the Maneuvering And Seakeeping Basin (MASK), the
Deep Water Towing Basin (DWB), and the High Speed
Towing Basin (HSB) with new segmented flap type units,
dimensions given in Table 1. The Prime Contractor for this
project is the MAR Range Services Inc. The wavemaker
designer and software developer is Edinburgh Designs Ltd.
The major component fabricator is Atlantic Industrial
Technologies. The concrete foundations and infrastructure
were designed by McLaren Engineering. On-site
installation will be carried out by INCON, Inc.

Pitch 0.66M
0.61M Paddle Width
3.25M Paddle Height
Board Depth 2.5M

Figure 1 – New MASK Wavemaker Design
New Deep Water Wavemaker
24 Segments
Pitch 0.66M
0.61M Paddle Width
Upper
Position

3.25M Paddle Height
Board Depth 2.5M

Lower
Position

Figure 2 – New Deep Basin Wavemaker Design
New High Speed Wavemaker
10 Segments
Pitch 0.66M

The MASK wavemaking system will have 216
segments that are roughly 2 ft wide by 10 ft deep on two
banks connected with a curved transition section; Figure 1.
In the towing basins, the DWB will have 24 segments and
the HSB will have 10 segments of the same size as the
MASK; Figures 2 and 3. Both the DWB and HSB will be
mounted on elevators so that the units can work at lower
water depths in order to create shallow water waves.

0.61M Paddle Width
3.25M Paddle Height

Upper
Position

Board Depth 2.5M

Lower
Position

Figure 3 – New High Speed Basin Wavemaker Design
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The new wavemakers will have the same capability in
terms of wave height and frequency as the old systems
while improving both the capability to produce precise
wave profiles as well as determining their timing at a
desired location. Mechanically each segment was designed
to be identical to allow the interchangeability of parts. All
paddles are electro-mechanically actuated by a servo-motor
through a toothed belt along an arch; Figure 4. These are
dry-back wavemakers with a pneumatic back spring which
compensates for hydrostatic loads on the wet side, reducing
the force required by the electro servo-motor to actuate
them. These systems also use a force-feedback system
method to absorb undesired wave motions and greatly
reduce second order and cross-board waves.

3D Visualization Of The
Model Sea In The MASK

Single Point Time History,
Spectrum and Spreading

Figure 5 – Virtual Wavemaker
CURRENT NEED IN WAVEMAKING CAPABILITY
With more limited resources projected to be available
in the future to maintain a naval force structure, the
individual components, being machine or man, will be
required to do more for longer periods of time and in more
severe conditions. The impact of this is being seen in all
areas of the model testing performed at NSWCCD. For
Naval Ships, Combatant Craft, or Amphibious Vehicles,
durability, performance, and ride quality in a seaway have
become more important. Modeling the directionality of
waves, the ability to reproduce and encounter discrete wave
events, and shallow water performance all represent the
future for model testing. The current wavemaking system is
incapable of fully meeting these new needs.
Maintainability And Reliability

Figure 4 – New Wavemaker Design
The MASK Wavemaker will also be capable of
generating sea spectra and discrete waves at angles skewed
from the waveboard front in order to generate directional
waves and waves that have spreading. The proposed
system will produce wave spectra with irregular waves or
swell coming from multiple directions as opposed to the
current wavemaker that can only produce waves from
directions 90 degrees apart. In order to manage this new
capability, a virtual wavemaker is being developed by
Edinburgh Design Ltd. to allow the visualization of the
waves by the experimenter for test planning purposes. This
visualization is animated and plays at the real time speed,
an example of a single frame is shown in Figure 5 for a
Pierson-Moskowitz spectrum with spreading.
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Care was taken in determining how to implement the
extension of wavemaking capabilities in the new
wavemaking systems. NSWCCD is not an academic
research laboratory, but instead an industrial based
research, development, test, and evaluation facility. All
added capability must be weighed against cost, reliability,
and maintainability. An added capability, even if
extraordinary, that will be little utilized, that results in an
overly complex system, or results in a system that is both
unreliable and hard to maintain, is not desired.
First and foremost in the consideration of obtaining
new capabilities from a new and modern wavemaking
system is to also obtain an improvement in the reliability
over the current wavemakers. Model seakeeping
experiments involve many engineers and technicians. Any
down time due to malfunctions are both costly, and at times
a great burden to the very tight Navy schedules.

Control Of Wave Direction

CURRENT CONDITION OF THE WAVEMAKER

The added ability to produce multi-directional seas at
angles to one another other than 90 degrees in the MASK
will greatly improve NSWCCD’s ability to evaluate
seakeeping performance. The potential use of high speed
and thus light vessels to improve mobility will require
more extensive seakeeping studies. The critical issue to
these vessels will be durability and ride quality. The
present wavemaking capabilities significantly limit such
accurate assessments. Multi-directional seas and modeling
of discrete wave events will be required to design and
evaluate these future ships.

All NSWCCD’s wavemaking systems are over 45
years old. There are 21 wavemaking domes in the MASK
(13 on the long side and 8 on the short side of the basin).
Designed and installed in the late 1950’s as essentially
regular wave generators, they were rebuilt with new control
and actuation components in the mid 1980’s.

The cost of creating this capability in light of the
concerns with maintainability and reliability is an order of
magnitude increase in the number of wave generators. In
the case of the MASK 21 wavemaking units will be
replaced by 216 units.
Precise Wave Production
The ability to produce a desired wave profile at a
desired location and time to allow the staging of a ship
model to encounter the waves will greatly improve testing
efficiency. These techniques are currently being used
world-wide at smaller scales. The new wavemaking
systems will permit the use of these methods at NSWCCD.
This raises the old argument of statistical versus a
more deterministic approach in generating waves and
evaluating seakeeping performance. The new system will
maintain the capability to generate non-repeating wave
time histories using a filtered white noise technique.
However, the new wavemaker will allow a higher precision
in wave component control to produce episodic and
grouped waves on demand and at any desired location in
the basin.
Shallow Water Wave Generation
With the current need for operation in the near shore
littoral areas, the ability to evaluate vessels in both
directional seas and shallow water has become important.
Sea-Based Operations including transfer of materials, resupply, embarkation and recovery of the amphibious craft
are all subject to the directional nature of the seas in these
regions. Both the replacement for the Landing Craft Air
Cushion (LCAC), as well as the new Expeditionary
Fighting Vehicle (EFV), will operate in shallow water
where the performance will need to be evaluated.
The long towing basins will be capable of producing
shallow water waves by lowering both the water level and
wavemaker vertical location as shown in Figures 2 and 3.
Although the lowest depths that the waves can be produced
in the DWB is only 8 ft, the change of depth in the HSB
will allow testing at water depths of 2-foot.

NSWCCD has just completed refurbishing the blower
control system on the MASK wavemaker. The blower
motors were sent out for overhaul, and the flapper control
electronics were upgraded to digital. The hydraulic power
supply will need refurbishing or replacing, and eventually
the mild steel domes will require replacement due to
corrosion.
While the current MASK wavemaker system can be
supported indefinitely with this approach and is having its
control system improved to coordinate wave generation
with carriage/model location, it will never be able to
provide the level of precision in wavemaking available
from positive displacement wavemaking systems. Nor will
it ever have the wave directional control available from
systems with many more small segments.
WAVEMAKERS AT CARDEROCK (HISTORY)
Much of the early design and development history of
the Carderock wavemakers is contained in several DTMB
reports by Brownell, Marks et al., listed below. The
original towing basins at Carderock, commencing
operation around 1940, did not include wavemaking
capabilities. There was a flap wavemaker in the
Experimental Model Basin at the Washington Navy Yard
as early as 1920, although details of its operation are not
known. The earliest Carderock studies for a maneuvering
basin with wavemakers (and a rotating arm basin) were in
1942 (Brownell, 1962), but the end of World War II
brought a large cutback in activities, and any plans for
expansion were put on hold.
When planning was resumed about 1950, the overall
form of the MASK (as it exists today) was set: a large
rectangular basin, with a moveable bridge with carriage
underneath, and wavemakers on two sides. It was “decided
to try wavemakers of a rather novel design whereby waves
are produced by air pressure on the water surface rather
than by mechanical plunger or flapper action,” (Brownell,
1962). Elsewhere, justification is stated for the choice of
pneumatic wavemakers (Brownell, 1956):
“Before proceeding with the pneumatic wavemaker
development, careful consideration was given to other
types of wavemakers, such as the flap and plunger. It
appeared that many of the mechanical, structural and
inertia problems associated with these mechanical
wavemakers could be lessened by the successful
development of a pneumatic wavemaker for use in the
Maneuvering Basin. In a pneumatic wavemaker these
problems are reduced since the moving parts are restricted
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to the blower and valve drive systems. In addition, wave
amplitudes and lengths are readily controlled by changing
the speed of the blower drive motor and the valve drive
motor respectively. These features made the development
of a pneumatic wavemaker very attractive.”
A series of progressively larger prototype pneumatic
wavemakers was constructed and tested: first (ca. 1951) in
a miniature model basin of dimensions 22” wide x 12”
deep x 35’ long, followed by the 140 ft basin (10 ft wide x
5 ft deep) in 1953, a 51-ft wide pneumatic wavemaker in
the deep basin in 1954 (Brownell, 1956), and finally a 1/10
scale model of the complete MASK configuration (Marks,
1958). 51-ft pneumatic wavemaker was essentially a fullsize prototype (equivalent to 2 MASK units). The technical
specifications for the MASK were finalized in March 1952.
A construction contract was let in May 1956, and the
construction of the MASK was completed in 1961
(substantially as it is in its present form). Although the
original plan was to have both banks driven by common
line-shafts, a modification was made (before completion) to
have the eight units on the west (short) bank controlled by
individual servo-hydraulic systems. In the mid-1980’s the
long bank line shaft drive, and the original hydraulic valve
drive units on the short bank, were replaced with MTS
hardware, and the deteriorated domes were replaced by
new domes of similar geometry to the originals.
It is difficult to be too critical of the decisions made
over 50 years ago, which were made based on the best
information available at that time. One must remember that
the field of random wave and seakeeping research was in
its infancy at that time (the landmark SNAME paper by St.
Denis & Pierson was published in 1953). Much of the
planning for the pneumatic wavemakers was based on
regular wave generation. Even then, it was recognized that
much laborious, trial-and-error “tuning” of the wavemakers
(adjusting baffles, dome lips and doors, air flow dampers,
blower rpm and flapper motion) was required to make
reasonably uniform sinusoidal waves, and despite the
tuning effort substantial spatial variation was noted (Marks,
1958).
Typical MASK wavemaker transfer functions shown
in Figure 6 (taken from TM-15-84-147, April 1984)
illustrate the fact that optimum mechanical wavemaker
settings for long waves (low frequencies) will make
producing short waves difficult, and vice-versa.
Furthermore, the transfer function over a frequency range,
for any fixed combination of settings, exhibits multiple
maxima and minima. The irregularity in the transfer
function is due to multipule parameters that affect
frequency response of the system. Factors such as dome
width, depth, submergance and a many other aerodynamic
effects. This makes it difficult, if not impossible, to
reproduce desired wave spectra which extend over this
frequency range.
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Figure 6 - Typical MASK Wavemaker Transfer Function
Regarding wave directionality, it was recognized
even in the 1950’s that the proposed wavemaker units (8 on
one side, 13 on the other) were far too few in number (and
thus too large in dimensions for each individual unit) to
make accurate oblique waves. It was recognized that a
“snake” type wavemaker installation was required for this,
and that the MASK units were too coarse by a factor of
eight (Marks, 1957). Apparently the concept of directional
wave spectrum spreading functions was not understood at
the time (and probably no techniques for actually
measuring a directional wave spectrum had yet been
developed), and it was felt that by operating the MASK
units out of phase with each other, at least the qualitative
visual appearance of “confused” seas could be achieved.
Thus, we find ourselves working with a type of
wavemaker that was considered adequate (and in fact
“state-of-the-art”) fifty years ago, but which has long been
discarded by virtually all laboratories doing wave research
(and research on vehicle responses to waves) world-wide.
The inherent limitations of the pneumatic wavemakers of
the size used in the MASK will never allow accurate (by
modern standards) generation of the frequency and
directional content required for evaluating modern Navy
ship designs. No criticism of the original designers is
intended, much has changed in fifty years, which could not
have been foreseen then.
CASE STUDIES
To better define the future requirements desired from
the MASK, two Case Studies were performed. These case
studies are given from the perspective of the engineers
currently providing test support. It provides a reflection on
the current capabilities they have available as well as some
discussion about future wavemaking abilities foreseen as
required to meet their sponsors needs in the area of
seakeeping, dynamic stability, wave-induced loads, and
ride quality.

CASE STUDY 1

Past Experience

Background

Extensive dynamic stability model experiments have
been performed during the evaluation of THWP hull forms.
Dynamic stability model experiments use a Radio
Controlled Model (RCM) running freely in the MASK over
a range of model speeds and model headings relative to the
wave field. Speed, heading, and wave combinations that
result in extreme roll angles or capsize events are identified
and evaluated. Risk areas and conversely “safe” areas for
ship operations can be identified through these
experiments.

The incorporation of stealth technologies in ship
design, particularly in hull shape, has introduced a number
of challenges in ship motions testing and evaluation. The
United States Navy (USN) has invested a significant
amount of time and funding in model experiments designed
to evaluate seakeeping and dynamic stability behavior of
Tumble-home, Wave-piercing (THWP) designs. Although
seakeeping experiments have been a staple in model
experiment work performed in the MASK at NSWCCD
(see Figures 7 and 8), dynamic stability experiments are
relatively new, and are now a requirement in the evaluation
of novel hull forms. Dynamic stability model experiments
are of significant importance given the limited capabilities
in analytical prediction of highly non-linear events such as
capsize. The ability to accurately produce repeatable wave
forms and seaways in the MASK is needed to support both
the evaluation of THWP design ship motions using
physical models, and to support the development of new
analytical prediction tools in dynamic stability.

Figure 7 – THWP Design Model Test In MASK

Figure 8 – THWP Design RCM Test In MASK
Current Need
Ongoing investigations of novel hulls (e.g., THWP
designs), high-speed vessels, and multi-hull designs call for
the characterization of seakeeping and dynamic stability
performance through physical model experiments to be
conducted in the MASK at NSWCCD. Of particular
interest is the need for a dynamic stability experiments
conducted in bi-directional seas. In addition, operational
assessments of new designs require the development of
Dynamic Stability Analytical Prediction Tool with
verification, validation, and accreditation of that tool based
on correlation with future model experiment results.

There are two forms of dynamic stability experiments
that are run in the MASK. The first form of experiment is
conducted in “regular waves.”
Regular waves are
sinusoidal type wave forms which are generated at specific
wave lengths and wave heights. The wavelengths and
heights are sized relative to the model size. The smallest
recommended model length used in these experiments is 10
feet, and the largest model length used has been 13 feet. In
regular wave dynamic stability experiments, the range of
wave lengths and wave heights that can be generated by the
wavemaker are key to identifying capsize events over a
range of possible wave forms. Experiments run in regular
waves have been used to identify which wavelengths and
heights present a risk to the ship. Also, results from regular
wave experiments have been used for correlation with the
analytical prediction tool FREDYN, identifying which
areas of the program are accurate and which areas require
improvement.
The second form of dynamic stability experiment is
conducted in “random waves.” A random wave field is
most closely associated with a naturally occurring irregular
ocean seaway as described by specific spectral shapes.
Wave spectra from storms such as Hurricane Camille have
been obtained from ocean wave buoys, with the intention
of reproducing that spectral shape in the MASK. In
random wave dynamic stability experiments the models are
run at specific speed and heading combinations in the
MASK which is populated with a random wave spectrum
such as Hurricane Camille or a spectral shape associated
with the NATO Sea State Chart. The model is run back
and forth in the basin for multiple passes in the random sea
to identify the level of risk the ship might expect in that
particular sea spectrum.
Of the two methods, the random sea experiment has
strength in that the seaway should more closely represent
an ocean wave field, albeit without wind effects. The
random sea method does take significantly more time to
execute enough passes in the basin with the model to gain
statistical confidence in the data. However, experiments in
random seas with the 10 to 13-foot models have not been
conducted as often due to difficulties in accurately
generating a specific spectral shape with the current MASK
wavemakers.
Figure 9 shows a Hurricane Camille
spectrum obtained from an ocean wave buoy compared to
several wave spectra generated in the MASK attempting to
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match the Hurricane Camille spectral shape.
(The
Hurricane Camille spectrum is shown as a heavy dark blue
line.) The absence of energy at the higher frequencies in
the MASK spectrum presents a problem in accurately
assessing the risk of extreme motions. The region of the
basin spectrum with “missing” energy is associated with
the steeper wave forms that can present the most risk to any
form. Running the dynamic stability experiment without
exposing the model to the steeper waves in a spectrum can
lead to underestimating risk.

The ability to generate regular waves at half and
twice the model length (0.5 and 2.0) at steepnesses of 10,
15, and 20 to 1 would constitute a broadened range in
MASK wave generation capabilities.
Most recently, dynamic stability model experiments
have utilized a 30-foot (20.8 scale) model operating in the
Chesapeake Bay. The objective of this large scale model
experiment is to identify risk in stability performance while
operating in “random waves” for extended run lengths.
Although this open water environment provides a challenge
in controlling test conditions, the experiment is deemed
necessary to identify any extreme motion risk that may
occur in a fully developed random wave field.
Future Requirements
Utilization of the MASK and its new wavemakers are
planned for continued development of novel ship designs,
as well as identification of “high risk” and “safe” operating
conditions from a standpoint of dynamic stability.
Experiments are planned using regular waves, random
waves, and a new wave condition, grouped irregular waves.

Figure 9 - Hurricane Camille sea spectrum compared to
MASK Basin spectra.
The regular wave dynamic stability experiment has
strength in the discrete nature of the wave field, and lends
itself to comparisons to mathematical wave forms
generated in analytical predictions. The majority of THWP
design experiments, and experiments run on conventional
ship designs for comparison, have been conducted in
regular waves.
Successful experiments have been
conducted over a core set of wavelengths and heights.
However, detailed analysis of the test results indicates a
broader range of waves is required to capture the extreme
conditions that introduce capsize risk. Table 2 gives the
range of regular wave conditions run in past experiments
with the parameters expressed non-dimensionally as a
function of ship length for a typical 13-foot dynamic
stability model. The cells marked with an “X” represent
the wave forms that have been generated in the MASK
currently. The regular wave experiment results have been
useful in identifying shortcomings in existing dynamic
stability analytical prediction tools. Those same reviews
have identified a need for a broader range in regular wave
generation capabilities.
Table 2 - Dynamic Stability Experiment Regular Wave
Conditions
Wave Length / Ship Length ( /L)
0.50

Wave
Steepness
(/h)

0.75

1.25

1.50

10
15

X
X

X
X

X

20

X

X

X

2.00
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To achieve the needed wavemaking capabilities for
regular wave testing, the wavemakers must be able to
produce waves as long as 25 feet with heights of 2.5 feet,
along with waves as short as 5 feet with heights of 0.5 feet.
The expanded range in regular wave generation will extend
confidence in covering a broader range of stability risk
conditions, and provide a broader range of test results for
analytical prediction tool development.
To achieve the needed wavemaking capabilities for
random wave testing, the wavemakers must be able to
produce a broader range of wave frequencies, with better
control of wave amplitude or wave energy at each
frequency. The fine control in frequency and energy
content of the wave field is needed to more closely
represent the spectral shape of ocean seaways. There is
also a need to support future experiments conducted in bidirectional seaways. Generation of a random seaway from
one direction superimposed with a regular swell from
another direction is another aspect of more closely
representing the spectral shape of ocean seaways.
Finer wave generation control will also allow the
introduction of dynamic stability testing in grouped
irregular waves. This test technique requires the generation
of specific groups of large waves occurring within a
random seaway. The principle behind the experiment is to
expose the ship model to the largest group of waves
expected within a random seaway without having to wait
extended periods of time for that wave group to occur. The
ability to generate a specific large group of irregular waves
at a specific time and location in the MASK can
significantly reduce the test time required to expose the
ship model to the highest risk conditions associated with
dynamic stability.

At present, the MASK wavemakers are limited in the
range of regular waves that can be generated, and limited in
the ability to accurately and repeatedly generate specific
wave spectra shapes. Improved wavemaking capability in
the MASK at NSWCCD is required to support future USN
ship design programs.
CASE STUDY 2
Background
The Expeditionary Fighting Vehicle (EFV) is part of
the amphibious triad along with the LCAC and V-22. The
Marine Corps, current amphibian, the AAVP7A1, has a top
speed of 6 knots in the water. Although a very reliable
vehicle, it’s slow speed necessitates the delivery of these
vehicles by the assault ships near shore and within sight of
our adversaries. Using the three parts of the Triad permits
the deployment of the Marines from a safer distance over
the horizon, as well as potentially increasing our mobility
and tactical advantage due to these vehicles, increased
speed and capabilities. In the case of the EFV (Figures 10
and 11), the goal is to operate in the water at speeds of 25
knots in seas up to a 3-foot significant height, and have the
land mobility of the M1A Abrams Main Battle Tank. The
EFV has been a technological challenge with many
problems yet to be solved. However, the first prototypes
have demonstrated that the desired water and land mobility
are achievable.

Current Need
The EFV Program is currently in the Operational
Assessment Phase and about to enter limited production.
There are still many issues to be resolved as well as new
problems discovered as a result of the Operational
Assessment. There is a problem with hull integrity and ride
quality in 2.5-foot seas and beyond. Engineering
development is expected to be continued in these two areas
with the goals of solving the structural issues as well as
mitigate the ride quality problems encountered in the
higher seas at planing speeds.
Past Experience
Extensive model experiments and sea trials have been
performed during the development of the EFV. Every
towing basin experiment has involved the evaluation of
performance of the vehicle in a seaway. The present
requirement is to operate in a 3-foot fully developed sea, as
described by the Pierson-Moskowitz energy distribution.
Uni-directional seas can be and have been modeled in the
deep basin, the high-speed basin and the MASK for these
evaluations.
Trial experience has shown that there are other
problems created by both short-crested and multidirectional seas. Operational problems with selecting
headings to mitigate ride quality problems, combined pitchroll-yaw issues that have affected controllability, and
structural problems created by the multi-directional nature
of the seas have all been encountered. Example sea spectra
from Camp Pendleton, CA, shown in Figure 12, and
Kane’ohe Bay, HI, Figure 13, clearly demonstrate the need
for expanding the modeling efforts to simulate directional
seas in order to assist in the characterization of
performance in seas common to the littoral area.
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Navy's future force structure.
The new segmented
wavemaking system under acquisition will vastly enhance
NSWCCD's ability to support Naval operations and
procurement by giving NSWCCD's scientists and test
engineers the ability to more accurately simulate real-world
conditions. It will allow the NSWCCD test engineers to
reduce the amount of test time necessary to gather the
needed data. This will result in more efficient and effective
vessels and vehicles which will carry the Navy through the
21st century.
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Figure 13 – Typical Wave System At Kane’ohe Bay, HI.
Typically off Kane’ohe Bay, there are also two
predominant wave systems, both are local seas (Figure 13).
In this particular example the two seas are coming from
49° and 58°. This is only a 10-degree spread between the
two wave systems. The spread in the sea directions have
ranged between 10° and 40°. Headings in this 50° to 60°
arc have produced a greater frequency of slams than would
have been predicted from a simple uni-directional sea that
can be currently modeled.
Future Requirements
Given the cost of performing full scale trials added to
the uncertainty in obtaining the sea conditions desired to
repeat or confirm previous wave encounters, model tests
still provide a viable alternative. There is a need to study
the effect of both directional and short crested seas on the
performance of the EFV. This must be done in a parametric
way in order to unlock the correlation between sea
condition, speed and heading. At present, the wavemakers
at NSWCCD are incapable of reproducing the sea
conditions to which the EFV is commonly exposed. MASK
wavemakers capable of producing bi-directional seas with
spread angles ranging from 10 to 120 degrees are required
to assist in exploring this current problem.
CONCLUSIONS
The current pneumatic wavemaker systems in service
at NSWCCD are approaching the end of their useful life.
From an operational standpoint, the domes and hydraulic
systems are showing serious signs of age and are requiring
more frequent and costly maintenance and downtime.
From a capabilities standpoint, the quality of the waves
generated is no longer sufficient to meet the Navy's
requirement for the high-fidelity testing to support the
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ABSTRACT
Ohmsett - The National Oil Spill Response Research
& Renewable Energy Test Facility plays a critical role in
developing the most effective response technologies, as
well as training first responders with the most realistic
training available, enabling a rapid and efficient response
to an actual spill. The facility, which is operated by the
U.S. Department of Interior, Bureau of Ocean Energy
Management, Regulation and Enforcement (BOEMRE;
formerly the MMS), provides a crucial intermediate step
between small-scale bench testing and open water testing
of equipment by allowing testing of full scale equipment in
a controlled environment.
Information gathered at
Ohmsett plays an essential role in the development of new
technology and in the creation of more effective
procedures for responding to future oil spills.
Recent programs for innovative spill recovery
technologies and training include: Sunken Oil Detection,
Calm Sea Dispersant Application and Washout, Remote
Oil Spill Sensing, Oil Herders in Pack Ice, Dispersant
Effectiveness with Low Doses and Repeated Application,
Skimmer Nameplate Capacity Testing, Submersible Pump
Test, Oil Herders to Improve Offshore Dispersant
Operations,
Validating
Lab-Scale
Dispersant
Effectiveness, U.S. Coast Guard Oil Spill Response
Training, U.S. Coast Guard SMART Protocol Training,
EPA Response Training, Dispersant Training Course, and
Fast Water Spill Response Training,.
To further aid research and development projects,
Ohmsett’s Wave Generator was recently upgraded to allow
the wave generating flaps to continuously change
frequency and amplitude. The wave flaps follow computer
generated outputs to generate wave spectra such as
Pierson-Moskowitz, JONSWAP, and FM slide, creating
waves that more closely simulate ocean waves. Reflected
waves are attenuated via a set of “beaches” at the end of
the tank opposite the wave flaps.
Recent testing of innovative marine hydrokinetic
renewable energy technologies include: two marine
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current to energy conversion devices (hydraulic
generators); a Point Source Wave Energy Conversion
device (electrical generator); and a proof of concept device
that will capture energy via an Oscillating Water Column
(OWC).
Ohmsett’s value as a R&D and training platform is
confirmed by the number of researchers and trainers who
return to Ohmsett for continued testing and training.
While much of the data collected is proprietary, this paper
will summarize and discuss the methodology used during
recent testing, training and research conducted at Ohmsett.

INTRODUCTION
Ohmsett, The National Oil Spill Response Research &
Renewable Energy Test Facility, located in Leonardo, New
Jersey, provides independent and objective performance
testing of full-scale oil spill response and marine
hydrokinetic energy generating equipment.
Ohmsett
supports research and development of the equipment, and
allows full-scale realistic training to response personnel.
Ohmsett’s largest asset is its above-ground concrete test
tank which measures 203 m long by 20 m wide by 3.4 m
deep (667 feet by 65 feet by 8 feet). It is filled with 9.8
million L (2.6 million gallons) of salt water which is
filtered to obtain crystal clear water, enabling the use of
underwater cameras and six viewing windows installed in
one sidewall of the tank.
The test tank is spanned by three movable bridges
(carriages). The Main Bridge is used to tow full-size oil
spill response equipment through the water at speeds up to
3.3 m/s (6 kt) to simulate towing at sea or deployment of
equipment in a current. It also includes an oil distribution
system that can dispense oil on the water in front of the
equipment being towed or tested. The Auxiliary Bridge
has an eight section, 8,000 L (2000 gallons) tank that is
used to store oil recovered by the response equipment
being tested. The test tank has a wave generator that can
generate waves up to one meter high. In addition, there is
an on-site oil/water chemistry laboratory and a large
training room with multi-media capability, which allows

for both classroom and hands-on training. Figure 1 shows
the arrangement of the Ohmsett facility.

Figure 1 - The Ohmsett Facility
BACKGROUND
The U.S. Department of the Interior, Bureau of Ocean
Energy Management, Regulation and Enforcement
(BOEMRE; formerly the MMS) manages the facility as
part of its mandated requirements by the Oil Pollution Act
of 1990 (OPA, ‘90). In Accordance with OPA ‘90,
agencies represented on the Interagency Committee are to
ensure the long-term use and operation of Ohmsett for oil
pollution technology testing and evaluations. In addition,
training should be conducted in consultation with the
National Response Team and Texas A&M University’s
National Spill Control School.
OIL SPILL RESPONSE EQUIPMENT TESTING
Ohmsett fills a critical intermediate step between
small-scale bench testing and open water testing of
equipment. Results of BOEMRE funded oil spill response
research
can
be
found
at
www.mms.gov/tarprojectcategories/ on the database of
projects. The following projects were recently conducted
at Ohmsett.
Mechanical Recovery
Windsor Innovations
Windsor Innovations is developing a device to
remotely clamp onto a leaking subsurface oil pipeline at
depths up to 305 m (1000 feet) below the surface, and
came to Ohmsett to test the concept. Windsor’s Pipeline
Submerged Fluid Recovery System™ (SFRS) is shown in
Figure 2. The SFRS is submerged to the pipeline and
attaches to the target leak along the length of the pipe. The
device compresses around the circumference of the pipe,
forming a soft seal and creating a sealed cavity into which
the contaminant can leak. The sealed cavity is plumbed to
connect to a surface tank to recover the fluid for
processing and/or sampling.

Figure 2 - Windsor’s Pipeline Submerged Fluid Recovery
System™ (SFRS)
To test the concept, a 2-m (6 feet) long section of 0.3
m (12 inch) diameter pipe was used to simulate a section
of underwater pipeline. A hole was drilled through the
pipe and fitted with a nozzle directed away from the
exterior of the pipe. The nozzle was connected to a high
pressure oil supply line to simulate a leak, while the 0.3 m
(12 inch) pipe was used to provide a realistic mounting
surface for the SFRS.
The 2-m long 0.3 m (6.5 feet long 12 inch) pipe,
mounted on a fixture, was lowered into Ohmsett’s salt
water test basin so that the pipe was approximately 0.5 m
(19 inches) off the bottom of the tank. Next, the SFRS
was lowered into the tank, positioned over the 0.3 m (12
inch) pipe, and the SFRS’s pneumatic actuators were used
to clamp the SFRS to the pipe. Once the pipe was sealed,
Alaska North Slope (ANS) crude oil was pumped to the
nozzles at pressures ranging from 690 kPa (100 psi) to
3,400 kPa (500 psi), with each test lasting for
approximately three minutes.
Ohmsett’s underwater
camera was used to inspect the area around the seals for
leakage during the test. As this was a proof of concept
test, data is proprietary and is retained by Windsor.
Submersible Pump Test
Ohmsett was given a prototype submersible pump,
shown in Figure 3, to test with water and oils of various
viscosities. The pump was tested in the Ohmsett tank farm
using a specially designed piping system to pump from one
38,000 L (10,000 gallons) vertical tank to another. The
submersible pump was attached by its flanged connection
to the piping and positioned approximately 15 cm (6
inches) from the tank bottom. From the pump, the piping
went 5 m (16 feet) vertically, out through the man-way at
the top of the tank, turned 90 degrees for a horizontal run
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to the adjacent recovery tank, then turned 90 degrees down
for a short drop into the recovery tank.
Along the top horizontal leg, a butterfly valve was
used to gate (restrict) the flow and impose varying
discharge pressures onto the pump. The 10 cm (4 inch)
diameter piping system was also equipped with
instrumentation to measure pressure at the pump discharge
and temperature of the product as it flowed through.
Additional measurements included hydraulic pressure and
flow from the prime mover. All instrument output signals
were fed into the data collection computer, recording data
at 10 Hz. An analog pressure gauge was also located at the
butterfly valve to provide a relative indication of the
pressure imposed on the pump. Fluid tank levels were
measured by an ultrasonic distance meter and also
computer recorded. Flow rate was calculated using the
change in tank levels converted to volume divided by the
corresponding time frame. The prototype was evaluated
by measuring the actual flow rate of the pump against
pressure (head) imposed on the pump. Values were
obtained for water, Hydrocal 300 oil (nominal viscosity
200 cPs at 20o C) and Sundex 790 oil (nominal viscosity
9500 cPs at 20o C). In addition to flow rates, the dead
head pressure for each fluid was also determined.

previously plain aluminum discs. The polyethylene
scrapers were also redesigned to work with the new fabric
coating.
The skimmer tests were intended to resemble the 72hour spill cleanup scenario mandated by the State of
Alaska. Tests were performed with both fresh and
weathered ANS crude oil to provide an indication of
skimmer performance at the beginning and at the end of
the 72-hour scenario. As was found in previous tests, the
optimum recovery rate was achieved at a disc speed of
slightly greater than 30 rpm, and recovery efficiency was
found to decline significantly when disc speed was
increased beyond 30 rpm.
The general approach for all tests was in accordance
with the American Society for Testing and Materials
(ASTM) F 2709 - Standard Test Method for Determining
Nameplate Recovery Rate of Stationary Oil Skimmer
Systems (ASTM, 2008). The tests were to start with a slick
thickness of 75 mm (3 inches) and take measurements to
calculate oil recovery rate and efficiency as the slick
thickness declined from 75 mm to 50 mm (3 to 2 inches).
The test was run three times and test results were
considered valid if the values deviated less than 20% from
the arithmetic mean. The skimmer was rigged in the
boomed area so that its cargo line discharged to elevated
calibrated recovery tanks, as show in Figure 4. During
timed runs, the skimmer was operated until it removed the
equivalent of 25 mm (1 inch) of slick thickness. The
skimmer was stopped, the test area was replenished with
fresh ANS so the starting slick thickness was 75 mm (3
inches), and the test was repeated. Following the fresh
ANS tests, the series was repeated using ANS that had
been weathered by heating and air sparging.

Figure 3 - Prototype Submersible Pump
Crucial Skimmer
Crucial, Inc. is developing a new disc skimmer and
has visited Ohmsett several times during the development
to quantify the improvements. The major changes since
inception are an increase in the number of discs from 44 to
88 and application of an oleophilic fabric coating to the
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Figure 4 - Crucial Incorporated Prototype Disc Skimmer
The two performance measurements are: Oil Recovery
Rate (ORR): Total volume of oil recovered by the device
per unit of time (water that is recovered along with the oil
is not included in this calculation).

and:

Recovery Efficiency (RE): The ratio of the
volume of oil recovered to the volume of total
fluid recovered.

Ro-Clean Desmi Skimmers
Ro-Clean Desmi performance tested two of its
skimmers recently in Ohmsett’s test tank. The first
skimmer, the Polar Bear, was designed to be a cold water
and broken-ice resistant skimmer.
It employs six
horizontal oleophilic brush modules arranged hexagonally
around the perimeter of the skimmer. These brushes are
designed to fend off broken ice while removing oil from
the water surface. Off-load of recovered oil is via a pump
located in a sump in the center of the skimmer.
The other skimmer tested was the Giant Octopus, as
shown in Figure 5, which is a late-stage prototype. This
skimmer is a multiple link-belt brush skimmer that
employed fifteen brush belts in three groups of five located
around the perimeter of the skimmer at 120-degree centers.
Off-load of recovered oil is from a sump via pumps
located at the bottom of the skimmer.

Figure 5 - Ro-Clean Desmi Octopus Skimmer

fluorometer and a LISST 100 Particle Size Analyzer for
dispersed oil concentration and particle size measurement.
Using Oil Herders to Improve Mechanical Recovery in
Pack Ice
Oil spill operations in cold water are hampered by the
presence of ice. Booms used to corral the oil also corral
the ice, which interferes with skimming operations as the
ice prevents the oil from reaching the deployed oil
recovery skimmers. Chemical herding agents used to
thicken slicks for in situ burning may be a useful tool to
thicken and contract oil within an ice field, without
corralling the ice (Buist, 2007).
SL Ross Environmental Research, Ltd. conducted a
series of BOEMRE funded tests at Ohmsett on the efficacy
of chemical herders in thickening oil slicks in broken ice to
enhance mechanical recovery of spilled oil. The general
test procedure was to put the ice in a 10 m (32 foot)
diameter circular boom and move it to the upwind side of
the test area. The boom, and ice contained within it, were
released and allowed to drift downwind. Once at terminal
speed, oil was placed inside the boom and allowed to
spread. The boom, ice, and oil were photographed from an
elevated platform, herder was applied around the perimeter
of the slick to contract and thicken the slick, and another
photograph was taken. From the digital photographs,
software was used to calculate the area of the oil slick
before and after the application of the herder. Once the
slick finished contracting and the overhead photograph
was taken, skimming operations commenced.
The skimmer, pre-positioned within the boomed area,
was moved about the area via manually handled control
lines, Figure 6. Skimming time was recorded to calculate
an oil recovery rate (ORR) and the collected oil was
sampled to determine the amount of water collected, which
would be used to calculate the oil recovery efficiency
(RE).

The test oils were ANS crude and Calsol 8240.
Testing followed the same protocol as used with the
Crucial skimmer, ASTM F 2709 - Standard Test Method
for Determining Nameplate Recovery Rate of Stationary
Oil Skimmer Systems (ASTM, 2008). To mimic coldwater conditions, tests were conducted in December 2009
and the oil slick temperatures were approximately 5o to 10
°C (41o to 50o F).
CHEMICAL TREATING AGENTS
The Ohmsett facility is a leader in chemical treating
agents, especially dispersant effectiveness (DE) testing,
through its use of realistic test protocol, testing under cold
and temperate conditions, and using fresh and weathered
crude oils. Instrumentation routinely used at Ohmsett
during DE experiments includes a C3 submersible

Figure 6 - Oil Herders to Improve Mechanical Recovery in
Pack Ice
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The test oils were ANS crude, Pt. MacIntyre crude,
and Marine Gas Oil (MGO). Sufficient oil was dispensed
in the test area to create a slick with a nominal thickness of
1 mm (4 inches). The quantity of ice coverage varied from
0%, 10%, and 30%, and two different skimmers were
used: a Desmi Termite weir skimmer and a Morris MI-2
disc skimmer.
Testing of Herders to Improve Operational Efficiency
of Dispersants
SL Ross Environmental Research, Ltd. conducted a
week-long test at Ohmsett, funded by BOEMRE, to
determine if herding agents applied around a spreading
slick affect the operational efficiency of subsequent
dispersant application. One of the difficulties in using
chemical dispersants is that they can under-dose or overdose slicks in open water due to the differences in oil
thickness at sea. Dispersant drops that fall on thin oil or
sheen tend to penetrate through to the underlying water.
Slicks which appear black are difficult to estimate for
thickness and tend to be under-dosed with dispersant.
The purpose of the test was to quantify the efficacy of
herders in thickening oil slicks for subsequent treatment
with chemical dispersants. The effects of the herding
agent were to be quantified by measuring the change in
surface area of the slick after the herder application using
overhead digital photography taken from an elevated
platform positioned over the tank.
Dispersant
effectiveness was measured using the standard Ohmsett
protocol. The dispersant application system used a spray
bar dispensing Corexit® 9500 dispersant. The herder,
based on a formula developed by the U.S. Navy (USN),
was applied to the area with hand held spray bottles.
The basic test procedure began with setting Ohmsett’s
wave generator to produce waves on the verge of breaking.
Oseberg crude oil was dispensed onto the surface of the
tank. Once the slick spread to equilibrium, an overhead
digital photo was taken so that post processing software
could determine the area of the slick. The herder was
sprayed around the perimeter of the slick via hand-held
spray bottles. Once the slick had contracted, another
digital photo was taken from above the slick. Dispersant
was then applied to the slick. During the test, a LISST
particle size analyzer and a C3 submersible fluorometer
were towed through the dispersed oil cloud to obtain
dispersed oil droplet concentration and particle size data.
The waves were left on for 30 minutes and then
terminated. Oil remaining on the surface that had not
dispersed was collected to quantify and was sampled for
water content. The effectiveness of the dispersant was
determined by subtracting the amount of collected oil
(volume corrected for water content) from the original
volume of dispensed oil and divided by the original
volume of dispensed oil.
Calm Seas Application and Dispersant Wash-Out
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A two-week testing program was conducted at
Ohmsett to test oil thickness and oil type effects on
dispersant wash-out. The test protocol used was similar to
that used during the calm seas test series in the spring of
2007. Multiple test rings were deployed across the
Ohmsett test tank so a range of slick thickness and/or oil
types could be monitored in one test sequence. Dispersant
wash-out rates were monitored throughout the test period
by sampling the surface oil and testing dispersant
effectiveness using a bench-scale test such as the Warren
Spring Laboratory (WASL) rotating flask method, as was
done successfully in the 2007 test, and by measuring the
interfacial tension of the sampled oil with fresh sea-water.
Dispersant Effectiveness Tests in Low-Doses and
Repeat Application
Work conducted at Ohmsett has shown that oil treated
with dispersant may retain sufficient amounts of dispersant
for effective dispersion over periods of up to one week
under quiescent conditions. Conversely, under conditions
with significant water movement under a slick, the
dispersant may be lost to the water within a day or two and
is no longer effective. In a study funded by BOEMRE
(MMS) and conducted by SL Ross Environmental
Research, Ltd., a week-long test evaluated dispersant
effectiveness in low-dose, repeated applications.
The usual practice for the application of dispersant to
large oil spills is through fixed wing aircraft spraying.
Typical spray rates target a dispersant to oil ratio (DOR) of
1:20, based on a slick approximately 0.15 mm (6 inch)
thick. Thick oil patches could be 10 to 100 times thicker
than this. The actual application rate of this thickness
could be in the range of 1:200 to 1:2000 (Belore and
Trudel, 2010). This study was to determine if multiple low
dose applications of dispersant over time achieve an
effective dispersion.
Tests were conducted at Ohmsett to determine if
dispersant applied in very low doses (1:1000 to 1:200)
would disperse a small fraction of a dispersible oil or if it
is ineffective until a minimum threshold of dispersant is
reached, possibly through multiple, low-dose applications.
For the test, oil was dispensed on the test tank’s water
surface to create a slick and dispersant was applied in low
dose. Researchers waited a few minutes to observe the
wave sets (Figure 7) and effects of the dispersant, and then
another low-dose of dispersant was applied.
Various crude oils were tested, including Endicott,
ANS, Rock crude, and intermediate fuel oil 180 (IFO 180).
The dispersant was COREXIT® 9500.

Bridge or on the tower above the tank. The tank is large
enough so that aircraft can fly over an oil slick on the tank
surface to evaluate sensor performance. Recent projects
include:

Figure 7 - Dispersant Effectiveness Tests in Low-Doses
and Repeat Application

Validation of Small-Scale Laboratory Test Dispersant
Effectiveness Ranking
Bench scale dispersant effectiveness tests are routinely
used around the world to rank the potential effectiveness of
a dispersant product on standard oils, or to study the effect
of oil and dispersant type and environmental parameters on
dispersant effectiveness. In the United States, oils must
achieve a measured effectiveness of 45% or greater in the
swirling flask to be placed on EPA’s National Contingency
Plan (NCP) Product Schedule as an approved dispersant.
However, there are questions as to what the effectiveness
values recorded in these laboratory tests mean with respect
to likely effectiveness in the field, and do the bench scale
tests fairly evaluate dispersant products. Attempts have
been made to correlate the results of bench scale tests to
one another with mixed success, thus suggesting that few,
if any, of the tests are representative of real-world
situations (Belore and Trudel, 2010).
Very limited field data are available to allow the
comparison of bench scale test results to field success.
The Ohmsett test facility was used to provide “field”
effectiveness estimates on a select number of oils for a
select number of dispersants. Bench-scale tests were
conducted using the same dispersant and oil combinations.
The results were compared to establish if the bench-scale
test results can be used to provide reasonable estimates of
field performance. The bench-scale test methods used in
the study were the EPA Baffled Flask Test (BFT) and the
WSL Laboratory test. The BFT is being proposed as the
new EPA standard and the WSL test has been shown to be
more representative of field.
REMOTE SENSING
The Ohmsett facility allows for testing and evaluation
of remote sensing instruments under a wide range of
conditions. Sensors can be mounted on the Ohmsett

Ocean Imaging
Ocean Imaging specializes in remote sensing systems
using airborne and satellite-based equipment and is
developing a method to remotely detect oil on surface
water using a portable aerial imager. This system was
tested at Ohmsett in June 2008, with further testing
occurring in February 2010. The objectives were to: 1)
Determine the film thickness of various oil types; 2)
Validate multispectral thickness algorithm; 3) Investigate
thermal imaging signatures of several refined and
unrefined oil-on-water films under near-freezing or
freezing water and air temperatures (i.e. Arctic or
wintertime environmental conditions); 4) Investigate the
changes in such thermal signatures due to changes in solar
heat input from daytime to nighttime; 5) Test the
performance of available thermal imaging equipment in
freezing or near-freezing air temperatures.
As shown in Figure 8, Ocean Imaging’s equipment
was rigged aloft on Ohmsett’s Main Bridge Crow’s Nest,
approximately 9 m (30 feet) above the water surface, with
the imagers cantilevered from the Crow’s Nest so they
would have a near vertical view of the targets below.

Figure 8 - Ocean Imaging Remote Sensing Test
A dozen 1.2 m x 1.2 m (4 feet x 4 feet) square targets
were assembled using gray PVC. Gray PVC was used to
minimize frame contamination due to the high reflectance
properties of other materials, such as white PVC. To
further minimize reflection the PVC targets were sanded to
dull the finish. Once the targets were assembled they were
placed on the surface of Ohmsett’s saltwater test tank and
tethered beneath the Main Bridge Crow’s Nest. Later tests
used two 46 m (150 feet) long sections of river boom,
spaced 2.4 m (8 feet) apart, to create a ‘channel’ in which
oil could be spilled in a controlled manner.
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Discrete amounts of oil were dispensed into each 1.2
m x 1.2 m (4 feet x 4 feet) target to create oil slicks of
various thicknesses. Knowing the volume of oil dispensed
and the area of the slick, the oil thickness could be
calculated. Test oils included Intermediate Fuel Oil (IFO)
180 (a blend of gasoil and heavy fuel oil); IFO 360; JP5
(aviation jet fuel); Hydrocal 300 (a medium viscosity lube
stock); Heritage crude oil; marine gasoil (diesel); ANS as
fresh and as emulsified; and AW 32 hydraulic fluid.
Once the oil was in the targets, the Main Bridge
transited over the targets as data was acquired from Ocean
Imaging’s equipment stationed in the Crow’s Nest,
simulating data acquisition by a small plane passing over
an oil spill. All tests, except for one were conducted in
calm conditions. For one test, the targets were removed
from the area and 1.5 L of Heritage crude oil was
dispensed on the surface of the tank as a free slick.
Ohmsett’s wave generator was set to produce a Harbor
Chop with an H1/3 significant wave height (the average of
the highest 1/3 waves) of approximately 25 cm (10
inches). The Main Bridge then passed over the broken
slick so data could be acquired.
USCG Submerged Oil
Even though heavy (sinking) oils have historically
accounted for a small percentage of spills, environmental
and economic consequences resulting from a spill can be
high. Heavy oils can sink and destroy shellfish and other
marine life populations in addition to causing closure of
water intakes at water treatment facilities and power
plants. Existing Coast Guard systems are inadequate for
heavy oil detection and recovery. Regardless whether the
oil is on the surface, neutrally buoyant in the water
column, or on the bottom, its recovery is difficult. The
underwater environment poses major problems including
poor visibility, difficulty in tracking oil spill movement,
colder temperatures, problems with containment methods
and technologies, and problems with the equipment’s
interaction with water.
Two examples of recent heavy oil spill cases are the
M/T ATHOS 1 in Delaware Bay and the Integrated Tug
and Barge DBL-152 in the Gulf of Mexico. The ATHOS 1
spill occurred in November 2004, where 1,000,000 L
(265,000 gallons) were spilled with only a fraction of that
recovered (3,400 L (900 gallons) were recovered by
divers). For the DBL-152 spill in November 2005, 10
million L (2.7 million gallons) were spilled with only
approximately 620,000 L (164,000 gallons) recovered.
Laser fluorometers have been shown to have the
capability to detect oil spills at night and to detect oil under
the water surface. Other companies have developed in-situ
fluorometers that detect hydrocarbons in the water column.
Sonar has also been successful in locating and identifying
oil which has sank. It is anticipated that a combination of
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sensors may be needed in order to search and confirm the
location of oil and possibly estimate quantities.
Researchers from the USCG Research and Development
Center conducted a series of tests at Ohmsett and invited a
number of companies to participate in an initial phase of
heavy oil detection tests, whereby potential concepts were
evaluated (Hanson, 2009).
Vendors with the most
promising technologies were invited to participate in a
second phase of testing in the Ohmsett test tank which
took place in the winter of 2009.
The second phase of testing provided an underwater
environment, 12 m by 12 m (40 feet by 40 feet), and
various sands, stone and dirt materials were used as the
subsurface layer to replicate likely materials found in river
and ocean floors. Sunken oils were placed in known
quantities and thicknesses within the test area and
documented for testing vendors to comparatively prove
equipment capabilities. The test area containing the
subsurface materials is shown in Figure 9. The test oils
included: #6 fuel oil, Sundex, Tesoro decant oil, and
roofing asphalt. Barium sulfate powder was added to the
#6 and Sundex oils to increase their densities to 1.07 and
1.08 respectively. The Tesoro decant oil was used as
received and had a specific gravity of 1.06. The viscosities
at test temperature 1.1o-0oC (30o- 32of) were: #6 – 500,000
cPs, Sundex- 400,000 cPs, and Tesoro decant oil 50,000
cPs.

Figure 9 - USCG Submerged Oil Underwater Testing
Environment
An 80 ton crane was used to lower the ten test
platforms into the test basin. Once lowered into the test
basin, divers positioned the platforms into a test area, as
shown in Figure 10.
The vendor equipment setups for all tests were
similar. The sensor devices were mounted onto the
Ohmsett Main Bridge tow points which positioned the
devices approximately 30 cm (1 foot) below the water
surface. The tow points are located on the north side of the

bridge and were designed to transverse the span of the
bridge on rollers. The data collection systems and
computers were located in the bridge house.

the volume of oil recovered divided by the volume of oil
encountered. A high ORE score indicates that the fluid
recovered by the student contained a high percentage of oil
and a low percentage of water. A high TE score indicates
the student was able to recover a high percentage of the oil
that was spilled.
Ohmsett also provides a venue for commercial firms
to train their personnel using their own curriculum and
equipment. Organizations that have come to Ohmsett for
training include: Alaska Clean Seas (ACS), CHS Refining
Fast Water/River Response training, ConocoPhillips
Corporate Oil Spill School Training, and Chevron.

Figure 10 - USCG Submerged Oil Target Platforms
Depending on the system, scanning of the sunken oil
targets was performed while transecting the test area
and/or by positioning the sensor(s) at defined locations.
Manually recorded logs were generated during testing and
included pertinent information such as transverse position,
longitudinal position (direction of bridge travel), bridge
speed, and water temperature. The result of the systems’
ability to identify the presence of oils, oil type and surface
area was reported directly to the USCG representative by
each vendor independently.
TRAINING
In partnership with the USCG, Texas A&M
University (TAMU) National Spill Control School, and SL
Ross Environmental Research Ltd., Ohmsett has
developed a comprehensive course program that includes:
USCG Class C Response Technician Training, Oil Spill
Response and Strategies Training (in English and
Spanish), and Dispersant Training for the Oil Spill
Responder.
Oil Spill Response Strategies Training
Training emphasizes classroom exercises and practical
hands-on use of the oil spill equipment in realistic marine
conditions. Following classroom instruction, students
receive hands-on training in the tank recovering real oil
with full size oil spill recovery equipment in both calm
water and in harbor chop conditions. Following tank
exercises, students review their oil recovery efficiencies
and critique their performances. The two principal
efficiency measures are Oil Recovery Efficiency (ORE),
and Throughput Efficiency (TE). Oil Recovery Efficiency
is defined as a percentage of the volume of oil recovered
divided by the volume of fluid (oil plus water) recovered.
Throughput Efficiency, also reported as a percentage, is

Ohmsett Dispersant Training
In conjunction with SL Ross Environmental Research,
Ltd., Ohmsett conducts hands-on dispersant training for oil
spill responders. This two-day course emphasizes practical
experience in full-scale dispersant applications using the
Ohmsett dispersant testing protocol and dispersant
effectiveness monitoring using the U.S. Coast Guard
Special Monitoring of Applied Response Technologies
(SMART) visual and fluorometry methods. Portions of the
training are designed to meet the needs of USCG Strike
Force Monitoring Teams.
Training focuses on practical experience dispersing oil
slicks of crude oil under near-at-sea conditions in the
Ohmsett tank. There is a brief refresher on dispersants and
effectiveness, as well as a discussion of new developments
in dispersants. This is followed by a full day of experience
spilling oil and dispersing the slicks in Ohmsett’s tank,
making observations of effectiveness on untreated and
dispersed slicks (per the SMART dispersant effectiveness
monitoring protocol), familiarization with a Turner C3
submersible fluorometer and Turner 10-AU digital field
fluorometer, and collecting undispersed oil slicks
containing dispersant with an oleophilic skimmer.
WAVE GENERATOR UPGRADES
Ohmsett’s wave generator system recently underwent
an upgrade to expand its wave generating capability. The
system uses two flaps, spanning the width of the tank,
which are hinged at the bottom. The tops of the wave flaps
were connected to push rods which were driven by lever
arms and a hydraulically powered eccentric flywheel.
Wave frequency was adjusted by increasing or decreasing
flow to the hydraulic motor, which increased or decreased
the flywheel’s rotational speed. The wave flap’s range of
motion was varied by manually adjusting the eccentricity
of the flywheel (increasing eccentricity increases the
stroke). This system was able to create simple sine waves
if the wave damping beaches at the opposite end of the
tank were raised and harbor chop waves if the beaches
were lowered. The purpose of the beaches is to attenuate
the reflected waves, ideally 100%, so that the reflected
waves do not interfere with newly generated waves.
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To improve the quality of the generated waves,
BOEMRE funded an upgrade of Ohmsett’s wave
generator. The new system employs two computer
controlled hydraulic cylinders to drive the two wave flaps,
as shown in Figure 13. Wave flap frequency and
amplitude can be varied stroke by stroke to generate
random waves that more closely approximate waves in the
ocean. In addition to generating sinusoidal and harbor
chop waves, Ohmsett is now able to create more realistic
waves such as those based on Pierson-Moskowitz,
JONSWAP, and Frequency Modulated (FM) Slide, with
scalable ocean water depth, wind speed, and model scale
factor.

Figure 13 - Wave Generator Upgrades
RENEWABLE ENERGY TESTING
The past ten years have seen substantial progress in
harnessing marine renewable energy resources, including
off-shore winds, tidal currents and wave energy.
Comprehensive development of these off-shore sources
will play an increasing role in shifting the global energy
economy away from petroleum dependence. BOEMRE
(MMS) has made a commitment to supporting the
development of alternative energy devices and has
upgraded the Ohmsett facility to test these devices in a
controlled environment.
The following are projects
recently conducted at Ohmsett.
Universidad Nacional Autónoma de México (UNAM)
Marine Current to Energy Conversion Device
The Engineering Institute of UNAM is developing
several devices that harness renewable energy. One of
these device types converts the kinetic energy of tidal
current to electrical energy and is known simply as a
hydro-generator. Energy conversion devices that take
advantage of tidal currents or streams are classified
according to: the turbine orientation in the vertical or
horizontal axes; the mooring or foundation, either fixed or
floating; and the flow that passes through them, either free
or conducted. In this case the UNAM hydro-generator is a
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vertical axis, floating (tethered) device, with conducted
flow.
The basic concept of using kinetic energy to power a
turbine is not new. However, the UNAM hydro-generator
differs in improvements in the design of the turbine
system, which enhances simplicity and efficiency, and
lowers maintenance costs.
The main body of the hydro-generator is designed to
be hydrodynamic and fulfill a number of key functions.
First, the shape provides leading edge foils and
concentrating throats to direct a current stream to one side
of the turbine blades. This permits the flow to be
concentrated at a higher velocity on the turbine blades. A
central baffle provides separate chambers for the two
turbines and impedes the current from hitting the return
side of the blades. Finally, the body provides the
opportunity for floatation and ballasting to keep the unit in
trim and properly oriented.
Able Technologies, LLC, Electric Generating Wave
Pipe
Able Technologies, LLC (AT) is a New Jersey based
company that is developing a patented point source wave
energy conversion device for producing electricity. The
device, called the Electric Generating Wave Pipe
(EGWaP), uses a hollow pipe that is fixed to the ocean
floor and extends vertically above the water surface past
the highest potential wave height. Wave action allows the
water level in the hollow pipe to rise and fall, which causes
a corresponding counterweight to rise and fall. This
vertical movement is mechanically coupled through a
system of gears to a generator to produce electrical energy.
Potential benefits and advantages of this technology
include:

x
x
x
x
x
x

No fuel or emission retrofits required
Produces no pollutant waste streams
Flexibility in size and number of units placed
in a grid
Easy connection to existing transmission
lines or storage batteries
Adaptable with potential wind energy
conversion equipment
Conserves valuable land areas and is easily
maintained

Float Incorporated Wave Energy Converter
Float Incorporated is a small, San Diego based
company with proprietary technology to enable the
operation of very large floating platforms moored offshore.
The generic Float platform, known as a Pneumatically
Stabilized Platform (PSP), achieves at-sea motion stability
and structural load mitigation by decoupling the platform
from ocean wave forces through the use of air buoyancy.
The air is contained in an array of interconnected, openbottom, cylindrical tanks. Air mobility throughout the

control volumes of the structure is accomplished by means
of controlled ducting that can be adjusted in real time to
best suit sea-state and structural loading.
The study involved coupling the attributes of the PSP
with a model of a wave energy converter (WEC)
developed by Float. The WEC, known as the Rho-Cee
(C), is a large, floating oscillating water column (OWC)
system. The base principal of the design is that energy
input impedance matches the characteristic impedance of
the targeted waves. Impedance matching maximizes the
capture of wave energy with minimum reflection. The
elements are made of several water columns that are tuned
to frequencies, with band-widths that span the energetic
region of the yearly average incident wave power
spectrum. Specific experimental objectives included:
1.
2.

3.

Verify the impedance-matching basis of the RhoCee WEC concept and design.
Reveal any discrepancies between performance
expectations and observations so that they may be
diagnosed, remedied, and subjected to further
experimental verification.
Provide a graphic demonstration of the Rho-Cee
WEC performance and that of its associated PSP
in the wave environments of its intended
installation.
This should yield presentation
materials suitable for promotion of the concept
program.

Resolute Marine Energy, Inc.
Resolute Marine Energy, Inc. (RME) is a wave energy
technology company founded in 2006. Recently, RME
was awarded a Cooperative Research and Development
Agreement (CRADA) with the National Renewable
Energy Laboratory (NREL) to jointly investigate means
for standardizing WEC devices and WEC production
processes so that firms can maximize profits while
minimizing resources employed.
RME has developed two WEC prototypes; one that
produces compressed air, and another that produces
electricity.
Both designs are one-degree-of-freedom
heaving buoys which convert wave motion into electricity
or compressed air by capturing the vertical energy and
using it to directly drive a linear generator or an air
compressor. The WEC are slightly negatively buoyant
which, combined with a subsurface drag plate, supplies
necessary damping forces. The buoyancy of each WEC is
controlled via a cluster of buoyancy modules that attach to
the top of the submerged portion. The RME WEC does
not require a rigid connection to the bottom. This allows
them to be deployed near shore (10-30 meters) and in
deeper waters.
Both RME WEC designs have transitioned through
the early stages of the product development lifecycle
including bench testing to determine basic concept

feasibility, and they brought their electricity producing
WEC to Ohmsett for testing.
Smart Product Innovations ECO-Auger
Smart Product Innovations (SPI) is developing a tidal
water hydrokinetic device to generate electricity. The 0.6
m (2-foot) diameter auger was deployed in the tank and
towed by the Main Bridge. A hydraulic pump is mounted
on the auger’s shaft. Moving water caused the auger to
rotate, driving the hydraulic pump. For the production
model, the hydraulic lines will lead to an above-water
electric generator. For this test, the pump’s hydraulic lines
were routed to the surface and connected to a pressure
gage. Knowing the hydraulic pressure and flow, the power
of the auger could be calculated at incremental current
speeds.
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ABSTRACT
Electronic instrumentation applied to small scale tests
in ocean basins demands a very specific design, turning the
use of commercial equipment a complex and challenging
task to adapt these general purpose devices for specific
needs. Under this perspective, the aim of the study is to
discuss an experimental methodology to get the maximum
wave impact pressure due to the slamming occurrence on a
floating structure. This was demanded in a model test in the
wave basin of LabOceano, COPPE/ UFRJ. The pressure
instrumentation was based on a sensor’s grid measurement
system. This allowed covering a larger area of the impact
region. Due to the necessity of adapting the pressure sensor
to an underwater use, all the calibration and mounting
procedures, together with the difficulties and solutions will
be presented. The importance of the results obtained
motivates new tests and the improvement of the calibration
and water proofing procedures. This kind of solution may
be useful for other kinds of near water surface pressure
measurements in ocean basins and towing tanks. The
dynamic calibration procedures are very important for
future studies. The events to be monitored can sometimes
have a high frequency response. This will also be
discussed.
INTRODUCTION
The naval industry demands the development of new
techniques and systems rapidly and efficiently. New
technologies are quickly adopted, and research laboratories
need to deal with this more and more.
Small scale model tests for offshore activities permits
to anticipate possible problems, verify and investigate
previously identified issues, and propose solutions for real
matters. Small scale measurements become then a huge
responsibility, since this kind of study may enable a
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considerable decrease on project, operational and
maintenance costs.
Pressure and force are very important on structures
studies. In this particular case, the event to be investigated
was related to a high impact between the water and the
bottom area of a FPSO’s (Floating Production Storage and
Offloading) fairlead (Figure 1). The fairlead’s shape was
very exposed to slamming occurrence, which was really
disturbing, because of the noise and vibration on the
structure, besides possible damage with time.

Figure 1 – Real fairlead in the FPSO.
Slamming is defined as a hydrodynamic impact
phenomenon, and it is matched to a sudden change in the
acceleration of the platform (Maia, 2008). As we can see in
Figure 1, there is a horizontal panel at the fairleads support
bottom, and when this ship started its operation, it was
noted that panel severely impacted the waves, recognized
as a slamming.
It was really difficult to monitor the event, especially
for not knowing for sure the exact place where the impact
would happen and its power. Individual local pressure
sensors couldn’t guarantee that the impact would be

captured, neither installing a small number of them. And
the fact that the measurements would be done underwater
made the selection of the instruments even more
complicated.
This is one of the greatest challenges on
oceanographic model scale instrumentation: finding
commercial
equipment
adaptable
for
specific
measurements, attending to small dimension needs (the
instrument must not interfere on the models behavior),
good accuracy, and low ranges.
THE TEST

The sensor
To cover an area as big as possible through the
analyzed surfaces, at the same time, the suggestion was to
use an array of pressure sensors, manufactured by
Tekscan®.
The I-Scan system consists in a resistive matrix-based
sensor consisting of two flexible polyester sheets with
silver conductive electrodes printed on them. One sheet has
a semi-conductive “ink” printed in rows, while the second
sheet is printed in columns (Rose, 2004), as shown in
Figure 3.

The test intended to produce experimental results to
be compared to a numerical model of the slamming event.
The idea was to evaluate the system’s behavior for
different shapes and angles by measuring the pressure in
the fairlead’s bottom surface.
A model of the platform was built in a 1/70 scale
(Figure 2), and five different designs of fairleads were
constructed: a scale of the original one, as shown in Figure
1, and another four, as listed in Table 1 (Maia, 2008). The
tests were run at LabOceano – the COPPE/ UFRJ ocean
basin, in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil.
Figure 3 – Schematic for I-Scan sensor (www.tekscan.com,
2003).

Figure 2 – scale model of the FPSO and its original
fairlead’s structure.
Table 1 – Fairlead’s shapes
Fairlead
Features
Fairleads' Support as the Original (Figures 1
1
and 2)
Support with its bottom panel with an angle
of 25° with reference to the horizontal (pre2
installed dead rise angle)
Support with its bottom panel with an angle
3
of 30° with reference to the horizontal (preinstalled dead rise angle)
Support with its bottom panel with an angle
4
of 35° with reference to the horizontal (preinstalled dead rise angle)
Support with its bottom panel with large
holes in order to get transparency to water
5
flow

The idea was to fix one sensor to each one of the
fairlead’s panels configurations (Table 1), to monitor the
slamming through the pressure measurements along the
covered area. Tekscan produces sensors with various
ranges, sizes and shapes and the expected pressure values
were determined by the numerical model, so these helped
to choose the most appropriated type of sensor for the
FPSO’s model limitations.
The selected sensor was the model 4201, with a 5 PSI
maximum range (Figure 4). The sensor was not as big as
other models available, but was long enough to go inside
the hull, where the USB box connection (handle) to the
computer should be installed.
The 4201 sensor is made of an 11 x 24 matrix of
pressure sensors, totaling 264 sensing cells, and a 959.7
mm² area.
The test also had an accelerometer installed on the
model’s deck in the poop, two capacitive wave probes, to
measure the water level close to the fairleads, and a high
speed camera, to record the exact moments when the
slamming occurred.
The accelerometers and wave probes signals where
connected to a data acquisition system, which also
generated a trigger to synchronize both pressure system and
high speed camera information. The I-Scan system has a
trigger box that, just like the camera’s PCI board, expects a
rising 5 Volts signal to initiate their acquisition. Once the
data acquisition system is started by the operator, both
pressure and camera systems start as well.
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The waterproofing method
After deciding what type of sensor would be used, it
was necessary to deal with the fact that it was only water
resistant, but not waterproof. The expected behavior of the
ship put its fairlead’s base under water for a long time
during the tests with waves. That demanded a
waterproofing cover so it could be used with no damage to
the sensor.
The manufacturer recommended adding a thin layer
of adhesive around the perimeter of the sensor to protect it
from water incursion. No details about it were available, so
the waterproofing system was developed using materials
and tools assembled in LabOceano.

Figure 4 – I-Scan 4201 dimensions
(http://www.tekscan.com/industrial/catalog/4201.html)
A PVC adhesive film was used to cover both sides of
the sensor to avoid water contact with the sensor. The idea
was to make a “sandwich” with the sensor, with a material
that wouldn’t interfere with the instrument’s precision,
mobility and frequency response.
Comparative tests were made with the sensor before
and after the waterproofing procedure, using some know
weights, and the resultant force measurement was similar
in both cases, what indicated that the covering didn’t affect
the sensor’s response.
The sealed sensor would then be fixed to each one of
the fairlead’s bases (Figure 5), and its “tail” part would go
inside the hull through a slot made in it, so it could be
electronically connected to the handle, device responsible
for powering the cells and transmitting the data to the
computer.
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Figure 5 – Pressure sensor installed in original fairlead’s
plate scale model.
CALIBRATION
Another huge challenge was the calibration process.
Initially, some dry tests were made with the calibration
routine included in I-Scan software. The intention was to
understand the system’s concept, and the alternatives
suggested by the manufacturer to calibrate the sensor.
I-Scan system enables two different types of
calibration – linear and 2-point power law. When
performing a linear calibration, a known load is applied to
the sensor area. The I-Scan software performs a linear
interpolation between zero load and the known calibration
load (Tekscan, 2006).
When performing a 2-point power law calibration,
two different known loads are applied to the sensor area,
and together with the zero load, the coefficients of the
equation y = axb are calculated.
The calibration system considers only the area of the
sensor that has been loaded during the calibration time.
Nevertheless, Tekscan recommends that the load should be
well distributed along the whole sensor area, so it is
guaranteed that all cells are similarly compressed, and then
well calibrated.
To certify that the load was well distributed during
the dry calibration tests, a piece of foam with the exact
same size of the sensor area was laid between it and the
calibration weights. Analyzing the cells responses, the load
seemed to be equally arranged, when compared to the
weight placed directly over the sensor, and the material
seemed to be suitable for the job.
After the previous dry tests, calibration with water
was the next step. The target was to reproduce, in the best
way, the conditions to be faced during the real tests with
the ship model in waves.
To accomplish that, a water column system made of
plastic hoses and valves was built, and it was connected to
a pressure chamber directly attached to a plate where the
pressure sensor was fixed (Figures 6 and 7).
There were two valves in the system. Each one inputs
to the sensor a different level of water column – 0.87 and
2.15 meters. These two levels and the zero measurement
are used to calibrate the system.

Figure 6 – Sensor already sealed fixed to the calibration
base, and the pressure chamber.

Figure 9 – Sensor’s response to pressure change from 2.15
to 0.87 meter of water column.

Figure 7 – bottom view of the sensor’s base with the
pressure chamber placed, and the whole system mounted.
The first thing noted was that the cells almost felt
nothing when both water columns were applied. It was then
verified that it was necessary to precondition the sensor.
That means imposing an oscillating load around 20% over
the expected pressure (Brimacombe, 2005). It was done
several times – three to five times are recommended by the
I-Scan manual – but in this case it was done for ten minutes
putting high pressure and pumping it dynamically to
achieve the cells saturation, until the cells finally showed
correct values.
After performing the preconditioning, some static
calibration tests were done. The valves were driven, each
one at a time, imposing the two pressure levels to the
sensor for more than five minutes, and the calibration
values were applied to the calibration routine. Then new
tests changing the two water column levels, changing from
one to the other were run resulting in curves with an
unexpected form (Figures 8 and 9).

It is clear that the sensor took a long time to achieve
its final value, and that the instant when the level changes,
there is an overshoot on the rising curve, and an undershoot
in the descending one, as well. Two important
characteristics show up here.
The first one is the sensor’s drift. The sensor doesn’t
have a constant output when a constant load is applied,
which can be recognized as a drift issue. Drift is the change
in sensor (and system) output when a constant force is
applied over a period of time (Rose, 2004). It may have a
lot of causes, like the influence of the sensor’s design, its
sensitivity, the interface material, the load and the way it
was applied, and other environmental conditions. But one
possible assumption is that the sealing method used may
have influenced the drift. This will be better discussed
later.
The second detail that turned really important is the
time response of the sensor. For events with different
frequency responses, the sensor will also respond
differently. By that, it is recommended that the calibration
should be done trying to reproduce as well as possible the
event to be measured, not only its absolute values, but also
its duration. And it is really important to use a reliable load,
or a parallel system measuring the applied pressure, so it is
possible to assure that the calibration is based on trusted
reference values (Nicolopoulos, 2000).
It became clear that the best way to perform the
calibration would be using a dynamic calibrator, which is
supplied by Tekscan, but LabOceano didn’t have this
device. Some dynamic tests were done with the static
calibrator mounted, simulating what might be a slamming
event, or a periodic pressure variation. The results can be
seen in Figure 10, where it is possible to note that the
dynamic response is not comparable to the static lasting
value.

Figure 8 – Sensor’s response to pressure change from 0.87
to 2.15 meters of water column.
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Figure 10 – Dynamic test – simulating the slamming event.
Figure 12 – R² factor for 3rd order calibration of sensor
installed in Fairlead 2 – 25°

Calibration Results
Besides the linear calibration supplied by the I-scan
system, the individual calibration for each cell was
manually performed and also analyzed, to evaluate if the
difference would be significant.
The calibration was done considering the necessity to
apply the loads as fast as possible, to simulate the
slamming event as it would happen.
Different pressure values were used for each type of
fairlead base. For all of them, during the calibration, the
lower pressure applied was 0.25 meter of water column,
and the highest one varied between 1.5 and 2 meters of
water column.
The calibrations were recorded, and the raw values
measured by the system for each cell individually were
considered. To find the best fit calibration curve the least
squares method was used, where the linear and the angular
coefficients were calculated, as well as the R² factor, which
indicates how well the calculated curve fits to the points
measured. The R2 value is always between zero and one,
where values closer to one represent the better fit.
A 3rd order curve was also calculated and compared
to the linear calibration. The results can be seen in Figures
11 and 12, where x axis represents a cell index, and these
index are the representation of rows and columns of an 11
x 24 matrix brought to a horizontal representation, through
the conversion:
Index = (row_number-1) * 24 + column_number

(1)

Figure 11 – R² factor for linear calibration of sensor
installed in Fairlead 2 – 25°.
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We can see that there is an improvement on using a
3rd order, but the processing time wouldn’t allow us to
analyze the tests data on time. Besides, using a linear
calibration permits to start the measurements without
caring about the offset values for each cell, what means
that, if for any reason on the beginning of the test some cell
is not measuring zero, this initial value can be ignored, and
the linear curve can be applied over the measures around
the offset value. Once most of the R² values for the linear
curve were over 0.8, it was considered acceptable for the
test.
It was also noted that the curve’s coefficients for each
cell are completely different from each other, indicating
that using the individual calibration may be interesting
once the event may happen in a small region around the
individual sensor area.
Nevertheless, a calibration using the mean raw values
given by the I-Scan system was also performed. The
system considers only the sensing cells, as explained
before, and then calculates the pressure restricted to this
area. Table 2 presents the raw values for each level of
pressure applied, and the calibration curve can be seen at
Figure 13.
Table 2 – Calibration results for Fairlead 3 – 30°
0.25 to 2 meters of water column
RAW

Pressure (mwc)

Pressure (PSI)

6.15
11.91
17.6
26
33.52
41.45
48.4
58.5
49
43.3
36.1
28.45
19.975
12.55

0.25
0.5
0.75
1
1.25
1.5
1.75
2
1.75
1.5
1.25
1
0.75
0.5

0.35625
0.7125
1.06875
1.425
1.78125
2.1375
2.49375
2.85
2.49375
2.1375
1.78125
1.425
1.06875
0.7125

6.8

0.25

0.35625

Tekscan's Pressure Sensor Calibration - 08/03/2007 - Fairlead 30° - 0.25 to 2 meters of water
column

3.5
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Figure 13 – Graph for Fairlead 3 calibration using I-Scan
system.
It is clear that the results are also good, but in this
particular situation there was a control under the pressure
distribution, that guaranteed that all cells are equally
loaded. Anyway, these results show that there is linearity
on the sensor’s behavior, and that the R² also presents high
values.
Damping
Another important detail that was noted and may be
taken into account for future tests is about confined air
inside the sensor. If the air is stuck and has no way out, it
may work like a cushion, absorbing and damping the
impacts. This may have aggravated the preconditioning
need and also influenced in the calibration results.
In the I-Scan manual, a uniform pressure applicator is
presented. It is a device that inflates a rubber diaphragm
against the sensor surface, certifying an equal load around
the whole sensor area. Even so, the entrapped air issue is
discussed, once the manufacturer says that if the entire
sensing area of the sensor is inside the device, the air
between the two layers of the sensor will act as an air
bearing, so will support the load and the cells will not be
loaded properly.
The waterproofing method used here does exactly
this: entraps the air between the two layers of the sensor,
and prevents not only the water to come in, but also the air
to come out. A new waterproofing method is being
considered for next underwater tests. It will include a small
pipe between the sensor’s chamber and the free air, to
avoid air compression.
TEST RESULTS
After the calibration was performed, the sensors were
ready to be installed in each fairlead base. To verify if the
installed sensors were working fine, and if the whole
system was fine, some pre-tests were run, imposing some
slamming to the model by manually forcing a pitch
movement on it. Figure 14 presents six different frames
from the I-Scan system, which shows the raw values
measured in a 3D visualization.

Figure 14 – some frames of a 3D visualization for a pre-test
with an installed pressure sensor – original fairlead.
The real sets of test were done with two different
waves, as shown in Table 3 (Maia, 2008), and the fairleads
bases were exchanged from one set to another.
Table 3 – Waves characteristics (full scale)
Wave
Heading (°)
Hs (m) Tp (s)
Name
100
225
5.11
13.22
200
270
6.65
11.29

Recurrence
(years)
1
100

The FPSO’s draft was also varied in three
configurations, which will be called 3, 4 and 5,
corresponding to 12.2, 14.7 and 16.0 meters respectively.
Table 4 shows the full scale results for each test
configuration, considering the waves, fairlead’s plates and
drafts.
Based on the encounter probability, calculated for all
generated waves, it is possible to conclude that draft 4 and
associated with Fairlead 4 represents the most critical
scenario for frequency of occurrence.
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Table 4 – Probability of encounter

CONCLUSIONS

Events in a 3 hours test (full scale)
Drafts

Fairlead

Wave

Cycles

Encounters

Prob

MaxAcc
(m/s²)

Max Press.
(PSI)

3

1

100

1004

650

0.647

6.534

141.127

3

1

200

1240

642

0.518

4.628

150.176

3

2

100

1052

561

0.533

4.677

124.481

3

2

200

1254

608

0.485

4.662

52.964

3

3

100

963

545

0.554

4.484

106.478

3

3

200

1356

542

0.400

4.479

86.198

3

4

100

1525

624

0.409

4.700

58.815

3

4

200

1261

650

0.515

4.683

57.931

3

5

100

964

715

0.742

1.724

---

3

5

200

1291

654

0.507

1.909

---

4

1

100

1396

1008

0.722

4.548

51.784

4

1

200

1261

1222

0.969

4.570

56.456

4

2

100

1016

1004

0.988

4.592

104.059

4

2

200

1463

1244

0.850

4.638

57.886

4

3

100

1605

1000

0.623

4.534

91.581

4

3

200

1254

1219

0.972

4.515

59.059

4

4

100

1345

1001

0.744

4.568

110.462

4

4

200

1271

1231

0.969

4.561

39.563

4

5

100

1011

972

0.961

1.754

---

4

5

200

1330

1201

0.903

1.948

---

5

1

100

1575

739

0.469

4.629

75.072

5

1

200

1737

872

0.502

4.657

109.044

5

2

100

1031

732

0.710

4.558

89.343

5

2

200

1503

905

0.602

4.541

62.836

5

3

100

1256

736

0.586

4.353

96.183

5

3

200

1671

889

0.532

4.345

65.827

5

4

100

1563

756

0.491

4.600

43.880

5

4

200

1788

892

0.499

4.692

28.198

Based on the pressure values, draft 3 plus original
Fairlead presents the highest pressures, as expected
(150.176 PSI in full scale).
Considering
the
fairlead’s
geometry,
the
configurations presented different results for each wave in
each draft level. The maximum acceleration values are
compatible with the maximum pressures detected, what
confirms that the major impacts result high pressure on the
structure.
The original purpose of this project was using
experimental results to improve the developed numerical
model for the slamming events. Table 5 (Maia, 2008)
shows that the results from the applying of the theoretical
methodology and the ones obtained from the experimental
carried out in LabOceano are well fitted, and its relative
errors are less than 6.5%.
Table 5 – Theoretical to Experimental results comparison –
3 hours of duration
Heading
(°)
225
270

Hs
(m)
5.1
6.7

Tp (s)
13.26
11.35

Max Theoretical
Pressure (Mpa)
0.92
1.03

Max Experimental
Pressure (Mpa)
0.97
1.04

Error
(%)
6.2
0.9

The challenge of measuring small scale events, for
offshore applications, is really interesting and nearly
always demands the development or the adaptations of
commercial systems that weren’t necessarily intended for
this kind of application.
In this study, it has been possible to use a complex
pressure mapping system into an underwater test, where a
lot of time was spent on adapting and learning about the
system’s limitations and capacities.
The calibration process proved itself as an important
and delicate matter, and all the time spent on it wasn’t in
vain. The whole validity of the results depends on how well
the calibration was done.
Because of that, it became really clear that these two
procedures – waterproofing and calibrating – must be
thoroughly explored, and that the methods applied and
presented here must be improved. As these types of
experiments become more accurate and reliable, they can
be more confidently used to validate and adjust numerical
models and used with higher confidence in other types of
tests.
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ABSTRACT
The U.S. Department of the Interior, Minerals
Management Service (MMS) is now tasked to collaborate
with research institutions and industry on testing ocean
wave and current energy conversion systems. Accordingly,
MMS recently expanded the mission of its Ohmsett
Facility to include such testing and research, Ohmsett, The
National Oil Spill Response Research & Renewable
Energy Test Facility, has one of the largest outdoor
saltwater tanks in North America and is designed to
evaluate the performance of model- and full-scale
equipment under realistic environmental conditions. The
facility, operated by MAR Incorporated under contract to
MMS, is located at the Naval Weapons Station Earle
Waterfront facility in Leonardo, New Jersey (about one
hour drive south of New York City).
At the heart of Ohmsett is a very large outdoor,
above-ground concrete test tank that is 203 meters long, 20
meters wide 3.5 meters deep and holds 10 million liters of
crystal clear salt water. The Ohmsett tank is equipped with
three movable bridges providing speeds of up to 6.5 knots,
programmable in 1/100th knot increments, to simulate
ocean currents or vehicle speeds. The robust tow bridges
are able to accommodate the torques and forces of the
largest current turbines and wave energy converter (WEC)
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equipment. The Control Tower is fully computerized and
data from various sensors and video cameras are collected
for analysis.
The Ohmsett tank system allows testing of fullscale equipment. The tank's wave generator creates realistic
sea environments, while state-of-the-art data collection and
video systems record test results. The data collection
system is capable of recording up to 32 channels. The
facility has proven to be ideal for testing developmental
equipment, subjecting research findings to validation, and
evaluating acquisition options.
The new generator system, located at the south
end of the tank, can produce waves at discrete frequencies
with heights up to one meter, as well as FM Slides, and
JONSWAP or Pierson-Moskowitz spectra with controlling
parameters of driving wind velocity and scale ratio.
Recognizing physical limits on wave-maker stroke,
probabilities of clipping on axes of these two parameter
values are displayed with their touch-pad selections. The
theoretical stroke-to-waveheight transfer gain of the wave
flap is being compared with a number of measurement
observations. Customers may specify their own wave
characteristics if they are not adequately represented by
these standard types. A new beach system is being
developed at the north end of the tank that will allow long

runs of variable wave incidence with minimal interference
from reflections.
The facility includes a well-equipped machine
shop and assembly area, and extensive lifting and transport
capabilities. As well as its renewables mission, “Oil Patch”
business is invited. Potential users will find a skilled
technical staff, relaxed hands-on atmosphere and a very
attractive financial environment.

Outer Continental Shelf. Ohmsett is not only a vital
component of the MMS oil spill research program, it is a
national asset where government agencies, private industry
and academia can conduct full-scale oil spill research and
development programs. It is also the premier training site
for spill response personnel from state and federal
government agencies, private industry and foreign
countries.

INTRODUCTION

Ohmsett’s mission is to increase oil spill response
capabilities
through
independent
and
objective
performance testing of equipment, providing realistic
training to response personnel, and improving response
technologies through research and development.

Ohmsett History and Mission
The Ohmsett facility was originally built by the
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) in 1974 and
was operated by that agency until 1987. At that time, it was
known as the Oil and Hazardous Materials Simulated
Environment Test Tank, or OHMSETT. It is now just
referred to by the acronym. In 1988 Ohmsett was closed
and responsibility for the facility was transferred to the
U.S. Navy (USN) located at Naval Weapons Station Earle
in Leonardo, NJ.
In the wake of the Exxon Valdez oil spill in
Alaska, Ohmsett was reactivated under the management of
the U.S. Minerals Management Service (MMS), an agency
of the Department of the Interior. This agency has the
responsibility for the operation and maintenance of
Ohmsett. The responsibility was formalized in 1992 with
publication of the Interagency Oil Spill Research and
Technology Plan, mandated by Title VII of Oil Pollution
Act of 1990 (OPA-90). The MMS refurbished Ohmsett
beginning in 1990 and reopened it for testing in 1992.
Costs for the yearly operation and maintenance of Ohmsett
are covered by the Oil Spill Liability Trust Fund (OSTLF).
The OSTLF derives its funds from a tax on companies that
produce or transport oil. Because of this, no appropriated
taxpayer dollars are used to support this unique oil spill
response technology testing, training, and research facility.
Ohmsett is overseen and administered to through
the Technology Assessment and Research Program
(TA&R). The TA&R Program is a research element
encompassed by the MMS Regulatory Program. The
TA&R Program supports research associated with
operational safety and pollution prevention as well as oil
spill response and cleanup capabilities. The TA&R
Program was established in the 1970's to ensure that
industry operations on the Outer Continental Shelf
incorporated the use of the Best Available and Safest
Technologies (BAST) subsequently required through the
1978 OCSLA amendments.
Ohmsett is an integral part of the MMS oil spill
research program and is essential for fulfilling the agency’s
regulatory responsibilities under OPA-90. The facility
directly supports MMS’s mission of ensuring safe and
environmentally sound oil and gas development on the

Many of today’s commercially available oil spill
cleanup products and services have been tested at Ohmsett
either as off-the-shelf commercially available equipment,
or as equipment or technology still under development. In
North America, a large portion of existing independent
performance data and information on containment booms
and skimmers have been obtained through testing at
Ohmsett.
Ocean Renewables
With regard to renewable energy through marine
kinetics, the Offshore Energy and Minerals Management
Program (OEMM) manages research associated with
renewable energy, oil and gas operational safety, and oil
spill response. Additionally, OEMM administers the
marine kinetic program at Ohmsett. There is at present no
formal directive, agency mandate, or regulatory mandate
that establishes the marine renewable program at Ohmsett.
The agency is internally trying to develop a testing
capability that may be formalized at a later date.
MMS is presently working with DOE and the
National Renewable Energy Laboratories (NREL) to
develop a cooperative program between the agencies. One
of the first initiatives of this evolving program is to develop
standards of practice (SOP) in testing ocean renewable
systems in tanks or at scale. This program is still in its
formative stage, and to date no specific directives have
been promulgated.
In the realm of directive or providence, there is a
letter of intent from Robert LaBelle, Deputy Associate
Director, Offshore Energy and Minerals Management
(MMS-DOI), dated May 29, 2009 to Walter Musial,
Principal Engineer-Ocean Renewables, NREL concerning
working with NREL and DOE on a cooperative program.
Essentially, the program is a quid pro quo whereby DOE
will provide funding to Ohmsett for research and testing in
marine renewables with a 20% cost share provided by
MMS. This cost share will be in the form of tank-time
provided. A goal of the program is to formulate the SOP
mentioned above .
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Figure 1 - A wave energy converter (WEC) model being
prepared for test.

FACILITY DESCRIPTION AND CAPABILITIES
Wave Measurement Equipment
The physical and operational characteristics of the
Ohmsett facility are found in the Abstract. For wave
measurements, the following equipment is available:
6

WG-50, one-meter, capacitance wave height
probes from RBR, Ltd. of Ottawa, Canada; Output
+/- 5 VDC, Linearity 0.2%, Accuracy 0.4%,
Response 2 ms:

1

Banner U-Gage, QT50U Ultrasonic Sensor;
Output 0-10 VDC or 4-20 mA, Range 200 mm to
8 m, 75 kHz @ rep rate 96 ms, Linearity +/- 0.2 %
from 200 to 8000 mm, +/- 0.1% from 500 to
8000mm, Resolution 1.0 mm:.

1

SonTek/YSI ADV Field/Hydra Acoustic Doppler
Velocimeter, 10 MHz, 0.1 to 25 Hz Sampling,
0.25 cc Sample Volume, 0.01 cm/s Resolution,
Accuracy 1% of measured velocity.

Figure 2 – Calibrating loading air valves for the WEC

The major technical improvements accomplished
in response to Ohmsett’s ocean energy support directive
have been in upgrading and programming the wavemaker
system. A detailed description follows.
The Wavemaker
The wavemaker “flap” is in two equal, trussstiffened, steel panels, together spanning the south end of
the tank. The panels are hinged along a line six inches
above the bottom and extend some 30 inches above the
nominal waterline to their hydraulic driving cylinders’ rod
attachment points. The hydraulic power unit is rated 225
horsepower and 120 gallons per minute at 4000 psi
continuous..

An array of upward-looking commercial depth
sounders is being considered for application.
For force measurements, a number of strain gauge
load cells are available in a range of capacities, as well as
are various pressure transducers, temperature gauges
(thermocouples and thermistors), at least two hand-held
Swoffer flow-meters, conductivity/salinity meters, etc.
(Recall that the tank is filled with sea water.)
The engineering and technical staff is skilled in
assembling and operating specialized test set-ups, both in
the tank and in the shop, for component calibrations, etc.
See Figure 2, for example.

Figure 3 – Theoretical waveflap gain (line), with
some preliminary measurements
The cylinders have three inch double-ended rods and a
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nominal full stroke of 42 inches (before buffer). At their
center lengths, the cylinders are trunion-mounted in steel
frameworks bolted to the concrete tank end wall. While
the two drive cylinders now work in stroke-controlled
synchronism to produce longitudinal straight-crested
waves, the split panel arrangements will accommodate
controlled differential movement for canted wave
generation if that becomes desirable. Work is now in
progress to stiffen the truss-work and to reduce end-wall,
bottom and center gaps of the panels.
Scaling
Scaling is usually considered to involve linear
dimensions. For ocean waves, the wave length is uniquely
associated with a frequency, or period, via the frequency,
, vs. wavenumber, k, relationship. Where the water depth
is less than about one-third of a wavelength, however, the
 vs. k relationship departs from that for deep water. See
Figure 4.

wavenumber-scaled versions.
Pierson-Moskowitz, Frequency
Michel (Michel, W. H., 1999) reports the P-M
wave spectral density in his equation 8a, as:

S (Z )

0.0081 g Z e
2

5

5 Z
 ( 0 Z )4
4

,
where S() is that spectral density, a function of radian
frequency  and a center frequency, o, in terms of meansquared amplitude per radian/second. “g” is the
gravitational constant.
The parameter 0 represents the peak frequency
of the spectrum (when considered in constant resolution
bandwidths), that when converted for units from Michel’s
expression and dimensional scaling is applied, is given by:

Z 0 16.71 SR Vkts
where Vkts is the wind-speed in knots, and:
SR = Prototype Dimension / Model Dimension
The spectrum is then converted into a 1/3rd octave
proportional bandwidths representation comprising seven
contiguous bands spanning two octaves in their center
frequencies. (A 1/3rd OB has a width 23.16% of its center
frequency. See Appendix A) This representation has a
dynamic range (max / min) of about 15 decibels. When
normalized to the peak frequency, 0, the band center
frequencies form a sequence:

0.7937, 1.000, 1.260, 1.588, 2.000, 2.520, 3.176
with the associated sequence of mean-squared wave
amplitudes (or heights), similarly normalized:

0.377, 1.000, 0.843, 0.451, 0.202, 0.084, 0.034
Figure 4 - Frequency vs. Wavenumber for deep water and
eight ft. depth

This doubly normalized spectrum is shown in logarithmic
bar-chart format in Figure 5.

If, when geometrically scaled, the tank’s water
depth appears shallow in comparison to the prototype the
facility must ask the customers whether they prefer
geometric or temporal scalability; they can’t have both
simultaneously. For a geometrically small (relative to
wave length) test item, such as a buoy, frequency scaling
may be adequate. However, for an extended item, such as
a platform, wavelength scaling may be more appropriate;
with due consideration or adjustments for frequency.
Wavelength scaling also preserves wave slope, which may
be an important parameter. In either event, the wavemaker
is driven at frequency, which frequency must be adjusted
(downward) if dimensional scaling is required.
Spectra
The Pierson-Moskowitz (P-M) and related
JONSWAP spectra have been coded for control of the
improved Ohmsett wavemaker; in both frequency- and
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Figure 5 – Normalized P-M 1/3rd OB frequency spectrum
Pierson-Moskowitz, Wavenumber
The  vs. k relationship discussed above and shown
in Figure 4 is:

2 = g k tanh(kh),

used. It should apply equally to either  or k scaling. If it
is preferred to normalize on the peak band level, the
resulting spectrum relative plot for a JONSWAP will
appear as in Figure 7 (for wavenumber scaling; frequency
scaling similar). The peak re-normalized mean-squared
wave amplitude values form the following sequence:

0.126, 1.000, 0.281, 0.151, 0.067, 0.028, 0.011
which shows that the frequency must be reduced as the
water depth, h, is reduced – in order to maintain the
wavelength. At large depths, the hyperbolic tangent has
the value unity.
However, to present a spectral
representation in proportional bandwidths in wavenumber,
those bandwidths must be twice as large as in frequency.

The dynamic range for these amplitudes is about 20 dB.

(dk / k) ~ 2 (d / )
Therefore, if a 1/3rd octave bandwidth is chosen for
frequency, a 2/3rd OB is the equivalent for wavenumber.
The normalized value of that bandwidth is 0.4662. And the
operating frequencies are determined by the above  vs. k
relationship for the selected, scaled wavenumbers. When
normalized to the peak wavenumber, the seven
wavenumbers form a sequence as follows:

0.6300, 1.000, 1.588, 2.520, 4.000, 6.3496, 10.0794
The sequence of peak-normalized mean-squared wave
amplitude values remains the same as it is for the
frequency-based P-M spectra.

Figure 7 – Generic peak-normalized JONSWAP
wavenumber spectrum
Wave Flap or Piston Rod Motion
The above development describes the distribution
on (scaled) frequency of the mean-squared amplitude (1/2
height) of the desired wave system to be created. This
must be translated into an analogous description of waveflap drive-piston motion. To do this we must first employ
a transfer gain relating the horizontal position of the waveflap at the waterline to the associated wave amplitude.
At this time we have but a theoretical relationship,
Figure – 3, (Dean & Dalrymple, 1991) based on geometric
approximations (hinge line at the floor, no gaps) and
linearity assumptions (small wave amplitudes & flap
motions). This must be verified and/or modified by
physical calibrations.

Figure 6 – Generic 2/3rd OB P-M wavenumber spectrum
JONSWAP
To obtain the JONSWAP spectrum, only the peak
band level (frequency or wavenumber) of the P-M
spectrum is multiplied by the factor: 2.996. This arises
from the standard JONSWAP / P-M peak-factor of 3.3
multiplied by 0.908; a bandwidth correction factor
appropriate for converting the peak-factor bandwidth in
radians/second to the 1/3rd or 2/3rd OB proportional band
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In order to create waves, seven sinusoids are
generated at the listed frequencies, when un-normalized by
applying the scaled peak frequency; with the corresponding
seven wave amplitudes when they are un-normalized by
applying the scaled peak amplitude.
The above theoretical transfer gain relates the
wave height to the horizontal motion of the wave-flap at

Figure 8 – Piston velocity wave forms for example 1/10th scale, 25 kts P-M spectrum; wide-band & 7-band limited

the water surface. In order to apply it for the motion of
the piston, the factor 1.40 is applied, which represents
the geometry of the piston height above the hinge, and
the water depth (nominally 8 ft.).
An example of a computed piston velocity
record is shown in Figure 8 for the band-limited seven
components in comparison with that generated by
including as many as 18 frequency components. The
velocity record is more sensitive to high frequency
content than is the position record, but any differences
resulting from limited bandwidth are apparent only in
some lost “ripple.”
Figure 9 shows the touch screen command
medium for the Pierson-Moskowitz wave spectrum scaled on frequency

Figure 9 – The touch screen control panel for P-M waves
with scaled frequency

Probability of Exceedence
As the stroke of the hydraulic cylinder is finite,
the probability of distorting (clipping) the produced wave
profiles must be known. Such “clipping” will occur
when mechanical or programmed stroke limiters are
encountered. Small scale ratios (large size models) and
greater prototype wind speeds are most likely to
encounter stroke limits.
Assuming Rayleigh
distributions for wave amplitude (Michel, 1999), the
probability of exceedence may be estimated for the
spectrum type, wind speed and scale ratio – and be
displayed on the wavemaker control touch screen.
Figure 10 is an example.

Figure 10 – Probability of exceedence boundaries on 42”
total stroke vs. wind speed and scale ratio; P-M spectrum
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APPENDICES
The developments summarized above are detailed
in the following appendices:
A-1 Formulation of Wave Flap Motions for
Frequency-Scaled Pierson-Moskowitz (P-M) Spectra
A-2 Formulation of Wave Flap Motions for
Wavenumber-Scaled Pierson-Moskowitz Spectra
A-3 JONSWAP Spectra
CONCLUSIONS
The OHMSETT facility presents a versatile, but
hitherto relatively unknown facility for the testing of
many types of ocean energy systems and components at
large scale. Its improved wave generation and control
systems provide the ability to examine system responses
over a wide bandwidth in short times, thereby providing
a most desirable degree of economy
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ABSTRACT
The design, and ongoing development and fabrication
of a new segmented flap-type wavemaker array and
associated powering, monitoring, control, and safety
systems for the Naval Surface Warfare Center,
Carderock Division’s (NSWCCD) Maneuvering and
Seakeeping Basin (MASK) represents a major
technological improvement to the existing wave
generation capabilities at the facility. The new
wavemaker, comprised of 216 individual wave
boards configured as a dry-backed continuous array,
incorporates a robust modular electromechanical
design, with both position and force-based absorption
feedback capabilities, and uses a programmable
computer-based wave generation, monitoring,
control, and visualization system. An industry
technical team comprised of six different companies,
in collaboration with NSWCCD facilities and
hydrodynamic engineers and scientists have
completed
detailed
design
analyses
and
documentation. This high-visibility program draws
on broad technical disciplines including mechanical,
electrical, ocean, civil, construction, corrosion,
computer, and software engineering expertise, as well
as program management and administrative support.
The completion of final design documentation, using
both 2- and 3-dimensional drawing and modeling
techniques, has led to the next phase of system
development involving the fabrication, assembly, and
design validation of subsystem and component level
prototype hardware as well as the fabrication and
assembly of long-lead production hardware. Ongoing work includes the off-site fabrication of all
mechanical subsystems and components; electric
drive, monitoring, communications and control
electronics and enclosures; and definition of
wavemaker-to-basin mounting structures and the
physical interfaces necessary to install the
wavemaker system. The size and scope of this project
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is significant, both in terms of design effort as well as
material and fabrication requirements. For example,
the finished MASK Basin wavemaker installation
will include over 80 tons of stainless and galvanized
structural steel, over 65,000 pounds of reinforced
fiberglass and over 500 cubic yards (50 truck loads)
of poured concrete to support the new wavemaker
structures. This paper provides an overview of the
wavemaker system design/build process and a current
status on the fabrication and assembly of all major
system components.
Specific topics discussed
include:
The review and status
manufacturing plans and
installation schedules.

of overall
fabrication/

The development of detailed design,
manufacturing, and assembly drawings, and
fabrication and QA procedures.
Materials qualification and selection
considerations to meet operational life and
maintenance requirements.
The lay-up, fabrication, and finishing of
large-scale reinforced fiberglass wave
paddles.
Laser cutting and machining of stainless
steel mechanical components.
Prototype mechanical hardware fabrication
and fitment validation.
The assembly of production quantity
hardware assemblies and electronic control
enclosures.

System Safety requirements
personnel and model testing.

Concrete and other modifications to the
existing MASK Basin to support the
wavemaker installation.

CSC
EDL
INCON
MAR
MASK
McLaren
MRS

NSWCCD

both

System must meet or exceed the wave
making capabilities set by NSWCCD
specifications.

NOTATION
AIT
ATTC

for

Atlantic Industrial Technologies
American Towing Tank
Conference
Computer Sciences Corporation
Edinburgh Design Limited
Civil Contractor for MAR
MAR, Incorporated
Maneuvering and Sea Keeping
Civil Design for MAR
MAR Range Services, LLC – a
wholly-owned subsidiary of MAR,
Incorporated
Naval Surface Warfare CenterCarderock Division

Provide state-of-art Wave Synthesis, Wave
Analysis and Machine Control software and
hardware. Two separate papers for the 2010
ATTC will be submitted with regards to this
design aspect - Edinburgh Designs Limited
(EDL) entitled “A New Look at Wave
Synthesis Using Multiple Wave Fronts” and
Imperial College, London, entitled “The
Operation of Force-Controlled Absorbing
Wave Machine”.
Minimum of a 50 year life cycle for all
structural components and a L10 life of 20
years for mechanical components.

INTRODUCTION
All materials within the water must not
corrode or contaminate the basin water,
therefore, the use of stainless steel for all
materials and fasteners is required.

The design, fabrication and installation of the
NSWCCD wavemaker system is a team effort which
includes the NSWCCD staff, and the MAR,
Incorporated/MAR Ranges Services (MAR) team.
The team is comprised of several companies; MAR,
providing overall management, engineering, and
systems integration; EDL, providing structural and
software design; McLaren, providing concrete-civil
design; AIT, providing component fabrication and
assembly; INCON, providing site installation; and
CSC, providing system operational QA and
performance validation.
The MASK design requires two adjacent banks of
paddle arrays, designed as dry-back type wavemaker
units. A total of 216 paddles, each independently
controlled, will be installed. One main challenge for
the MASK wavemaker design is the corner area of
the MASK basin where the two banks of paddles
meet. Any stationary fixed corner structure will
reflect waves that would distort the wave field in the
tank. Merging the two lines of paddles with a curved
section of paddles means there will be no
discontinuities and the wave pattern will be totally
predictable. There will be 60 paddles in the curved
section on a radius of 25.13m with a 1.5 degree
separation. The area lost behind the paddles
represents less than 2.5% of the usable basin area.
DESIGN
The key design aspects for the new NSWCCD
MASK wavemaker system are the following:

System must survive submerged model
collisions, including a weight and speed
requirement of 2200 kg at speeds up to 0.61
meter per second.
Maintenance requirement of 240 hours per
year. This includes both preventative and
corrective maintenance.
Existing Tank material condition
accuracy of drawing dimensions.

and

Maximum downtime for MASK basin
wavemaker replacement is 6 months.
Design in Imperial units of measure.
Maximize the
components.

use

of

American-made

Design Considerations
The
NSWCCD
specifications
require
an
electromechanical type wavemaker, no hydraulics are
to be used. In addition, the wavemaker system is not
to be based on a pneumatic design. The MAR team
wavemaker design is an electrically driven, dry-back
flap type wavemaker with force feedback absorption.
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There are several distinct advantages with flap type
dry-back wavemaker systems.
Force Feedback Absorption
The absorption mode has several very beneficial
features; this mode allows the tank to relax quickly in
the event of a safety issue, secondly it allows the
waves to dissipate in preparation of the next test
sequence. This unique design feature also dissipates
potential model impacts on the wave paddle
structures.
Professor Salter invented the force feedback
absorbing wavemaker at the University of Edinburgh
in 1976 while working on the UK Department of
Energy program to generate electricity using sea
waves. A problem with early experiments
demonstrated that waves reflected back from the
models interacted with the wavemakers to create an
uneven wave field. The solution was to design a
wavemaker that absorbed incoming waves by
measuring the force on the front of the paddle and
controlling the velocity. Edinburgh Designs has been
making absorbing wavemakers since 1987.
Absorbing wavemakers generate the waves specified
in the tank with high precision. The energy
absorption technique using force and velocity
feedback gives 95% power absorption over a
significant bandwidth. The resulting waves have
minimal spurious harmonics even at high amplitudes.
Elimination of friction using force-feedback in the
drive system will allow accurate generation and
absorption of waves as small as 3mm. Over 30 years
of experience and research at the University of
Edinburgh has verified the capabilities of this
technique.
Dry-Back Flap Type Paddles
The principle advantages are:
No linear tracks;

routine maintenance. The paddles use belt drives,
requiring no gearboxes, racks or hydraulic cylinders
and thus the potential of oil leaks is zero. All the
transducers are robust and proven in wave
laboratories. The digital control card allows the
wavemaker to be tuned to match the experiment
within the tank. All the control parameters are set by
software so the tank behaviour can be altered from
the control PC. The wavemakers, data collection and
analysis software must be seen as part of an
integrated test environment. The control system
continuously monitors the performance of the
machine with extensive built-in diagnostics via the
host PC. The primary advantages of the system are:
Experienced design team has made 20
hydrodynamic
tanks
and
associated
wavemakers in the past five years;
Sophisticated software for real time control;
Specialized digital wavemaker controller;
Extensive onboard diagnostics and fault
reporting;
Digital control system with control
parameters defined and set on the host PC;
Modular construction and easy component
replacement;
Robust reliable software.
Additionally, the dry-back system requires less power
consumption. During dry-back paddle operations,
only one paddle stroke direction - the wave
generation stroke, must be driven. Conversely, the
wet-back system requires the system drive to displace
water during paddle movement in both directions.
Material Selections
Material selection to achieve the 50 year life cycle
was a challenge. Our three areas of primary concern
were the hinge bearing, the fiberglass paddle, and the
inter-paddle gusset materials.

No sliding surfaces;
No jetting between seals;
No unpredictable corrupting forces;
A unit that requires minimal maintenance;
No oil and fouling of the water.
The dry back flap arrangement, with servomotor
drive, is exceptionally reliable and requires no
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Previous wavemakers constructed by EDL for the
University of Edinburgh have utilized the same
gusset material (nylon reinforced polyurethane) other
customers have used. These gussets have been in use
for over 15 years without incident of repair.
Additionally NSWCCD has fabricated a gusset
testing machine which has oscillated the gusset while

submerged in water for over 2 million cycles and the
testing is continuing.
The same paddle construction has been used in the
French Government tank at Nantes for 15 years
without any degradation or damage. The bearing
hinge assembly has been designed for a 70 year life.
MASK Basin Concrete Inspections
McLaren Engineering Group performed the initial
structural assessment, including an underwater
investigation performed by divers in accordance with
U.S. Navy diving protocol. The crew consisted of a
Professional engineer diver, a dive supervisor, a
standby diver and a diver tender. Dive operations
were conducted from the deck areas adjacent to the
structures. Diving was performed using surface
supplied equipment with constant two-way radio
communication. Underwater visibility during the
investigation was excellent, facilitating visual
observation and underwater photography.
The purpose of the investigation was to determine the
general overall condition of the structural elements of
the basins, as part of the proposed installation of new
wavemaking equipment. Visual and hands-on
inspections of above-water and in-water elements of
the basins was performed on various elements
including the proposed wavemaker attachment
points, the basin floor, the perimeter walls, pressure
relief drains, beaches, and wave attenuator panels.
The basin walls and floor were generally in excellent
condition with only minor hairline cracking and very
limited efflorescence. A few crack locations had
previously been repaired with epoxy injection, and
the repaired areas appeared to be in good condition.
The beaches were the only component with greater
amounts of deterioration, which has been attributed
to impacts from models in the basin. As these
components are easily replaceable, they are not a
great concern to desired design life of the proposed
facility upgrades. The existing structure is composed
of conventionally reinforced concrete, with no
treatment on the reinforcement such as galvanizing or
epoxy coating. Based upon the observed conditions,
the design team determined that the existing
structural components should provide the desired 50year design life, with some additional maintenance
becoming necessary through the design life, such as
epoxy injection of any significant new cracks, and
minimal spalling repairs.

of components throughout the design life, and the
subsequent loss of use during such maintenance.
Exposed steel components not subject to regular
immersion are galvanized mild steel, while immersed
steel components are high-strength stainless steel,
such as the anchor bolts conforming to ASTM A193,
Grade B8, Class 1. New stainless steel structural
components are generally isolated from mild steel
components to prevent galvanic corrosion. The new
concrete structures are designed with conventional
reinforcing, and a tightly controlled concrete mix
design using fly ash, silica fume, and a low water to
cement ratio to reduce permeability, and increased
concrete coverage to provide additional long-term
corrosion resistance.
The high loads generated by the paddles and
electromechanical actuators require significant
structural restraint that will be subjected to millions
of cycles over the design life. To address this
concern, all possible fatigue considerations were
analyzed in the structural members and anchorages.
The hinge and bellows support plates were wrapped
over the shelf supports to prevent stress reversals in
anchors which increase the effects of fatigue.
Allowable stress reductions were also imposed on all
anchorage components to provide sufficient strength
through the design life.

Paddle Design, Construction and Fabrication
Paddle design and construction to ensure a 50 year
life cycle and to endure a model impact required
special consideration for the NSWCCD wavemaker
system. The paddle construction is basically the same
as a fiberglass boat; use of foam, plywood and fiber
reinforced polymer (FRP). Boat manufacturers use
either wood or foam to create the structural beam
within the boat. Once the FRP has been applied over
the wood or foam a beam is created and the required
section modulus for structural design is achieved. At
that point the wood or foam is not required for the
structural integrity. The wavemaker paddle design
and fabrication requirement is unique however, in the
respect that the paddle face must resist a model
impact. The under laments’ must be suitable for
impact and not allow the FRP to crack or degrade.
Marine plywood was chosen for both the longevity
and impact resistance. The following Figures 1 and 2
show the numerous layers of FRP and plywood used
to create the paddle structure.

Concrete Shelf Design
Corrosion of steel components was a consideration to
minimize the need for maintenance and replacement
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Figure 1. Wave Paddle FRP Processing

Figure 3. Wave Paddle Impact Test Schematic

Figure 2. Wave Paddle FRP Section
The next step was to prove the impact resistance. It
was determined that the MASK wavemaker would be
capable of surviving minor impacts of a submerged
model weighing 2,200 kilograms at speeds of less
than 0.61 meters per second without damage of any
kind. Impacts at speeds greater than this may cause
localized yielding or the potential failure of easily
replaceable components. The wavemaker structure is
arranged such that any damage due to model
collisions is localized to component parts in the
vicinity of the impact. Permanently installed
supporting structures will not sustain damage of any
kind from any model collisions described above. A
test plan was formulated and testing with a simulated
model vessel and a prototype paddle was performed
at the EDL office as depicted in Figures 3 and 4. A
total of 12 impacts were performed using the
following setup. The full test plan data package can
be reviewed on the CD.
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Figure 4. Wave Paddle Impact Test
The paddle did not incur any significant damage
during the impact testing performed. The hinge area
is very strong and no deformation was noted. Slight
FRP surface deformation was noted on full load
impacts within areas of the foam face construction.
FABRICATION AND QA PROCESS
Once the design was completed the fabrication efforts
started. The main goal of fabrication was to deliver a
fully functional wavemaker system, conforming to all
performance requirements. The six month MASK
Basin installation constraint required us to ensure all
components are fit-checked and operationally
verified prior to installation. Each major system has a
prototype model to demonstrate the fitment and
operational characteristics. Currently we have a full
scale paddle, hinge, bellow and air tank assembly

mocked-up, as shown in Figure 5, to demonstrate the
overall fitment and provide design validation.

Figure 5. Wave Paddle Assembly Mock-up
The QA process required all major items to have a
QC checklist and each item to be serialized. Several
items, air tanks and the servo motor had both OEM
certifications and a QA checklist.
Changes based on the prototype assembly were easily
implemented into the model. Many of the custom
parts on this assembly are fabricated by using laser
cutting of stainless steel plate. Combining laser
cutting and precision bending worked very well to
manufacture critical hinge and other component
items. Self-fixturing technology is designed into the
laser cut parts to make welding of each multibody
part less complex. Drawings are directly generated
from the Solidworks native 3D part files in 2D CAD
format. These traditional 2D drawings are then
directly programmed into the laser cutting machinery.
Where tolerances and surface finishing is critical, the
laser cutter is used to make pilot holes. Once laser
cut, these parts are then finished drilled, reamed and
checked. Other parts require installation of bearings
or sleeves. These parts are designed to be able to
accept replacement consumables without the need for
re-machining. Manufacturing of the pressure vessel
items such as the air tank and bellow joint rings
requires certified welders and factory testing. A large
amount of specialty custom tools such as welding
fixtures, machining guides, angle gauges and
concentric plugs have been made based on the
importance of interchangeability throughout the
project.

Paddle Fabrication
Four molds were utilized to manufacture the 216
MASK paddles to meet delivery requirements. The
paddle is fabricated using foam and wood cored fiber
reinforced polymer (FRP), as described previously.
The molds were set up at the fabricator, AVS
Laminates, which is also a boat manufacturer
(Steigercraft) on Long Island, NY. Each mold has a
3 piece configuration, the paddle front and two sides,
as shown in Figure 6. Over a period of 14 months the
216 paddles were manufactured, 4 units at a time.
The process starts by gel coating each section of the
mold. After the gel coat is applied, fiberglass mat
and resin layers are built up. Structural foam and
plywood are added to specified locations during the
build up process for strength. Once each mold section
cures, the 3 piece molds are then assembled. Two
sides were set with the front of the paddle to form the
full paddle structure. The seams where the three parts
meet were then gel coated and built up with
fiberglass mat and resin. Specified per-cut sections
of plywood are used make the “ribs” that were set
inside the 3 parts for strength. Once final curing is
complete, the entire paddle is removed from the mold
for final trimming and surface polishing.

Figure 6. Three Section FRP Mold

Due to the curing nature of fiberglass, and the fact
that molds can dimensionally change over time,
inspection of the units prior to acceptance was
critical. Critical dimensions and tolerances were set
at the outset and each paddle was inspected to those
tolerances (Figures 7 and 8).
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Attaching the upper hinge to the paddle requires a
truss type jig to assure proper hinge alignment to the
body of the paddle (Figure 10). Any angular
misalignment will be magnified at the top of the
paddle since it is about 10 ft in height and will affect
alignment of the motor sector to the paddle. Since the
tolerances of the fiberglass paddle must to be coarse
due to the nature of fiberglass, a clearance gap was
designed into the system to allow for any deviations
in paddle width (Figure 11). This clearance gap is
eventually filled with epoxy resin. Using the truss
jig, proper alignment is achieved and the upper hinge
is bonded to the paddle. Prior to bonding the upper
hinge to the paddle surface, preparation of the gelcoated fiberglass is completed. After the epoxy resin
is cured, bolt clearance holes are drilled and bolts are
installed. This same type of locating process is
repeated to mount all of the precision fabricated
components to the fiberglass. For all of the other
paddle mounted “hard points”, the upper hinge is the
reference datum. This process was carried out for all
216 paddles.

Figure 7. QA Check of Paddle Dimensions
NSWCCD assisted in the QA process with graphical
studies of the paddle curing and dimensional changes
over time. The dimensional data was entered into a
spread sheet and graphically shown below.

Figure 8. Paddle Surface Dimensional Variations
During these studies it became apparent there was not
any information regarding fiberglass construction and
possible dimensional changes during the curing
cycle. We decided to investigate this process and
have determined there is only a slight dimensional
change during the curing process. Three paddles were
set up in the NSWCCD Lab and have been monitored
for the last several months to measure dimensional
stability over time. The data depicted below in Figure
9 indicates that although there is a slight twisting
motion and set of the FRP as the material cures, the
resulting set is negligible and does not affect paddle
installation or performance.

Figure 10. Paddle to Hinge Alignment Jig
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Figure 11. Hinge Placement on Paddle

In order to prove the method of mounting fabricated
components to the fiberglass paddle successfully,
AIT produced a complete assembled paddle. This
first prototype was then fitted to the lower hinge and
bellows assembly, see Figures 12 and 13.

able to verify that all bellow clearances were
acceptable. Tolerances for the hinge assemblies were
checked and proved to be correct for the application.
From a manufacturing and maintenance standpoint,
all fasteners were proved to have adequate tool
clearance space for installation and removal.
Electrical Component/Enclosures
In addition to the mechanical assembly and
manufacturing, AIT is manufacturing all of the
electrical control cabinets and enclosures. Included
are 27 paddle control enclosures, 4 marshalling
cabinets and a master interlock enclosure. The
electrical control system is responsible for
monitoring and controlling all paddles and related
system safety functions.

Figure 12. Solidworks Rendering of
Completed Paddle Assembly

Figure 14. Paddle Control Enclosure

Figure 13. Prototype Fitment Completed
Inspection and testing of the completed paddle
prototype assembly yielded data that cannot be
generated and verified from the solid modeling
software (Dassault System Solidworks 2010). For
example, the rubber bellows clearances could not be
adequately verified using only the computer-based
model. The precise geometric/mechanical behavior
of a material such as rubber could not be exactly
modeled. Once the assembly was erected, AIT was

Figure 14 provides a photo of a paddle control
enclosure. Each enclosure will provide control for a
group of 8 wavemaking paddles. From control
system design schematics, “ladder style” logic
control drawings were developed and implemented
for assembly and manufacturing.
All of the
individual components were selected from
Commercial-Off-The-Shelf (COTS) items.
The
mechanical design of the control enclosures features
interior wire routing through DIN style terminal
blocks and high / low voltage segregation. All
internal wires are numbered using thermal printed
shrink tubing and ferruled ends. DIN rail is used to
mount components for ease of maintenance.
During manufacturing of the enclosures, drawing sets
were developed for all the wiring and component
mechanical arrangement. A back panel drilling
template was produced by laser cutting a steel plate
to the configuration of the design. After producing
the prototype, all of the internal wiring was
standardized and wiring fixtures were produced.
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This provided the ability to pre-fabricate all of the
internal wiring harnesses. Testing of each enclosure
is completed by “point to point” continuity checks.
In addition to the continuity testing, electrical load
testing and function testing is completed.

INSTALLATION
The construction phase of this project must be a wellcoordinated timely process designed to minimize
facility down time and disruption. The first effort
will be the pre-installation phase which includes the
installation and testing of the medium voltage system
and the power distribution systems. This work,
performed primarily in the MASK Basin basement
and equipment room, can be coordinated in order not
to impact the on-going daily operations of the
facility. This effort will take place before the draining
of the basin.
The major installation effort will take place after
draining the basin and will consist of demolition and
disposal, concrete placement and curing, and
equipment installation and testing. The demolition
and disposal portion will require the use of heavy
equipment and trucks. A substantial staging area and
base access will be required.
The next effort will be the placement of concrete
(approximately 500 cubic yards) beginning at the
middle of the curve and continuing in both directions
simultaneously. There will be numerous heavy truck
and equipment traffic required and this must be well
coordinated for safety of the onsite personnel, local
employees and residents. The key issue is precision
placement of the leading edge and embeds of the
shelf. In addition, the curing time must be well
monitored to ensure proper curing time and to allow
the next section to start concrete form work.
The installation of the equipment will begin on the
areas where the concrete has cured and will continue
from the center of the curve towards both ends. After
adequate cure time for the concrete, grout and epoxy
agents, coordination of filling the basin, testing and
commissioning, will be accomplished.
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ABSTRACT
Current research areas in naval design and
hydrodynamics are pushing the size of experimental
models to larger scales to reduce scale effects and due to
the increased size of the concepts. These larger models
require special test design considerations for testing in
existing facilities. Indoor/outdoor use models can be
carefully designed for testing in both environments and to
ensure sufficient powering. Articulated models introduce
additional degrees-of-freedom, that require installation
configurations using pitch and heave mounts
(grasshoppers) to compensate. Large models encounter
higher forces that require either more robust tow posts
and/or grasshoppers to alleviate the encountered
hydrodynamic forces and follow wave impacts.

NOTATION
ATTC
BAA
DOF
LCG
LOA
NSWCCD
ONR
SES
VCG

American Towing Tank Conference
Broad Agency Announcement
Degree-of-freedom
Longitudinal center-of-gravity
Length Overall
Naval Surface Warfare Center Carderock
Division
Office of Naval Research
Surface effect ship
Vertical center-of-gravity

In the case of naval design for high-speed sealift and
seabasing, SeaTrain concepts are being developed that can
transport significant cargo tonnage (> 4000 tons), at high
speeds (> 40 kts), for long sustained distances (> 5000
nautical miles) to austere ports. The resulting concepts
tend to be long (length > 300 m), operate at high cruise and
maximum speeds (Vcruise > 40 kts, Vmax > 55 kts), and have
more complex designs (multiple connected hulls). These
concepts require larger scale models to reduce scale effects,
posing problems for installation and handling in existing
testing facilities.
For the study of the hydrodynamics of wave-breaking
and bubble phenomena, the experiments must be performed
at full scale Reynolds numbers and Froude numbers, and
requires high-fidelity flow-field measurements. Bow wave
dynamics studies can be performed on towed prismatic
wedges which capably provide well modeled flow physics.
However these wedges tend to be large, to generate the
flow scales needed by non-invasive flow-field
measurement instrumentation. The displacements of these
wedges can pose problems for ballasting and tow point
strength.
Models for the study of transom wave breaking and
bubbly wakes, are designed to minimize upstream flow
disturbances (e.g. bow waves, shoulder waves). These
models typically have long slender bows and forebodies,
which ultimately result in very long, narrow models.
Narrow transom models can be difficult to mount and
experience large forces greater than those observed in
typical towing tank tests.

INTRODUCTION
Current research areas in naval design and
hydrodynamics are pushing the size of experimental
models to larger scales. The large scale models required to
meet these demands are typically larger the usual size of
models tested in towing tanks. As a result, these large
models require unique test design considerations.
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Towing tank testing of models, larger than typically
tested, can be challenging. This paper describes the
specific considerations and steps that are necessary for the
safe and successful testing of several of these large models,
in existing towing tank facilities.

HIGH SPEED SEALIFT/SEATRAIN CONCEPTS
A four “car,” articulated surface effect ship (SES)
SeaTrain concept (Figure 1) was developed by Alion
Science in response to a 2005 Office of Naval Research
(ONR) Broad Agency Announcement (BAA). The BAA
solicited high speed sealift concepts that could transport
4000 tons of rolling military stock, to an austere port 5000
nautical miles away, at 43 knots, in Sea State 4. The
principal characteristics are presented in Table 1. The cars
are numbered 1 to 4, from bow to stern.
Figure 2 – SeaTrain model shown underway during
outdoor testing

Figure 1 – Rendering of Alion SeaTrain concept

Model Scale Selection
This concept was tested at 1/36th scale (Tvete and
Jullumstro, 2007), achieving successful results, warranting
further study at larger scales. The 1/36th scale model has a
length of 9.2 m, already a significant length. For a larger
scale model, manufacturing capabilities, and facility size
and capabilities become critical. Existing seakeeping
facility run lengths limit model length based on the number
of wave encounters per run for a given speed. An
alternative to facility testing is testing outdoors in a
suitably scalable environment.
A survey of wave heights, wave periods, and wind
speeds was conducted for the Virginia and Maryland
coastal areas. A suitable testing area was found off of
Piney Point, Maryland, that allowed a sheltered test range
with wave conditions on the order of 1/20th full scale. For
this SeaTrain concept it was decided to design a 1/20th
scale model (Table 1, Figure 2) that would be tested
outdoors and indoors.
Principal
Characteristic
Length Overall,
LOA (m)
Beam Max (m)
Design
Displacement (t)
Side Breadth (m)
Cushion Length
(m)
Cushion Beam (m)
Design Speed (kts)

1/20th Scale
Model

Full Scale
Design

16.6

332

1.6

32

1.73

13800

0.185

3.7

15.7

314

1.23
9.62

24.6
43

Table 1 – SeaTrain principal characteristics summary table
for full scale design and 1/20th scale model

The indoor testing requirement was driven by the
need to baseline the SeaTrain at this scale, incorporating
design changes from the 1/36th scale model testing results,
as well as calibrate a new ride control system in a
controlled, repeatable environment. This model was tested
in the Carriage 2 Towing Tank of the David Taylor Model
Basin at Naval Surface Warfare Center Carderock Division
(NSWCCD) in June 2008.
A more detailed discussion of the SeaTrain model
concept and development is presented in Scher et al (2009).
Results from indoor and outdoor testing are presented in
Irvine et al (2009) and Ryan et al (2009) respectively.
Motors
Typically for outdoor models, gas-powered motors
would be selected as the power source for the model.
However, since this model is for dual use, indoor and
outdoor, the model needed to be outfitted with electric
motors to meet the safety regulations required for indoor
testing. For both configurations, AC electric power is
required to be supplied for instrumentation and controls. In
the outdoor configuration, this power is supplied by onboard gasoline powered AC generators. It is important to
retain these AC generators installed in their same locations,
for both indoor and outdoor testing, to maintain model
displacement
and
dynamic
properties
between
configurations.
Two separate powertrain configurations were
developed for the model. The indoor configuration
consists of two 2.5 hp electric motors geared to each
impeller shaft of the model’s waterjets. Power is provided
from the regulated carriage power.
The outdoor
configuration uses a single Honda V-twin industrial
gasoline engine, rated 18-hp at 3600 rpm, installed in Car
4. The engine drives a pair of pulleys via a magnetic
clutch, to port and starboard vertical belt assemblies, to the
waterjet impeller shafts. The gasoline engine is not present
for indoor testing, but is compensated for by removal and
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repositioning of ballast weight during outdoor testing.
Trailer
At 16.6 m, this is the longest model yet tested at the
David Taylor Model Basin, and does not fit into the
existing basin drydock. Typically models rest in their
cradles, are set in the drydock, and the drydock lowered
into the water for model ballasting and carriage installation.
The length of the present model requires a special trailer
for transportation, handling, and installation into the basin.
The trailer was designed and manufactured by Island
Engineering and is shown in Figure 3.
Figure 4 – Cars 3 & 4 in existing drydock, with Car 3
hanging over the end of the drydock

Figure 3 – Custom deployment trailer for SeaTrain model

The trailer allows for both indoor and outdoor
deployment. For outdoor deployment the procedure is
typical of launching from a boat ramp. Cars 1 & 2 are slid
out toward the water, while the top rack of the trailer
lowers Cars 3 & 4 into position for connection with Cars 1
& 2. Once connected, the assembled model is then
winched down into the water.
For indoor deployment, the procedure is slightly more
complex. The deployment evolution is shown in Figures 4,
5, & 6. The drydock in the Carriage 2 basin does not lend
itself to a typical boat ramp deployment. An alternative
method was developed to allow a towing tank deployment.
Cars 3 & 4 are lifted off of the top deck of the trailer using
two overhead cranes. Cars 3 & 4 are then set on the
Carriage 2 drydock, resulting in Car 3 hanging a small
amount off the end (Figure 4). Cars 1 & 2 are then lifted
using the overhead cranes (Figure 5). Cars 1 & 2 are then
“leapfrogged” over Cars 3 & 4, and suspended in the air in
front of them. While suspended, the Car 2 to Car 3
connection is made. To finally deploy the model, the
overhead cranes lifting Cars 1 & 2 are lowered at the same
time the drydock is lowering Cars 3 & 4 (Figure 6).
Caution is used while lowering the model as the cranes
each have different speeds, which both differ from the
drydock speed.
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Figure 5 – Cars 1 & 2 being lifted with overhead cranes to
be “leapfrogged” over Cars 3 & 4 for connection

since the model articulates between each car and no
existing facilities can accommodate a model of this length.
The cars are swung individually, and the mass and dynamic
properties are determined for each individual car. The
thrust box/wingwall assemblies are disconnected from each
car, but remain connected at the pin so that the calibration
is preserved for subsequent outdoor testing. The cars were
swung individually on an A-frame to determine the weight,
longitudinal center-of-gravity (LCG), vertical center-ofgravity (VCG) and pitch radius of gyration (gyradius) of
each individual car. The thrust box/wingwall assemblies
were weighed, however they were not swung. The
decision was made to neglect the thrust box/wingwall
assemblies from the dynamic properties to simplify the
process. The mass and dynamic properties of the cars are
summarized in Table 2.

Figure 6 – Fully assembled SeaTrain being lowered into
the basin using drydock and overhead cranes

Ballasting
A large, articulated SES model of this size presents
unique challenges in ballasting. SES designs by nature are
very weight sensitive, and ballasting is extremely
important. Typically a model is ballasted to the design
waterline, and then swung to set its dynamic properties,
and then checked to ensure these properties are conserved.
The length of this model prohibits use of ballasting pools
or existing drydocks to ballast the model. The procedure to
deploy the model, as mentioned in the previous section, is
tedious and time consuming. This makes the iterative
process of ballasting unrealistic. In addition, the cars are
connected by a thrust box/wingwall assembly with an
instrumented pin, capable of measuring longitudinal and
vertical forces. To ensure correct alignment of the pins and
their measured forces, the pins are installed in the thrust
boxes and calibrated in-situ.
The tediousness and
complexity of pin calibration make connection and
reconnection of the models undesirable. It was decided to
ballast the model in a non-conventional manner as follows.

Car #1

Weight
(kg)
281.7

LCG
(mm aft
of bow
of car)
1817.40

VCG
(mm
above top
deck)
148.92

Pitch
Gyradius,
k5
0.260*L

Car
Length,
L (mm)
3896

Car #2

309.8

1761.12

-15.82

0.293*L

3295

Car #3

318.4

1540.59

-10.55

0.286*L

3295

Car #4
1-2
Connector
2-3
Connector
3-4
Connector

349.3

1834.09

-68.55

0.340*L

3850

54.6

includes cables, surge slide, sonic and bolts

49.6

includes sonic and bolts

51.0

includes cables, sonic and bolts

Table 2 – SeaTrain 1/20th scale model mass and dynamic
properties

Towing Setup
The model length exceeded the length of the towing
beam under Carriage 2. To accommodate the length of the
model, a 7.62 m towing beam extension was attached to the
east end of the carriage (Figures 7 & 8). The tow post was
attached to the towing beam extension as shown in Figure
9.

The model is deployed into the basin, floated under
the carriage, and then connected to the tow post and
carriage power. The model is powered and brought up on
cushion. Detailed drawings and modeling of the model
allow for a good initial ballast distribution. Ballast weights
are placed and moved on the model to achieve the desired
waterline and trim.
Upon completion of testing, the model was removed
from the basin and placed on its trailer. The model cannot
be swung as one whole model to set its dynamic properties
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Figure 7 – Towing beam extension attached to Carriage 2,
with SeaTrain concept mounted

Figure 8 – Another view of the towing beam extension
attached to Carriage 2, with SeaTrain concept mounted

The tow post was selected based on a resistance
prediction of 63.5 kg at full scale speed of 55 knots. There
are two heaving tow posts available: a 113 kg and a 227 kg
tow post. Since added resistance predictions were not
available, the 227 kg tow post was conservatively selected
to accommodate additional resistance and wave loading.
The tow post is attached to block gauges and a pitch
gimbal, which is mounted to a strongback at the aft end of
Car 4. Despite using the stronger tow post, testing in
waves was limited to full scale speeds of 25 knots due to
large wave loading on the model. Above 25 knots, this
large loading caused significant bending at the tow post,
that could have resulted in damage to the model and/or the
tow post. In addition, at higher speeds, the forces
experienced during slowing of the model at the end of a
test run, were significant and also resulted in bending at the
tow post. For future testing of large, high-speed models, a
new tow post will be need to be designed to accommodate
the large forces experienced beyond the resistance of the
model.
Articulated models introduce another degree-offreedom (DOF) not typically encountered with traditional
hull forms tested in the towing tank. Articulated models
allow for pitching motions along the model, at many
locations, making mounting more complex. Articulated
models also allow a surging motion, which is typically
restrained in standard resistance testing. The multiple
pitching locations, combined with a surge DOF, results in
an accordion-type motion of the model in waves. To
accommodate the accordion-type motion associated with an
articulated model fixed at one end, a grasshopper (pitch and
heave DOF mount), attached to a surge slide, is used to
attach the forward end of the model to the carriage, while
limiting sway and yaw motions.
The grasshopper
accommodates the pitching motion of the model, while the
surge slide accommodates the surging motion. The
grasshopper/surge slide assembly is located at the Car 1/2
thrust box/wingwall junction. The grasshopper is attached
to the towing beam that runs the length of the carriage.
The model is tested without superstructure to facilitate the
attachment of the tow post and grasshopper to the model,
as well as allowing access to instrumentation and video
equipment.

BOW WEDGE MODELS
BREAKING DYNAMICS

Figure 9 – Tow post attached to towing beam extension
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To study the influence of speed, draft, and bow shape
on wave breaking, a large bow wedge model (DTMB
Model No. 5605) was tested in the Carriage 2 Towing Tank
of the David Taylor Model Basin at Naval Surface Warfare
Center Carderock Division (NSWCCD). Experiments for
flow-field measurements were conducted for a range of
speeds and drafts to understand the effect of variation of
Froude, Reynolds, and Weber numbers.

The bow wedge model (Figure 10) is 10.7 m long
(above the water), 8.5 m long at the keel, 2.5 m wide at the
maximum beam, and 2.1 m deep. The model is a prismatic
wedge, designed to be towed in either direction. One end
of the wedge represents a fine bow with a 20 degree
entrance angle, 20 degrees of flare, and a fine leading edge
(0.16 cm radius of curvature). The other end of the wedge
represents a full bow, with a 40 degree entrance, straight
sided, and a rounded leading edge (1.27 cm radius of
curvature). Results of this testing are presented in Karion
et al (2004).

Model Forces
As seen with the long SeaTrain model, the bow
wedge model also experiences significant loading during
slowing down at the end of a test run. The tow posts see
considerable forces when slowing down, especially with
the model flooded. The bow wedge also generates a
significant following wave. After the model is slowed to a
stop, it is still subject to following wave impacts. These
loads are large enough to be dangerous to the model, its
instrumentation, the carriage, and the rigging hardware.
Future testing with this model or other large wedgetype models to generate waves, need to consider
strengthened tow posts and instrumentation rigging. In
addition, the forces on large models need to be measured
and monitored, even when these measurements are not the
primary focus, as in the case of flow-field measurements to
minimize the risk of damage.

TRANSOM BREAKING WAVE MODEL

Figure 10 – Diagram of bow wedge model where the full
bow is on the left and the fine bow is on the right.

Ballasting
Attempts at using traditional ballasting methods were
made to ballast the bow wedge down to the desired draft.
However these weights were insufficient to obtain the
desired draft. At the deepest draft, the bow wedge model
displaces over 15880 kg of water. An alternative ballasting
method was employed to achieve the desired draft. Holes
were drilled in the model to allow it to flood. Flooding the
model allowed the wedge to be raised and lowered to
specified draft conditions relatively easy.
Another important aspect for wave dynamics and
flow-field measurement testing is to maintain continuity of
environmental conditions when varying test parameters to
maintain flow physics. In the case of the bow wedge
model, the impact of model draft on bow wave breaking
was varied. However as draft changes, so does the water
depth relative to the keel of the model. To compensate for
this change, the water depth needs to be adjusted
accordingly when changing draft conditions. For each bow
wedge draft condition change, the towing tank water level
was raised or lowered accordingly to maintain the water
depth relative to the keel. This depth was varied after each
condition change for continuity.

The study of the transom stern wave allows insight
into the flow physics of ship breaking waves and bubbly
wakes. At full-scale, a breaking, transom stern wave is a
complex, non-linear turbulent flow-field. To obtain fullscale quantitative flow-field data and qualitative flow-field
observations for a large breaking transom wave, a slender
transom model (DTMB Model No. 5673) was tested in the
Carriage 2 Towing Tank of the David Taylor Model Basin
at Naval Surface Warfare Center Carderock Division
(NSWCCD).
The transom model (Figures 11 & 12) is 9.1 m long,
with a maximum beam of 1.5 m, and a transom stern. The
bow/forebody of the model is designed to minimize the
generated bow and shoulder waves. The result is a very
slender and narrow model. The bow wave is minimized to
reduce influence on the transom wake, allowing more
effective investigation. The model was tested over a range
of Froude numbers to examine the effect on the flow-field
of the transom stern wave. Results of this testing are
presented in Fu et al (2009).
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model. In addition, similar to the bow wedge model, the
transom model developed a significant following wave,
resulting in dangerous wave impacts post-test run. To
alleviate some of these forces seen by the model, it was
decided to allow the transom model to pitch. Allowing the
model to pitch, allows additional damping of forces.
To allow the transom model to pitch, a grasshopper
(pitch and heave DOF mount, yaw and sway restrained)
was installed to replace one of the tow posts. A typical
towing configuration, utilizing a grasshopper, is an aft
mounted tow post with a forward mounted grasshopper.
The transom model is very slender, yielding reduced area
and volume up forward, making a typical installation of a
grasshopper difficult and undesirable. Alternatively, the
grasshopper was mounted aft, 2.3 m forward of the aft
perpendicular, where more volume is available to
accommodate the size and range of motions of the
grasshopper. The forward tow post remains installed 6.9 m
forward of the aft perpendicular.
Figure 11 – Three view rendering of transom model
CONCLUSIONS
Testing of large scale models can present challenges
in current testing facilities. These models often exceed the
capabilities of existing tow posts and facility size, and
require new installation concepts.
Lessons learned from testing of a 16.6 m articulated
SES SeaTrain concept, are the following:
•

•

•

Figure 12 – Photo of transom model
•
Towing Setup
The initial model towing configuration was to tow the
model at two points, using standard tow posts. The tow
posts allow heave motions but can be locked out to restrict
other motions. For each Froude number condition, the tow
posts were locked to allow the model to be towed at the
corresponding fixed sinkage and trim.
Initial test runs showed very large forces on the
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•

For dual use (indoor/outdoor) models, model
scale must be selected carefully to meet the
conditions of both environments, including waves
and model installation/deployment.
Dual use model propulsion schemes need to
account for AC and DC powering differences,
specifically ensuring sufficient power produced by
indoor use electrical motors.
Longer models may require different
installation/deployment techniques due to their
size. New installation schemes and hardware
(model trailer) may need to be developed to allow
safe installation and deployment in existing size
facilities.
Due to in-situ calibrated, instrumented pins in
articulated concepts, determination of a model’s
mass and dynamic properties may have to be
carried out post-test.
Articulated models introduce additional DOF
that need additional installation equipment,
including grasshoppers and surge slides to
accommodate complex, non-traditional motions.

Lessons learned from testing of a 10.7 m bow wedge
model for flow-field breaking wave studies are the
following:
•

•

•

•

Large wave generation models require
significant ballast weight to achieve proper draft
and trim. To set the desired testing conditions,
holes can be drilled in the model to allow it to
flood, reducing the amount of installed ballast and
facilitating installation at the prescribed draft and
trim.
Environmental conditions need to be preserved
when varying model draft in flow-field
measurement testing. The tank depth, relative to
the model keel should be kept constant. The tank
depth should be raised and lowered accordingly
when increasing or reducing the model’s draft, to
maintain this relative tank depth.
Forces on wedge models can be very large,
particularly if the model is flooded to aid setting
of the desired model conditions. Tow posts and
instrumentation should be sized appropriately to
accommodate these significant forces and loading.
Wedge models by design generate significant
waves, including a large following wave, which
impacts the model after each test run. Tow posts
and other rigging gear need to be selected
accordingly to withstand these wave impacts.

Lessons learned from testing of a 9.1 m transom stern
model for the study of wave breaking and bubbly wakes are
the following:
•

•

For narrow transom stern models, forces are
large, and the model develops a strong following
wave that impacts the model after each test run.
Testing at fixed sinkage and trim may be
unreasonable due to these forces and impacts.
This model was successfully towed by allowing
the model to pitch through the use of a
grasshopper mounting point, combined with a
standard tow post.
The narrow forebodies and bows of transom
stern models can make selection of mounting
difficult compared to standard installations. For
this model, a typically forward mounted
grasshopper must be installed back aft to allow
full range of motion in pitch and heave. A
standard tow post was mounted forward due to its
small install footprint.
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ABSTRACT
In this paper, two experimental facilities that simulate
separate regions of the flow about a slender ship moving at
constant speed in calm water are described. In the first
facility, divergent bow waves are simulated. These waves
are generated by a method known as 2D+T in which a twodimensional wave maker moves horizontally and deforms
in a manner that approximates the profile of the
intersection of one side of a ship hull and a fixed vertical
plane oriented normal to the ship's path. In the second
facility, the spray generation and air bubble entrainment
processes near the water surface along the hull boundary
layer are simulated. The boundary layer simulation is
created with a suddenly started vertically oriented surfacepiercing flat wall created by a stainless steel belt (a 15-mlong loop that extends 1 meter below the water surface and
driven by two vertically oriented rollers placed about 7.5 m
apart) moving horizontally at full-scale ship speeds in a
large water tank.
NOTATION

u ′ / gL

Fr

Froude number

u'
FL
g
L
Lm
t
Twm
TR
u'
U
Us
x
We
σ
ρ

Turbulent velocity fluctuation
Froude number based on ship speed and length
Gravitational acceleration
Characteristic turbulent length scale
Length of the ship model
Time
Run time of the 2D+T wave maker
Wave reflection time
Characteristic turbulent velocity fluctuation
Equivalent 3D ship model speed
Equivalent 3D full-scale ship speed
Streamwise position
Weber number u2Lρ/σ
Surface tension of water
Density of water
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INTRODUCTION
The generation, distribution and motion of bubbles and
droplets in the water and air flows, respectively, around
ships are difficult to simulate in laboratories for two main
reasons. The first reason concerns the effect of scale. The
generation of bubbles and droplets is controlled primarily
by the Froude and Weber numbers of the flow:

Fr =

u'
gL

and

u '2 L
We =
σ /ρ
respectively, where u' and L are the velocity and length
scales of the water motion in the region of interest, g is the
gravitational acceleration, σ is the surface tension and ρ is
the density of water. Since both the full-scale and
laboratory-scale flows use water and are performed on
earth, σ, ρ, and g are the same at laboratory and full scale.
Thus, creating matching Froude and Weber numbers can
only be achieved by manipulating u' and L. Also, since Fr
scales as u'L-0.5 while We scales as u'2L, the full scale values
of u' and L are required. Of course, exact matching is not
possible in experiments with scaled three-dimensional
models.
The second difficulty in performing laboratory experiments
on air bubble and droplet generation around ships is that
salt water should be used. It is well known, for instance,
that in any air-entraining water flows, the number of small
bubbles increases dramatically when salt water is used.
In this paper, two experimental facilities that simulate
separate regions of the flow about a slender ship moving at
constant speed in calm water are described. Both facilities
include relatively small water tanks so filtered tap water

mixed with artificial sea salt at a concentration of 35 parts
per thousand can be used. In the first facility, divergent
bow waves are simulated. These waves are generated by a
method known as 2D+T in which a two-dimensional wave
maker moves horizontally and deforms in a manner that
approximates the profile of the intersection of one side of a
ship hull and a fixed vertical plane oriented normal to the
ship's path. The wave maker has a draft of 0.91 m and
when simulating, for instance, the 5415 hull from the Naval
Surface Warfare Center, Carderock, the effective shipmodel length is 21 m. This gives some scale advantage
over typical three-dimensional model tests. The wave
maker was developed to study the details of the dynamics
of breaking bow waves and the distributions and motions
of air bubbles entrained during the breaking process.
In the second facility, the spray generation and air bubble
entrainment processes near the water surface along the hull
boundary layer are simulated. The boundary layer
simulation is created with a suddenly started surfacepiercing flat wall created by a stainless steel belt (a 15-mlong loop that is 1 meter wide and driven by two vertical
rollers placed about 7.5 m apart) moving horizontally at
full-scale ship speeds in a large water tank. In an
experimental run, each time t corresponds to a different
position along the hull according to the transformation x =
Ut, where U is the equivalent ship speed. In this
experiment, the important physical processes related to
droplet and bubble production are nearly identical to fullscale conditions. Also, since there is no large-scale wave
generation, and in particular no breaking waves, in this
flow, the effect of the turbulent boundary layer on the
bubble and droplet production processes is isolated.
In the following, the 2D+T bow wave simulator and the
ship boundary layer simulator are described.
2D+T BOW WAVE SIMULATOR
The 2D+T experiments are carried out in a wave tank that
is 14.80 m long, 1.15 m wide, and 2.20 m deep (water
depth 1.83 m). A schematic of the wave tank is shown in
Figure 1. The inside surface of the tank consists of a set of
large flat panels which are in turn supported by a
superstructure consisting of steel beams. All of the floor
panels and the wall panels at the two ends of the tank are
made of 0.635-cm-thick stainless steel plates while the
panels on the long sidewalls of the tank are made of 3.5cm-thick clear acrylic.
The 2D+T wave maker occupies about 2.8 m of the tank
length at one end. This leaves about 12 m from the
retracted position of the wave board (the midplane of the
equivalent 3-D ship model) to the far end of the tank. The
travel time for waves generated by the wave maker to reach
the far end of the tank and return to the measurement site

Wave Board

Servo motors

Instrument Carriage

Drive Pistons

0.91 m

0.91 m

2m

12.8 m

Figure 1 - Schematic drawing showing the tank, 2D+T
wave maker and instrument carriage. The tank is 14.8 m
long, 1.15 m wide and 2.2 m deep.
limits the length of time in which uncontaminated
measurements can be made. In the experiments discussed
herein, it is important that the wave reflection time ( ΔTR )
is longer than the time ( ΔT ) between the passage of the
bow and that of the middle of the equivalent 3-D ship
model

ΔT =

Lm
1
=
2U 2FL

where g is gravity, Lm (=21.03 m, see below) is the
equivalent 3-D ship model length, U is the equivalent 3-D
ship model forward speed, and

FL = U / gLM is the

Froude number. Using the above equation at an equivalent
full-scale speed of Us = 27.5 knots (the fastest equivalent
ship speed for the tests described herein, FL = 0.379) and
at Us =12.5 knots (the slowest ship speed for the
experiments described herein, FL = 0.172) we find ΔT =
1.93 s and ΔT = 4.25 s, respectively. The highest
possible surface wave speed in water of depth H is the
shallow water wave speed

gH which equals 4.24 m/s

for the present case with H = 1.83 m. This is both the
energy and phase speed of a wave whose length is many
times greater than the water depth. At this speed, a wave
can traverse the 24-m-long distance from the wave maker
to the far end of the tank and back in a time of ΔTR = 5.66
s which is longer than
3-D ship model speed.

ΔT , even at the slowest equivalent

A schematic drawing of the 2D+T wave maker is shown in
Figure 2 and a schematic drawing showing its installation
in the wave tank is given in Figure 1. The wave maker is
powered by four servomotors, which, through gear
reducers, drive four vertically oriented shafts. Each shaft
drives a toothed pulley, which drives a piston through a
rack-and-pinion system. The pistons drive horizontally
oriented plates that are as wide as the tank (1.14 m) and are
guided along the tank walls by tracks. Position sensors and
motor-shaft optical encoders are used in a computer-based
feed back control system to achieve the desired motion of
each piston. The frame of the 2D+T wave maker is bolted
to the bottom and side walls of the tank. Most of the
device is submerged and is made of appropriate materials
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(15.24 cm above mean water level)
Keel bar

Figure 2 - A schematic drawing of the 2D+T wave maker.
This device was designed and manufactured by MTS
Systems Corporation.
to resist corrosion.
The main component of the 2D+T wave maker is the
flexible wave board which is attached to the four drive
plates via hinges. The wave board, which spans the width
of the wave tank with a clearance of about 1.5 mm on each
side, is constructed from interleaved 1.6-mm-thick stainless
steel plates of various lengths. The plates are slotted and
riveted together in such a way that does not allow any flow
of water through the wave board via a straight path, other
than the thin gaps between the wave board and the tank
side walls. The stainless steel plates are thin enough to
bend elastically under the differential action of the drive
plates. Each drive plate is attached to a different layer of
stainless steel so that as the pistons move out at different
speeds, the changing distance between the hinge points is
accommodated by the stainless steel plates sliding relative
to each other. The keel depth of the 2D+T wave maker is
created by bending the wave board over a fixed horizontal
surface, called the keel bar, that spans the width of the tank
at 0.91 m above the floor of the tank, see Figures 1 and 2.
The keel bar is supported by a steel structure which is
bolted to the floor of the tank. A Delrine block forms the
top surface of the keel bar where it comes in contact with
the wave board. The mean water depth is fixed at 0.914
m above the top surface of the keel bar, thus creating the
keel depth for the wave maker and equivalent 3-D ship
model. The beam-to-draft ratio of the 5415 model is 3.085
and the length-to-draft ratio is 23.01. Thus, with a draft of
0.914 m, the half-beam of the 2D+T model and the
equivalent 3-D model is 1.410 m and the equivalent 3-D
model length is 21.03 m. Further details on the 2D+T
wave maker can be found in Shakeri (2005) and Shakeri et
al. (2009a) and Shakeri et al. (2009b).
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The 5415 hull profile was modified in two ways for use in
the 2D+T simulations. First, the bulb that appears below
the model keel depth was removed. This is necessary since
the 2D+T approximation requires a slender bow while the
bulb has a very blunt profile. Second, the stem region of
the 5415 hull form was modified as is explained below.
Figure 3(a) shows a plan view of the stem region at the
mean water line. As can be seen in the figure, the stem of
the 5415 hull shape has a small rounded nose. Simulation
of this nose shape with the 2D+T wave maker would
require the wave board to accelerate from zero to finite
speed in one wave-maker control time step. When the
wave maker attempts to create this motion it sets up an
oscillation in the velocity of the drive channels and this in
turn creates short wavelength surface waves. To remedy
this problem the rounded stem was replaced with the sharp
stem created from a third order polynomial as shown in
Figure 3(a).
Profiles of the wavemaker input to the four drive channels
are given in Figure 3(b). Measurement of the time histories
of the positions of the four drive channels for three runs at
the highest equivalent ship speed indicates that the
wavemaker reproduces these profiles with an rms error of
at most 6 mm during the piston displacements which range
from 1.44 m for the top drive channel to 0.87 m for the
bottom drive channel. The corresponding run-to-run
repeatability of the wave maker drive channel motion was
within ± 0.8 mm rms at any instant during a run. Side-view
high-speed movies of the wave board were also taken for
all experimental conditions used in this study. These
movies were analyzed to obtain the wave board shape
versus time.
In order to make measurements in a reference frame
moving with the top drive channel of the wave maker, an
instrument carriage and towing system was designed and
constructed. Figure 1 shows a schematic of the wave tank
including the instrument carriage. This system consists of
the drive assembly, cables, tracks, instrument carriage, and
position sensor. The carriage is controlled by the same
computer and software that controls the wave maker.
The carriage is powered by a servomotor and wire rope
system. The carriage is supported by four hydrostatic oil
bearings that ride on precision rails, one on either side of
the tank. When high-pressure oil is supplied to the
bearings, a thin film of oil is forced between the bearings
and the tracks. This oil layer dramatically reduces vibration
and friction levels when the carriage is in motion. Precise
motion profiles for the carriage are obtained by the same
means used for the drive channels of the wave maker.
Position feedback is provided by a precision position
sensor that is attached to the tank and extends over the
length of travel of the carriage. The position sensor
readings are used by the carriage control software to obtain
precise repeatable carriage motions. The maximum speed

The wave profiles are measured with a cinematic laser
induced fluorescence method. A schematic layout of the
setup for the wave profile measurements is shown in Figure
4. The purpose of the system is to record the surface profile
at the center plane of the tank in a moving reference frame.
The measurement system has three main components: a
light source, optics, and a high-speed digital camera. Each
component is discussed below.
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Figure 4 - Schematic of the wave tank and imaging system.
Plan view. The water is mixed with Fluorescein dye.
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Figure 3 - Profiles of the 5415 hull form in the horizontal
(x-y) plane. (a) Profile of the starboard side of the stem
region of the 5415 hull form at the water line and the
approximation to it used in the 2D+T wave maker:  -waterline profile of the 5415 hull form,  -- waterline
profile of the equivalent hull form used by the 2D+T wave
maker. (b) Profiles of the starboard side of the 5415 model
from stem to midships at the elevations of the four drive
channels of the 2D+T wave maker. The wave maker input
signals are obtained by converting the horizontal axis to
time via the transformation t = x/U. ----- drive channel 1
(top, 15.2 cm above the mean water level),  drive
channel 2 (15.2 cm below the mean water level), --  --  -drive channel 3 (45.7 cm below the mean water level), --- -- --- drive channel 4 (bottom, 76.2 cm below the mean
water level). (Shakeri et al. 2009b).

and acceleration of the carriage towing system are 3.1 m/s
and 6 m/s2, respectively.

The light source for the imaging system is a 7-Watt Argon
Ion laser (Coherent Inova-90) operating in all lines mode.
The laser is mounted on a table next to the wave tank at the
end with the wave maker.
The beam is directed
horizontally toward the far end of the tank. A number of
optical components are used to manipulate the laser beam
between the laser and the water surface. A set of three
mirrors is used to redirect the beam so that it points
horizontally from above the wave maker toward the
carriage and in the center plane of the tank. The last two
mirrors are used to adjust the direction of the beam so that
it hits the optics on the carriage in the same spot regardless
of the carriage position as it moves along the tank. Two
spherical lenses placed between the first two mirrors in the
optical path are used to focus beam onto the water surface.
According to the paraxial ray approximation analysis, the
minimum thickness of the laser beam at the water surface,
is 2~mm. It should be noted that as the carriage moves, the
distance along the optical path between the laser and water
surface changes and so does the thickness of the beam at
the water surface. Thus, the focal point of the system was
set to be about half way between where the carriage starts
and ends its motion.
In order to convert the circular laser beam into a light sheet,
a rotating 12-sided polygon with mirrored surfaces was
mounted on the instrument carriage with its axis of rotation
horizontal and perpendicular to the direction of the laser
beam. As the polygonal mirror rotates, the reflected beam
translates over an angle of 60 degrees in the vertical center
plane of the wave tank. The mirror rotates at about 12,000
rpm so during a typical exposure of about 4 ms for each
image of the high-speed camera (see discussion below), the
laser scans the field of view about 10 times and appears to
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the camera as a uniform light sheet. The span of the light
sheet at the water surface was set to about 0.8 m by
adjusting the height of the laser beam and rotating mirror.
The angle between the centerline of the light sheet and the
undisturbed water surface was set to about 45 degrees by
adjusting the height of the rotation axis of the mirror
relative to the height of the laser beam.
The intersection of the light sheet and the water surface
was photographed with a high-speed digital camera
(Phantom v9, Vision Research, Inc.) that was mounted on
the instrument carriage. The camera was set to record
1632-by-1200-pixel images with 8-bit gray levels at a
frame rate of 256 images per second. The water was mixed
with Fluorescein dye at a concentration of about 3 ppm. A
long-wavelength-pass color filter was placed in front of the
camera lens in order to block any specular reflections of
laser light. The camera viewed the water surface through a
long flat mirror which was also mounted on the carriage,
see Figure 4. The viewing direction of the camera relative
to the normal to the light sheet was about 30 degrees. This
relatively large angle was required to get a clear view of
the front face of the wave and to avoid accidental collisions
of the wave board and the instrument carriage during the
experiments. The distortion of the images of the wave
profile are removed using images of calibration targets.
Four images of the bow wave produced by the 2D+T wave
maker for an equivalent full-scale ship speed of 27.5 knots
are shown in Figure 5. As can be seen from the images in
Figure 5, a strong plunging breaker is produced. In these
images, the high-contrast boundary between the black
region on the top of each image and the lighter region on
the bottom is the intersection of the laser light sheet and the
water surface. The light source for the intensity pattern
below this high-contrast boundary is the glowing dye
within the subsurface portion of the light sheet. This light
either serves to illuminate features like the portion of the
plunging jet between the camera and the light sheet as seen
in the third image in Figure 5 or creates a varied intensity
pattern as the subsurface light sheet is viewed through the
curved water surface.
Images like those seen in Figure 5 can be used to construct
the equivalent three-dimensional wave field of the model as
shown in Figure 6. In this wave pattern each curve is the
profile of the wave pattern at a fixed streamwise (x)
position along the ship hull. Since the wave pattern is quite
wide, each curve is created from four experimental runs
with the camera in four positions with overlapping fields of
view. As can be seen in the figure, the region of overlap
between the profile segments from each camera position
line up well where the water surface is smooth, but have
some mismatch in the rough water regions, were turbulence
causes the surface to vary somewhat from run to run at a
given time and position.
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Figure 5 - Laser-induced fluorescence images of the wave
generated by the 2D+T wave maker when simulating the
5415 hull form, Us = 27.5 knots. A strong plunging
breaker is generated. (a) t = 0.346 s, (b) 0.458 s, (c) 0.578
s, and (d) 0.763 s. The wave maker run time, Twm = 2.036 s,
is equivalent to the time of passage of one half of the ship
length. The horizontal field of view of is about 0.8 m.
(Shakeri et al. 2009b).
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Figure 7 - Photographs of naval combatant ships showing
zone of white water next to the hull.
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Figure 6. Wave profiles plotted as would occur for the
three dimensional ship model for an equivalent full-scale
ship speed of 27.5 knots. (Shaker et al. 2009b).
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HULL BOUNDARY LAYER SIMULATOR
It has long been observed that there is a layer of white
water next to the hulls of naval combatant ships moving at
high speed, see for example the photograph in Figure 7.
The appearance of white water indicates the presence of air
bubbles and water droplets. It is not known whether this
white water is the result of active droplet (spray) generation
and air entrainment due to turbulence in the boundary layer
along the ship hull or the result of spray and air bubbles
that are generated upstream in the breaking bow wave and
then swept downstream with the flow. In the boundary
layer, air entrainment and spray generation are promoted
by the turbulent fluid motion, which tends to roughen the
water surface, and diminished by both surface tension and
gravity, which attempt to smooth the surface. As mentioned
above, the ratio of turbulent kinetic energy to gravitational
potential energy is given by the square of the Froude
number ( Fr = u ′ 2 / (gL) ) and the ratio of turbulent kinetic
energy to surface tension energy is given by the

Figure 8 - Regions of various types of surface motions for
free-surface turbulence with velocity fluctuation magnitude
q (vertical axis) and length scale L (horizontal axis), from
Brochinni and Peregrine (2001). Air entrainment and spray
production occur in the upper region, above the uppermost
curved line. The three data points are values obtained for
the turbulent boundary layer on a flat plate with q taken as
the rms of the spanwise (which is vertical for the present
plate orientation) velocity fluctuation w' and L taken as the
boundary layer thickness (δ).
Weber number ( We = ρu ′ 2 L / σ ), where u' is the
characteristic magnitude of the vertical component of the
turbulent velocity fluctuations and L is the length scale of
this turbulence. Brocchini and Peregrine (2001) have used
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Figure 9 - Schematic drawing of the ship boundary layer
simulator.
scaling arguments to predict when air entrainment and
spray generation will occur due to strong free-surface
turbulence. Figure 8, which is from their paper, shows the
boundaries of various types of surface undulations on a plot
of q (= u') versus L. Air entrainment and spray production
are predicted to occur in the top region of the plot, i.e.
above the uppermost curve. In the present work, estimates
of q versus L in the ship boundary layer were obtained
from classical correlations for flat plate boundary layers
and three data points corresponding to three streamwise
locations along the hull are plotted on Figure 8. In these
estimates, q was taken as the spanwise (vertical) velocity
fluctuation and L was taken as the boundary layer
thickness. These data points show that air entrainment and
spray production are predicted for a good portion of the
ship length, starting near the bow.
To study air entrainment and droplet generation in the
hull boundary layer, a novel model experiment that
produces approximate full-scale conditions is under
development. The idea is to produce a temporally evolving
boundary layer on a surface piercing flat surface. The
surface consists of a stainless steel belt loop that is about
1.0 m wide and about 15 m long. The belt is mounted on
two vertically oriented drums with diameters of about 0.46
m as shown in Figure 9. The drums are each driven by
hydraulic motors and the entire device is placed in a opensurface water tank that is roughly 13 m long, 2.44 m wide
and 1.3 m deep as shown in the figure. The roughness of
the surface of the stainless steel belt can be controlled by
painting its surface with urethane paint impregnated with
sand. The facility is called a Ship Boundary Layer
Simulator (SBLS).
Before each experimental run with the SBLS, the belt
and the water in the tank will be stationary. When a run
begins, the belt will accelerate up to full-scale ship speed
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Us (up to 15 m/s (30 knots)) very quickly, remain at
constant speed until any point on the belt travels a distance
equal to the ship length (say 150 m) and then stop. The
flow on the surface of the belt will then be a simulation of
the flow seen by a stationary observer in the ocean as a
ship, that makes no waves, passes by at 30 knots. The
distance x along the ship hull corresponding to any time t
after the belt begins to move is essentially the distance
traveled by the belt, x = Ust. In order to simulate the
passage of the 150-m-long ship at 15 m/s, the belt will
remain on for 10 s. The acceleration of the belt should be
as fast as possible and design calculations have shown that
a conservative estimate of the acceleration time is 0.5 s,
i.e., only about 5% of the length of the equivalent ship.
There are a number of important advantages to this
experiment: (1) no gravity waves will be produced so any
air entrainment will be due only to the turbulence in the
boundary layer, (2) full-scale values of the turbulent
Reynolds, Froude and Weber numbers will be achieved,
(3) the experiments can be performed in salt water and (4)
detailed measurements of boundary layer flow fields,
surface fluctuations, bubbles and bubble motions can be
performed during long-term experiments.
The SBLS and the water tank in which it operates are
currently under construction with funding from the ONR
Defense University Instrumentation Program. The system
is expected to be operational by this fall. A photograph of
the SBLS in the production facility at MTS Systems
Corporation is given in Figure 10.

Figure 10 - Photograph of the ship boundary layer
simulator during construction at MTS Systems
Corporation.
In future work, the surface motion near the belt
surface will be measured with a cinematic laser-induced
fluorescence system. In these measurements, a laser light
sheet will be oriented vertically with its plane
perpendicular to the belt surface. The camera will view the
intersection of the light sheet and the water surface from
the side. The water in the tank will be mixed with
fluorscein dye at a concentration of about 5 ppm. The line

of intersection of the water surface and the light sheet will
be photographed at high frame rates to obtain the surface
motion including droplet production and air bubble
entrainment events. Also, the motion of the water contact
line on the belt surface will be recorded from these images.
Bubbles and water droplets will be measured with a pulsed
shadowgraph technique. These measurements will yield
the spatial and temporal distributions of the bubbles and
droplets of various sizes as well as the velocities of the
bubbles and droplets. Finally, the flow field in the water
will be measured with a stereo particle image velocimetry
system. The goals of these measurements are to quantify
the droplet and bubble generation as a function of the ship
speed and surface roughness, to determine where the
bubbles and droplets go after generation, and to explore the
physics of these processes.
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ABSTRACT
Forced motion testing is one of the basic tools of
hydrodynamic model testing. It is used to determine ship
performance – from the most basic resistance testing to
more advanced seakeeping and loads testing. A novel three
degree-of-freedom motion mechanism is described, which
enables large amplitude, forced oscillation model testing.
The mechanism has been used to produce extreme roll
angles about a virtual center of roll that can be adjusted onthe-fly in the control software. The mechanism has also
been used to enable forced sway and forced heave testing,
and can also be used to produce combinations of all three
motions. Basic theory and details of the concept design,
detailed design, construction considerations, and control
software as well as experimental uses and considerations
for future improvements are presented and discussed.

INTRODUCTION
Forced motion testing is one of the basic tools of
hydrodynamic model testing, and is used to determine ship
performance – from the most basic resistance testing to
more advanced seakeeping and loads testing. Captive, or
semi-captive, model tests are often used to assess
maneuvering performance and determine hydrodynamic
coefficients (Lewis, 1988).
One of the first forced oscillation experiments for a
ship model was carried out by Thews and Landweber
(1937) to determine roll moments for a ship in regular
waves.
Additional single degree-of-freedom (1DoF)
oscillation experiments have also been conducted to
examine ship heave motion at zero speed (Haskind and
Rieman 1946), to determine hydrodynamic coefficients for
two-dimensional cylindrical geometries in sway, heave,
and roll (Vugts, 1968), and to produce roll and yaw
moments for a ship using rotating gyroscopes (Gerritsma,
1969). Roll oscillations for free-running models have also
been generated using a pair of rotating gyroscopes (Sugai
and Yamanouchi, 1963).
In recent years, there has been a renewed interest in
understanding the physics associated with large amplitude
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ship motions and being able to accurately predict these
motions for a range of environmental and operational
conditions. Forced oscillation experimental techniques
provide a practical means to measure and characterize the
forces and moments on both the hull and appendages
during motion. Additionally, the data from these
experiments can be used for the development and
validation of numerical codes used for the prediction of
ship motions (Beck and Reed, 2001).
Large amplitude sway, heave, and roll motion are of
particular interest for experiments because of the
complexities involved with characterizing the cross-flow
drag, radiation and diffraction forces, and roll damping
which are associated with each of these modes of motion.
A series of 1DoF force roll oscillation experiments
(Fullerton, et al., 2006; 2008; Bassler, et al., 2007) have
been performed with David Taylor Model Basin (DTMB)
Model #5613-1, which is the tumblehome configuration of
the ONR Topside Series hull forms. This hull form series
was designed at Naval Surface Warfare Center, Carderock
Division (NSWCCD) to conduct research on modern naval
combatant-type hull forms (Bishop, et al., 2005). For these
experiments multiple 1DoF motion mechanisms were used
that utilized a roll actuator fixed at the model’s roll axis
(Figures 1 and 2). These mechanisms were limited in their
ability to produce large amplitude roll motion due to
interference between the supporting strut and the model
side walls and deck edges. For DTMB Model #5613-1, roll
angles above 30 degrees become difficult due to the
constraints from the tumblehome hull geometry.

Figure 1: 1DoF roll/pitch mechanism and limitations
associated with the deck edge (Fullerton, et al., 2008).
To provide more capability and produce realistic
combinations of ship motions, multiple degree-of-freedom
(MDoF) forced motion mechanisms based on an inverted
Stewart platform have been developed (de Jong and
Keuning, 2006). While this type of mechanism can produce
forced oscillations in all six degrees-of-freedom, roll
motions are still constrained to relatively small amplitudes
due to the maximum stroke of the hydraulic arm
components and the mounts on the model (Figure 3).

Figure 2: 1DoF roll mechanism, with constraints to 30
degrees of roll (Bassler, et al., 2007).

Figure 3: Ship model experiencing forced roll motion with
a 6DoF motion mechanism (de Jong and Keuning, 2006).
Recent research has been performed at NSWCCD to
develop an improved understanding of the physics
associated with large amplitude motions (Belknap and
Telste, 2008; Belknap, et. al., 2010) and to improve the roll
damping computational model for extreme seaways
(Bassler, et al., 2010; 2010a). Additionally, new theoretical
models for radiation forces and cross flow drag are under
development (Belknap, et al., 2010). Validation data for
large amplitude 1DoF forced heave and sway motions is
required in order to assess the models.
These computational models are intended to be robust
enough to consider roll motion in severe seas, up to 50
degrees. In order to validate the models, large amplitude
forced roll oscillation experiments are required. As
discussed, rolling the model about a roll axis using
traditional fixed strut mechanisms limits testing to angles
below where the deck edge contacts the strut. In order to
achieve the desired roll amplitudes, a new solution was
required.
FUNDAMENTAL CONCEPT
Large roll angles which submerge the deck edge can
not be achieved while maintaining watertight integrity
using a mechanical pivot point within the model. However,
it is possible to mount the model to a rigid strut that
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extends outside of the watertight envelope of the model. If
the model and fixed strut are rotated about a roll axis, the
top of that strut will follow a prescribed arc. This arc can
also be achieved externally using concurrent sway and
heave actuators.
Incorporating a roll actuator into the base of the heave
actuator and attaching the model with its fixed strut allows
the model to be rolled about a prescribed virtual axis as
shown in Figure 4.

amplitude, roll frequency, and model mass properties. The
actuator travel was sized to accommodate a 50 degree
sinusoidal roll with a 381 mm roll arm. Actuator motors
and gearing, as well as the supporting structure, were sized
in order to accommodate sinusoidal roll up 50 degrees at
4.83 rad/s for a model IXX= 11.8 kg-m2 (in air).
Consideration was also given for the ability to lift a 250 kg
model above the free surface, at slow speed, in order to
facilitate model rigging and changes during the test. The
resulting capabilities are shown in Table 1. However, the
maximum design speeds may not be achievable, due to the
acceleration limitations, which are dependant on specific
test conditions and model size.
Table 1: 3DoF Mechanism Design Capabilities

Sway
Heave
Roll

Figure 4: Combined sway, heave, and roll actuation with
the mechanism, to obtain large amplitude roll about the
specified roll axis.
The individual displacements of the three actuators to
achieve the desired roll angle (I) are defined by

Y Actuator

AI sin(I )

(sway)

(1)

Z Actuator

AI >1  cos(I )@

(heave)

(2)

(roll)

(3)

I Actuator

I

where AI is the radial distance from the roll actuator to the
virtual roll center of the model. Using this formulation, the
location of the ship’s roll axis can be adjusted, as required,
during operation.
HARDWARE DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION
Design
The resulting 3DoF mechanism was designed
primarily for testing of DTMB Model #5699, which is
described in more detail later in the Experimental
Applications section. The mechanism can also be inverted
and supported from above to accommodate testing on one
of the moving carriages at NSWCCD, using models of
similar size.
Controlling requirements for the mechanism were roll
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Max Stroke
711 mm
432 mm
65 deg.
(w/ 381 mm arm)

Max Speed
4064 mm/sec
371 mm/sec
444 deg/sec

The initial design of the mechanism utilized an
integrated actuator that was made from a structural
extrusion, a drive mechanism, and supporting bearings.
While this resulted in a compact and elegant design, when
preliminary testing began the actual moments exerted on
the actuators were too large. As a result, a more rigid
solution was pursued.
The resulting final design can be seen in Figure 5.
Roll is accomplished using a Kollmorgen AKM53 servo
motor coupled to a 30:1 right angle, double shaft, precision
gearbox. Keyless couplings attach the roll arm or yoke to
the output shafts.

Figure 5: 3DoF motion mechanism profile view (left) and
sway carriage (right) with vertical heave rails (blue and
green).
The roll gearbox is supported by a pair of machined
angles that together with heave actuator make up the heave
carriage. This actuator moves up and down as part the
carriage in order to keep the bottom clear of the rolling
model regardless of initial height. With its saddle coupled
to the sway carriage, the heave actuator uses a AKM53
motor coupled to a 2.54 mm/thread ball screw to move the
heave carriage up and down. The carriage is supported by

four precision, high-capacity Thompson linear bearings on
a pair of vertical rails.
The sway carriage is supported by four additional
linear bearings on a pair of horizontal rails that span the
supporting I-beams. A single AKM54 motor drives the pair
of sway actuators which are coupled together and use belt
drives to achieve 130 mm/rev. The actuators are attached to
the same supporting extrusions as the sway rails. The
saddles are coupled to the sway carriage through spherical
bearings.
All three actuation axes include limit switches. Both
the sway and heave axes also incorporate mechanical
limits, or hard stops. A 3D computer model of the
assembly can be seen in Figure 6.

Figure 7: Installation of the 3DoF motion mechanism in the
NSWCCD 140 ft basin.
MECHANISM CONTROL
Control Theory
The dominant mode of the MDoF motions in this
application is roll. The roll motion, I, is given as

I

I 0 sin Zt  H

(4)

where user-specified values are given for the roll
amplitude, I0, the angular velocity, Z, and the initial phase
angle, H. The sway motion control input, Y, including
consideration for the contribution from the roll motion, is
given as

Y

Figure 6: 3DoF motion mechanism CAD assembly
Construction and Installation
The sway carriage was fabricated as a steel weldment
at NSWCCD and then machined true in order to
compensate for warping in any of the mounting surfaces.
The remaining components and machined parts were then
assembled on site.
The mechanism was installed in the 140 ft basin at
NSWCCD (Figure 7). The basin is 42.7 m long and 3.05 m
wide. For the experiments, the water level in the basin was
fixed at 1.37m deep.
The mechanism was configured in the middle of the
basin to enable the model to be oriented transversely across
the basin to support 2D measurements. Aluminum I-beams
were modified for higher transverse stiffness and anchored
into the concrete side walls of the basin. The sway tracks of
the 3DoF mechanism were oriented perpendicular to the Ibeams, providing a fixed support structure for the
mechanism.

y 0 sin Zt  H  AI sin I

(5)

where y0 is the sway amplitude and AI is the length of the
attachment arm from the roll actuator to the desired roll
center of the model. The heave motion, Z, is given as

Z

z 0 sin Zt  H  AI 1  cos I

(6)

Controllers and Software
The 3DOF controller consisted of a PC running a
National Instruments PCI-7344 motion controller card
connected to Copley Controls Xenus XTL-230-40-R servo
amplifiers integrated into a custom control box built by
G&G Technical, Inc. and can be seen in Figure 8. Three
analog outputs from the motion card were fed into there
corresponding servo amplifiers to drive the motors. The
feedback encoder signals and limit switch signals were
monitored by the motion card.
The Copley servo amplifiers were run in a velocity
mode with the analog signal from the National Instruments
motion card providing the control. This allowed the motion
card to run a feedback loop which would compute the
necessary velocity to obtain the desired position, and the
servo amplifiers would compute the needed acceleration to
obtain the requested velocity as fast as possible while also
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providing the power to drive the motors.

the different axes then are controlled whatever delays are
inherit in the motion card itself. This method does enforce
a limitation in that the operator has to predetermine the
oscillation profile buffer to feed to the card, including
acceleration ramps. It also imposes a restriction on the
amount of collection time, could lead to prohibitively large
buffers, and does not allow changes frequency and
amplitude on the fly.
Fortunately, the semantics of the test do not require
any restrictions on the timing of the profile changes.
Therefore a hybrid method was adopted, where watchdog
software was written that monitors the motion card’s
progress through the circular buffer. As profile changes are
requested, the watchdog software can exclusively make
changes to a portion of the buffer that is safe and will not
affect the current motions. It must be ensured that the
buffer size, interpolation update rate, watchdog update rate,
and watchdog update size are chosen so that the watchdog
software stays ahead of the motion card’s interpolation
software.

Figure 8: Control box for the 3DoF motion mechanism.
EXPERIMENTAL APPLICATIONS
The software providing the user interface for the
control of the motors was written using National
Instruments Labview software. The primary control loop
(i.e. computing the necessary velocity based on the desired
position and handling encoder and limit switch feedback)
was implemented by the controller card. While the motion
card provided an internal processor that could run simple
programs, the programming interface for the card did not
provide the operations needed to produce the desired
oscillations. Therefore it was decided that the oscillation
position profile would be produced using the main
processor.
The first iteration of the software used a timed loop
that would send a desired position to the motion card at
precise intervals. This allowed the operator to update the
oscillation position profile on the fly. This was important
because the acceleration ramps at the beginning and end of
the oscillation were needed to achieve the high speeds with
a large model. Another desired capability was the ability to
change the frequency and magnitude of the oscillation
while the model was oscillating. The real-time position
update software produced what appeared to be smooth
motion that was synchronized between all three axes. It
was discovered that the actual motion was not actually
smooth but instead was a very fast step function. This
showed up on the model force gages as noise in the signal.
As a result, an alternative using a spline interpolation
method integrated into the motion card was used. Given a
circular buffer of positions and an update rate, the motion
card will interpolate between the points to provide an
incredibly smooth movement due to the motion card’s
ability to update the position much faster than the timed
loop. This also allowed us to obtain the highest
synchronization possible between the movements of the
three axes as all three motions could be started with one
call to the motion card. Any delays between the motions of
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Using the 3DoF mechanism, a series of experiments
were conducted with DTMB Model #5699 including 1DoF
large amplitude sway, heave, and roll oscillations (Bassler,
et al., 2010a; Belknap, et al., 2010). The principal
particulars of the model are given in Table 2 and additional
description can be found in Bassler, et al. (2010a).
DTMB Model #5699 is a two-dimensional
representation of the midship section of the ONR Topside
Series, flared and tumblehome configurations. The 2D
model is a geosim of the midship section of DTMB Model
#5613, a 32nd-scale model used for previous experiments
(Bishop, et al., 2005; Bassler, et al., 2007).
Table 2: DTMB Model #5699 Principal Particulars
Effective scale ratio, 
Length, LWL
Calm-waterplane area, AWP
Beam, B
Draft, T
KG
GM
k44/B (with bilge keel)
Bilge keel span, bBK
Displacement (freshwater)

32
2.743 m
1.588 m2
0.5875 m
0.172 m
0.172 m
0.132 m
0.361 (0.366)
0.039 m
232.24 kg

1DoF Large Amplitude Roll Experiment
A series of sinusoidal forced oscillation experiments
were conducted (Figure 9) with combinations roll
amplitudes and frequencies (Table 3). The frequency
conditions are given at model scale. The purpose of these
experiments was to examine the forces and moments on the
hull and bilge keel during large amplitude roll motion, and
to compare to theoretical predictions of ship roll damping.

Due to some of the limitations discussed previously, all
three axes were used in conjunction with each other to
obtain 1DoF large amplitude roll motion for the model.

1DoF Large Amplitude Sway Experiment
A series of sinusoidal forced oscillation experiments
were conducted with combinations of sway amplitudes and
frequencies (Table 4). The frequency conditions are given
at model scale. The purpose of these experiments was to
examine the forces and moments on the hull during large
amplitude sway motion, and compare to theoretical
predictions of cross-flow drag forces.
Table 4: Test Conditions
Fn
Sway amplitude, y (mm)
Sway frequency, Zy (rad/s)
Heel angle, I(deg)
Bilge keel configuration

Figure 9: 3DoF mechanism with DTMB Model #5699-1
producing large amplitude roll motion.

0.0
51.6, 103
2.891, 4.33
0, 30
without

The model sway motion was able to obtain steadystate within a few cycles after beginning forced oscillation
(Figure 11).
80

Table 3: Test Conditions
0.0
5, 15, 25, 30, 35, 40, 45
2.17, 2.5, 2.85, 3.81
with and without

40

20
Sway (mm)

Fn
Roll amplitude, I (deg)
Roll frequency, Z (rad/s)
Bilge keel configuration

60

0
0

5

10

15

20

25

30

35

40

-20

Comparison of the control signal to the measured
gyro signal for roll motion showed the accuracy of the
mechanism to be less than one degree of commanded roll
angle (Figure 10). This difference includes any control
system lags, drive system backlash, and deflection of the
supporting structure.
50

-40

-60

-80
Time (s)

Figure 11: 1DoF forced sway oscillation, y= 103 mm,
Zz= 4.33 rad/s, including initial transient and steadystate conditions.
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1DoF Large Amplitude Heave Experiment
A series of sinusoidal forced oscillation experiments
were conducted with combinations of heave amplitudes
and frequencies (Table 5), with the model upright and in a
heeled condition. The frequency conditions are given at
model scale. The purpose of these experiments was to
examine the forces and moments on the hull during large
amplitude heave motion, and compare to theoretical
predictions of the radiation forces. The maximum heave
amplitude corresponds to 60% of the model draft.

-50

Table 5: Test Conditions

Time (s)

Figure 10: 1DoF forced roll oscillation, I= 40 deg, Z= 2.85
rad/s, with commanded roll signal (black) and actual roll
motion (red) shown.

Fn
Heave amplitude, z (mm)
Heave frequency, Zz (rad/s)
Heel angle, I (deg)
Bilge keel configuration
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0.0
51.6, 103
2.891, 4.33, 5.776
0, 25
without

The model heave motion was able to obtain steadystate within a few cycles after beginning forced oscillation
(Figure 12). Some comparisons to numerical predictions
for this experimental subset are discussed in Belknap, et al.
(2010).
150

100

Heave (mm)

50

6DoF
Some initial concept studies have been performed to
examine the possibility of expanding this concept to a
6DoF mechanism. If the two sway actuators were
independent, and a sliding degree-of-freedom was
introduced, then the mechanism could produce yaw.
Similarly, using a second independent heave actuator
would then enable pitch motion. Finally, a surge actuator
could be introduced, which would then provide the ability
to actuate motions in all six degrees-of-freedom.
SUMMARY

0
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45

-50
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Figure 12: 1DoF forced heave oscillation, z = 103 mm,
Zz = 2.891 rad/s, including initial transient and steadystate conditions.
Mechanical Vibration
Some high-frequency noise associated with the
mechanism was observed. However, the noise occurred at
a much higher frequency than the frequency of oscillation
for any of the experimental conditions. Digital filtering
with FFTs was used to reconstruct the measured signal and
very clear measurements were obtained for the forces on
both the model hull and bilge keels (Bassler, et al., 2010a).
FUTURE WORK
Possible Improvements
A rigid support structure and bearing system designed
for large moments was found to be essential for sway and
heave. The redesign used the existing actuators in order to
reduce cost. The sway actuators suffered the most wear and
tear in the testing with the original configuration, and
exhibited some periodic binding afterwards. The heave
actuator was quite massive, and that mass became part of
the load that had to be accelerated for both heave and sway.
Replacing both of these integrated actuators with
specifically selected linear drive systems will result in a
lighter and smoother system.
Roll was designed to be supported directly by the
gearbox. The gearbox met all the of the design
specifications, but still exhibited a small amount of
backlash. A linear actuator and lever arrangement with a
separate rotational bearing system would be a desirable
improvement.
The source of the high frequency mechanical
vibration needs to be verified and additional efforts made
to correct or mitigate the effects.
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The problem of large amplitude forced roll model
testing required a solution that uses more than 1DoF. By
moving the mechanical roll axis out of the model and
adding sway and heave, a virtual roll axis could be
achieved in such a way that the deck edges of the model no
longer restricted the roll angle. Sway and heave could also
be independently used or coupled to achieve other valuable
forced motion data.
The demands on the system were such that preintegrated actuators and slides were not appropriate. A
more rigid and purpose-built mechanism was achieved
using lessons learned from the first design iteration. The
lessons learned from the second iteration can also be
applied to the design of future motion mechanisms at
NSWCCD, including a planned 6DoF mechanism.
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Figure 2 - High Speed Carriage, 2008

Figure 1 - High and Low Speed Carriages, 1977

ABSTRACT
The history of the U. S. Naval Academy Hydromechanics
Laboratories in Isherwood Hall and in Rickover Hall is
documented in this paper.
The Rickover Hall
Hydromechanics Laboratory dedication ceremony took
place during the 18th ATTC in Annapolis in 1977. The
design/development of the laboratory is discussed and
education and research activities are summarized. Further
details are recorded in the Appendices that are available as
a companion CD to the printed proceedings of this
conference.

NOTATION
ATTC
sC
µH,

American Towing Tank Conference
Crest front steepness of a breaking wave
Horizontal asymmetry factor of a wave

THE EARLY YEARS - ISHERWOOD HALL
During the 1950s, the Ship Hydromechanics Laboratory in
the Engineering Department (now Engineering Division)
consisted of an 85' x 6' x 4' towing tank, an 18' x 22' x 4'
intact and damaged stability demonstration tank and a
small circulating water channel. The towing and stability
tanks were originally built of surplus destroyer plating from
Norfolk Naval Shipyard shortly after World War II. At that
time, because of its location restrictions, the towing tank
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was only 52 feet in length. The towing mechanism and
dynamometer were of the gravity type and were originally
obtained as surplus material from the David Taylor Model
Basin, along with the original towing models. All of the
installation labor and fabrication of the tanks was
accomplished by shop personnel of the Engineering
Department. In 1951, a new gravity dynamometer was
built by the shop personnel and a new and more precise
speed measuring mechanics was devised.
In 1955 the towing tank was lengthened to 85' by breaking
through the wall at the east side of the building and roofing
over the space between this portion of Isherwood Hall and
the shop building containing the towing tank and stability
tank. A pneumatic wave maker was built and installed in
the tank in 1959 and in 1960-61 a powered carriage for
towing models, both surface and submerged, was added to
the tank. The carriage was suspended from a centerline
round rail and powered by a belt drive to drive wheels
running on a round rail on the far side of the tank (See
photos below and in Appendix 8) All of these
improvements were initiated by Professor Thomas Gillmer,
the original Director of the Ship Hydromechanics Lab and
built by the Engineering Department personnel, the only
expenditures being for material, electric motors, and
dynamometer instrumentation.
Even so, major changes in the Naval Academy “one size
fits all” curriculum made this existing tank rather

inadequate to support these changes. In 1957 the
Superintendent introduced the first accelerated courses in
the Mathematics Department. Russia’s launching of
Sputnik in October 1957 contributed to a revolution in the
thinking about the existing Naval Academy goal of
producing “immediately employable ensigns”. In 1959 a
major overhaul of the core curriculum was begun by the
Folsom Curriculum Review Board, partly because USNA
graduates could not enter civilian graduate schools without
further study or prerequisite courses. These early changes
involved validation of courses previously taken elsewhere,
overload courses and electives. (The second Trident
Scholar to use the towing tank had two years of college
before entering the Naval Academy with the class of 1966).
Many of the changes were the result of efforts by Captain
William Brinkloe, Secretary of the Academy Board during
1959-60 (previously head of the Engineering Department
in 1957-59 who had assigned Lt.JG Bruce Johnson his first
engineering design task, a wind tunnel for Isherwood Hall
(the yellow wind tunnel was transferred to Rickover Hall
and eventually scrapped).

project), eight in 1965-66 (two towing tank projects, see
Johnson and Barchi, 1968), twelve in 1966-67 (one towing
tank project), and fifteen in 1967-68 (two towing tank
projects, both done at DTMB using full scale 8-oared
racing shells, see Johnson and Saylor, 1971). The migration
to using the DTMB towing tank was necessitated by the
limitations imposed by the small size of the USNA towing
tank. The lack of ability to achieve speeds required for
realistic Reynolds Number testing or to hold speeds of
reasonable ranges for adequate steady state periods created
a need for a larger and more versatile towing tank facility
at the Naval Academy, since numerous scheduling
problems at DTMB resulted in very limited testing time for
the Trident Scholar projects. It became necessary both in
research and instruction to examine isolated and individual
portions of the ship resistance problems. Such examination,
because of the difficulties of scaling and the limitations of
the physical laws of similitude, requires testing of larger
models at speeds more closely related to "full scale"
speeds.

In 1960 it was decided to remove the core courses in Naval
Construction and Ship Stability and IC Engines from first
class year and replace them with a two year sequence in
thermodynamics and fluid mechanics This coincided with
the creation of the first majors at USNA which involved
taking 15 to 23 semester hours of electives beyond the
common core of 160 hours. This could be accomplished by
validation and/or overloads.
The first elective in Naval Architecture was offered as part
of a new Marine Engineering major for the 1960-61
academic year. For 1961-62, courses in both hydrostatics
and hydrodynamics were introduced for the Marine
Engineering major and an Aeronautical Engineering major
was added. In 1963-64, the Marine Engineering major was
absorbed into the new Mechanical Engineering major
which had a naval architecture track with two electives,
E801-Hydrostatics and E802-Hydrodynamics as well as
Reactor Physics and Heat Transfer/Systems Engineering
tracks. Also during that period, the majors and minor’s
programs were being modified away from the restrictions
of the core curriculum of 164 semester hours with no
electives. The new minors and majors programs required a
minimum of 137 to 144 semester hours of credit.

Figure 3 - 1966 Trident Scholar Polymer Additive Study in
85 foot tank

Justification for a new Hydromechanics Lab
These fundamental changes to the academic program
during 1963-64 included the appointment of a civilian
Academic Dean and the establishment of the Trident
Scholar Program. Under this program, midshipmen
standing in the top 10 percent of their class at the end of the
first semester of their junior year are invited to submit
proposed research projects and programs of study for
evaluation. Six scholars were selected in both 1963-64 (one
towing tank project) and 1964-65 (one towing tank

Figure 4 - Midshipmen Barchi and McKenney with 1966
Instrumentation
During this time Professor Gillmer initiated a number of
studies concerning increasing the size and scope of the
Hydromechanics Laboratory. In an overall USNA study, a
new Hydromechanics Laboratory was to be located on the
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ground floor of Griffin Hall. This location restricted the
length of a towing tank to 175 feet and a width between
building columns of 19 feet. It became evident at once that
such a length provided but little improvement in capability
over the existing tank. A search was therefore instituted to
provide a location for a tank with a capability of high
carriage speed of approximately 20 knots for a 5 sec.
steady state test run. Such a tank requires approximately
300 feet of length. Within the present engineering group of
buildings there was no existing space which offers a 300
foot site; however, Melville Hall could be modified to
accommodate the 300 foot tank by extending it south to a
juncture with Griffin Hall. Working with Lt. Tom Dyer and
Professors Johnson and Compton, these early studies of a
175 x 12 x 8 tank suggested by DTMB and a later Master
Plan proposal of a 300 x 16 x 12 tank in renovated Griffin
and Melville Halls using a cable or tape driven towing
carriage whose upper speed capability is approximately 20
knots for a steady state run of near 5 seconds, considered a
minimum acceptable facility.
During the summer of 1966, Professor Johnson spent five
weeks inspecting hydromechanics laboratories in Europe.
He also attended the International Towing Tank conference
in Tokyo in October, 1966 with side trips to the major
Japanese towing tanks. Almost universally, the contacts
made during these visits recommended that the towing tank
cross section be larger. Most of the new tanks in the size
range of the proposed USNA tank were at least 20 feet
wide, and could handle models up to 16 feet long.
Therefore the Griffin-Melville Hall proposal was rejected
as being too narrow for the model size needed for self
propulsion tests. The first iteration in finding a location for
a 300 foot long tank involved closing the triangle formed
by Isherwood, Griffin and Melville Hall (a hypotenuse with
a useful average length of 385 feet) to house both a new 30
foot wide hydromechanics lab with a 300 foot long by 21
foot wide by 16 foot deep towing tank and a new
aerodynamics laboratory 60 feet wide.
The master plan architects, Warneke-Ewing, rejected this
suggestion and instead, proposed a new building (the
Engineering Studies Complex, now named Rickover Hall)
to house a 380 x 26 x 16 towing tank, including a 120 ft
replacement for the original towing tank plus many other
laboratory spaces needed for the new accredited
engineering curricula. The longer length raised the
possibility of increasing the maximum externally powered
carriage speed to 30 knots (50 fps) for a 6 second (300
foot) steady state run assuming acceleration to steady state
and deceleration at 1g would not take more that 40 feet at
each end (not realistic considering available control
systems). This capability was needed for submerged
vehicle tests at relatively high Reynolds numbers and to
acquire sufficient samples of acoustic data to make analysis
of a single run statistically significant (see Compton, Dyer
and Johnson, 1968). An 8 second run at 20 knots was also
theoretically possible for experiments such as planing boat
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tests. This change led to referring to the facility as a high
performance towing tank. Note that the 380 foot useable
tank length also required a 15 foot set aside for the
wavemaker at the far end of the tank plus a 17 foot
submerged model drydock and a 17 foot fingerdock rigging
area for a total length of 429 feet. It has always been
officially referred to as a 380 foot tank because
Superintendent Kaufman jokingly threatened to cancel the
project “if it grew one more foot”.
The approval process beyond the Naval Academy was
greatly supported by both Captain Randy King, the head of
the Engineering Department, and the Superintendent,
RADM Draper Kaufman. They had to fend off the Navy
criticism in a 9-18-1968 Memorandum from Commander,
NAVFAC to Chief, NAVPERS containing the phrase “As
you know, the Military Construction Program is subjected
to searching line item review by the Congress, and this
towing tank is an apparent duplication of research facilities
existing at Carderock.” This comment endangered the
whole Engineering Studies Complex proposal, since the
Hydromechanics Laboratory dominated the ground floor
layout.
To counter the apparent duplication of facilities at DTMB
argument, it was decided to acoustically isolate the 380
foot tank by putting it on separate pilings with sound
absorbing material between the tank and the supporting
structure for the carriage rails, which were to be
cantilevered over the tank wall to reduce the span of the
carriages for mass and acceleration reasons. The purpose of
the acoustic isolation was to enable the study of turbulent
flow noise on torpedoes and sonar domes, a capability not
supported by the DTMB facilities (see Johnson, 1970).
Note that this justification argument preceded the new
wavemaker concept proposed by Professor Roger Compton
in 1971-72 of using computer controlled hydraulic dualflap wavemakers in both tanks. This radical change in
wavemaker design would give them a wave generation
capability not available anywhere else in the towing tank
community. Thus, NAHL would have capabilities not
available elsewhere in the US and satisfied the Navy
justification to allocate funds for significant engineering
design and development costs.
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CONSTRUCTION OF RICKOVER HALL,
1971-1975
Rickover Hall, designed by the Warnecke/Ewing Joint
Venture of Washington, DC and managed by the
Chesapeake Division of the Naval Facilities Engineering
Command, was constructed using two construction
contracts, Phase I for the foundations including the 380
foot towing tank situated on refusal piles to insure stability
and the Phase II for the building itself. Construction was
begun in 1971 by Norair Engineering of Washington DC.
The basin construction (below) and necessary pilings were
completed in 1972. The Phase II contract went to J. E.
Bateson of Baltimore, MD, who began construction in
1973 and completed Phase II in 1975-6. The construction is
illustrated by additional photographs in the separate pdf file
as Appendix 9.

Design and Construction of the new
Hydromechanics Laboratory in Rickover
Hall:

Figure 6 - Phase I 380 Ft Towing Tank Construction, May
1972

A. The 380 Foot Tank Carriage and Data
Transmission System Contract
Once the funding hurdles for the necessary A&E contracts
were satisfied in 1969, AAI Corporation of Baltimore, MD
was selected to conduct an in depth design and
developmental effort under contract to the Chesapeake
Division of the Naval Facilities Engineering Command.
This study centered on the high and low speed towing
carriages and their propulsion, velocity control and data
transmission systems, the rail system, the breaking system
and the acoustic provisions. These development studies
resulted in the preparation of preliminary performance
specifications for the aforementioned systems (see
Schroder et.al. 1971).
While Rickover Hall was under construction, AAI
Corporation of Cockeysville, MD completed the carriage
design
and
data
link
specifications
and
ABA/Electromechanical Systems of St. Petersburg
constructed the carriages, the rail system, and was
contracted to install the optical data transmission system
supplied by ITT Gilfillan of Van Nuys, CA. (Schroeder
et.al. 1971) These items were placed in storage awaiting
completion of the building in 1975. Also during
construction, CADCOM of Annapolis, MD prepared the
Digital Systems Specification and Integration contract
(Gebhardt et.al. 1977) which was won by a joint venture of
Computer Sciences Corporation of Fall church, VA for the
computers, the data acquisition and software systems with
a subcontract for the three wavemakers (380, 120 and
coastal tank) to MTS Corporation of Minneapolis, MN and
the Dynamometry and Instrumentation systems to
Hydronautics of Laurel, MD. AKROEX of Annapolis, MD
did the on-site Installation Engineering

Figure 5 - Phase I Refusal Pile, August 1971

The proposed 380 foot tank design had several unique
features associated with the acoustic isolation of the basin
from the carriage system. In order to provide acoustic
isolation of the concrete basin, it was supported on separate
refusal piles and the inside of the basin extended from
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elevation –11 feet below MLW to +7 feet above MLW
with a normal water level of +5 feet giving a operating tank
depth of 16 feet (see Figure 3c Schroeder et.al. 1971). The
empty basin represents a 4000 MT vessel being held down
by the refusal piles. Supporting the rails on separate
building piling using a cantilevered continuous reinforced
concrete beam 36 inches high by 32 inches wide provided
several advantages, including having a stable rail platform
whose alignment is not affected by filling and emptying the
basin. This method also gives unrestricted tank level
viewing with the carriage rails at elevation 9 feet passing

overhead of the viewing area surrounding the tank (see
Figure 8). (From an educational point of view it is
important to view the model as it passes, which is not
possible when the rails are mounted on top of the tank
walls. This is also why smaller educational towing tanks
are frequently supported by an overhead center rail and a
side rail on the far wall, as in both the 85 foot and 120 foot
towing tanks.) In addition to the tank level viewing
platforms, the 380 foot tank has observation platforms on
both carriages for close inspection of test model while
underway.

Figure 7 - 380 Foot Towing Tank Schematic

The Unique Carriage Suspension System in
the 380 Foot Towing Tank
Since the primary mission of the high speed carriage was to
conduct flow noise measurements, quiet operation, stiffness
to limit submerged model deflection and sufficient load
capacity to carry the large overturning moments and lift
forces for hydrofoil testing were the principal requirements
of its suspension system. A “Rulon” slipper suspension
system was therefore selected for the high speed carriage,
backed up by Roundway bearings for towing the low speed
carriage. Photos of the Rulon and Roundway bearings are
shown in Appendix 2. Suspensions could be quickly
changed by means of four gear boxes which raise and
lower the upper bearing surfaces of each slipper. Both
suspensions are self-aligning in pitch, roll and yaw. All
lateral loads are reacted by the suspensions on the right
hand side of the carriage while the suspensions on the left
side are articulated to accommodate variations in rail
spacing (see figure 8 from Schroeder et.al. 1971). The link
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chains on the Roundway bearings stretched with use from
many cycles up and down the towing tank at speeds up to
32 fps (10 mps) and required replacement about twice each
year. This plus losing the spare sets in the Hurricane Isabel
flood, resulted in the bearings being replaced in 2005 by
single wheels (see photographs in Appendix 2). The lab is
currently studying sets of two bogie wheels on a rocker arm
(used by the majority of large towing tanks and railroad
cars) which span the rail gaps as did the Roundway
bearings.

The two 380 foot tank carriages
The high speed carriage is shown in Figures 1 and 2. It is
an open truss construction based on model tests in a wind
tunnel at the Naval Academy. The original concept had a
wedge or streamlined fairing along the front of the
foremost transverse box beam. However, the aerodynamic
tests indicated that an overpressure field is induced
upstream of the leading carriage which tends to become an

underpressure function beneath and downstream of the
carriage. This was considered to be a critical condition for
the low speed carriage operation since a wave system
produced by the induced pressure fields distorts the water
surface. (Professor Johnson had been warned about this
problem when he visited high speed tanks with streamlined
carriages in 1966.)
The high speed carriage was designed to be unmanned at
the highest speeds and required the use of the rulon
slippers. (See Appendix 2 for details.) However, during the
initial acceptance tests of the carriage running at 50 fps (30
knots) demonstrated that the regenerative primary breaking
system caused a commutation fault clearing the drive
decoupling fuse and causing the system to coast into the
arresting cable. The first time this happened, the arresting
cable failed at the cable end causing the cable to loop over
the wavemaker and successfully test the secondary
(emergency) braking system, which stopped the carriage in
about 1 meter of travel (see photo of emergency stopping
systems in Appendix 9). It was determined that the
carriage cannot attempt to exceed 45 fps while on the
slippers without tripping the protection fuse. The use of the
slippers was eventually abandoned because of operational
issues and the complications of attempting acoustic flow
noise testing. It was decided to allow speeds up to 10
meters per second using the Roundway Bearings on the
high speed carriage and that continues to be the speed limit
for which useful steady state runs can be made. Increasing
the mass of the carriage with instrumentation packages and
viewing modules limits the carriage acceleration to 0.5g
and this reduces the steady state run time to about 3.5
seconds. The original laser data transmission system for
both data and video has been replaced by on-board laptops
and a wireless connection to a shore PC. Video signals can
be transmitted to shore by both wireless and high fidelity
optic fiber trailing cables.

dynamometers such as the open water propeller
dynamometer (also shared by the circulating water
channel) can be interchanged between carriages. Side-byside tests can also be conducted by mounting two modules
abreast on the same carriage.
The carriage propulsion system, rail system, braking
systems, interlocks, and control systems are discussed in
Appendix 2.

B. The Wavemaker and Computer Systems
Contracts
The standard NAVFAC procedure of a separate A&E
contract followed by a supply contract resulted in doubling
the cost of the carriage and control systems contract
because of the numerous change orders required to make
the control system meet the design requirements. As a
result, the Naval Academy convinced NAVFAC to go to a
two step RFP designer-builder approach since the system
performance requirements involved engineering challenges
never before attempted.
A local firm, CADCOM of Annapolis, was hired to prepare
the performance specifications for the various wavemakers
for the three tanks and the computer and software systems
for the Hydromechanics Laboratory (called the Wavemaker
Systems Contract). The CADCOM team, (led by Dr. John
Gebhardt, formerly of the Naval Academy faculty) worked
closely with the Hydrolab development team whose project
director since 1968 was Professor Johnson and membership
including Professor Roger Compton, LCDR Dennis
McCahill and Lt. R. E. Ryberg (who replaced Lt. Tom
Dyer who left the Navy in 1969). Step 1 of the RFP was
finished in December 1972 and was advertised in the
commerce business daily on 1 Feb 1973. A number of
companies who attended the bidder’s conference in
December 1972 submitted proposals by 15 May which
included MTS building a miniature model of the double
flap wavemaker at St. Anthony Falls Hydraulic Laboratory
and discovering that operating the flaps 180 degrees out of
phase greatly reduced the creation of higher harmonics
which plagued single flap wavemakers and could result in
camelback shaped sine waves.
The evaluations were completed in September 1973 and
two teams were invited to submit Phase 2 bids:

Figure 8 - The open structure of the High Speed Carriage
The towed low speed carriage can be fitted with a vertical
rail module for mounting a variety of resistance and
seakeeping towing gear, or a Hydronautics planar motion
mechanism for maneuvering studies. The original
Airstream trailer has been replaced with a smaller
instrumentation cab. The two carriages have identical
transverse guide rail center modules so various

1) ABA Industries which had built the carriage/rail systems
was teamed with Kempf and Remmers of Hamburg
Germany for the wavemaker design and construction and
Hydronautics for the instrumentation portion.
2) Computer Sciences Corporation was teamed with MTS
for the wavemaker design and construction and
Hydronautics for the instrumentation portion. Since the
380 foot basin and the space for the side wall wiper plates
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had been constructed around the design of the Kempf and
Remmers wavemaker, the MTS proposal had to fit into the
same space, requiring a compromise in the hydraulic ram
for the lower flap having hydraulic fluid on one side and
the nitrogen static support on the other side.
The CSC/MTS consortium won the bidding by a small total
price differential and the contract was let in November
1973. Thus NAHL ended up with an untried lower flap
hydraulic system (see Clark and Menken, 1977, Anderson
and Johnson, 1977).

a 20MB Hard drive, backed up by a DEC TU10 9-track
tape transport (Gebhardt, Williams and Compton, 1977).
This system was state of the art at the time of installation
and now seems primitive. It has been upgraded several
times since 1977, was replaced in the 1980’s by a DEC
VAX system and eventually replaced altogether with
laptops which could operate on the moving carriages and a
wireless network to standard PC’s on shore. The original
hardware and software systems have been replaced as
described below in the Laboratory Staff section.

D. 120 foot tank
C. Control Room Instrumentation
The Control Room between the two towing tanks was laid
out and supplied by CSC Corporation. The original
Autotank software system which supported both the 380
and 120 foot towing tanks was built around a 128KB PDP11/50D computer with the RSX-11D operating system and

The 120 foot tank carriage, rail system and contol system
were designed and supplied by AeroLab Supply Company
of Savage, MD using a designer/builder contract. The dualflap wavemaker was designed and built by MTS
Corporation.

Figure 9 - 120 Foot Towing Tank Schematic

E. Circulating Water Channel
The Circulating Water Channel was designed by Tetra
Tech of Pasadena CA and built by Aerolab Supply
Company of Savage MD. It features a free surface skimmer
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to create a smooth free surface for testing small surface
piercing models. It also has a propeller dynamometer
module that is compatible with open water propeller tests
in the 380 foot towing tank.

Figure 10 – Circulating Water Channel Schematic

List of References for this section: (1968-77)
F. Coastal Engineering Lab
The Coastal Engineering Lab was laid out as part of the
Warneke/Ewing final design. The hydraulic piston
wavemaker was designed and constructed by MTS Systems
Corp. Numerous photographs are available in Appendix 5.
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break, the staff supports a wide variety of funded and
developmental research projects. Highlights of these
projects are presented below and a full list of references
from work that was formerly reported is presented in
Appendices 3-7.

EDUCATION AND RESEARCH IN
RICKOVER HALL: 1975-2010
Development of the Laboratory Staff
A major difference between the Naval Academy and other
engineering universities was the lack of graduate students
on site at the Academy. In most academic laboratories,
grad students serve as the core workforce and pass along
corporate knowledge of lab operation and test techniques
over the years. The lack of grad students at USNA made it
necessary to cultivate a full-time lab staff.
The composition of the lab staff at the Naval Academy was
intended to fall somewhere between that in an engineering
university and in a government research lab. In the early
days the staff consisted of a director who was a faculty
member (Prof. Johnson), a laboratory Branch Head
(initially Ronald (Max) Altmann, formerly of
Hydronautics, who got the tank up and running and left in
March 1979), a Research Head (John Hill, who replaced
Max Altmann as Branch Head until he retired in 2007), a
staff Naval Architect (Randy Watkins who left in April of
1980) up to four naval architect/engineers, an electrical
engineer, two engineering technicians, one electronics
technician and an administrative professional. In 1981
Howard Chatterton joined the staff as Director of Research
until 1986. Over the years the lab has also supported a
variety of temporary and visiting NAVSEA EIT engineers,
professors, ensigns and midshipmen.
The waterfront venue of Annapolis has always helped to
attract talented engineers and technicians, and the lab staff
has evolved into a team that is cross-trained to cover the
many more roles that would be found at a larger
government research lab. All of the engineers can machine
a part on a lathe or solder electronics components and all of
the technicians can plot and review data on a computer.
The current lab staff consists of a faculty director, branch
head/engineer, three naval architect/ocean engineers, two
technicians and an administrator. With this pared down
staff, the philosophy has been to keep electronics, data
acquisition and major systems as standard as possible. For
example, a one-page Matlab program is the basis for the
eight data acquisition systems in the lab. Student, faculty
and staff typically use Excel and Matlab programs to
conduct their data analysis as needed. Similar “off-theshelf” approaches are taken for sensors and electronics
which has allowed the lab to get by without a dedicated
electronics expert.
In meeting the Naval Academy mission to educate
midshipmen, it is also important to support faculty research
projects. A capable lab and staff has made it possible to
attract bright faculty members and allow current faculty to
move forward in their fields of study. When classes are not
in session, most notably during the summer academic
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Summary of NAHL Utilization 1975-2010
The first facilities to be operational were the 120 foot
towing tank and the static stability basin in 1975, when
Rickover Hall was opened for classes. The 120 foot tank
was used to support the Experimental Naval Architecture
Course (Compton 1977), and the Ocean Wave Mechanics
Course. The use of 5 foot long models, constructed in the
new model support shop enabled midshipman research
projects to get underway including studies of stern wedges
for naval vessels and comparative studies of US versus
USSR frigates. The desire to replace the old wooden yard
patrol craft resulted in several studies in both the tank and
the stability basin.
Since the 120 foot tank contained one of the first computer
controlled double flap wavemakers, it proved very useful in
developing the ability to generate deterministic extreme
waves (Anderson and Johnson, 1977). The first large
plunging breaking waves were produced using a manually
controlled sweep frequency generator, but the breaking
waves produced were not be reproducible. Carvel Holton,
the staff Electronic Engineer, wrote software to
consistently break the wave at the location of the windows
in the 120 foot towing tank. “This technique consists of
generating a drive signal which combines decreasing
frequency with an exponentially increasing amplitude of
specified form. The resulting wave energy which is focused
at some point downstream of the wavemaker can result in
some nonlinear, asymmetric, and/or breaking waves
occurring repeatedly at the same location in the tank.”
(Salsich, Johnson and Holton, 1983).
This capability resulted in the Hydro Lab being tasked to
investigate the dynamic stability characteristics of yachts
that were in the wrong place at the wrong time during the
Fastnet Race disaster of 1979. A previously unrecognized
capsize mode was observed when capsizes were produced
by being precisely located in the curl of the wave, but also
in the secondary upwelling wave generated by the curl of
the wave striking the surface of the water. This
phenomenon is the cause of nearly all videotaped capsizes
in the ocean and is observed in the froth when surfing
waves collapse. The US Coast Guard was also interested in
the characteristics of their surf rescue vessels and studies
were done of the existing 41 and 44 foot motor life boats
and in the proposed 47 foot motor lifeboat (Zseleczky,
1989). These capsize tests showed that the proposed new
47 foot motor life boat should have superior self-righting
capabilities and that was proven once the boat was put into
service (Johnson, 2000).

To further understand extreme waves, a systematic study
(Duncan, Wallendorf, and Johnson, 1987) was done based
on measuring the changes in the wave characterizations of
Peter Kjeldsen (IAHR 1986 ). The analysis of various wave
profile parameters measured with single wave height
probes indicates that the horizontal asymmetry factor, µH,
may be the best indicator of the occurrence of a breaking
wave. It increased steadily to about 0.75 at the point of
incipient breaking for the six waves investigated. The crest
front steepness, sC , also increased as the wave approached
the point of incipient breaking. It then decreased during the
beginning of the breaking process. Its value at the break
point was 0.50 for the spilling breakers and 0.70 for the
plunging breakers. Thus, the value of sC at the instant when
µH = 0.75 may be a good indicator of breaker type”
Research could not be done in the 380 foot tank until
several years later. Although the 380 foot towing tank was
dedicated at the 18th ATTC in 1977 (Appendix 1 and 1a),
the facility required considerable debugging of the carriage
speed control and wavemaker. Also, the wave absorbing
beach had to be refurbished because of deterioration from
different grades of stainless steel used in its construction.
One of the first major projects investigated in the 380 foot
tank was the proposed single pass seakeeping test
technique (Johnson, et.al. 1980). The method did not
produce the desired periodic irregular encountered waves,
evidently because of non-linear wave-wave interactions
and the technique was abandoned when these results were
confirmed by a Japanese tank.
Some of the research projects initially performed in the
large tank included a HYSWAS midshipman research
project and model tests of a proposed USCG DDI
Icebreaker. The first large scale Trident Scholar Project
performed in the 380 foot tank was that done by Mark
Rolfes “Wave Force and Structure Response: A
Comparison of Theory and Experiment Using Regular and
Irregular Sea States” (Rolfes and Dawson, 1980). This was
followed by five more Trident Scholar projects between
1982 and 1987. Jeff Hoyle was the first Trident Scholar to
publish the results of his Trident Scholar Project as a
SNAME Transactions paper (Hoyle, et.al. 1986). This
project was a joint effort with the CFD group at the David
Taylor Model Basin.
Most of the experimental projects completed in the lab
were documented in internal USNA Division of
Engineering and Weapons (EW) reports. The full titles and
references for these reports are listed in Appendix 7.
Previous work on the effects of Bow Bulbs and various
stern wedges done in the 120 foot tank were extended to
the FFG-7 class frigates tested with larger models in the
380 foot tank (see reports EW-06-84, EW-28-84) as was
the considerable amount of work for the USCG
Experimental Station (see EW reports from 1982-1986).
The small tank/large tank capability was used more

recently to evaluate High Speed Sealift ship concepts such
as catamaran, trimaran, swath, etc using 5 foot models for
preliminary tests in the 120 foot towing tank, then larger
models in the 380 foot tank to refine the predictions (EW01-07). A final version of this hull was tested at an even
larger scale at NSWC Carderock.
Visiting NAVSEA Research Professor Adrian Lloyd
pushed the envelope of testing in the 380 foot tank with his
studies of “The Effect of Bow Shape on Deck Wetness in
Head Seas” (Lloyd 1983, 1986). At about the same time,
five foot models were being tested in the 120 foot tank to
evaluate hull options for the Academy’s Yard Patrol boat
replacement. This project started out as a series of student
projects and was expanded by Professor Roger Compton
into a carefully tested and rigorously reported model test
series that provided one of the richest sources data for
semi-planing transom stern hulls (Compton 1986).
From the mid 1980’s through the early 1990’s the
Hydromechanics Lab worked closely with the U.S. Coast
Guard on a large number of projects. Howard Chatterton,
the lab’s Director of Research from 1981-1986 brought in
all kinds of work from the USCG Ship Engineering branch
on their cutters and icebreakers (EW Reports 1981-1986).
This connection lead to more work with the USCG Boat
Engineering branch, which funded resistance and
seakeeping tests for its 110’ and 120’ WPB’s, the 30’ SRB
and 44’ and 47’ MLB (EW Reports 1984-1990). The
Coast Guard recognized the advantages of the lab’s ability
to take on short term, unique projects and turn out a final
report in a short timeframe. For example, tests were
conducted on the 47 MLB model during the final phases of
design and prototype construction to check underway roll
stability and dynamic pitch/yaw stability.
In working with the Coast Guard on their planing boat
projects the lab encountered many of the pitfalls and
challenges involved in high speed vehicle testing and
developed expertise in dealing with them. A joint project
with the Davidson Lab launched an investigation into how
to adequately measure and analyze planing boat
acceleration measurements (Zseleczky and McKee, 1989),
this is still a hotly debated topic today. During this period
an interesting set of side-by-side tests were conducted to
evaluate the seakeeping behavior of hard chine vs. round
bilge hulls in irregular waves (Zseleczky, et.al, 1992) and a
student planing boat project evolved into a SNAME
Transactions paper on porpoising prediction (Celano,
1998). In 1999 the lab was invited to participate with the
ITTC Specialist Committee for High Speed Marine
Vehicles (22nd ITTC) in setting guidelines for HSMV
testing.
The extensive work in the coastal tank for NFESC is
covered in Appendix 5 and the three Kriebel et.al.
references below. Some interesting new capabilities were
developed for these tests such as a portable towing carriage
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for modeling ship mooring forces from passing ship wakes
and devices for measuring berthing forces while docking.
Another study by Professor Kriebel modeled tidal scouring
in a harbor using computer controlled pumps and cameras
in the coastal tank to record dye movement over repeated
tide cycles.
Extensive investigations of turbulent boundary layers have
been done in the water channel facilities covered in
Appendix 6 and the Schultz et.al and Flack et.al. references
below. These studies were the motivation for developing
the low-turbulence water channel which was designed by
Professor Schultz and built completely in-house out of
composite materials. Laser PIV and/or LDV velocity
measurements were used in most of these studies.
In the 1990’s the lab developed the capability to create a
wind field over the 380 foot tank using a bank of
centrifugal blowers (Nehrling et.al., 1995.
Several
interesting studies were conducted in wind and waves
including an investigation of intact stability (Reports EW19-93 and EW-7:11-94) and a study on safety
considerations for sailing the Navy ship Constitution
(Chatterton, 1999).
A variety of submarine-related tests have been conducted
including forces and moments on subs with low L/B,
submarine fin variations, torpedoes, UUV’s, ASDS, diver
propulsion vehicles, SUBOFF, torpedo countermeasures,
strut vs. sting testing, underwater vehicle docking, optic
fiber deployment, and breaking wave forces on a periscope.
Unusual test subjects include: sailboats (Miller, 2003,
2007, 2009), rowing shells, human divers, oyster nets, full
scale wave buoys, anti-terrorist ship barriers, Bradley tank
skirts, crew team oars, and a mobile offshore base. These
projects are fully referenced in the USNA Division of
Engineering and Weapons (EW) Reports in Appendix 7.
In 2003 the Annapolis flood following Hurricane Isabel
swamped the lab with three feet of mud, grass and salt
water, wiping out a large part of the equipment and many
of the hardcopy and digital archives. The rebuild of the lab
after the flood was documented by Zseleczky, 2007. As in
the early days of USNA, NSWC Carderock came to the
rescue by allowing a two-semester student project on
sailboat rudder forces to be completed in their large tank
(Patton, 2004).

Summary of Academic Classes in the Lab
Since the mission of the Naval Academy is to educate
midshipmen, serious efforts are made to fold advances
from research projects back into engineering laboratory
classes. Given the excellent facilities and the benefits of
ongoing research, the third and forth year Naval
Architecture and Ocean Engineering students participate in
lab classes that are unthinkable at the undergraduate level
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in any other university. A sample of lab classes that are
conducted every year follows:
x Resistance and Propulsion: flat plate friction resistance
measurements, geosim models tested in the small and
large tanks during the same lab class (Series 60, AOE,
DDG), standard EHP, SHP, propeller open water and
cavitation experiments, shallow water resistance
measurements
x Seakeeping and Maneuvering: regular and irregular
wave properties, seakeeping in head seas and zerospeed beam seas, rudder forces, added mass of Lewis
forms, determination of hydrodynamic coefficients
from Planar Motion Mechanism tests
x Advanced Marine Vehicles: catamaran and trimaran
resistance, hydrofoil lift and drag, foil/cat, ACV, SES,
SWATH, HYSWAS
x Ocean Engineering Mechanics: velocity and pressure
beneath waves, shallow water wave breaking, wave
diffraction, standing waves, forces on a cylinder (See
also Appendix 5)
x Coastal Engineering: Shallow water waves, beach
profile changes in surf, seawalls and revetments,
breakwater performance, wave screen breakwaters
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ABSTRACT
The 24th International Towing Tank Conference
(ITTC) has initiated an inter-laboratory test of a 5.720 m
length model that is geometrically similar to David Taylor
Model Basin (DTMB) model 5415, a pre-design version of
the U. S. Navy surface ship combatant DDG-51.
Resistance, sinkage, and trim measurements were
completed during the last week of August 2009 on DTMB
Carriage #1. Test results include an uncertainty analysis.
Since the test program was initiated, the uncertainty
analysis procedures were revised by the 25th ITTC for
consistency with the ISO Guide to the Expression of
Uncertainty in Measurement (ISO GUM 1995). This paper
describes the analysis by the ISO GUM. All measurement
results are traceable to NIST (National Institute of
Standards and Technology).
These results are for a test conducted on a single day
over a Froude number, Fr, range of 0.10 to 0.41 and 9
different velocities. Only resistance results are reported
here. A total of 12 repeat runs were performed at Fr =
0.10, 0.28, and 0.41. The variation in results is quite large
in comparison to the uncertainty estimate at a single run
condition. The uncertainty from Type A method as
computed from the standard deviation of the time series
was the largest uncertainty component in resistance from
the drag block gages. For example at Fr = 0.41, the
residuary resistance coefficient was CR = 0.003721
±0.000041 (±1.11 %) with about ±0.000031 (±0.83 %)
from the block gage measurement. A 4th-order polynomial
approximates the experimental data quite well with a
correlation of coefficient of 0.999. The fitted value at Fr =
0.41 is CR = 0.00366 ±0.00012 (±3.3 %). The curve fitted
value is considered to be the best estimate of the
uncertainty when combined with the measured value. For
the most part, the resistance coefficients are in agreement
with previous results within the uncertainty of the
estimates.
NOTATION
English
A
Area

m2
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CF
CR
CR’

Friction coefficient
Residuary resistance coefficient
Residuary resistance coefficient with
form factor
Total resistance coefficient
Diameter
Force
Froude number
Frequency
Gravity
Coverage factor or form factor
Length
Mass
Pulses
Pulses/revolution
Total resistance
Reynolds number
Wetted surface area
Standard error of estimate
Temperature
Time
Inverse Student t
Expanded uncertainty of x
Standard uncertainty of x
Velocity

CT
D
F
Fr
f
g
k
L
m
n
p
RT
Re
S
SEE
t
t
t95
Ux
ux
V
Greek

Displacement mass
Displacement volume

Absolute viscosity
P
Kinematic viscosity, P/U
Q
Density
U

m
N
Hz
m/s2
m
kg

N
m2
C
s

m/s
kg
m3
Pa
m2/s
kg/m3

INTRODUCTION
An inter-laboratory comparison of surface ship model
test results was initiated by the 24th International Towing
Conference (ITTC) at its meeting in Edinburgh, Scotland,
in September 2005 (ITTC, 2005). Preliminary results were
presented at the 25th ITTC in Fukuoka, Japan, in September
2008 (ITTC, 2008a). Two models of different sizes,
lengths of 5.720 m and 3.048 m were to be tested. The
models are geometrically similar to DTMB model 5415
(David Taylor Model Basin). The two models were

fabricated by Canal de Experiencias Hidrodinámicas de El
Pardo (CEHIPAR) in Madrid, Spain. The larger model,
CEHIPAR model 2716, is being tested at 18 laboratories
around the world and was tested at DTMB during the last
week of August 2009. CEHIPAR model 2716 is the same
size as the original DTMB model 5415, tested at DTMB in
1982 (Lin, 1982).
DTMB model 5415 was a pre-design scale model of
the U. S. Navy combatant DDG-51. The linear scale ratio
is  = 24.824. The design test speeds at full-scale were 20
and 30 knots, which corresponds to Froude numbers, Fr, of
0.28 and 0.41. Results by Longo and Stern (1998, 2005)
have been previously reported for DTMB model 5512,
which is a 3.048 m version of DTMB model 5415. The
primary velocity test points in those papers were for Fr =
0.10, 0.28, and 0.41. Apparently, Fr = 0.10 was selected as
the lower limit of the range for form factor by the Prohaska
method (ITTC, 2008c).
Example calibration data are described here. All
calibrations are traceable to the National Institute of
Standards and Technology (NIST), the National Metrology
Institute (NMI) for the USA. The original calibrations
were in English units and have been converted to SI units
(Thompson and Taylor, 2008) for this paper. The test was
performed on DTMB Carriage #1.
In September 2008, the model resistance test
procedures and the uncertainty analysis were revised in
Fukuoka, Japan. The uncertainty analysis was revised on
the basis of the ISO GUM (2008). The new general
uncertainty analysis procedure from the 25th ITTC is ITTC
(2008d), a new calibration procedure is ITTC (2008e), and
the guide for resistance testing is ITTC (2008c). The
calibration uncertainties applied in this paper are based
upon calibration theory described in the 25th ITTC
calibration procedure (ITTC, 2008e), (Carroll, et al., 1988),
(Scheffé, 1973), which estimates a larger uncertainty than
2*SEE (Standard Error of Estimate). This paper applies the
25th ITTC uncertainty analysis procedures to the ITTC
model test results. The test results reported here are from
Test #16 on August 25, 2009. The runtime for each Spot is
approximately 10 s.
This test also includes an implementation of two
independent measurement technologies for direct digital
measurement of carriage speed. One is from the digital
pulse count from the optical encoder mounted on the
velocity wheel. Normally, this speed at DTMB is
measured via calibration of an f-v converter connected to
the pulse output of the encoder. The second method is
from an optical pickup from a pair of reflective tapes
located at a distance of 100 feet (30.48 m). Both the wheel
diameter and 100-ft distance were measured via laser
technology traceable to NIST.
Usually, uncertainty from the law of propagation of
uncertainty assumes that the measurements are
independent. However, some measurements are correlated.
Two examples are included in this paper. One is the
calibration uncertainty for masses on a force calibration
stand and the masses for model ballast. The combined

uncertainty in that case is the sum of the individual
uncertainties of the weights. The second correlated
uncertainty is the offset correction for force and
displacement during the test. Since the correction for offset
involves a correlated difference with the measurement at
zero speed, the only contribution to the uncertainty is the
Type A method (ISO, 2008) for the measurements at zero
speed and the speed of the run.
DATA ANALYSIS
The basic procedure on uncertainty analysis for
resistance testing is derived from the ITTC Procedure
(2008d) and the ISO GUM (2008). The following
equations are from the 25th ITTC procedure (2008c, d).
The uncertainty equations are the combined standard
uncertainty per the ISO GUM (2008). The combined
standard uncertainty, uc, is related to the expanded
uncertainty, U, by
U kuc t95uc
(1)
where k is the coverage and t95 is the inverse Student-t at
the 95 % confidence limit. Usually, k = 2 but can be
replaced with t95 for small data samples.
Froude Number
The equation for the Froude number is

Fr V / gL

(2a)

And the combined standard uncertainty is

u Fr Fr

2

uV V

2

 0.5u L L  0.5u g g
2

2

(2b)
Total Resistance Coefficient

2 R T /( U SV 2 )

CT
(uCT / CT )

2

(3a)

[(ut  wU / wt ) / U ]  (2uV / V )
2

 (u RT / RT ) 2  (u S / S ) 2

2

(3b)

where  is the density of water as a function of
temperature, t.
Frictional Resistance Coefficient

C F 0 .075 / log 10 Re  2
(4a)
uC / C F (2 log10 e)(u Re Re) / (log10 Re 2)
2

F

(4b)
Uncertainty estimates do not exist for Equation (4a).
Residuary Resistance Coefficient

CR
uC R

CT  C F

(5a)

(u CT ) 2  (uCF ) 2

(5b)

CALIBRATION
For this test, a total of six (6) channels of data were
calibrated as follows: (1) carriage speed from a frequency
to voltage (f-v) converter, (2) Aft Drag, (3) Side Force, (4)
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The data in this figure are not a true measure of the
reproducibility of the data since the controls were readjusted for the post-test calibration. A proper post-test
calibration requires that no settings be re-adjusted.

7
Linear Regression
F-V Calibration Data
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F-V Converter Calibration
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Intercept: -0.000546 V
Slope:
1.884255 V/m/s
08/10/2009 D. Mullinix
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Drag, (5) Bow Displacement, and (6) Stern Displacement.
Reproducibility of the calibrations was checked with repeat
calibrations. In principle, pre-test and post-test calibrations
should be performed. Pre- and post-test calibrations were
not completed for the aft drag block gage and the drag
block gage. The aft drag gage could not be re-calibrated
after the test because an amplifier was altered. The drag
gage failed early in the test. The replacement gage was not
calibrated until after the test. However, repeat calibrations
were performed for both the aft-drag and drag block gages.
Carriage Velocity
Carriage velocity is measured as distance over time
by two methods. The first is the wheel method where
distance is computed as
L SDn / p
(6)
where D is the diameter of the wheel, n is the number of
pulses generated by an optical encoder over the distance, L,
and p is the number of pulses per revolution for the optical
encoder. For Carriage #1, p = 600. The wheel diameter
was re-measured for this test as 506.725 ±0.021 mm
(19.94979 ±0.00082 in).
Additionally, a precision length between 100-ft marks
was located near the basin locations of 200 and 300 feet
with zero near the 200-ft location. That measured distance
is 30.479981 ±0.000089 m (1199.9992 ±0.0035 in). The
markers consist of red reflective tape with dimensions of 1
by 2 inches (25.4 by 50.8 mm).
Velocity is defined as distance over time:
V L/t
(7)
For the 100-ft marker case, the distance, L, has been
precisely measured, and the time is measured on a data
acquisition card (DAC) as the time between pulses at the
zero and 100-ft markers as generated from a Datalogic
ET3-012 optical sensor. For the wheel measurements, the
distance, L, is replaced by Equation (6)
V SDn /( pt )
(8)
In this case, the number of pulses can be counted with
DAC and the velocity computed from a time stamp for
each pulse. Since the distance between the 100-ft markers
and the diameter of the wheel have been measured with a
documented uncertainty and since timing on a DAC has a
very stable oscillator with a typical uncertainty of ±0.01 %,
no additional calibration is required with the application of
Equations (7) and (8).
Typically for a carriage operation and for this test,
velocity is recorded via a frequency to voltage (f-v)
converter from the pulse output from the encoder on the
wheel. In this case, the f-v converter requires calibration.
Calibration is accomplished with a simulated input to the fv converter by a square wave from a function generator.
From equation (8) the frequency for the simulated input is
as follows:
f n / t V /(SDp)
(9)
The pre- and post-test calibration results are presented
in Figure 1. As the figure indicates, the post –test results
are not within the uncertainty of the pre-test calibration.

Pre-Test Calibration 08/10/2009
Post-Test Calibration 10/08/2009
+/-95 % Confidence Limit

1

0

F-V Converter Calibration
Intercept: +0.000290 m/s
Slope:
0.530714 m/s/V
SEE:
0.000125 m/s
08/10/2009 D. Mullinix

-1

-2
0

1

2

3

4

Reference Velocity (m/s)
b. Residual Plot
Figure 1 – Frequency to voltage converter calibration
In any case, replication of the pre-test calibration does
indicate a change in slope and intercept. The maximum
uncertainty over the velocity calibration range is ±0.53
mm/s (±0.0010 kts) for the pre-test calibration, which
occurs at zero. At the maximum speed of 3.18 m/s, the
uncertainty is ±0.45 mm/s (±0.00088 kts) or 0.014 %. The
maximum difference in the post-test calibration is ±0.95
mm/s (±0.0018 kts) or ±0.030 %, a factor of two (2)

(U D / D) 2  (U f / f ) 2

(10)

The results of the uncertainty analysis during the test
are shown in Figure 2. The data in this figure are from
velocity checks performed on Tuesday before the controls
on the f-v converter were apparently changed. The
elements included in the uncertainty estimate are the
uncertainties from the diameter, Type A during data
acquisition, and the curve-fit indicated by the dashed lines
in Figure 1b.
The uncertainty in the frequency
measurement was assumed to be small and, therefore, was
neglected. The curve-fit remains the dominant contribution
to the uncertainty with next largest contribution from the
Type A uncertainty. The uncertainty bars in Figure 1b are
from the uncertainty in diameter and Type A uncertainty.
For the velocity check in comparison to the direct digital
method, the maximum carriage speed from the f-v
converter was 3.06214 ±0.00051 m/s (5.95232 ±0.00099
kts) for a relative uncertainty of ±0.017 %.
Details of the uncertainty estimate are presented in
Figure 2. The largest contributor to the uncertainty is the
uncertainty in the curve fit. At the higher speeds, the Type
A uncertainty becomes larger. As Figure 2b indicates, the
relative uncertainty increases inversely with speed.
The velocity from the f-v converter was checked
against the direct digital pulse output from the 100-ft
markers and the optical encoder on the wheel. From
Equation (7), the 100-ft marker results are expected to be
the lowest since this equation has the fewest terms. The
uncertainty in velocity from the 100-ft marks is then

UV

(U L / t ) 2  ( LU t / t 2 ) 2

(11)

For the reference time, a 1 kHz square wave was inputted
to the DAC. A uniform probability density function was
assumed for the pulse trigger at the zero and 100 ft-marks.
At 100 % uncertainty, the uncertainty in time is ±1 ms for
both marks. The uncertainty in the reference time in the
measurement from frequency counter and square wave
generator was assumed to be ±0.01 % of reading, which is
the specification for a National Instruments Data
Acquisition Card (NI DAC). At the 95 % confidence level,
the uncertainty in time is estimated as ±0.95 ms for pulse
detection from the function generator.
Results for this uncertainty analysis are presented in
Figure 3. As the figure indicates, time is the most
significant element in the uncertainty, and the uncertainty
increases with velocity. However, the uncertainty at the
maximum speed is still quite small. The maximum speed
is 3.06676 ±0.00042 m/s (5.961305 ±0.00082 kts), or the
relative uncertainty is ±0.014 %. One advantage of the
digital method is that the uncertainty in velocity decreases
at the lower speed due to the longer time interval. At the
lower frequencies for the slower speeds, the gain on the f-v
converter would have to be increased for accommodation

0.60

Uncertainty, U95 (mm/s)

UV

of the lower frequencies and for better resolution. For the
present case, relative uncertainty is decreasing at lower
speeds for the 100-ft marks, while the relative uncertainty
for the f-v converter measurements increases dramatically
as indicated in Figure 3b and Figure 2b, respectively.
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change.
From equation (9), the relative uncertainty in velocity
as computed by the law of propagation of uncertainty ISO
(2008) and ITTC (2008d) is given by
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Figure 2 – Uncertainty in carriage speed from f-v converter
Velocity from the rotating wheel was compared to the
velocity from the 100-ft marks.
In that case, the
uncertainty in distance from the uncertainty in wheel
diameter increases with each rotation of the wheel. The
uncertainty in the distance traveled is then

UL

(SnU D / p ) 2  (SDU n / p ) 2

(12)

For the uncertainty in velocity of the wheel, UL in equation
(11) should be replaced with the value from equation (12).
The uncertainty in the number of pulses is assumed to be a
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Figure 3 – Uncertainty in carriage speed from 100-ft marks
The results of the uncertainty analysis from the wheel
for carriage velocity over the 100-ft distance are not
graphically presented here, but the uncertainty increases
with velocity. The contribution to the uncertainty in
distance is ±1.25 mm (±0.049 in) from the uncertainty in
diameter and ±2.52 mm (±0.099 in) from the uncertainty in
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Velocity Difference, (V3 - V1)/V1 (%)
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the pulse count. The combined uncertainty in distance is
then ±2.8 mm (±0.011 in.) or ±0.0092 % (92 ppm, parts per
million) relative uncertainty.
Consequently, the
contributions to the uncertainty in velocity from distance
and reference time are nearly the same. The data trends in
uncertainty in velocity for the 100-ft marks and wheel are
similar. The uncertainty in the wheel measurement is
larger due to the larger uncertainty in distance from the
accumulation of the uncertainty in wheel diameter for each
revolution of the wheel over the 100 ft distance.

Velocity Difference, V3 - V1 (mm/s)

uniform probability density function with a value of ±0.5
pulse at each marker crossing for a 100 % confidence
interval with a total estimated uncertainty of ±0.95 pulses
at the 95 % confidence level. For the wheel, the number of
pulses over the 100-ft interval is 11,488. The actual
number during the test was 11,486 and 11,485. The
maximum speed from the wheel and pulse counting method
was 3.06623 ±0.0051 m/s (5.96027 ±0.00099 kts) for a
relative uncertainty of ±0.017 %.
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Figure 4 – Difference in carriage velocity from 100-ft
marks and f-v converter
The velocity from the f-v converter is compared to

where gc is standard gravity (9.80665 m/s2) (Thompson and
Taylor, 2008), m the mass, a the air density and w the
weight density. The last term on the right-hand side of
Equation (13) is the buoyancy correction term. For the
buoyancy correction, standard air density of 1.2 kg/m3 and
conventional density of 8000 kg/m3 were applied. Thus,
the correction for buoyancy effects is 0.015 %, which is 50
% larger than the uncertainty in mass. Local g at DTMB is
9.80101 ±0.00005 m/s2 from Moose (1986) or the
correction for local g is 0.058 %, which is 5.8 times the
uncertainty in the mass.
In Equation (13), the mass is the sum of the
individual weights applied as force on a calibration stand.
From Equation (13), the dominant term in the uncertainty
of force is from the standard combined uncertainty in mass
given by
n

um

¦u

i

(14)

i 1

For NIST Class F weights, the uncertainty in the mass is
the 0.01 % of the total mass.
As an example, the calibration results for Drag are
shown in Figure 5, as a residual plot. A residual plot is the
difference between the data and the curve fit. In this form,
the data scatter is readily evident. Also, the data were
plotted as increasing and decreasing load. Hysteresis in the
data is apparent. If the data were plotted on a conventional
linear plot, all of the data would lie on a straight line, and
the increasing and decreasing data would lie on top of each
other. Another advantage of the residual plot is that the
uncertainty bars would also be apparent. The uncertainty
in the reference standard is so low in these plots that the
uncertainty bars are smaller than the symbols.
The dashed lines in the plots are the prediction limits

at the 95 % confidence level from calibration theory,
(ITTC, 2008e). As stated previously for reproducibility of
the data, the post-test calibration data should be within the
uncertainty of the pre-test calibration. In this case, the
block gage was replaced on the first day of the test, and
both calibrations are post-test calibrations.
1.0

Force Residuals (N)

that of the velocity from the 100-ft marks. The difference
is presented in Figure 4 in physical units and as percent
difference. In Figure 4a, the uncertainty bars on the data
points are for the uncertainty in velocity as measured with
the 100-ft marks. Clearly, the slope of the f-v converter
has changed from the pre-test calibration due to drift. The
difference is nearly constant as percent difference in Figure
4b. The largest difference is -0.17 %; consequently, ±0.17
% of reading should be applied to the uncertainty in
velocity from the f-v converter for the test data. This
difference is over 10 times the uncertainty computed for
the maximum velocity during the pre-test calibration.
Block Gages
The gages for Aft Drag, Drag, and Side Force were
calibrated on a calibration stand with NIST Class F
weights, which were certified prior to the calibration as
being within ±0.01 %. The calibration weights are in
pound mass (lbm) with weights of 1 and 5 lbm. For
conversion to pounds force (lbf), the weights must be
corrected for local gravity, g, and buoyancy.
The
correction from ITTC (2008e) is
F m( g / g c )(1  U a / U w )
(13)

Drag Block Gage
Intercept: -0.0222 N
Slope:
44.40649 N/V
SEE:
0.103 N
09/01/2009 D. Mullinix

0.5

0.0

Increasing Load 9/01/09
Decreasing Load 9/01/09
Repeat Calibration 9/23/09
+/-95 % Confidence Limit

-0.5

-1.0
0

50

100

150

200

250

Reference Load (N)
Figure 5 – Drag block gage calibration residuals
Uncertainly Analysis Results by ISO GUM
The following section describes the uncertainty
results in the computation of the coefficients by the ISO
GUM (2008) and the 25th ITTC procedures (2008c) and
(2008d). The most significant differences are as follows:
x Inclusion of Type A method from the standard
deviation of the measurements from the electronic
instruments: f-v converter and block gages.
x Type B uncertainty in instrument calibration from
calibration theory as outlined in the new ITTC
procedure on calibration (2008e). These uncertainty
estimates are typically larger than 2*SEE.
x Water properties are from the International
Association for the Properties of Water and Steam
(IAPWS) as computed from NIST/ASME Steam
Properties Version 2.22 (Harvey, et al., 2008). The
uncertainties in the formulations are ±0.0001 % (1
ppm) for density and ±1 % for viscosity.
x Model ship length is specified as ±0.05 % or ±1
mm, whichever is larger, per ITTC Procedure 7.5-0101-01 (ITTC, 2008g) or ±2.9 mm for this model. The
ITTC model test protocol specified the uncertainty in
length as ±1 mm without qualification.
This
uncertainty should be based upon an actual
measurement with an uncertainty traceable to an NMI
and not an ITTC specification; however, the
measured value should be within the ITTC
specification.
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from the f-v converter in Figure 4 from drift. Over most of
the velocity range, the corrections from the Scott equation
are less than the uncertainty in velocity for this test, but
larger than the uncertainty in the carriage speed by the
digital wheel or 100-ft mark velocity measurements. At Fr
= 0.41, the correction by Scott is about the same as the
uncertainty in velocity from the f-v converter. The large
differences between the three equations present a dilemma
in the selection of a blockage correction equation.
Subsequent computations are not corrected for
blockage and the uncertainty in velocity is estimated as
±0.20 %. Details of the Froude number uncertainty will
not be presented here, but the dominant term is the
uncertainty in velocity. The combined relative uncertainty
in Froude number is constant at ±0.21 %. The uncertainty
in Reynolds number is dominated by the uncertainty in the
viscosity equation at a constant combined relative
uncertainty of ±1.0 %.

Blockage Correction, 'V/Vu (%)

x Correlated uncertainty estimates are included in
the following sections. In the calibration of forces on
a calibration stand with weights, the weight sets are
normally calibrated at the same time in the same
calibration laboratory; consequently, the calibration
results are correlated. The uncertainty in the weights
is then the sum of the uncertainties of the individual
weights. The tolerance for the NIST Class F weights
is ±0.01 %. The uncertainty in mass is then ±0.01 %
of the weight total. Another example is the correction
in offset at zero speed for the force measurements by
block gages and the displacement measurements by
string potentiometers. Since the offset correction is a
difference, the contribution to the uncertainty from
the Type B method is zero, and the only contribution
is from the Type A method.
x All force calibrations are corrected for local g and
buoyancy of the displaced air by the weights on the
calibration stand.
For the data described in this paper, the data were
acquired on a single day of the test (Tuesday, August 25,
2009) at a water temperature of 22.9 ±0.1 °C. The water
properties are then as follows from Harvey, et al. (2008):
x Density:  = 997.565 ±0.024 kg/m3 or ±0.0024 %
(24 ppm) uncertainty in density
x Density derivative: d/dt = -0.2361 kg/m3-°C or
the uncertainty in density from temperature
uncertainty is 0.024 kg/m3 or 0.0024 % (24 ppm).
The contribution to the uncertainty from the equation
for density (0.0001 % or 1 ppm) is negligible in
comparison to the uncertainty in the temperature
measurement.
x Kinematic viscosity:  = μ/ = (9.366 ±0.096) x
10-7 m2/s or ±1.03 % uncertainty.
x Viscosity derivative: d/dt = -0.2173 x 10-7 m2/s°C or the uncertainty in viscosity from temperature is
±0.022 x 10-7 m2/s or ±0.23 %. Thus, most of the
uncertainty is from the equation for viscosity.
Blockage Correction
Velocity for this test was not corrected for blockage.
However, the uncertainty in velocity should include the
uncertainty for the lack of correction. As a comparison to
the uncertainty in carriage speed, the blockage correction is
shown in Figure 6 for the Schuster, Scott, and Tamura
methods of ITTC (2008f). The results are quite different.
The corrections increase slowly with the measured velocity
for the Schuster and Tamura equations.
The results from the Scott equation vary more
dramatically with a minimum correction of 0.0423 % at Fr
= 0.20 and maximum of 0.224 % at Fr = 0.41. The model
for this test is outside the validity of the Scott equation.
The correction by the Schuster equation is about 0.15
%, while it is about 0.50 % by the Tamura equation. The
blockage correction is then about an order of magnitude
larger than the uncertainty in velocity from the 100-ft mark
measurements for the Schuster and Tamura equations, and
about the same and larger than the uncertainty in velocity

0.6
0.5
0.4
CEHIPAR 2716

0.3

Schuster Correction
Tamura Correction
Scott Correction

0.2
0.1
0.0
0.5

1.0

1.5

2.0

2.5

3.0

3.5

Carriage Velocity, Vu (m/s)
Figure 6 – Blockage corrections for CEHIPAR model 2716
Total Resistance
Total resistance is computed as the sum of the Drag
and Aft Drag gages and corrected for offset at zero speed.
The total resistance is then

RT

( R  R0 )  ( RA  R0 A )

(15)

where R is the resistance recorded from the Drag gage, RA
is the Aft Drag, and the subscript 0 is the zero speed
condition. Since the measurements at zero and at speed are
with the same instrument, the contribution from the Type B
method to the total resistance is then zero. The only
contribution to the uncertainty is from the Type A.
However, the standard deviation was not recorded at the
zero speed condition. Subsequent measurements at zero
speed indicate that the standard deviation at zero is
approximately the same as at speed. The combined
standard uncertainty for the total resistance is then

2
2(u R2  u RA
)

(16)

The total resistance including the uncertainty in the
offset correction at zero speed is presented in Figure 7.
The uncertainty is significantly larger than the estimate
without offset correction. For Spot #82 at Fr = 0.40840
±0.00084 (±0.21 %), RT = 145.56 ±0.71 N (±0.49 %) with
the following contributions:
x Drag, Type A:
±0.69 N (±0.47 %)
x Aft Drag, Type A:

1.0

Resistance Uncertainty (N)

8
DTMB Model 5415

7

±0.16 N (±0.11 %)

Thus, the uncertainty is 18 % larger even when the Type B
contribution is now zero as the correlated result from the
difference between the offset and measured value.

Drag, Type A
Aft Drag, Type A
Combined U

0.8

combined uncertainty for Spot #82 previously presented
where CT = 0.006420 ±0.000041 (±0.64 %).
x Total Resistance:
±0.000031 (±0.49 %)
x Velocity
±0.000026 (±0.40 %)
x Wetted Surface Area:
±0.000006 (±0.10 %)
x Water Density:
±0.0000001 (±0.002%)
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Figure 8 – Total Resistance Coefficient
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Another measure of the uncertainty is from a curve fit
of the data. For the resistance coefficients, CT, CR and CR’,
a fit by a fourth order polynomial is given in the following
equation, which works quite well.

Froude Number, Fr
Figure 7 – Uncertainty in Total Resistance Measurement
Total Resistance Coefficient
The total resistance in coefficient form is shown in
Figure 8. The results are compared to the original DTMB
model 5415 results from Lin (1982). For the most part, the
2009 data are in fairly good agreement with the 1982 data
within the uncertainty of the current uncertainty estimates.
No uncertainty estimates are available for the 1982 data.
However, the 2009 data are systematically lower.
The data are also presented in comparison to Longo
and Stern (2005). In this case, a difference is expected
since the models are of different scales although the same
geometry. The Longo and Stern data are actually from
DTMB model 5512 with a length of 3.048 m in comparison
to the model for this test with a length of 5.720 m.
Details of the uncertainty estimates for the
uncertainty bars in Figure 8 are presented in Figure 9.
Over most of the Froude number range, the total resistance
is the dominant term in the uncertainty estimate. However
at Fr = 0.37 and 0.41, the velocity uncertainty due to drift
of the f-v converter becomes nearly the same. As an
example, the following are the contributions to the

y

a  bx  cx 2  dx 3  ex 4

(17)

where the constants a, b, c, d, and e are computed by linear
regression analysis from a commercial computer program.
The independent variable, x, is the Froude number, Fr, and
y is a resistance coefficient: CT, CR or CR’. The results for
the total resistance coefficient are shown graphically in
Figure 10 as residuals. This approach is similar to that of
the calibration data, where calibration theory uses a
variation of the prediction limit. In this plot, the variation
in the data about the curve fit, which is represented by the
zero red line in the figure, is more easily seen than in a
conventional plot. The dashed lines are the 95 %
prediction limit. Also, the uncertainty bars are more
readily apparent. In this case, the curve-fitted value at Spot
#82 at Fr = 0.41 is 0.00636 ±0.00012 (±1.9 %). The
combined uncertainty with the uncertainty in the value at
Spot #82 is then ±0.00013 (±2.0 %) while the difference
between the Spot #82 value and the curve-fitted value is
0.000062 (0.98 %). The correlation coefficient in this case
is 0.9984 while SEE = 0.000058.
Residuary Resistance Coefficient
Results for the residuary resistance coefficient are
shown in Figure 11. As the figure indicates, the 2009 data
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Figure 9 – Uncertainty in Total Resistance Coefficient

All of the uncertainty in the friction coefficient is from the
uncertainty in Reynolds number. The uncertainty in the
equation for the friction coefficient in equation (4a) has not
yet been established.
The results for the 4th-order polynomial fit are similar
to those for the total resistance coefficient. For Spot #82,
the curve-fitted value of the coefficient is 0.00366
±0.00012 (±3.3 %). When combined with the uncertainty
at Spot #82, the uncertainty is ±0.00013 (±3.5 %). The
difference between the measured value at Spot #82 and the
curve fitted value is 0.000062 (1.7 %). The correlation
coefficient is 0.9989, while SEE = 0.000058.

Residuary Resistance Coeff., 103CR

of this report are in good agreement with those of Lin
(1982) and Longo and Stern (2005). For the most part, the
results are within the uncertainty estimates for the current
data. The dominant term in the uncertainty estimate is the
uncertainty in the total resistance coefficient. Again the
numeric results for Spot #82 are as follows with CR =
0.003721 ±0.000041 (±1.11 %).
x CT: ±0.000037 (±1.10 %)
x CF: ±0.0000046 (±0.12 %)
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2009 DTMB Data
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Figure 11 – Residuary resistance coefficient
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Figure 10 – Residual plot of 4th-order polynomial fit of
total resistance coefficient
The uncertainty in the friction coefficient has a relatively
small variation over the Froude number range in
comparison to CT with a value between ±4.6 x 10-6 and
±6.7 x 10-6 or a relative uncertainty range of ±0.12 to ±1.9
% with the larger value at Fr = 0.1 and lowest value of CR.
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Calibration procedures for this test were implemented
per ISO GUM (2008) and the latest ITTC procedures
(2008d) and (2008e).
All measurement results are
traceable to the NIST. In addition, the key features of the
new procedures include acquisition of the following: data
with end-to-end or through-system calibration with same
equipment for the test, calibration data over the range of
the instrument with a minimum of 10 points at
approximately equal increments over the range, and at each
measurement point provide mean, standard deviation,
number of points in the series, the sample rate, and lowpass filter frequency. The estimated uncertainty for the
calibration includes the following elements: uncertainty in
the curve fit from linear regression analysis, Type A
uncertainty for each data point, and the uncertainty in the
reference standard for the calibration.
New direct digital methods were implemented for the
measurement of carriage speed. Velocity was computed
from time and the distance traveled by a precision
measured metal wheel and the distance between 100-ft
(30.48-m) marks. Normally, velocity is measured by an f-v

converter from the encoder output of the measurement
wheel. In the digital method, the pulse and time are
recorded through a counter port on a DAC. Most of the
uncertainty in the velocity by the direct digital methods is
from the uncertainty in time, which was estimated as ±0.01
%. The most accurate method for the measurement of
uncertainty in velocity is from the 100-ft marks. The
estimated uncertainty by this method is ±0.014 % at the
maximum speed. By direct digital methods, the relative
uncertainty decreases with decreasing velocity, while the
relative uncertainty in velocity increases for the f-v
converter. During the test, the f-v converter had drifted
almost 0.2 % over the velocity range since its calibration;
consequently, ±0.20 % was applied to the uncertainty
estimate for carriage speed during the test.
Three different blockage correction equations were
evaluated for this test. The differences were significant and
on the order of the uncertainty of the carriage speed
measurement and larger; consequently, blockage
corrections were not applied.
Typically, the results of this test for the residuary
resistant coefficient are in good agreement with the results
of Lin (1982) and Longo and Stern (2005). For the most
part, the current results are in agreement within the
uncertainty estimates. The largest contributor to the
uncertainty is the Type A uncertainty from the Drag block
gage measurements.
For this test, resistance was corrected for offset by the
values at zero speed. In that case, the measurements are
correlated; consequently, the contribution to the uncertainty
by the Type B method is then zero. The only contribution
to the uncertainty is the standard deviation in the
measurement at zero and at speed for the estimate by the
Type A method. The uncertainty in the resistance
coefficients from repeatability was large in comparison to
the uncertainty estimates, which is an indication of an
uncontrolled element not included in the uncertainty
estimates. Additional details are to be published in a
technical report in the near future.
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ABSTRACT
Few efforts have been made to compare model test
results from different facilities for possible bias on the
measurements. The purpose of this study was to investigate
the differences in model test results of a trimaran hullform
that exist among the towing tank facilities at four academic
institutions: Webb Institute, United States Naval Academy
(USNA) and University College London (UCL) and
Stevens Institute of Technology. Two models (at 1/125th
scale and 1/80th scale) of a US navy’s 268m trimaran
concept design were built and tested at the four facilities to
study the optimal side-hull location for calm water
resistance. The model is equipped to facilitate movement of
the side-hull location both longitudinally and laterally.
Model tests were conducted for various outrigger locations
over a range of Froude numbers from 0.1 to 0.5. The
measurements included resistance, trim and heave. The
agreement among the four facilities was found to be
acceptable and the differences were explained in terms
blockage effects and test methodologies.
NOTATION
CFm
CR
CTm

Fr
Lm
Rem
RTm
Sm
Vm



Froude Number
Length of model
Model Reynolds number
Model total resistance
Model wetted surface area
Model velocity
Kinematic viscosity
Density

m
N
m2
m/s
m2/s
kg/m3

INTRODUCTION
The world is witnessing increased numbers of high
performance vessels as the world navies and maritime
industry demand advanced hull forms for transportation.
The trimaran offers a promising hull form due to its
potential for reduced resistance at higher speed, improved
stability and greater upper deck area compared to a similar
monohull. Fundamental research on trimaran hull forms
has been actively pursued around the world for well over
20 years.
Early investigations were made by Nigel Irens, John
Hall and Douglas Pattison in late 1980s in a ship design
study for a 4,200 ton trimaran Anti Submarine Warfare
frigate (Bastisch, 1992). After the ASW design study

Model frictional resistance coefficient
Residuary resistance coefficient
Model total resistance coefficient
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exhibited some real advantages of trimaran, additional
studies were undertaken both by University College
London (Pattison and Zhang, 1995) and by the UK
Ministry of Defense (Andrews and Hall, 1995). While
theoretical and numerical research pertaining to
optimization of side-hull placement (Suzuki, 1992;
Larsson, 1997; Tuck, 1998; Yang, 2001; Peng, 2001),
systematic experimental studies of multihulls were rarely
reported in the literature.

The lines drawing is presented in Figure1 and the principal
characteristics are given in Table 1.

One of the most complete sets of experimental data
published is from Webb Institute (Ackers, 1997). Four
variations of arrangement were tested comprehensively:
side-hull symmetry, side-hull longitudinal and transverse
locations, side-hull angles of attack, and side-hull
displacement. Several arrangements of the side-hulls were
found to have beneficial interference effects, though the
hard chine side-hull form received many criticisms because
the total resistance was increased by the relatively high
drag of this hull type.
UCL, in collaboration with QinetiQ-Haslar, tested a
7m self-propelled trimaran model for both powering and
seakeeping (Zhang 1997). The test matrix consisted of five
longitudinal locations that were spaced along a large
portion of the center-hull. The resistance tests concluded
that the resistance advantages of trimaran ships over
conventional monohull ships, particularly at high speeds,
could be enhanced if the side-hulls are positioned to
achieve maximum wave cancellation effects.
These previous studies highlighted the potential to
reduce the total ship resistance without compromising other
aspect of the vessels performance. With increasing
worldwide interest in trimaran hullform, the US Office of
Naval Research (ONR) sponsored a university consortium
to study the optimization of side-hull location for the least
resistance of a trimaran hull form. To best utilize the
experimental facilities at the four member universities, the
effect of scale and facility bias on model test results were
also identified as research tasks in this effort. Two different
scale models were built and tested at the four facilities at
various outrigger configurations over a range of speeds up
to Froude number of 0.5. The complete results from the
tests at Webb Institute and Stevens are presented
respectively in Carr and Dvorak (2007) and Qi (2008).
This paper presents and discusses the results from tests of
one of the trimaran configurations.

Figure 1 - The Trimaran Lines

Centre Hull
Displacement
LOA
BOA
LCB (forward of transom)
LWL
BWL
Draft
Static Wetted Area
Block Coefficient (Cb)
Prismatic Coefficient (Cp)
Midship Coefficient (Cx)
Waterplane Coefficient (Cwp)

30,321 MT
268.3 m
25.9 m
121.2 m
262.5 m
24.4 m
9m
7,523 m2
0.525
0.634
0.828
0.762

Side Hull
Displacement
LOA
BOA
Draft
Static Wetted Area

948 MT
77 m
3.8 m
7.1 m
911.1 m2

Trimaran
Total Static Wetted Area

9,345 m2

MODELS
The trimaran hull form explored in this study
featured a slender transom-stern center-hull stabilized by
two small side-hulls, with the center-hull providing 94
percent of displacement. The prototype is a concept design
developed at the Naval Surface Warfare Center, Carderock
Division for the Joint High Speed Sealift (JHSS) mission.

Total Displacement

32,200 MT

Table 1 - Principal Characteristics of the Hullform
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The 1/125th scale model was fabricated from
General Plastics FR-4520 tooling foam at Webb Institute.
To allow for adjustment of the side-hull transverse and
longitudinal positions, an apparatus of 80/20 aluminum
bars and plywood was built on the model (Figure 2). A
drag balance was attached on the apparatus to measure the
side-hull resistance directly. The 1/80th scale model was
fabricated from Jelutong wood and had similar apparatus as
the 1/125th scale model allowing for the adjustment of
outrigger location.

Each configuration was tested at speeds
corresponding to Froude numbers 0.1~0.5 at an increment
of 0.02. Additional speeds were considered wherever
humps and hollows in the resistance curves needed further
investigation. Four higher speeds of Fr = 0.55, 0.6, 0.65
and 0.7 were added on tests conducted at Stevens.

70%
Transverse locations:
30.9%, 50% and 70% of centerhull beam from shell to shell

50%
30.9%

Plywood

71.5%
80/20
Side Hull Drag Balance

Figure 2 - Model Apparatus

Longitudinal locations:
71.5%, 76.5% and
81.5% overall length
from stem of center-hull
to midship of side-hull

76.5%
81.5%

Figure 3 – Side-Hull Locations in Test Matrix

Turbulence Stimulation
Hama strips were placed on the center-hull and the
outriggers at 10% of the respective lengths to provide
turbulence stimulations. The Hama strips on the 1/125th
scale model were made from four layers of electrical tape,
providing a thickness of 0.028 inches (0.7 mm). Triangles
roughly ¾ inches (19 mm) on each side were cut and
aligned vertically 3.75 inches (95 mm) aft of the stem. The
Hama strips on the 1/80th scale model were made from a
double-thickness electrical tape of 0.014 inches (0.4 mm),
cut with pinking shears to form a serrated leading edges.
The parasitic profile drag added by the Hama strips was not
deducted from the model results.

TEST
FACILITIES,
PROCESSING

SETUP

AND

DATA

The 1/125th scale model was tested at Webb, UCL
and Stevens and the 1/80th scale model was tested at USNA
and Stevens. The major dimensions of the four towing
tanks are given in Table 2.

Facility
Webb
USNA
UCL
Stevens

Length
28 m
116 m
20 m
95 m

Width
3.0m
7.9m
2.5m
5.0m

Depth
1.5m
4.9 m
1.0m
2.0m

TEST MATRIX
Table 2 - Dimensions of the Towing Tanks
Three longitudinal and three transverse side-hull
locations for a total of nine configurations of the hullform
were tested. The longitudinal side-hull locations were
assessed at 71.5%, 76.5% and 81.5% of the centre hulls
length (relative to the stem). The transverse spacings were
30.9%, 50% and 70% of the center-hull’s shell to shell
beam. The spacing of 30.9% matched the design
configuration originally provided by NSWCCD. These
configurations cover likely positions on a high speed naval
ship. In addition to the nine configurations, the center-hull
and side-hulls were tested separately to obtain the
individual resistances. The transverse and longitudinal
side-hull locations are illustrated in Figure 3.
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Each facility used its own instrumentation (force
blocks, inclinometers, LVDT/RVDTs), calibration
procedure and test methodology. The models were free to
trim and heave and were restrained in surge, sway roll and
yaw. The model tow-point was kept the same at all the
facilities. The models were re-ballasted at each
configuration to maintain level static trim.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The measurements included speed Vm, total resistance
RTm, trim and heave. The residuary resistance coefficient is
obtained by subtracting the frictional resistance coefficient

(1)

where,
CR
CTm
CFm
RTm
U
Vm
Sm
Rem
Lm


=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

Residuary Resistance
RTm / ½ Um Sm Vm2
0.075/(log10Rem – 2)2
Model total resistance
Mass Density of tank Water
Model Velocity
Wetted surface area (static)
Model Reynolds number = VmLm/
Model Length
Kinematic viscosity of tank water

3.5
Webb-1/125
3.0

UCL-1/125
SIT-1/125

2.5

USNA-1/80
SIT-1/80

3

CR = CTm – CFm

resistance values from Webb tests higher at lower Froude
numbers, UCL tests higher at higher Froude numbers and
Stevens tests lowest across the majority of Froude
numbers. These differences in CR look significant, but the
difference in measured resistance is quite small, especially
at lower Froude numbers, as can be seen in Figure 6.

CR*10

ffrom the total resistance coefficient as:

2.0

1.5

1.0

No corrections were made for blockage,
stimulator drag or correlation allowance. The results from
model tests run at Configuration F (Longitudinal Stagger =
81.5%, Lateral Spacing = 50%) at all four facilities are
shown in Tables A1 to A5 in the appendix. Tables A1-A3
provide CR, Trim and Heave results from the 1/125th scale
model tests performed at Webb, UCL and Stevens. Tables
A4 and A5 provide these results from the 1/80th scale
model tests conducted at USNA and Stevens.

0.5

0.0
0.0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

Fr

Figure 4 – CR from Model tests at all the Facilities

3.5

Webb-1/125
3.0

UCL-1/125
SIT-1/125

2.5

CR*103

Uncertainty
The experimental uncertainty on resistance, trim
and heave measurements was estimated from the model test
results at Stevens. The analysis is in accordance with ITTC
Recommended Procedures and Guidelines 7.5-02-02-02
and 7.5-02-02-05. The total uncertainty values for CT, Trim
and Heave at Fr = 0.22 are presented in Table 3.

2.0

1.5

1.0

0.5

0.0

Parameter
CT
Trim
Heave

Units
Deg
mm

Average
0.00514
0.557
4.699

Uncertainty
± 0.0000419
± 0.028
± 0.11

0.0

%
± 0.82%
± 5.0%
± 2.35%

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

Fr

Figure 5 - CR from 1/125-scale Model Tests

12

Table 3 – Experimental Uncertainty Estimates at Fr = 0.22
10
Webb - 1/125
8

RTm (N)

Resistance Comparison
Figure 4 shows a comparison of CR from two
models and four facilities over a Froude number range of
0.1 to 0.5. In general, the agreement between the model
resistance data from the four facilities is fair. The
resistance values from Webb institute were higher at
Froude numbers lower than 0.2. The values at Froude
numbers greater than 0.3 were lower at USNA and Stevens
and were higher at UCL.

UCL - 1/125
Stevens - 1/125

6

4

2

0
0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

Fr

Figure 5 shows a comparison from the 1/125th
scale model results from Webb, UCL and Stevens. This
shows the same trends described above more clearly with

Figure 6 - RTm from 1/125-scale Model Tests
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0.6

seem to have an offset for the 1/80th scale model, which
might be due to an incorrect static tare for that model at this
configuration.

3.0
USNA-1/80
2.5
SIT-1/80

1.0
1.5

Trim (Deg)

CR*10

3

2.0

1.0

0.5

0.5

0.0
0.0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.0
0.0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

Heave (m)

Fr

Figure 7 – CR from 1/80-scale Model Tests
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0.6
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0.6
Webb - 1/125

-0.5

UCL - 1/125
SIT - 1/125
-1.0

USNA - 1/80
SIT - 1/80

3.0

-1.5
SIT-1/125

2.5

Figure 9 – Trim and Heave Data from all the Facilities

SIT-1/80

1.0
1.5

Trim (Deg)

CR*103

2.0

1.0

Webb - 1/125
UCL - 1/125

0.5

SIT - 1/125

0.5

0.0
0.0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.0

0.4

0.5

0.6

Fr
0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

-0.5

Heave (m)

Fr

Figure 8 – CR from both Models Tested at Stevens

Figure 7 shows a comparison between the results
from USNA and Stevens for the 1/80th scale model. The
agreement is quite good with much smaller differences
between these two compared to the overall differences in
the values at all four facilities. Figure 8 shows very good
agreement for CR throughout the speed range between two
different scale models tested at Stevens.
Trim and Heave Comparison
Trim and heave results are compared in Figures 912. All four facilities measured very similar trim and heave
patterns and the data are in good agreement. The UCL data
typically shows higher trim and lower sinkage compared to
corresponding values from other facilities at Froude
numbers more than 0.35. This can be observed more
prominently in Figure 10, where only the results from
1/125th scale model tests are shown. The trim and heave
agreement between Webb and Stevens (Figure 10) for the
1/125th scale model and between USNA and Stevens
(Figure 11) for the 1/80th scale model was very good.
Figure 12 shows a comparison between the two models for
trim and sinkage obtained from the tests at Stevens. The
agreement in trim is excellent; however the heave data
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-1.0

-1.5

Figure 10 - Trim and Heave from 1/125-scale Model Tests
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Figure 11 - Trim and Heave from 1/80th-scale Model Tests
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DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
The reason for resistance differences might lie in a
few aspects that are different among the four facilities
including the individual test methodologies. Due to the
differences in tank dimensions, the wave propagation and
attenuation would be different effecting residual currents.
Each facility has its own guidelines for wait times between
the runs and for taking static zeroes, which will have an
effect on the measurements. Even though no measurements
of the models have been made, there would be some
differences between the two models due to differences in
material used and methodology of construction. The
turbulence stimulations, as described previously, are
significantly different between the two models. The towing
tank at UCL may have higher blockage effects at higher
Froude numbers due to its smaller width and cross
sectional area compared to the other three towing tanks.
Overall, considering the trimaran hullform with
interference effects and facilities of different dimensions,
the agreement in resistance is good at lower Froude
numbers and acceptable at higher Froude numbers. The
trim and heave compared well over the entire speed range
among the four facilities.
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Appendix - Data Tables

Webb - 1/125
Fr
0.10
0.12
0.14
0.14
0.15
0.16
0.17
0.18
0.19
0.20
0.21
0.22
0.23
0.24
0.26
0.28
0.30
0.32
0.32
0.34
0.34
0.36
0.36
0.38
0.40
0.42
0.44
0.46
0.48
0.50

UCL - 1/125

1000*Cr Trim (deg) Sinkage (m)
1.731
1.047
1.300

0.00
0.00
0.00

-0.06
-0.09
-0.11

1.755
1.699
1.697
1.399
1.613
1.693
1.853
1.861
2.136
2.161
2.275
2.377
2.202
2.409

0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.02
0.03
0.06
0.09
0.11
0.12

-0.13
-0.13
-0.15
-0.16
-0.17
-0.20
-0.22
-0.25
-0.27
-0.28
-0.35
-0.41
-0.46
-0.51

2.121

0.08

-0.55

1.983

0.06

-0.61

1.981
2.127
2.310
2.423
2.523
2.535
2.609

0.11
0.22
0.36
0.51
0.65
0.76
0.88

-0.70
-0.83
-0.91
-1.00
-1.05
-1.09
-1.11

Fr
0.10
0.12
0.14
0.14
0.15
0.16
0.17
0.18
0.19
0.20
0.21
0.22
0.23
0.24
0.26
0.28
0.30
0.32
0.32
0.34
0.34
0.36
0.36
0.38
0.40
0.42
0.44
0.46
0.48
0.50

Table A1 – Model Test Results from Webb

1000*Cr Trim (deg) Sinkage (m)
1.101
1.156
1.152
1.233
1.495
1.461
1.347
1.328
1.508
1.642
1.685
1.898
2.127
2.238
2.365
2.312
2.289
2.146
2.146
1.980
1.994
2.133
2.084
2.377
2.554
2.706
2.793
2.963
2.942
2.838

0.00
-0.01
-0.02
-0.03
-0.02
-0.02
-0.03
-0.03
-0.03
-0.04
-0.02
0.00
0.00
0.01
0.02
0.07
0.07
0.06
0.05
0.03
0.03
0.11
0.10
0.24
0.38
0.51
0.63
0.75
0.83
0.86

0.05
0.05
0.00
0.00
-0.01
-0.02
-0.03
-0.06
-0.08
-0.11
-0.08
-0.09
-0.15
-0.17
-0.21
-0.24
-0.33
-0.37
-0.36
-0.49
-0.48
-0.58
-0.55
-0.64
-0.69
-0.71
-0.76
-0.78
-0.74
-0.70

Table A2. Model Test Results from UCL
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Stevens - 1/125
Fr #
0.100
0.115
0.136
0.156
0.177
0.197
0.216
0.236
0.257
0.277
0.297
0.318
0.338
0.360
0.380
0.399
0.420
0.439
0.462
0.480
0.500
0.551
0.597
0.651
0.703
0.146

USNA - 1/80

1000*Cr Trim (deg) Sinkage (m)
1.145
1.046
1.028
1.336
1.172
1.246
1.366
1.829
1.944
1.881
2.016
1.980
1.707
1.568
1.573
1.789
2.031
2.196
2.335
2.496
2.412
2.381
2.286
2.084
1.939
1.078

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.01
0.03
0.06
0.08
0.10
0.05
0.02
0.07
0.17
0.33
0.48
0.65
0.75
0.83
1.00
1.09
1.14
1.14
0.00

-0.09
-0.09
-0.11
-0.13
-0.16
-0.20
-0.25
-0.29
-0.34
-0.38
-0.44
-0.51
-0.54
-0.63
-0.69
-0.81
-0.91
-0.97
-1.02
-1.02
-1.02
-0.98
-0.85
-0.70
-0.57
-0.13

Fr
0.108
0.135
0.148
0.162
0.188
0.202
0.215
0.242
0.269
0.296
0.323
0.350
0.377
0.404
0.431
0.458
0.484
0.484
0.484
0.542

1000*Cr Trim (deg) Sinkage (m)
1.010
0.869
1.098
1.279
1.324
1.393
1.378
1.988
1.903
2.078
1.928
1.613
1.434
1.594
1.901
2.084
2.276
2.246
2.252
2.208

0.01
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.03
0.03
0.03
0.05
0.09
0.13
0.15
0.07
0.08
0.20
0.39
0.58
0.76
0.76
0.76
1.00

-0.05
-0.08
-0.10
-0.10
-0.15
-0.17
-0.17
-0.23
-0.27
-0.36
-0.42
-0.48
-0.58
-0.67
-0.79
-0.85
-0.84
-0.87
-0.87
-0.82

Table A4 – Results from 1/80th scale model tests at USNA

Table A3 – Results from 1/125th scale model at Stevens
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Stevens - 1/80
Fr
0.105
0.122
0.141
0.160
0.180
0.202
0.222
0.240
0.262
0.280
0.301
0.321
0.341
0.362
0.381
0.400
0.423
0.441
0.461
0.481
0.498
0.550
0.599
0.650
0.701
0.361
0.150

1000*Cr Trim (deg) Sinkage (m)
0.956
0.936
1.093
1.468
1.206
1.467
1.672
1.905
1.988
2.028
2.200
1.915
1.725
1.455
1.621
1.819
2.047
2.250
2.433
2.505
2.580
2.537
2.308
2.052
1.897
1.585
1.431

0.03
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.01
0.03
0.05
0.08
0.12
0.10
0.05
0.02
0.10
0.21
0.37
0.52
0.67
0.78
0.88
1.12
1.19
1.16
1.12
0.05
0.03

0.00
0.01
0.00
-0.03
-0.05
-0.10
-0.13
-0.17
-0.22
-0.27
-0.33
-0.37
-0.42
-0.48
-0.59
-0.71
-0.80
-0.88
-0.91
-0.96
-0.97
-0.90
-0.58
-0.29
-0.06
-0.51
-0.04

Table A5 – Results from 1/80th scale model tests at Stevens
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ABSTRACT

NOTATION

Specifying the type, size, and position of turbulence
stimulation devices for towing tank models can be a
challenging endeavor. This is particularly true when
testing small-scale models and/or models operating at low
speeds. Presently, the guidance for test engineers comes
primarily in the form of empirical relations provided in
classic papers on the subject and from one’s own testing
experience. In the present work, an alternative approach is
investigated. Specifically, the use of the local Reynolds
number based on the momentum thickness in the model hull
boundary layer, RnT, and the pressure gradient parameter,
K, to guide the sizing and placement of turbulence
stimulation devices is explored. This approach is common
in wind tunnel transition studies, but to the authors’
knowledge, has not received a great deal of attention in the
towing tank community. This is likely due to the difficulty
in measuring these quantities in a towing tank. To avoid
this issue, these parameters were calculated for the hull
geometry of interest using simple, web-based
computational fluid dynamics (CFD) codes. Experiments
were carried out using models instrumented with flushmounted hot-film anemometers. The output signals from
the anemometers were analyzed and were able to detect the
fraction of time that the boundary layer was turbulent,
termed intermittency. Results from both a flat plate model
and a wall-sided, two-dimensional model with streamwise
curvature are presented and indicate that the present
approach has merit. For example, the intermittency
observed in the boundary layer correlates well with RnT.
Also, the effective ‘jump’ in RnT provided by the turbulence
stimulation device is clearly observed in the results.
However, further research is required in order to produce
a useful tool for test engineers to size and place turbulence
stimulation devices on models.

Cf
dU/dx
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K
RnT
u
U
Ue
Ue/U
x/L
į
į
ș
Ȟ

coefficient of skin friction
the rate of change of the free-stream velocity
with respect to distance along the surface of an
object
pressure gradient parameter
momentum thickness Reynolds number
velocity of the flow at a given distance normal
to the wall
free-stream velocity
mean velocity at the edge of the boundary
layer
ratio of velocity at the edge of the boundary
layer to free-stream velocity
percent length along the chord
boundary layer thickness
displacement thickness
momentum thickness
kinematic viscosity

INTRODUCTION
Selecting a turbulence stimulation method and
determining the location for the stimulators on a model is a
regular task in the ship model testing world. Each test
engineer and testing facility has their own interpretation of
the best way to go about this task. At the Naval Academy
Hydromechanics Laboratory (NAHL), we follow the
guidance provided by Hughes and Allen (1951). For years
we used brass studs and sand strips for our turbulence
stimulation, but have recently shifted to using Hama strips
(Hama, 1957). We now have a simple spreadsheet
program for determining the appropriate thickness for the
Hama strips (Barlow, Rae, and Pope, 1999), but still use

the guidance given in Hughes and Allen for strip location.
For a number of years the NAHL staff has been
interested in finding a more consistent, first principle based
approach for selecting and placing turbulence stimulation.
This paper describes the recent efforts in this area by a
Trident Scholar student in a directed research program
(Murphy, 2010).

AN APPROACH FOR PLACEMENT OF
TURBULENCE STIMULATION
Initial Hypothesis
The process of deciding how to approach the problem
of location and sizing for turbulence stimulation on ship
models began with reviewing the basic concepts of laminar
and turbulent flow. The flow parallel to a solid boundary
(wall) creates a boundary layer due to the viscosity of the
fluid. The thickness of the boundary layer measures how
far from the wall the fluid is affected by shearing forces at
the wall. The net result is that the fluid in the boundary
layer is moving at a slower average speed than the fluid
outside the layer and therefore has less momentum. As a
result of this momentum loss, a reduction in momentum
flux occurs in the boundary layer as one moves
downstream. Momentum flux is related to how much
viscosity affects the flow in the boundary layer.
Momentum thickness, ș, is a means to quantify this
momentum flux reduction in terms of a length scale
(Munson et al. 2006). Momentum thickness is obtained by
comparing the momentum flux of a fluid at a given
streamwise location to the momentum flux an inviscid fluid
would have at the same location. The momentum thickness
at that location is the distance the flow of the inviscid fluid
would have to be shifted in order to have the same
momentum flux as the actual fluid. The equation for
momentum thickness at a given streamwise location is as
follows

T

³

G

0

u §
u ·
¨1 
¸ dy
Ue © Ue ¹

(1)

The momentum thickness provides a good
characteristic dimension for quantifying the boundary layer
and can be used as the characteristic length scale in the
Reynolds number. This momentum thickness Reynolds
number can be expressed as

RnT

TUe
Q

(2)

Momentum thickness Reynolds number has been
used to characterize the boundary layer in transition studies
by aeronautical engineers for some time. Gibbings et al.
(1986) found that an RnT value of approximately 800
provided an upper bound on the transition from laminar to
turbulent flow. That is, once the RnT value goes beyond

about 800 the flow will naturally transition because the
momentum flux deficit has become too large. Momentum
thickness Reynolds numbers have not been used by towing
tank test engineers because methods for measuring the
momentum thickness are not part of typical test
methodologies.
The advantage of using the momentum thickness
Reynolds number to characterize the state of the boundary
layer is that the effect of turbulence stimulators can be
observed as a “jump” in the value of RnT. Turbulence
stimulators work by increasing the momentum flux deficit
in the boundary layer. If this additional deficit is large
enough to push the local RnT value over 800 then turbulent
flow will be induced.
By itself the momentum thickness Reynolds number
does not tell the whole story on laminar to turbulent
transition. There is no way to directly include the influence
of the shape of the surface in the value of RnT. For fullbodied surface ships with relatively large half-angles of
entrances there is a large streamwise pressure gradient. As
Munson et al. (2006) observed, the “variation in the freestream velocity, is the cause of the pressure gradient in the
boundary layer”. In the regions of large pressure gradients
it is possible that the value of RnT is large enough for
turbulent flow, but the presence of the pressure gradient
will either keep the flow laminar or return it to laminar if it
has transitioned. The pressure gradient can be quantified
by, the pressure gradient parameter, K. The equation for
the pressure gradient parameter is

K

Q dU

U 2 dx

(3)

Large values of K indicate a large pressure gradient
which could cause a transitioned flow to return a laminar
state. When the parameter K along the surface drops below
a value of about 3.0 x 10-6, the pressure gradient is low
enough that relaminarization of the flow will not occur
(Schetz, 1993).
This leads to our hypothesis. We propose that by
determining the values of RnT and K along the length of a
streamline for a model and by characterizing a turbulence
stimulation device in terms of the “jump” in RnT it
provides, we can determine the furthest forward position
the device could be located while causing the flow to
transition without relaminarization. Because both RnT and
K are functions of flow velocity, an analysis could also be
carried out to determine the lowest model speed at which
the flow could reliably be made to transition.
Determination of the Key Parameters
In order to implement our hypothesis we need to be
able to easily and reliably determine the values for RnT and
K for a specified streamline along a model hull. Devenport
and Schetz (1998) have developed web-based applets
which provide a fairly simple means of calculating both
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parameters.

must be run multiple times to obtain results over a range of
model velocities.

There are two applets, developed at Virginia Tech,
which provided the analytical outputs used to calculate the
values of RnTand K. These two codes, the Vortex Panel
and the Thwaites-Walz integral methods, are directly
related, for the outputs of the Vortex Panel method are used
as the inputs for the Thwaites-Walz method. The Vortex
Panel method uses vortex sheets to model the flow around
a model. The vortex sheets are shaped to match a hull form
inputs based on a model’s half-breadths. It should be noted
that the half-breadths of the model must be scaled so that
the length of the input shape is normalized to one. The
outputs are the pressure coefficient, CP, and the tangential
velocity of flow along a given streamline.
The values for the pressure coefficient and the
tangential velocity are then used as the inputs for the
Thwaites-Walz integral method applet (WALZ). The
approach implemented in the Virginia Tech applets has a
“range of inaccuracy [that] is generally less that 10% for
favorable pressure gradients” (Schetz, 1993).
The
Thwaites-Walz method takes the tangential velocities and
applies these velocities to a flat plate. Thus any model
analyzed with any curvature must be normalized to
represent a flat plate that has a length equivalent to the
distance from stem to stern along the surface of the model.
The other required inputs to the WALZ applet are the
velocity being analyzed and the kinematic viscosity of the
water. The applet calculates boundary layer thickness and
pressure distribution for a given free-stream velocity. The
WALZ applet provides five outputs which are then used to
calculate Rnș and K. The outputs generated are:
x/L
Ue/U
į
į
Cf

percent length along the chord
ratio of velocity at the edge of the boundary
layer to free-stream velocity
boundary layer thickness
displacement thickness momentum thickness
coefficient of skin friction

Values for Rnș and K can be found using the above
quantities, equations (2) and (3), and the following
relationships:

Ue

dU e
dx

Ue
U
U

U e 2  U e1
ª¬ x L 2  x L 1 º¼ Lm

(4)
(5)

The values for Rnș and K are calculated at a specified
number of points along the length of the identified
streamline of the model for a single velocity. The applets
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TESTING PROGRAM
In order to determine the validity of our hypothesis, a
testing program was planned which would isolate the key
parameters and allow us to determine how accurately the
proposed methodology works. Three separate series of
tests were performed. The first series used a flat-plate
model to look at the relationship between the Rnș values
determined from the applets and the laminar-turbulent
transition on the flat plate. The flat plate was chosen
because there are well known solutions for the laminar
case, and there is no pressure gradient. The second series
also used the flat plate model, this time to characterize the
Rnș jump provided by our choice of turbulence stimulation.
Following the flat plate tests we planned to conduct a third
series of tests using a very full-bodied model with wallsides to introduce a pressure gradient.
Instrumentation
The key elements of the testing program were the hotfilm anemometers used to determine the characteristics of
the flow at specific points on the model.
These
anemometers are probes manufactured by Dantec
Dynamics. Figure 1 is a schematic of the sensors used for
the project.
The probes are single-sensor flush-mounted film
probes meant to be used in either air or water. An
anemometer works by having a voltage supplied through a
bridge to a wire within the anemometer, which is kept at a
constant temperature (Lee and Basu, 1998). The voltage
adjusts rapidly to ensure that a constant temperature is
maintained. Turbulent flow transfers heat out of a system
much more effectively than laminar flow. Because of this
the voltage to the anemometer must increase to compensate
for the heat loss. By plotting the voltage vs. time the
transition from laminar to turbulent flow can be seen as a
jump in voltage and an increase in the frequency of voltage
fluctuations. Further analysis of the voltage time history
allowed us to characterize the level of laminar to turbulent
transition at the probe location. That will be discussed in a
later section.
Unfortunately the probes are very expensive and very
sensitive to the care given them during and after testing.
We initially started with three probes, but burned up two in
the process of learning to use the software to collect
information from the probes. We purchased three more,
but in the course of six months work we were eventually
reduced to no operating probes.

Figure 1 - Schematic of Dantec Hot-Film sensor
analyzed using a code written specifically for this project.
Data Analysis Software
The output from the Dantec probes consists of a time
history of the voltage signal. By looking at the magnitude
of the mean voltage and the magnitude of the variations
about the mean, it is possible to determine the state of the
flow in the boundary layer. Figure 2 shows three different
time histories from the same probe at different model
velocities. Visually, it can be seen that there is marked
difference between the signals.
Turbulent flow is
represented by an increase in the average voltage as well as
an increase in the oscillations from a lower to higher
voltage. The three different signals represent the various
stages the flow around the model could be classified as:
laminar (the lower signal taken at 0.5 fps), early
transitional (the middle signal taken at 2.0 fps), and late
transitional (the upper signal taken at 5.0 fps). The early
transitional signal had more of a laminar characteristic
while the late transitional signal was nearly fully turbulent.
Although one could visually identify a difference in the
signal output, it is not possible to visually approximate just
how turbulent or laminar a given signal is. Therefore, the
results from each data run were exported to MATLAB and

The MATLAB code took the voltage output from the
probes and performed two separate time derivatives of the
signal (Volino, Schultz, and Pratt, 2003). In order for these
derivatives to display proper results, the signal had to be
passed through a series of high and low pass filters. When
a data file is loaded into the code, any part of the signal that
satisfies the thresholds set for each of the two derivatives is
assigned a value of 1. If a part of the signal does not
satisfy the threshold requirements, it is assigned a value of
0. Thus, each signal is converted into a simple square
wave. Figure 3 shows a raw signal clip along with the
square wave generated in MATLAB.
The MATLAB code then generates an associated
ratio of how often the square wave has a value of 1
compared to the total time analyzed. This ratio is presented
as the intermittency (Schneider, 1995).

Intermittency

Time Turbulent
Total Time

(6)

5.0
5.0 fps (Late Transitional)
4.5

Probe Output Voltage (V)

4.0

3.5

3.0

2.5

2.0

1.5
2.0 fps (Early Transitional)
1.0

0.5
0.5 fps (Laminar)
0.0
10.0

10.5

11.0

11.5

12.0

12.5

13.0

13.5

Time (sec)

Figure 2 - Raw voltage output from Dantec probe
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Figure 3 - Raw voltage signal and associate square wave
A fully turbulent signal will have an intermittency of
1, while a laminar signal will have an intermittency of 0.
Values in between indicate transitional flow that are either
closer to returning to laminar or about to become fully
turbulent. The signal in Figure 3 has an intermittency
value of 0.72.
The thresholds for determining the
intermittency of a given signal needed to be adjusted for
each individual run as the hot-film probes were
uncalibrated. Therefore it was not possible to merely run a
series of data files in bulk. Time and care had to be taken
to ensure that each signal’s corresponding square wave
made sense with what could be visually seen in the raw
signal.
Model Design and Features
For the first two test series, we wanted to look at the
boundary layer transition on a flat plate. The hot-film
anemometers shown in Figure 1 have a depth of more than
one inch and need to be mounted normal to the surface and
flush with it. To simulate a flat surface we used a
“thickened panel” with two parallel, flat surfaces connected
at the bow and stern by smoothly tapering ends. This is the
same panel used in an earlier series of studies at the Naval
Academy (Islin, 2007). The port side panel is removable
so that the anemometers can be repositioned as needed.
Figure 4 shows a schematic of the configuration used by
Islin (2007). We retained the same configuration but only
used the first three probe locations. Figure 5 is a
photograph of the thickened panel attached to the carriage
in the 380 ft. towing tank.
For the third test series we used a body which has
curvature in the x-y plane, but constant sections in the z
direction. This 2-D model was designed and built in-house
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and is based on the DARPA SUBOFF model. The
SUBOFF model is a generic submarine form developed by
using two separate parabolic formulae for the bow and
stern sections. The 2-D model created for this project has
the waterplane shape as shown in Figure 6. Figure 7 is a
photograph of the 2-D model attached to the high speed
towing carriage in the NAHL 380 ft. towing tank.
The first step in the testing process was to run the
thickened panel over a range of speeds to look at the
intermittency levels at the probes. The model was towed at
speeds from 0.5 to 5.0 fps in steps of 0.5 fps. Following
the completion of these runs, the panel was then towed at
speeds from 1.25 to 4.75 fps again in steps of 0.5 fps. The
probe voltage output was sampled at 1000 Hz. For the
typical 30 second data run we ended up with records
72in.
9.75in.

10.5in.
Flat Plate

Bow

48in.

Stern

Probe 1
Probe 2
Probe 3
Probe 4

16.8in.
24.0in.
31.3in.
45.6in.

Figure 4 - Schematic of the port side of the thickened panel
(Islin, 2007)

containing 30,000 data points for each probe. It is
important to note that the order of speeds at which the
model was run was kept constant throughout the course of
the project. We were also careful to insure consistency in
the manner in which the different speeds were run. When
the towing carriage returned to its home position, the
system was re-zeroed after a 30-second pause. This time
was maintained for all testing performed.

TESTING PROGRAM RESULTS
Figure 5 - Thickened panel model attached to carriage

24in.

24in.

60in.
Figure 6 - Section shape for the 2-D model

Figure 7 - 2-D model attached to carriage

Series 1 – Flat Plate without Turbulence Stimulation
During this first series of test, we found that the probe
at location #2 (24 inches aft of the bow) stopped working.
Accordingly all of the results for this series of tests only
show values for probes at location #1 and #3. Figure 8
summarizes the results of the first series of tests. In the
figure we are plotting intermittency for each speed against
the momentum thickness Reynolds number at that speed.
As one would expect, the values of intermittency for the
probe at location #1 show levels at or close to zero.
The intermittency values for the probe at location #3
showed trends that were mostly expected. At low RnT
values there is laminar flow. Because probe 3 is located
7.2 inches further downstream than probe 1, the boundary
layer is thicker and for the same panel speeds the RnT
values are higher. In these conditions, we see that the flow
begins to transition at a RnT value of about 400 and is fully
turbulent by a RnT of about 580.
While this is the sort of shape and transition which
was expected, the value of Rnș for fully turbulent flow was
lower than we thought it would be. As stated earlier,
experiments in wind tunnels typically show values of Rnș
for turbulent flow to be around 800. While our results
don’t offer any proof, we believe that the lower number in
the towing tank has to do with the towing tank. A wind
tunnel is designed to have as smooth and steady a flow as
possible in the test section. There are flow conditioning
devices like honeycombs and screens to insure this. A
towing tank is a big container of water which once
disturbed has no mechanical means of dissipating eddies
and vortices created by the moving model. We simply wait
between runs, hopefully long enough for most of the
disturbances to die out. This fits with the classical tank
tester’s idea of using the first run of the day to “stir” the
tank. The first run sees such disturbance-free water that no
other run in the day will possibly be able to repeat those
conditions. All of our runs were made using the same time
interval and that was only a minute after the carriage
returned – the system was re-zeroed 30 seconds after the
carriage stopped upon return. This time interval was used
because it appeared that the thickened panel caused very
little disturbance moving through the water.
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1.2

NAHL procedure for Hama strip sizing to determine what
thickness we would normally use in this case. Using our
spreadsheet which is based on wind tunnel testing (Barlow,
Rae, and Pope, 1999), we determined that a thickness of 7
layers of tape (or 0.041 inches) would be required. The
appropriate sized strip was assembled and placed on the
model. The model was then rerun over the same range of
speeds.

Probe 1
0.8

Intermittency

Probe 3

0.6

0.4

0.2

0.0
0

100

200

300

400

500

600

700

800

Rn T

Figure 8 - Intermittency levels for the flat plate with
no turbulence stimulation
Series 2 – Flat Plate with Turbulence Stimulation
This series of runs were made to see if we could
characterize the effect of turbulence stimulators in terms of
a “jump” in the momentum thickness Reynolds number.
As mentioned earlier, the NAHL uses Hama strips for
turbulence stimulation. Hama strips are created using
electrical tape cut with pinking shears so that the edge
facing the bow of a model has a series of wedges that serve
as vortex generators (Hama, 1957). The thickness of the
strip is varied by placing several layers of tape together
before cutting the strips to the desired length. In this series
of tests we tried different thicknesses of strips to see if we
could detect a difference in their effect on the flow. Each
strip was placed 23 inches aft of the bow of the thickened
panel: or 1 inch in front of probe 2. This location was
chosen as we were down to one working probe, and we had
installed it in location #2.
The first two thicknesses used were 1 strip and 2
strips, having thicknesses of 0.006 and 0.01 inches
respectively. The panel was then run for each strip
thickness using the same speed sequence used for the no
stimulation case. To provide a consistent comparison,
several speeds were also run with no stimulation. The
output voltage time histories were analyzed and the
intermittency values determined. Figure 9 shows the
results for the intermittency of 1 and 2 layer thicknesses
plotted against RnT for location #2.
It is obvious from the scatter in the intermittency of
the two strip thicknesses in Figure 9 that the stimulation is
being seen by the flow. However, the strips are not making
any difference in the value of RnT at which transition takes
place. There is not enough of a “momentum jump” being
provided by these strips, at this location, to cause transition.
The next step in the process was to use the standard
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The intermittency values for the 7-layer thick case are
shown in Figure 10. Here, the results clearly show that the
7-layer Hama strip transitions at a lower RnT value than the
no-stimulation case. The effective difference in RnT is
approximately 100. This says that at the same location (23
inches aft of the bow) the presence of the 7-layer Hama
strip caused the flow to transition at a lower velocity. This
could also be taken as the 7-layer Hama strip inducing a
jump in the momentum thickness Reynolds number of
about 100.
The next step in the testing process was to see if a
thicker Hama strip caused even more of a difference in the
value of RnT where the flow transitioned. A 10-layer Hama
strip was cut and placed on the model, and the model was
retested and reanalyzed. The results of those tests are also
shown in Figure 10.
Figure 10 shows that a thicker Hama strip does not
cause a significant difference in the value of RnT where the
flow transitions. It can therefore be concluded, based on
the data collected from the thickened panel, that there is a
optimal thickness for the Hama strip. That thickness would
be sufficient to cause enough “momentum jump” for the
flow to transition from laminar to turbulent at the value of
RnT at that location. It would also be the thinnest strip to
be able to do that job because any thicker than necessary
does nothing for flow transition and only causes an
1.2
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Figure 9: Intermittency for 1-layer and 2-layer Hama
strips from probe 2
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speeds used for the thickened panel. All of the data files
were analyzed using the same MATLAB code and the
values of intermittency were determined.
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Figure 10 - Intermittency for 7-layer and
10-layer Hama strips
increase in parasitic drag.
Series 3 – 2-D Model
The purpose of this series of testing was to see what
effect the pressure gradient had on the ability of the Hama
strips to induce flow transition in terms of the momentum
thickness Reynolds number. The first step in beginning
testing on the 2-D model was the same as that for the
thickened panel. The hull waterplane section profile was
entered into the Vortex Panel and the Thwaites-Walz
applets and analyzed at the same range of model speeds as
used for the thickened panel testing. The results for RnT
and K for each of the probe locations were recorded and
tabulated. Figure 11 shows the effect of the waterline
shape on the pressure gradient for a speed of 2.0 fps. Also
noted is the threshold value of K, below which
relaminarization of the flow is unlikely. This value is
based on wind tunnel testing experience (Gibbings, et al.,
1986). Figure 11 indicates that we should expect the flow
to relaminarize if it is induced to transition at a position
before about 27% of the length along the waterline profile.

The first of these Hama strip locations was 1 inch in
front of the probe (11 inches aft of the bow or 18.3% of the
length). The strip was then placed, in succession, at 6
inches, 4 inches, and 8 inches aft of the bow. The 6 inch
position is at 10% of LWL, often used as the fall back
position for turbulence stimulation on ship-models. Figure
12 shows the results of the first two test sets conducted
during this series. It is obvious that with the turbulence
stimulation located one inch in front of the probe the flow
transitioned to turbulent at a much lower RnT value, thus a
much lower model speed. Note that the difference in RnT
is about 100, the same “momentum jump” observed on the
flat plate.
A more interesting result is presented in Figure 13.
This figure shows the intermittency values for all of the
runs on the 2-D model. The striking result that can be
pulled from the plot is that there was no significant
difference in the effect of the trip based on the longitudinal
position of the Hama strip.
Remember, the flow
characteristics are all being measured at the same location;
12 inches aft of the bow. So, no matter where the Hama
strip is placed, the lowest speed at which the flow becomes
fully turbulent is the speed associated with an RnT value of
about 275. For these data runs that speed was 2.0 fps. This
result is interesting in that the pressure gradient parameter
K does not appear to have any effect on the result. Judging
by Figure 11 it would appear that at all of the Hama strip
locations the value of the pressure gradient parameter, K, is
greater than the supposed threshold value for
relaminarization. This would indicate that the threshold
value of K may be affected by the level of turbulence
created by the towing of the 2-D model.
0.0004

2-D Model
0.0003
v = 2.0 fps

At this point in the testing program we were down to
one working probe. The sole working probe was placed 12
inches aft of the bow along the section profile, or almost
20% of the length along the waterline profile. The 2-D
model was then tested for five different conditions. The
first was with no turbulence stimulation to establish the
characteristics of the flow around the model body. The
model was then tested with a 7-layer Hama strip at four
different locations in front of the probe. The 7-layer strip
was selected based on guidance from the NAHL
spreadsheet. Each condition was tested at the same 18
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Figure 11 - 2-D model applet output for K at 2.0 fps
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Figure 13 - Intermittency values for all 2-D model tests
with the probe 11 inches aft of the bow

Figure 12 – Intermittency for initial 2-D model test
with the probe 11 inches aft of the bow
Once again the RnT values at which the flow
transitioned were much lower than the hypothesized value.
Indeed, the values for the 2-D were less than those for the
thickened panel. As discussed in the section on the
thickened panel testing, we believe the reason for the lower
RnT values at transition is the state of the fluid in the tank.
The 2-D model was run at the same speeds using the same
time interval as the thickened panel. Figure 14 shows the
disturbance at the water surface caused by towing the 2-D
body. One can imagine the size of the tip vortex being
shed by the underwater portion of the body. It is fairly
easy to postulate that the turbulence level of the fluid in the
tank was already at a much higher state for each 2-D model
run than for a thickened panel run.
Unfortunately, during the testing of the 2-D model the
last probe that was available for use on the project stopped
functioning. This effectively ended the experimental
portion of the project with several questions still
unanswered.
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR
FUTURE WORK
The major work in the project was conducted by the
first author with the assistance and guidance of the
remaining authors. This report is a synopsis of a much
more detailed report which formed the first author’s
Trident Scholar project (Murphy, 2010). While the work
was performed by an undergraduate student, the level of
effort was significant. There were 342 data files collected
over the course of this project, coming from about 250 total
runs in the towing tank, or about 23 miles of model towing.
Each of these data files had to be run through the
MATLAB analysis program and each of those run required
some amount of adjustment in the threshold values for
determining level of intermittency; no batch mode
processing here.
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While there was a lot of work done on this project, it
is just a beginning. From this beginning we feel that we
can draw a couple of important conclusions. These
include:
x Flow transition can be characterized by RnT and K.
The ability to determine the level of intermittency
using the probes allowed us to characterize the flow
transition in terms of RnT. We still believe that the
pressure gradient parameter, K, will become important
depending on how far forward the turbulence
stimulator is placed and the shape of the model’s hull.
More work remains to fully characterize the effect of K
on the boundary layer transition.
x We are able to measure the effect of a stimulator on
the flow. The purpose of a turbulence stimulator, such
as the Hama strips used in this project, is to induce a
momentum jump in the flow. This jump is
characterized by the flow beginning to transition at a
lower RnT value. The results from the thickened panel
and the 2-D model indicate that the momentum jump

Figure 14 - The 2-D model being towed at 4.5 fps

500

x

x

induced by a 7-layer Hama strip is about 100. The
steps and application of the methods used in this
project allow for the measurement of the momentum
jump for various types and sizes of turbulence
stimulators.
It is possible to optimize the location of the turbulence
stimulator. Based on the results for the effectiveness of
a given stimulator, one can use the applets and the
discussions above to see where the trip can be placed
in order to cause the flow to transition. Viewing the
results of natural transition for a given ship-model and
coupling those results with the measure of
effectiveness for a given trip, one can determine the
farthest location forward along the hull where the trip
can be placed to cause the earliest transition.
It is possible to determine the lowest velocity at which
a turbulence stimulator will be able to cause boundary
layer transition. We can determine the momentum
jump caused by a turbulence stimulator in terms of
RnT. From the Vortex Panel and Thwaites-Walz
applets we can establish the values of RnT at a specific
location for a given model speed. Then knowing the
value of RnT needed for transition to turbulent flow, we
can apply the RnT jump to the applet output to
determine if the turbulence stimulator provides enough
jump to cause transition at that model speed. For
example, for the 2-D model this value RnT for
transition was about 275. Thus, one can take any hull
form, analyze the shape using the applets discussed
above, and, if the RnT value in addition to the jump of
100 provided by a trip is less than 275, the flow will
not transition. The significance of this is that a naval
architect can tell if testing a given velocity on a certain
model will be productive or not.

A number of issues were also raised during the course
of the project. While we still believe the original
hypothesis can provide a means for determining an
optimum size and location for the turbulence stimulation,
there are a number of issues that need to be resolved.
Among them are:
x The hot film anemometer probes can give the
information needed but are problematic. The Dantec
probes proved to be difficult to set up and had a very
short life. Three of the original probes that were
inherited from previous projects were never able to
provide reliable data. The three other probes that were
acquired over the course of the project all failed during
the project. Whether the failures were a result of
improper storage, improper handling, or our limited
knowledge of the control system used to operate the
probes is not known. It does appear that the sensors
need to be very carefully handled and also need to
undergo some form of post-testing cleaning and
maintenance after being pulled from the water. While
we can definitely say that a hot-film anemometer
system is a means to determine the state of the flow in

x

the boundary layer, their high cost, and their sensitivity
make them a less than desirable for the kind of testing
done in this project. Another instrument needs to be
found.
For both the thickened panel and 2-D models the
values of RnT at which the flow transitioned were
much lower than the hypothesized threshold of 800.
As stated earlier the value of 800 was based on
information and data collected from work done in a
wind tunnel. We believe the difference is the result of
the type of flow experienced in a wind tunnel
compared to that experienced in a towing tank. The
flow in the wind tunnel has very low free stream
turbulence. The flow in the tank contains all the
vortices and eddies generated by any previous runs
which have not had time to die out. In a typical model
test series in a towing tank the interval between runs is
timed to let the surface disturbance die out. That may
not have anything to do with the disturbances in the
water. This leads us to believe that the threshold level
of RnT may be both facility dependant and model
dependant. The logical way to evaluate this would be
to run a family of models (like the series 60) in two
different facilities (such as the 120-ft and 380-ft tanks
at the NAHL) and determine the free transition values
of RnT. We intend to pursue this as soon as we find
more suitable probes.
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ABSTRACT
The performance of three different shaped hulls was
evaluated by experiments and computations to identify a
hull form that provides low calm water resistance at cruise
speed while remaining dynamically stable at high speed.
The target cruise speed was at a length Froude number of
0.45, and the target high speed was at a length Froude
number of 1.0.
The three hybrid hulls utilized a common round bilge
after body shape derived from the NPL systematic series
mated to different bow shapes:
x
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INTRODUCTION

Hull #1- Double Chine
Hull #2- Round Bottom with Spray Rail
Hull #3- Single Chine

The 1:20 model-scale experiments were performed at
the SSPA Towing Tank to evaluate the calm water
resistance and dynamic stability characteristics of the three
hulls. Two displacements and up to three Longitudinal
Center of Gravity positions were evaluated for each model.
A computational study using STAR-CCM+, a
Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes solver, was performed
to investigate a limited number of the test conditions
evaluated at SSPA. The computations included timeaccurate runs designed to duplicate the dynamic stability
testing methodology utilized in the experiments.
Model #3- Single Chine was found to represent the
lowest drag of the candidate hull forms at cruise speed
while retaining dynamic stability at high speed. The calm
water resistance of this hybrid hull shape at cruise speed
was found to be within 8.5% of a purely round bilge hull
form as represented by the NPL systematic series.
NOTATION
B



Historically, most mega yacht designs have tended
towards displacement or planing yachts. Appropriate hull
forms and their attendant resistance characteristics for these
operating regimes are fairly well understood by naval
architects. As the desirable size and speed of yachts has
increased, many more mega yachts are being constructed
so that they now operate between the displacement and
planing regimes, sometimes referred to as semidisplacement or semi-planing depending upon their specific
speed and length characteristics.
Displacement yachts operate at relatively low speeds
and the pressures acting upon the hull are largely the result
of hydrostatic pressure associated with the buoyancy force.
Beyond displacement speeds, the influence of dynamic
pressure associated with the high speed acting upon the
hull bottom grows and at planing speeds largely dominates
hydrostatic pressure. For semi-displacement and semiplaning yachts, both hydrostatic and hydrodynamic forces
must be considered. It is this complicated pressure balance
that makes evaluation of wave making resistance so
challenging over this intermediate operating regime and is
the focus of this work.
Differences of greater than 30% between the
resistances of various hull forms are observed in this
intermediate regime and naval architects can ill afford to be
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on the wrong side of the resistance curve given the present
focus on fuel efficiency and impact upon the environment.
When yachts are anticipated to operate above a length
Froude number (FNL) of 0.75, then dynamic stability must
also be considered (Blount and Codega 1992).
PROBLEM STATEMENT
The objective of this investigation was to identify a
hull form that achieved suitably low resistance at a FNL of
0.45 to satisfy an endurance requirement while remaining
dynamically stable at a FNL of 1.0 to satisfy a top speed
requirement. Dynamically stable in this context principally
refers to roll induced yaw instability with increasing speed.
The Froude number range is not sufficiently high to be
concerned with other dynamic instabilities phenomena such
as chine walking, porpoising or corkscrew oscillatory
motions associated with higher Froude numbers (Blount &
Codega 1992).
To accomplish this objective, three hybrid hull forms
were developed and tested to evaluate their calm water
resistance and dynamic stability characteristics. In addition,
a Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) study was
performed that focused on a limited portion of the test
matrix to evaluate the potential utility of CFD for future
projects.

The round bilge NPL hull form (Marwood and Bailey
1969) produces the minimum resistance at the cruise target
speed equivalent to FNL of 0.45 but it has been
demonstrated that this hullform is dynamically unstable at
the top target speed equivalent to FNL of 1.0 (Marwood and
Bailey 1968). The hard chine Series 62 (Clement and
Blount 1963) produces greater resistance over the target
speed range than the double chine NTUA (Grigoropoulos
and Loukakis 1999). Both hull forms with chines produce
substantially more resistance than the NPL hull form over
the target speed range but have been shown to be
dynamically stable at the top target speed.
Based upon analysis of their amalgamated database,
Blount & McGrath (2009) concluded that slenderness ratio
was the most important factor influencing resistance in the
semi-displacement regime followed by the Longitudinal
Center of Gravity (LCG) position. Figure 2 shows that at
FNL equal to 0.45, moving LCG position forward results in
less resistance.

PAST WORK
Blount and McGrath (2009) published a study
describing low drag/dynamically stable hull forms based
upon analysis of available public domain tow tank data
over a range of FNL from 0.4 to 1.0. Their study included a
collection of data from various hullforms (including chine
and round bilge hull forms) to identify trends over the
target speed range. Figure 1 depicts the bare hull calm
water Resistance per unit Weight (R/W) versus FNL for
three different hull types: round bilge, single chine, and
double chine.

Figure 2 – R/W vs. LCG position at FNL = 0.45
The penalty for moving LCG forward is enhanced
likelihood of dynamic instability. Finding the appropriate
balance of moving LCG forward enough (to reduce
resistance at the target cruise speed) but not too far forward
(so as to remain dynamically stable at the target high
speed) is the primary objective of the development effort.
THREE HULL FORMS FOR COMPARISON
Although Blount’s & McGrath’s (2009) analysis of
public domain data showed that a slender round bilge hull
form achieves sufficiently low cruise speed resistance to
exceed the present design challenge it did not remain
dynamically stable at the target top speed so more effort
was required to identify an appropriate hull form.

Figure 1 – R/W vs. FNL for Three Different Hull Forms

It was hypothesized that a hybrid hullform that
utilized a round bilge hull form aft and a bow with integral
chines or round bilge with prominent spray rails may
provide the desirable combination of characteristics
required to meet the present design challenge. Such a hull
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would be in exact contrast to other existing hybrid hull
forms that utilize a round bilge hull form forward and a
single chine aft. These hybrid hull forms were originally
developed to reduce squat as vessel speeds increased
because integration of the chines aft provided dynamic lift
to avoid this undesirable characteristic. In contrast, the
present rationale was that chines or spray rails forward
were known to reduce dynamic instabilities and that round
bilges aft may reduce viscous losses along the turn of the
bilge aft of amidships at cruise speeds.

The double chine bow hull form that was developed
for this investigation is not specifically representative of
the NTUA series, but instead is a variant of the bow shape
used so successfully on the record setting Motor Yacht
DESTRIERO.
The use of the DESTRIERO bow shapes resulted in
decreased deadrise near the bow and an increase in half
entrance angle relative to the NTUA hull form, and the
other two candidate bow sections examined in this study.

Based upon this hypothesis, three hybrid hull forms
were developed, each utilizing a common round bilge after
body shape derived from the NPL systematic series but
with different bow shapes:
x
x
x

Hull #1- Double Chine
Hull #2- Round bottom with spray rail
Hull #3- Single Chine

Based upon the analysis of Blount & McGrath (2009), the
following parameters were selected:
x
x
x

Slenderness Ratio*= 6.7 @ 1/2-load displacement
Length/Beam= 5.5
LCG range= 39.5%-45.5% of L Forward Of the
Transom (FOT)

*- Slenderness Ratio, defined as the Length (L) divided by
the cube root of the volume of displaced water (), equal to

L/1/3.

Bow Shapes
Figure 3 shows the body plan for Hull #1 - Double
Chine. The double chine hull form evolved to provide
improved seakeeping characteristics over the hard chine
hull form. The lower chine with its reduced beam causes
flow separation during wave impacts, and if properly
designed, the separated flow does not reattach to the upper
areas of the hull. As the flow sees a narrower beam, the
vertical accelerations experienced by the hull are reduced,
improving the ride quality of the vessel.
The NTUA double chine hull form has seen several
commercial applications. The double chine NTUA
produces less resistance over the target speed range than
the single chine Series 62. For this reason it was deemed
necessary to investigate a bow shape of this type.
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Figure 3 – Hull #1 Body Plan
Figure 4 shows the body plan for Hull #2 - Round
Bilge with Spray Rail. The sections of the forebody shape
were developed to emulate the NPL hull form as closely as
possible. This hull was developed as it was predicted to
have the lowest resistance of the three candidate hull forms
at the target cruise speed based on the work by Blount &
McGrath (2009).
It is important to note the prominent spray rail that
was added to the bow of the baseline NPL hull form to
generate lift and promote water separation as recommended
by Muller-Graff (1991) for high speed round bilge hull
forms. With the addition of a spray rail to the hull
geometry it begins to emulate a hard chine vessel, but in
fact it remains a round bilge hull because the surface
remain continuous (most evident in section shape). The
width of spray rail was sized to have the same width as the
integral chine flat on Hull #3 and the upper chine flat on
Hull# 1.

at SSPA Sweden AB. The tests were conducted in their
Towing Tank whose dimensions are 260m long x 10m
wide x 5m deep, and is spanned by a carriage with a
maximum speed of 11 m/s. 1:20 scale models were used
and the models were fitted with studs to ensure turbulent
flow at all test speeds. The model scale was selected to
maximize the model size without producing excessive
blockage effects.

Figure 4 – Hull #2 Body Plan
Figure 5 shows the body plan for Hull #3 - Single
Chine. Hard chine hull forms have been available for a
long time and may have initially been an expedient way of
manufacturing hull forms from sheet materials. A sharp
knuckle marks the transition from the hull bottom to the
hull sides in place of the rounded bilges. The continuous
knuckle, referred to as the chine, facilitates water
separation at the boundaries of the hull bottom. As speed
increases, high pressures are generated which lifts the boat
out of the water, reducing its wetted surface area. As
manufacturing processes and architectural styling have
evolved over the years, the majority of hard chine hulls
constructed today are not comprised of developable
surfaces. Modern hulls do however maintain the integral
chine feature as it creates a discontinuity in the hull surface
to promote water separation where the stagnation line
crosses the chine.
On this hull form, the chine line was held high above
the static waterline at the bow to allow the half entrance
angles to be kept to a low value, similar to the NPL hull
form. Aft of where the stagnation line was expected to
cross the chine, a turn of the bilge was slowly introduced to
allow this forebody to mate to the round bilge afterbody.

For all tests, the models were towed from a point near
the LCG and at the height/orientation of a representative
thrust line. The models were free in pitch, roll, and heave;
but fixed in surge, sway, and yaw.
All three models were tested at two different
displacements (minimum-operational and full-load) and at
up to three different LCG positions (Fwd=45.5%,
Mid=43.5%, and Aft=39.5% of L forward of the transom).
The LCG positions for each model were selected by first
identifying the forward most LCG position for which the
hull exhibited dynamic stability and then to conduct the
resistance tests at that position and others further aft.
Resistance tests were conducted in typical fashion,
accelerating the model to constant speed and then recording
all measured parameters. Resistance, wetted length, wetted
surface area, trim angle, heel angle, and changes in drafts
forward and aft were measured. Underwater and above
water photographs were recorded.
Three different dynamic stability screening methods
were utilized to determine the propensity of a particular
hull to be dynamically stable. The preferred method is
based upon asymmetrically ballasting the hull to a fixed
angle of heel and observing the resulting heel angle at
speed (Blount & Codega 1992):
x

x

Figure 5 – Hull #3 Body Plan

x

EXPERIMENTAL METHODOLOGY
Bare hull hydrodynamic model testing was performed
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Dynamic Inclining Test- In this preferred method, the
model is ballasted to 5 degrees of static heel and then
run down the tank at several different speeds in this
asymmetrical ballast condition. A model whose heel
angle substantively increases with increasing speed is
considered to be dynamically unstable.
Trim Angle vs. Speed- An alternate method identified
by Blount & Codega (1992) for planing hulls with
chines is to evaluate the trim angle with increasing
vessel speed during normal calm water resistance runs.
If the trim angle curve displays an inflection between a
FNL of 0.4 and 0.8, it is often an indicator of potential
dynamic instabilities at higher speeds.
Bow Rising vs. Speed- An alternate method posited for
application to this class of hybrid hull forms is to
evaluate the bow rise with increasing vessel speed
during normal calm water resistance runs. If the bow is

continually rising higher as speed increases, then the
bow is generating increasingly positive lift over the
speed range and may be a good indicator of dynamic
stability.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Dynamic Stability
Based upon the results of the Dynamic Inclining Test,
the dynamic stability of all three models at full-load
displacement as a function of LCG was determined and
summarized below:

Model #1
Model #2
Model #3

Aft=39.5%
Yes
Yes
Yes

Mid=43.5%
Marginal
Yes
Yes

Fwd=45.5%
No
Marginal
Yes

Figure 6 shows the results of the Dynamic Inclining
Test at full-load displacement and forward most LCG. It
can be observed that the heel angle of Hull #3 reduces, i.e.
comes upright, with increasing speed and as a result is
considered dynamically stable. The heel angle of Hull #1
remains nearly equal to the original static heel angle of 5
degrees so would have been considered marginally stable
but was deemed dynamically unstable based upon the
large, erratic yaw moments measured during the run. Hull
#2 demonstrated a reduction in heel angle in two instances
but on one occasion an increase so it is considered only
marginally stable.

Figure 7 – Dynamic Inclining Test at Mid LCG
Figure 8 shows the Trim Angle versus Speed curves
for various configurations at full-load displacement. In all
cases, the inflection identified by Blount and Codega
(1992) that suggests the potential for dynamic instability at
higher speeds is observed. This result correlates poorly
with the results of the Dynamic Inclining Test that
identified several dynamically stable configurations. It
appears that this Dynamic Stability Screen is not as reliable
for this class of hull form as it has shown to be for planing
hulls with chines.

Figure 8 – Dynamic Stability Screen:
Trim Angle vs. Speed
Figure 6 – Dynamic Inclining Test at Forward Most LCG
Figure 7 shows the results of the Dynamic Inclining
Test at full-load displacement and the mid LCG position. It
can be observed that the heel angle of Hull #2 reduces, i.e.
comes upright, with increasing speed and as a result is
considered dynamically stable. The heel angle of Hull #1
remains nearly equal to the original static heel angle of 5
degrees and as a result is considered marginally stable.
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Figure 9 shows Bow Rising versus Speed at full-load
displacement and several LCG positions for all three hulls.
The following observations are noted:
x
x

Hull #3 at forward most LCG position, the bow is
always rising higher as speed increasesdynamically stable
Hull #3 at mid LCG position, the bow is always
rising higher as speed increases- dynamically
stable

x
x
x

Hull #2 at forward most LCG position, the bow
height remains nearly constant as FNL exceeds 0.7marginally stable
Hull #2 at mid LCG position, the bow is always
rising higher as speed increases- dynamically
stable
Hull #1 at mid LCG position, the bow height at
FNL of 0.85 is nearly the same as at FNL of 0.7,
therefore the bow is not always rising higher as
speed increases- marginally stable

Figure 10 – Hull #2 Spray Pattern

Figure 9– Dynamic Stability Screen: Bow Rising vs. Speed
The correlation of the Bow Rising versus Speed
Dynamic Stability Screen with the results of the Dynamic
Inclining Test for this class of hybrid hull form is shown to
be excellent.
It is interesting that Hull #2 is only marginally stable
and Hull #3 is stable at the forward most LCG when one
studies the body plans of both hulls. At first glance they
appear quite close in section shape and position/size of the
chine flat (Hull #3) and spray rail (Hull #2). To further
elucidate the differences in dynamic stability, it is helpful
to study the resulting flow phenomena. Figures 10 and 11
show the water spray patterns of Hull #2 and Hull #3
respectively. It is apparent from these images that the spray
rail on Hull #2 is not adequately effective in forcing the
water rising up along the bow to separate from the hull and
instead it climbs quite high along the side. It is believed
that this flow pattern produces a negative pressure along
the wetted portion of the hull side which tends to generate
additional heeling moment. In the case of Hull #3, the
chine flat is clearly effective in forcing the water to
separate cleanly from the bow. Given that the spray rail and
chine flat are equivalent in size, the conclusion is that the
discontinuity in the hull’s section shape at the chine flat is
providing the additional contribution required to produce
flow separation unlike Hull #2 where there is no section
shape discontinuity at the spray rail.

Figure 11 – Hull #3 Spray Pattern

It is also interesting that Hull #1 with the proven
DESTRIERO style bow is dynamically unstable at the
forward most LCG position.
Resistance
Figure 12 shows the bare hull calm water Resistance
per unit Weight (R/W) versus FNL for Hulls #1, #2, and #3
at full-load displacement at the mid LCG position. These
results are reported at model-scale.
It is difficult to differentiate between the three results
so Figure 13 shows the results as a % difference in
resistance from Hull #3 and includes the results for a NPL
hull form of these characteristics for comparison purposes.
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lower resistance at the cruise speed when compared to Hull
#2 at the mid LCG location.

Figure 12 – R/W vs. FNL

Figure 14 – R/W vs. LCG at FNL = 0.45
COMPARISON TO COMPUTATIONS
A computational study using STAR-CD, a Reynolds
Averaged Navier Stokes (RANS) solver, was performed to
investigate some of the same test conditions evaluated at
SSPA. The intent of the computational study and the
subsequent comparison to experimental results was to
evaluate the potential of CFD to predict trends and absolute
values of calm water resistance and to predict the
propensity of a particular hull form to develop dynamic
instabilities.

Figure 13 – Difference in Resistance from Hull #3
At cruise speed, Hull #1 has ~ 1.5% greater
resistance, Hull #2 has ~ 2.5% less resistance, and a NPL
hull form has ~ 8.5% less resistance than Hull #3. These
trends are reversed at the top speed where Hull #1 has ~
2% less resistance, Hull #2 has ~ 0.5% less resistance, and
a NPL hull form has ~ 1.5% more resistance than Hull #3.
Figure 14 shows bare hull calm water Resistance per
unit Weight (R/W) versus LCG for Hulls #1, #2, and #3 at
full-load displacement at cruise speed equivalent to FNL of
0.45. It can be observed that as LCG moves forward, R/W
reduces for all three hulls as anticipated.
It is important to note that although Hull #2 produces
less resistance than Hull #3 at all LCG positions this is
somewhat misleading when selecting the hull form that
best meets the design requirements. Since Hull #2 it is not
dynamically stable at the forward most LCG position, a
vessel designed around this hull will be limited to the mid
LCG position. In contrast, Hull #3 remains dynamically
stable at the forward most LCG position and therefore a
vessel can be designed around that LCG, which results in
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The computations were performed at model-scale
Reynolds number to allow direct comparison to the
experimental results. The model was free to sink and trim
during the calm water resistance computations. The study
included time-accurate runs designed to duplicate the
dynamic stability testing methodology utilized in the
experiments which also required roll as an additional
degree of freedom.

Resistance Comparison
Figure 15 shows the correlation between experiment
and computation for bare hull calm water Resistance per
unit Weight (R/W) for Hull #3 at full-load displacement
and forward most LCG. Computational results are within
3% of the experimental value.
Figure 16 shows the correlation between experiment
and computation for bare hull calm water Resistance per
unit Weight (R/W) for Hull #1 at full-load displacement
and mid LCG. Computational results are generally within
3% of the experimental value.

Figure 17 – Resistance Comparison Hull #1 vs. Hull #3:
CFD vs. Experiment
At FNL equal to 0.45, both the experiment and the
computations show that Hull #1 has more resistance. At
FNL equal to 0.85 and 1.05, both the experiment and
computations indicate a reversal of that ordering and show
that Hull #3 has more resistance than Hull #1. In all cases,
the computations mimic the trend of the experimental
results.
Dynamic Stability

Figure 15 – CFD/EXP Correlation: R/W for Hull #3

Figure 18 shows the heel angle time history of Hull
#3 at the forward most LCG at speeds equivalent to FNL of
0.45, 0.85, and 1.05. The computed heel angle oscillates
about 5, 5.5, and 6 degrees respectively, remaining nearly
equal to the original static heel angle of 5 degrees. This
computational result differs quantitatively from the
experiment (in the experiment, the heel angle decreased as
speed increased) but is consistent in a qualitative sense, i.e.
the heel angle did not substantively increase, leading one to
conclude that Hull #3 is at least marginally stable.

Figure 16 – CFD/EXP Correlation: R/W for Hull #1
Figure 17 shows the comparison of computational
and experimental results for Hull #1 and Hull #3 at fullload displacement and the aft most LCG at three different
speeds equivalent to FNL of 0.45, 0.85, and 1.05.

Figure 18 – Heel Angle Time History for Hull #3
Based upon this computational result and that the
bow was predicted to be continuing to rise higher as speed
increased during calm water resistance computations, it
was concluded that Hull #3 was dynamically stable at the
target top speed. This conclusion is consistent with that
obtained from the experimental results.
Figure 19 shows the heel angle time history of Hull
#1 at the forward most LCG at speeds equivalent to FNL of
0.45, 0.85, and 1.05. At the lowest FNL, the computed heel
angle oscillates about 5.5 degrees, remaining nearly equal
to the original static heel angle of 5 degrees. At the higher
Froude numbers, the computed heel angle oscillates about
8 and 11.5 degrees respectively. Based upon this result, it
was concluded that Hull #1 was not dynamically stable at
the forward most LCG position. This conclusion is
consistent with that obtained from the experimental results.
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NPL hull form could not.
For this class of hybrid hull form, the Dynamic
Stability Screen based upon Trim Angle versus Speed
curves (originally developed for planing hulls with chines)
was shown to be less reliable than the proposed screen
based upon Bow Rising versus Speed. This conclusion is
based upon comparison of the experimental results from
these two alternative screens to the experimental results of
the Dynamic Inclining Test (which has been validated
against full-scale trials on numerous occasions).
The application of RANS CFD to this design problem
demonstrated that it could satisfactorily differentiate the
bare hull resistance between several candidate hull forms.
The absolute magnitude of the resistance predictions is
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ABSTRACT
Open water tests of a surface piercing propeller with a pitch
to diameter ratio of 1.9 have been performed in a nonpressurized towing tank. Flow visualizations of the
ventilated cavities formed behind the propeller and
shaftline force/torque measurements were taken at tip
immersion ratios of 0.50 and 0.33, yaw angles from 0° to
30° and inclination angles from 0° to 15° for advance ratios
ranging from 0.8 to 1.9. Three wake parameters, the wake
pitch, wake pitch angle and wake diameter, were identified
and semi-automatically measured using composite images
of the wake of the surface piercing propeller. The
symmetry of the wake at non zero yaw angles, as well as
the time evolution of the width of successive ventilated
cavities in the wake were explored. It was found that the
wake pitch angle changes proportionally to the advance
ratio and does not change significantly as yaw angle
changes; the ratio of wake diameter to SPP diameter
increases as the advance ratio decreases; and the wake was
most symmetric at a depth of immersion of 33%, a yaw
angle of 15 degrees, zero shaft inclination angle, and an
advance ratio of 1.2. The SPP was found to operate in a
fully ventilated condition for scaled advanced ratios of
0.905 – 0.721. A six component load cell was integrated
with the rotating propeller shaft line to provide
measurements of propeller thrust, torque, side forces and
moments. An examination of the efficiencies determined
from these measurements and subsequent analyses reveal
that, while the thrust measurements are near values
expected from empirical relations, there appears to be an
error in the torque measurements, likely due to an
instrumentation problem. Nevertheless, the time histories
of the load cell data are instructive in qualitatively
illustrating the relation between carriage speed, propeller
speed and the transient forces/moments acting on the
propeller.
NOTATION
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INTRODUCTION
The use of surface piercing propellers (SPPs) shows
promise for high speed operation by virtually eliminating
appendage drag, which can be as much as 30 percent of the
total drag on a vehicle at high speeds. The scarcity of

Ventilated cavity width
Thickness of blade trailing edge
Propeller diameter
Diameter of trailing wake
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available systematic test data
performance prediction difficult.

has

made

reliable

Surface Piercing Propellers have been used by the marine
racing community for decades, and have been used on
surface vehicles which travel in excess of 50 [m/s]. The
U.S. Navy has also used them for the propulsion of surface
effects ships and other small high speed vessels, some of
which have attained speeds in excess of 40 [m/s], such as
the SES 100B (Clark, 2004). The design of a partially
submerged propeller drive system allows for most of the
drive assembly (shafts, struts, stern tubes, etc.), as well as
half of the propeller, to be elevated above the water surface
when the vehicle is running at speed. This reduction in the
operational profile gives a shallow draft, as well as a
considerable drop in the total drag on the vessel.
The nature of SPP operation presents many problems for
designers. The interaction of the blade of the propeller
with the air/water interface is a difficult physical problem
to model mathematically so that physical experiments are
an important part of the design process. For this reason, the
preliminary costs of incorporating SPPs into a marine
vehicle design can be very high.
Of particular interest to designers is a fuller understanding
of the effects of variable orientation (yaw, shaft inclination
angle, and depth of immersion – see Figure 2) on the open
water performance of an SPP. In this vein, flow
visualizations of the ventilated cavities behind a surface
piercing propeller and six component load cell
measurements were conducted. The flow visualizations and
load cell measurements are discussed separately following
a description of the SPP test apparatus and the
experimental conditions.

typical of surface piercing propellers with a very sharp
leading edge and a thick, blunt trailing edge. The diameter
is 9.7 inches and the pitch to diameter ratio (⁄ ) is about
1.9. The ⁄ ratio is typical of small, racing powerboats,
with extremely high power to weight ratios, but high in
comparison to other SPPs described in the research
literature (e.g. Olofsson, 1996; Ferrando et al. 2007).

Figure 1 – The test propeller.

The test condition matrix is shown in Table 1. The
experiments were conducted at Reynolds numbers between
8.0 × 105 ≤  ≤ 1.1 × 106 . Immersion ratios of 0.33
and 0.5 were investigated. The immersion ratio value of
0.33 was chosen because the extensive set of experiments
conducted in Olofsson (1996), was at immersion ratios
values of 0.33. This was thought to be a good basis of
comparison to validate the data obtained by the new test
apparatus. The immersion ratio of 0.5 was also chosen
because it is the value most common in practical operation
of SPPs. A total of 95 combinations of this matrix were
executed.

SPP TEST SYSTEM AND EXPERIMENTAL
CONDITIONS
The experiments were conducted in the Davidson
Laboratory High Speed Towing Tank (DLHSTT) at the
Stevens Institute of Technology. The Davidson Lab
provided the towing carriage, photographic equipment and
technical support, while the propeller testing apparatus was
designed and built by FAU and the experiments were
planned and conducted by FAU. The towing tank is 4.9 [m]
wide by 2.0 [m] deep by 95.40 [m] long. As shown in
Table 1, test runs were conducted at advance ratios of
between J = 0.8 and J = 1.8; carriage speed was set to
either 6.5 [m/s] or 7.6 [m/s] and the advance ratio was
mainly controlled by varying the rotational speed of the
propeller.
The test propeller (Figure 1) was donated by Dewald
Propellers, Inc. of Reading, PA USA. The propeller is a
full-sized (prototype scale), stainless steel, four-bladed,
left-handed cleaver style SPP, designed and built for
Formula 1 outboard racing boats. It has a blade section

Figure 2 - Definitions of (a) yaw angle Ψ and immersion ratio
I = h/D, (b) shaft inclination angle γ, and (c) SPP rate of
revolution n.
Table 1- Test conditions

I (%)
33
50

γ (degrees)
0, 7.5, 15
0

J
0.8-1.9
0.8-1.9

Ψ (degrees)
0, 15, 30
0

As the experiments were conducted in a non-pressurized
facility, the atmospheric pressure cannot be varied in the
test section and so the cavitation number cannot be
controlled. In order for the effects of cavitation to be
minimized, such that the ventilated cavities behind a SPP
assume their final form, a Froude value of  > 3 must be
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maintained (Shiba, 1953). It was possible to maintain
 > 3 for all test cases except J ≅ 1.8. At this advance
ratio the carriage speed was kept at the same value as for J
= 1.6 (7.62 m/s), and the rotational rate  was reduced to
increase the advance ratio. Additionally, Weber numbers of
 > 180 were maintained to prevent surface tension
effects from influencing the shape of the ventilated cavities
(Shiba, 1953).
A purpose-built test apparatus, which permits the propeller
boat to be remotely positioned in heave, yaw and
inclination by computer control between each experimental

run was designed and constructed for this effort (Figure 3).
A novel feature of the system is that it allows the SPP to be
tested while completely submerged for baseline
comparisons with the performance of conventional
propellers. The measurement instrumentation features an
in-line, 6 component load cell that was used to measure the
forces and moments acting on the propeller and a
tachometer with position encoder so that the measured
forces and moments can be synchronized with propeller
position and speed. Further details of the mechanical
design and instrumentation can be found in Lorio (2010).

Prop Motor

Heave Motor
Carriage

Pitch Motor

Yaw Motor
Linear Stage

Spray Shield
SPP
Figure 3 - CAD model (left) and physical realization of SPP test apparatus.

Experimental Procedure and Velocity Scaling
Before each test run, the SPP is positioned at the desired
depth of immersion, shaft inclination angle and yaw angle.
The immersion ratio was verified using guide lines drawn
on the propeller blades, shaft inclination angle was
measured using an electronic inclinometer built into the
SPP testing apparatus and the yaw angle was measured
using a protractor. At the start of each run, a count-down
was given to synchronize the initiation of data collection
from the load cell and tachometer with the start of video
recording and the towing carriage.
It has been shown that by using the velocity component
parallel to the propeller shaft to calculate the advance ratio
causes the performance curves for thrust coefficient, torque
coefficient and efficiency to collapse upon one another, for
different immersion ratios and angles of shaft inclination
(Ferrando et al., 2007). In the results that follow, a scaled
advance ratio is used where the Euler angles are applied to
transform the velocity coordinates from a towing carriage
referenced coordinate system to a coordinate system having
the same yaw and inclination as the SPP test apparatus:
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cos # cos Ψ − sin Ψ sin # cos Ψ 9
 = - cos # sin Ψ cos Ψ sin # sin Ψ 7 - 0 7,
− sin #
0
cos #
0

 =
.

FLOW VISUALIZATIONS
The equipment for the flow visualizations consists of two
still cameras, five flashes, an underwater mirror and two
video recorders.
Still Cameras The Davidson Lab is equipped with a test
section window located midway along its length. At this
location, two cameras are positioned. Camera 1 (Figure 4)
is an underwater camera aimed at a mirror on the bottom of
the tank, allowing it to take bottom view images of the
trailing wake of the propeller. Camera 2 is used to
photograph the side view of the propeller as it passed the
test section window. Both still cameras are digital SLR
cameras with 18-55 mm focal length lenses. Figure 5
shows side and bottom images obtained with cameras 1 and
2; the mirror support frames appear as black bands in the
bottom view images.

SPP wake

Mirror Frames

Figure 5 - Original images of (a) side view with camera 1 and
(b) bottom view with camera 2 for condition I = 33%, γ = 0°,
Ψ = 0°, J = 1.176, J_scaled= 1.176.

Camera 2

Video Cameras Two video cameras were mounted on the
towing carriage at the positions indicated in Figure 6 and
were used to capture images of spray in front of the SPP.

Figure 4 - Location of still cameras and mirror.

Wake Reflection
Figure 6 - Location of video cameras.

Flow Visualization Image Analyses
Consider the definition of pitch (assuming no slip) given in
Newman (1977). It can be seen that

SPP Wake
Wave Dampening Float

Pitch = PW =
and (Figure 7)
a)

b)

U
,
n

U

1

J

n

πD

π

ΦW = tan−1 :; < ; <@ = tan−1 ; <.
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(1)

Flow Visualization Results
At lower values of Jscaled , the ratio DW /D increases with
respect to the angular position of the SPP while at higher
values of Jscaled , this ratio remains nearly constant (see
Figure 9 and Figure 10, for example). For all values of
depth of immersion, inclination and yaw, the ratio of wake
diameter to propeller diameter DW /D at propeller position
& = 3π/2 increases as Jscaled decreases. At low values of
Jscaled , a higher number of ventilated cavities are visible.
Additionally, ΦW does no change significantly as Ψ
changes. This finding may be counter-intuitive as one
might expect to see the ventilated cavities maintain their
orientation with respect to the SPP shaft.

Figure 7 - Nomenclature for trailing wake parameters after
Olofsson (1996).

Thus, according to equation 1, the wake pitch angle is
expected to change proportionally as the advance ratio
changes. Dividing PW by D gives:
PW
U
= J≡ .
D
nD
Thus a comparison between two images of the SPP wake at
the same depth of immersion, shaft inclination angle and
yaw angle, but tested at different values of  is expected to
show that lower values of  produce a larger number of
ventilated cavities (provided that the images have an equal
magnification). Note that the angle & here is the angular
position of the propeller at the time each cavity was formed
and can be used to relate distance downstream from the
propeller, or correspondingly the time since a cavity is
formed.
One can define a pitch for each cavity  using the pitch
angle of the cavity ΦW and the diameter of the cavity 
(Figure 8). In order to explore the evolution of the
ventilated cavities produced by the SPP, A Matlab
program, that semi-automatically measures ΦW and  for
each cavity through image processing of the recorded
images, was developed. The details of the algorithm and
image processing code can be found in Altamirano (2010).

Figure 9 - Wake parameters of condition I = 33%, γ = 0°,
Ψ = 0°, J = 0.767, Jscaled = 0.767.

At the conditions tested, the ratio PW /D varies almost
linearly with respect to propeller position ϕ and this
behavior does not change as the yaw angle Ψ changes in

Figure 8 - Wake parameters local to each cavity.
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agreement with Olofsson (1996). The range of values of the
cavity pitch PW /D is proportional to the value of Jscaled .
There is a region where the SPP experiences a fully
ventilated regime (a ventilated region made up of many
merged ventilated cavities). For all cases, the average
region of the scaled advance ratio Jscaled for fully ventilated
condition is calculated to be 0.905 – 0.721. This region is
in the neighborhood of that observed by Brandt (1973).

of Ψ = 15°, this bowl appearance diminishes and at values
of Ψ = 30°, it is not noticeable. The bowl-like form does
not appear to be affected by shaft inclination angle γ.

Figure 11 – Side view of the bowl-shaped cavities behind a
SPP (I = 0.50; A = BC ; F = BC ; GHIKLMN = G = B. BOQR).

In Olofsson (1996), it is suggested that the more symmetric
an SPP wake is, the more efficient it will be at producing
thrust. While the efficiency cannot be determined from the
load cell measurements made here, the image analysis code
was also used to explore the symmetry of the wake as a
function of distance downstream from the propeller. In
Figure 12 a perfectly symmetrical condition exists when
Symmetry/D = 0. For a depth of immersion of I = 33%,
shaft inclination angle of γ = 0°, and yaw angle of Ψ = 15°,
the most symmetric wake is created when Jscaled = 1.363.
For all values of the scaled advance ratio Jscaled the wake
becomes more symmetrical, as& increases until ϕ = π, after
which the wake becomes more asymmetrical.

Figure 10- Wake parameters of condition I = 33%, γ = 7.5°, Ψ
= 30°, J = 0.994, J_scaled= 0.853.

From the side view images it is possible to see that the
ventilated cavities have the shape of a bowl (Figure 11): the
tip of the ventilated cavity travels downstream with a lower
speed than the center of the wake. This agrees with
observations made by Olofsson (1996) and Hoshino (1989)
and may be explained by the pressure gradient established
within the jet created by the propeller. The bowl-shape
form of the ventilated cavities is clearly appreciable when
the shaft inclination γ and yaw Ψ are zero. At yaw angles

Figure 12 - Symmetry measurements for condition I = 33%, γ
= 0°, Ψ = 15°.

SIX COMPONENT LOAD CELL MEASUREMENTS
Data from the output of the six component load cell and
propeller position/velocity data from the slip ring were
simultaneously collected using a multichannel data
acquisition system. The raw data were stored in a database
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for post processing. The load cell data were converted to
metric forces and moments using a ‘cross talk matrix’,
determined during sensor calibration, to cancel out any
cross talk between load cell channels caused by the multiaxis nature of the propeller loads. The filtered data were
then plotted to determine the sample range where the
propeller was in steady state operation.
It was found that the force data, in many cases, was biased.
To calculate the time average forces, the mean of the
steady state section of each test run was taken. To offset
the bias, a data sample was taken where the towing carriage
and propeller were stationary. The section of data was
taken either at the beginning or end of each run, depending
on which side had more samples. The forces and moments
were then calculated from the time average thrust, torque
and propeller speed obtained from the experimental data.
It could be seen, upon visual inspection, in each case the
data had an initial static phase, which was the period of
time before the propeller and carriage started motion. The
static section was followed immediately by an almost
instantaneous jump in thrust, but a more gradual increase in
torque. Thrust immediately increases to its maximum
value for the run due to the propeller accelerating faster
than the carriage, which causes the SPP to “drag” the
carriage. As the carriage and propeller speeds reach steady
state, Thrust drops gradually, then levels off, while torque
reaches its maximum value as propeller rotational rate
reaches its peak value (Figure 13).
When comparing the results of the experiments to
predictions of the thrust coefficient 
 ≡


"2  4

Figure 14 – Thrust coefficient KT for experimental values
(blue) and predicted values (in red).

CONCLUDING REMARKS
A model SPP was tested with varying depths of immersion,
shaft inclination angles and yaw angles. The experimental
apparatus developed for testing the SPP appears to be novel
in that it permits one to test all three of these important
degrees of freedom in a single facility.
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and torque coefficient  ,
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Figure 13 – Unsteady loading during towing carriage
acceleration.
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ABSTRACT

1

Surface Effect Ships (SES) have great potential to increase the speed and cargo capacity of modern surface vessels. The resistance characteristics of an SES vary widely
as a function of speed, with notable presence of one or
more drag humps. The magnitude of these drag humps
has been shown to be greatly affected by changes in water depth (Mantle, 1973; Van Dyck, 1972; Doctors, 2006).
Additional variations in resistance due to sea state must also
be accounted for and consequently, the selection and sizing
of an appropriate propulsion system is not trivial.
For highly loaded applications, SESs typically employ
the use of waterjet propulsion. The propulsion system must
satisfy many criteria, including cavitation avoidance, powering limitations, and maximizing fuel efﬁciency. These
three goals are difﬁcult to meet simultaneously, particularly
when the performance of the system over the full operational range needs to be considered. Hence, an appropriate methodology is necessary to choose the optimal solution. The objective of this work is to develop a systematic
methodology for the ﬁrst-order design of a waterjet by optimizing the overall efﬁciency and satisfying all performance
requirements over the entire operating regime, as opposed
to selecting a discrete number of design points.
In this work, a preliminary design of a waterjet propulsion
system for a full-scale SES with a top speed of 40 knots is
performed with consideration for cavitation inception and
variations in resistance due to changes in water depth and
sea state. The resistance characteristics are determined from
model tests as reported by Van Dyck (1972). The waterjet
performance is then predicted for various nozzle sizes using
one-dimensional momentum theory. The optimal waterjet
size is then selected based on the joint probability distribution of the operational space as functions of the vessel speed
and resistance. Finally, the thrust characteristics of the optimal waterjet are presented and compared against ones designed for the endurance speed and top speed.
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NOTATION
Sectional area
Cushion beam
Diameter
Froude number
Acceleration due to gravity
Pump head
Nozzle elevation
Inlet velocity ratio
Cushion length
Seal wetted length
Sidehull wetted length
Number of installed waterjets
Net positive suction head
Pump speciﬁc speed
Suction speciﬁc speed
Vapor pressure of ﬂuid
Atmospheric pressure
Power
Volume ﬂow rate
Total resistance of vessel
Vessel Reynolds number in air
Seal Reynolds number
Vessel Reynolds number in water
Wetted surface area
Thrust per waterjet
Thrust deduction factor
Average inﬂow speed
Average ﬂow speed through nozzle
Average ﬂuid speed at suction side of pump
Vessel speed
Taylor wake fraction
Inlet loss coefﬁcient
Overall efﬁciency
Jet efﬁciency
Pump efﬁciency
Hull efﬁciency
Model scaling factor
Jet velocity ratio
Kinematic viscosity of water

νa
ϕ
φ
ψ
ρ
ρa
σ
Ω
2

Kinematic viscosity of air
Flow rate coefﬁcient
Nozzle loss coefﬁcient
Head coefﬁcient
Density of water
Density of air
Thoma number
Pump rotation speed
INTRODUCTION

As the speed requirement for modern surface vessels increases, so does the requirement for advanced ship design
concepts. One of the most promising high-speed design
concepts is the Surface Effect Ship (SES). An SES is unique
in that 80% or more of its total displacement is supported
by an air cushion contained beneath the vessel by two side
hulls and ﬂexible bow and stern seals. This air cushion acts
to raise the vessel above its natural waterline, decreasing the
wetted area and consequent frictional resistance. Additionally, SESs offer good seakeeping characteristics and transport efﬁciency. SESs are capable of operating at speeds well
above 50 knots; hence, advanced high-speed propulsion systems are needed.
Two common propulsion technologies that have been developed for high-speed vessels are the surface-piercing propeller and the waterjet. Although both technologies have
been installed on SESs in the past, waterjets boast many
advantages, particularly in highly-loaded cases. In designing a propulsion system for an SES, many design challenges
are introduced that are less commonly found on slower displacement vessels. Three challenges of large importance are
cavitation inception, inlet broaching, and selection of design speed. This paper covers the last challenge extensively,
while the ﬁrst two are more brieﬂy considered with hopes of
a future, more detailed examination.
The process of design speed selection for a SES is not
easily deﬁned. The resistance characteristics vary widely as
a function of speed, with the presence of a large drag hump
occurring at a Froude number near 0.45. This hump drag
may exhibit an increase on the order of 15% or greater when
operating in shallow water compared to deep water. This
increase has been noted for the U.S. Navy prototype SES100B by Mantle (1973), as well as in model scale studies by
Van Dyck (1972), and numerical studies by Doctors (2005,
2006). Additional variations in vessel resistance may also
occur due to changes in sea state, cushion pressure and seal
height, in addition to many more variables. Therefore, the
designer must be careful to choose an appropriate resistance
curve for which to choose an optimal waterjet.
In most cases, the maximum resistance occurs at the vessel’s maximum design speed, but in cases where the maximum speed is not signiﬁcantly greater than the hump speed,
it is possible that the maximum resistance, and consequently
the maximum required power, may occur at the hump. Additionally, operational requirements may require that the

vessel operate efﬁciently at a slower endurance speed, which
typically lies between the hump speed and the top speed. It
is unlikely that a waterjet optimized for the top speed will
also be optimal for the endurance speed. Due to these concerns, a systematic methodology for the selection and sizing
of a waterjet propulsion system is warranted.
The objective of this paper is to perform a ﬁrst-order design of a waterjet propulsion system for a full-scale SES
with a top speed of 40 knots, an endurance speed of 25
knots, and a hump speed between 18-20 knots. The resistance characteristics are ﬁrst determined by scaling the
model test data reported by Van Dyck (1972). Variations in
resistance characteristics associated with changes in water
depth and sea state are then considered by using a probability density function (PDF) of resistance as a function of
speed. This PDF is then combined with a probabilistic representation of the likelihood of operating the vessel at different speeds over its life. The resulting joint PDF produces
a probabilistic design space that represents the likelihood of
operation at any given vessel speed and resistance. This design space is used as a weighting function to measure the
overall efﬁciency of the waterjet installation. The optimal
waterjet size is then selected as the size that produces the
maximum overall efﬁciency while still satisfying all performance requirements.
3

METHODOLOGY

3.1

Scaling of SES Calm Water Model Tests

Model Test Background
In 1971, model tests were performed by R.L. Van Dyck
at Stevens Institute of Technology (SIT) for the U.S. Navy
XR-1B test craft. These tests have been found to be very
useful in identifying the effects of water depth on SES resistance characteristics. The model was very adjustable and
the data cover a range of model conﬁgurations; the height
of the forward and aft seals (hSF & hSA , respectively) were
adjusted, as well as the displacement, Δ, and longitudinal
center of gravity, LCG . The seal heights were limited by
stops measured from the keel, as shown in Figure 1. A complete list of the adjustable conﬁguration variables and their
symbols is presented in Table 1. In the current study, equal
variations in seal height (i.e. hSF = hSA ) are considered.
Symbol
hSF
hSA
AF
AA
Δ
LCG
NB

Description
Height of bow seal above keel
Height of aft seal above keel
Area of fwd. fan duct
Area of aft fan duct
Model displacement
Longitudinal center of gravity
Number of air cushion fans

Table 1: Model Conﬁguration Variables
The dimensions of the full- and model-scale vessels are
shown in Table 2.
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5.35 ft
2.15 ft
2.5
100 lb

Full
150 ft
60.3 ft
2.5
446 LT

7
6
5

Vs,m [ ft/s ]

Wetted Area Calculation

Table 2: Model- and Full-Scale Dimensions
Model Test Results

In order to accurately predict the frictional resistance
component, the wetted surface area must be estimated. In
order to perform this task, the side hulls were modeled from
the body plan using the 3D design software Rhino. Once
the hull was modeled, its trim was adjusted in half-degree
increments about the LCG , consistent with the coordinate
deﬁned by Van Dyck (1972). The software was then used
to calculate the wetted surface area for a range of drafts.
This exercise yielded the wetted surface area as a function
of draft and trim angle.
The results were then plotted and a cubic polynomial surface was ﬁtted to the numerical data in order to calculate
the model-scale wetted surface area, Sm , for any given draft
and trim angle. This surface is shown in Figure 3. One may
notice a dip in the surface at low θm , dm , however these
conditions were rarely experienced in the model test data.



  

The purpose of the model testing was to determine the
variation in SES performance characteristics in deep and
shallow water. The deep water had a depth of 1.06LC while
the shallow water had a depth of 0.20LC . The variables
measured during the experiments are outlined in Table 3.
The experimental results are quite intriguing, and the results
for one model conﬁguration are presented in Figure 2. The
results show a signiﬁcant increase in resistance (RT,m ) at
the hump, which occurs near a model speed of Vs,m = 6 ft/s
(F r ≈ 0.45), particularly in the shallow-water case. In
general, the shallow-water resistance is less than the corresponding deep-water case at post-hump speeds. Additionally, at the hump speed, the shallow-water data show a dramatic increase in the trim θm and decrease in the draft dm .
These changes in trim and draft affected the wetted surface
area and wave generation, and consequently the frictional
and residual resistance. For this reason, an accurate method
of surface area estimation is necessary.
Symbol
Vs,m
RT,m
θm
dm
PB,m
PF,m
PA,m
Dm

8

Figure 2: Model test results for the drag D, draft d, trim θ,
and cushion pressure PB as a function of speed V (hSF =
hSA = 0.0 in). (Van Dyck, 1972)

  

Item
LC
BC
L/B
Δ

P

Figure 1: Drawing of Model Layout with Terminology Deﬁned (Van Dyck, 1972)
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[ psf ]

0

Description
Carriage speed
Total drag
Trim
Draft at LCG
Cushion pressure
Pressure in fwd. seal
Pressure in aft seal
Fan drag

























   






  

Figure 3: Wetted surface area as a function of draft and
trim angle. The black lines connect the discrete data points,
while the red stars show the values interpolated from the
polynomial surface.

Table 3: Measured Variables
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It should be noted that this wetted area is for a single sidehull only, and does not include any portion of the hull inside
the pressure cushion. The additional wetted portion of the
side hulls was calculated by assuming a straight waterline
between the lower edge of the bow and stern seals. This
is the method recommended by Wilson et al. (1978). The
wetted area consisted of the resulting trapezoid, calculated
using (1), where LC is the cushion length. This wetted area
was then added to the previous result to obtain the wetted
area for one sidehull, which constituted half of the total wetted area.
Ssidewall = 12 LC [hSF + hSA ]

ATTC formula for turbulent ﬂow over a ﬂat plate, shown
in (5). The dimensional resistance for both the model and
prototype are then found using (6), where ρ is the density of
water and S(θ, d) is the wetted surface area, as previously
discussed.
0.242

= log (Rew · Cf )
Cf
RF = 12 ρVs2 S(θ, d)Cf

Finally, a friction factor of fF = 1.18 is used following the
recommendation of Doctors (2005).
Seal Resistance Component

The total resistance of an SES can be divided into various
components. Following Doctors (2006), the total resistance
is decomposed into the wave resistance RW , the hydrostatic
resistance RH , the frictional resistance RF , the correlation
allowance RA , the seal resistance RS , the air resistance Ra ,
and the momentum resistance RM . The sum of these components yields the total resistance RT , shown in (2). Also
included are a form factor fF and fW for the frictional and
wave resistance, respectively.

The seal resistance is particularly important at sub-hump
speeds. The seal resistance can be approximately subdivided into two components: one due to frictional effects
RSF , and one due to pressure effects RSP .
RS (Res , F r) = RSF (Res ) + RSP (F r)

Res =

(2)

The model tests were designed to satisfy Froude number
(as deﬁned in (3)) similarity, to preserve the ratio of inertial
to gravitational forces between the model and the prototype.

(8)

The frictional resistance coefﬁcient of the seals Cf (Res ) is
calculated using the ATTC formula (5) based on Res . The
seal frictional resistance is then calculated as
RSF (Res ) = 12 ρVs2 Ls BC Cf (Res )

(9)

where BC is the beam of the air cushion.
Air Resistance Component

Frictional Resistance Component
The frictional resistance of the side hulls is a result of viscous effects, which depends on the Reynolds number Rew ,
which is deﬁned based on the wetted length Lw and the
kinematic viscosity of water ν, shown in (4). The wetted
length is assumed to be equal to 1.2LC .
Vs Lw
ν

Vs Ls
ν

(3)

From here on, the subscript p is used to denote the
full-scale prototype and the subscript m is used to denote
the reduced-scale model. The length scale is deﬁned as
λ = Lp /Lm and
√ consequently the velocity scales such that
Vs,p /Vs,m = λ.

Rew =

(7)

The frictional component is dependent on the Reynolds
number of the seal, which is deﬁned using the wetted length
of the seal Ls .

RT (Re, F r) = fW RW (F r) + RH (F r)
+ fF RF (Rew ) + RA

Vs
Fr = √
gLC

(6)

(1)

Components of Total Resistance

+ RS (Res , F r) + Ra (Rea )
+ RM (F r)

(5)

(4)

Since it is impossible to satisfy both Reynolds and Froude
number similarity simultaneously for λ < 1, the nondimensional skin friction coefﬁcient Cf is calculated using the

In order to approximate the air resistance, a set of air
tare runs was performed. These are experiments where the
model is towed in the tank just above the water surface such
that there are no hydrodynamic forces present, and the reﬂection effect of the free surface is recorded. The model
air drag was found to be a quadratic function of the model
speed, as shown in (10), where AX is the projected area of
the vessel above the waterline and CD is the drag coefﬁcient.
2
2
AXm CDm
≡ 12 ρa Vs,m
Ram = 0.00165Vs,m

(10)

Though the values for the model projected area, AXm and
the model drag coefﬁcient, CDm are not known, they can
be determined using recommended drag coefﬁcient values
as given by Wilson et al. (1978). In this paper, the model
and prototype drag coefﬁcients are assumed to be CDm =
0.3 and CDp = 0.5, respectively. The value at full-scale is
larger due to the presence of a superstructure, which is not
typically included on a test tank model.
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Solving for AXm via (10) and noting that the prototype
projected area is AXp = AXm · λ2 , the full-scale air resistance, Rap can be obtained as:
2
= 0.00165λ2
Rap = 12 ρa AXp CDp Vs,p

CDp 2
V
CDm s,p

(11)

Correlation Allowance
The correlation allowance is a correction factor added to
the ﬁnal drag coefﬁcient to account for discrepancies between predicted resistance and measured full-scale resistance. For the current study, a correlation allowance of
0.0014 is used.

Residual Resistance Coefﬁcient
After accounting for all of the Reynolds-dependent terms,
the residual resistance can be calculated as
RR = RT − fF RF − RSF − Ra
= fW RW + RH + RM + RSP

(12)

The residual drag coefﬁcient is assumed to obey Froude
similarity. Hence, the dimensional residual drag scales as
shown in (13).
RRm
1
2
2 ρm Vs,m Sm

= CRm = CRp =
RRp =

RRp
1
2
2 ρp Vs,p Sp

ρp 3
λ RRm
ρm

(13)
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3.2

Probabilistic Design Space

Operational Variations in Vessel Resistance

Since the model was relatively large compared to the
width of the towing tank, a correction was made to the wave
resistance, which is included in the residual resistance component. Wilson et al. (1978) give a value for the wave resistance coefﬁcient Rc , which changes depending on whether
the model is in a ﬁnite tank or in unrestricted water. The
values were read and are reproduced in Figure 4. By calculating the percent increase or decrease in this coefﬁcient, it
was possible to calculate a wave resistance form factor fW
as a function of speed in order to correct for tank width effects. This form factor was only used to correct at model
scale such that the full scale form factor was assumed to be
fWp = 1, corresponding to operation in an unrestricted waterway.

0.2

Once the full-scale calm-water resistance prediction was
complete, an added resistance due to sea state was approximated. Since the model tests did not examine the effect of sea state, the added resistance was approximated
as a percentage of the calm-water resistance for simplicity. The impact of the added resistance was assumed to
increase linearly from 0% at Vs,p = 0 knots to 15% at
Vs,p = 40 knots.

=⇒

Finite Tank Width Considerations

0
0.1

Added Resistance Due to Sea State

1

1.1

Froude Number, Fr

Figure 4: Finite width channel effects
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For any vessel, the propulsion system must be sized to
produce enough thrust to overcome its resistance. It has
been established that the resistance is not only a function of
speed, but of numerous other factors as well, such as water
depth and sea state. In reality, the resistance estimate should
consist of a family of curves, each a function of speed,
encompassing all likely operational requirements. Historically, an adequate thrust margin has typically been added
to the calm-water resistance curve in deep water, yielding
a conservative estimate for the necessary installed power.
While this process does ensure adequate powering, it does
not necessarily yield the optimal design of the propulsion
system.
Ideally, the designer would be provided with an inﬁnite
number of resistance curves covering all possible operational environments, whether from experimental, numerical,
or analytical methods. Since the availability of a complete
family of curves is limited, an adequate means of representing the resistance variation is needed. As a basis for the
various resistance curves, the vessel drag predictions in both
deep- and shallow-water cases are scaled up from model test
results from Van Dyck (1972). Additionally, a term is added
to each of these cases to account for the resistance due to
sea state.
The four equally weighted resistance curves are then used
to form a statistical representation of the vessel’s resistance
at each speed. This concept is illustrated in Figure 5. The
mean resistance μRT and bounding lines of ±2σRT are plotted versus ship speed Vs , where μRT and σRT are the mean
and standard deviation of the total resistance RT , respectively. Assuming a normal distribution, these upper and
lower bounds yield a 95% conﬁdence interval for the vessel

Variation in Total Resistance
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resistance at each speed. The normal distribution is calculated for a given speed using (14).1

P (RT |Vs ) = exp −

















Figure 5: Illustration of variations in vessel resistance.
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[RT (Vs ) − μRT (Vs )]
2 (V )
2σR
s
T


(14)

Figure 6: Weibull distribution representing the likelihood of
operation at various ship speeds, where Vendure = 25 knots,
Vmax = 40 knots, with a probability of exceedance of 5%

The resulting probabilistic design space is shown in Figure 7. Careful examination shows that the contours follow a
Weibull distribution in the velocity direction, and a normal
distribution in the resistance direction.

It should be noted that all results shown from here on are
for the full-scale model, and hence the subscript p will be
dropped for simplicity.
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In order to select the optimal waterjet parameters over the
entire operating range, it is necessary to estimate the likelihood of operating at each speed. In the current study, a twoparameter Weibull distribution is used, given in (15), where
k and γ are shaping and scaling parameters, respectively.







e−(Vs /γ)

k

(15)

The two parameters are determined by requiring (a) the
mode, or peak, to be at the endurance speed Vendure =
25 knots and (b) the probability of exceeding the vessel’s
top speed Vmax = 40 knots, to be 5%. The resulting PDF is
shown in Figure 6.
Joint Probability Distribution Function

(16)

1 It should be noted that (14) does not include the standard normalization
factor. This term was not included in order to equally weight the peak
at each velocity. The joint-pdf is normalized later, after the variation in
velocity is included.
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Figure 7: Probabilistic design space, based on the resistance
distribution from Figure 5 and the velocity distribution from
Figure 6.

3.3

The complete design space can then be described by a
joint PDF, which is calculated using the deﬁnition of conditional probability,
P (RT , Vs ) = P (RT |Vs ) · P (Vs )



Waterjet Performance Prediction

The physical behavior of a waterjet is quite complex and
for accurate performance predictions, advanced numerical
modeling or experimental techniques are needed. Fortunately, a simpliﬁed description of the major performance attributes may be obtained using one-dimensional momentum
theory. This is the method of prediction currently employed,
with the goal of expanding to more advanced computational
ﬂuid dynamics (CFD) techniques in the near future.
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Assumed Values and Input Parameters
In order to accurately predict the performance of a waterjet, one must know the detailed geometry. Since this is
typically unknown during the early design phases, it is useful to design the waterjet in terms of loss coefﬁcients related
to the efﬁciency of the installation. By doing so, we may reduce the design to one parameter, the nozzle diameter Dnoz .
With appropriate assumptions for these coefﬁcients, one
may achieve an accurate prediction of the waterjet thrust,
efﬁciency, and cavitation potential. Table 4 shows the values
used in the following analysis, which are consistent with
those used by Allison (1993).
Description
Taylor wake fraction
Thrust deduction factor
Nozzle loss coefﬁcient
Inlet loss coefﬁcient
Inlet velocity ratio
Pump efﬁciency

Symbol
w
t
φ
ε
IV R
ηp

Value
0.12
0.02
0.01
0.18
0.80
0.90

The total vessel resistance RT as a function of ship speed
Vs is given in Section 3.1. From the total resistance, the
required thrust per waterjet T at a given speed can be calculated, as in (20), where n is the number of waterjets installed
on the vessel and t is the thrust loss coefﬁcient.
T =

d
[(mnoz Vnoz ) − (min Vin )] = ρQ̇(Vnoz − Vin )
dt
(21)

The volume ﬂow rate is the product of the velocity and the
area at any cross-section of the waterjet. Relating the inlet
area and the nozzle area yields
Q̇ = Vin Ain = Vnoz Anoz

Determination of the Jet Velocity Ratio
Before it is possible to predict the performance of a waterjet, the ﬂow velocity at various points in the waterjet must be
related. The various velocities are deﬁned in Figure 8. The
Taylor wake fraction w accounts for the difference between
the average inlet velocity and ship speed due to boundary
layer effects and is deﬁned in (17), where Vin is the average
inﬂow velocity and Vs is the ship speed.

(20)

Momentum theory requires the thrust generated by the
waterjet to be equal to the net change in momentum of the
ﬂuid ﬂow, as stated in (21). Here, the volume ﬂow rate Q̇,
inlet velocity Vin , and nozzle velocity Vnoz are assumed to
be constant, representing steady-state operation.
T =

Table 4: Assumed coefﬁcients for waterjet calculations

1
RT
·
n (1 − t)

(22)

Using these deﬁnitions and equating (20) and (21) yields the
following quadratic equation, which may be solved for μ:
 2  
RT
1
1
−
−
=0
μ
μ
n(1 − t)(1 − w)2 · ρVs2 Anoz
(23)
The only nontrivial solution to this equation lies in the domain μ ∈ [0, 1], since the inlet velocity cannot be greater
than the nozzle velocity. Thus, for any nozzle diameter, (23)
may be used to calculate the corresponding jet velocity ratio.
System Curve Generation

Figure 8: Characteristic velocities of a waterjet propulsion
system (Bulten, 2006)
w ≡1−

Vin
=⇒ Vin = (1 − w)Vs
Vs

(17)

The jet velocity ratio μ is then deﬁned as the ratio of the
average inﬂow velocity to the average nozzle velocity Vnoz
of the ﬂuid, as shown in (18).
μ≡

Vin
Vnoz

(18)

By combining (17) and (18) the nozzle velocity can be expressed in terms of the jet velocity ratio and ship speed:
Vnoz =

(1 − w)Vs
Vin
=
μ
μ

(19)
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In order to generate thrust, a waterjet contains a pump that
supplies a pressure rise to the ﬂuid. The amount of head generated may be related to the inlet and nozzle velocities using
Bernoulli’s equation for incompressible ﬂow. This equation
is shown in (24), where H is the head generated, g is the acceleration due to gravity and ε and φ are the inlet and outlet
loss coefﬁcients, respectively. The elevation of the nozzle is
given by hj and is assumed to be negligible compared to the
other two terms.
H=

0
2
Vnoz
V2
(1 + φ) − in (1 − ε) + h
j
2g
2g

(24)

Using (22) and (18), Eq. (24) can be expressed as:
H=


Q̇2 
(1 + φ) − μ2 (1 − ε)
2gA2noz

(25)

It is common in pump literature to non-dimensionalize
the pump head and ﬂow rate as the head coefﬁcient ϕ and

ﬂow coefﬁcient ψ. The deﬁnitions of these non-dimensional
numbers are given in (26) and (27), where Ω is the rate of
angular rotation in radians per second and Dpump is the diameter of the pump.
gH
(ΩDpump )2

(26)

ηD = ηH ηp ηj =

ϕ≡

Q̇
3
ΩDpump

(27)

Cavitation Limits

Vs
Apump
=⇒
Vpump
Anoz

=

(1 − w)IV R
μ

ϕ2
(1 + φ)
(1 − w)2 IV R2
− (1 − ε)
π2
μ2

(29)

H=

ηD =

R T Vs
n · Pshaft

N P SHA =

Phydr
ρgH Q̇
ρgH Q̇
=
=⇒ Pshaft =
Pshaft
Pshaft
ηp

σ≡

2A2noz · T Vin
(1 − t)
ηp
(1 − w) ρQ̇3 [(1 + φ) − μ2 (1 − ε)]

Consistent with open water propeller theory, the hull efﬁciency ηH is deﬁned as
ηH ≡

(1 − t)
(1 − w)

2μ(1 − μ)
(1 + φ) − μ2 (1 − ε)

N P SHR
=⇒ N P SHR = σH
H

n 2(1 − μ)(1 − t)Anoz
σ ((1 + φ) − μ2 (1 − ε))
1
× p∞ − pv + ρVs2 (1 − ε)(1 − w)2
2

(38)

(39)

The limit of cavitation inception depends on the selection
of an appropriate Thoma number, σ. Allison (1993) relates
the pump speciﬁc speed Ns and the suction speciﬁc speed
Nss to the Thoma number using (40), where Ns and Nss are
deﬁned in (41) and (42), respectively.

σ=

(33)

The remaining term is the jet efﬁciency ηj , which can be
reduced further by ﬁrst substituting for T and Vin from (21)
and (18).
ηj ≡

(37)

RTcav =

(31)

(32)

V2
p ∞ − pv
+ s (1 − ε)(1 − w)2
ρg
2g

The cavitation limit requires N P SHA = N P SHR . Equating (37) and (38) and substituting for H from (36) and T
from (20) gives an expression for the cavitation limit RT,cav
as a function of the ship speed Vs :

Substituting for Pshaft , H, RT and Vs from (31), (25), (20)
and (17) yields
ηD =

(36)

The required net positive suction head is dictated by the
pump design and is put into non-dimensional form using the
Thoma number σ, deﬁned in (38).

(30)

where Peﬀ is the effective power and Pshaft is the power per
shaft.
In particular, the pump efﬁciency ηp is deﬁned as the ratio
of the hydraulic power to the shaft power, or
ηp ≡

T
(1 + φ) − μ2 (1 − ε)
2ρg(1 − μ)Anoz

The available net positive suction head N P SHA is deﬁned as the margin between available head at the pump inlet
and the vapor pressure head. Applying Bernoulli’s equation
between the inlet and the suction side of the pump yields

Overall Waterjet Efﬁciency
The overall efﬁciency of the waterjet installation ηD is
deﬁned as the ratio of the effective power to the total input
power, or

(35)

For a given ship speed, the likelihood of cavitation increases as the loading increases. It is necessary to know the
resistance that causes cavitation as a function of speed in
order to ensure minimal cavitation is encountered. Substitution for Q̇ from (21) into (25) yields

(28)

Finally, substituting these deﬁnitions yields the nondimensional system curve:
ψ=8

2μ(1 − μ)
(1 − t)
ηp
(1 − w) (1 + φ) − μ2 (1 − ε)

ψ≡

The inlet velocity ratio IV R is deﬁned as the ratio of
ship speed to pump speed. Using this deﬁnition, the ratio
of pump area to nozzle area can then be expressed in terms
of IV R:
IV R ≡

The overall waterjet efﬁciency can then be expressed as
a function of a single variable, the jet velocity ratio. The
remaining variables are coefﬁcients, which are deﬁned in
Table 4.

Ns =
Nss =

(34)
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Ns
Nss

4/3
(40)

ΩQ̇1/2
H 3/4
ΩQ̇1/2
3/4

N P SHA

(41)
(42)

In his paper, Allison states that axial pumps typically operate at a pump speciﬁc speed Ns = 8, 000, in U.S. customary units. He also deﬁnes three cavitation zones, Zones I-III,
which are bounded by the values for suction speciﬁc speed
Nss = 10, 000, 11, 000, and 12, 000, respectively. Zone I
is described as an area where the majority of operation occurs. Zone II is for reserved operations in rough weather or
at overload displacement. Zone III is reserved for intermittent use only, perhaps for surpassing the drag hump. Any
operation above the Zone III line is prohibited due to extreme cavitation, which leads to a dramatic loss of thrust
and a large possibility for damage to the waterjet system.
3.4

Waterjet Efficiency, Dnoz = 2.11 m
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Objective Function
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Using the equations derived in Section 3.3, the efﬁciency
was calculated for a range of ship speed and resistance possibilities, shown in Figure 9(a). The efﬁciency surface was
then weighted by multiplying with the probabilistic design
space, which was plotted in Figure 7. This yielded the
weighted efﬁciency surface, illustrated in Figure 9(b).
The weighted efﬁciency is the integrand of the objective
function, which is deﬁned in (43). By integrating the surface
over the complete domain, a value for the objective function
for each nozzle diameter is obtained.
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fobj = max
Dnoz

Vs

RT

P (Vs , RT )ηD (Vs , RT , Dnoz ) dVs dRT





(43)

The constraints for this example come purely from the
cavitation zones, which have been previously deﬁned. Since
each zone is associated a maximum time of operation, the
probabilistic design space is again used. The constraints are
deﬁned in (44), where Γ1 , Γ2 , and Γ3 are the domains in
which the limit of Zones I, II, and III are exceeded, respectively. If any of these constraints is not satisﬁed, that particular nozzle diameter is rejected from the optimization.
P (Vs , RT ) dVs dRT ≤ 10%

(44a)

P (Vs , RT ) dVs dRT ≤ 1%

(44b)

P (Vs , RT ) dVs dRT = 0

(44c)
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Γ3
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(b) Waterjet efﬁciency weighted by PDE as a function of
RT,p and Vs,p

Constraint Functions

4



Figure 9: Calculation of objective function (43), Dnoz =
2.11 m

overall efﬁciency may be selected. The objective function
is plotted versus nozzle diameter in Figure 10. The ﬁgure
clearly shows an optimal overall efﬁciency for a nozzle diameter of Dnoz = 2.11 m. Were the waterjet to be optimized for the endurance speed alone, it would yield an optimal diameter of Dnoz = 2.10 m, which has an overall efﬁciency very close to the previous result. It was also found
that if the waterjet was optimized for the top speed alone, it
would have a diameter of Dnoz = 1.22 m, which yields a
far lower overall efﬁciency and exhibits extreme cavitation.

4.2

RESULTS
Selection of Optimized Waterjet

By evaluating the objective and constraint functions for
each nozzle diameter, the nozzle that yields the maximum
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Predicted Performance for Optimized Waterjet

Once an optimal nozzle diameter has been chosen, the
constant thrust curves, resistance curves, and cavitation
limit curves may be plotted for the optimized waterjet. This
plot is shown in Figure 11. As the plot shows, the waterjet

based on one-dimensional momentum theory. These predictions may surely be improved via the use of more advanced
techniques, such as CFD or model testing. Through the
use of these more advanced prediction methods, the problem may be expanded to include more design variables, instead of the single variable discussed here. Consequently, an
appropriate multi-dimensional optimization procedure will
need to be implemented.
The purpose of this paper is to outline and demonstrate
the probabilistic-based design methodology, and to show
that it is useful in optimizing a waterjet installation over the
entire design space. The method must now be improved and
ﬁne tuned in order to obtain a much more accurate prediction.

Overall Efficiency
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Figure 10: Objective function for various nozzle diameters.
The dashed curve symbolizes nozzle diameters that were rejected due to cavitation constraints.
should not have any cavitation issues at the drag hump, and
satisﬁes power requirements at both the hump speed and the
top speed.
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Figure 11: Powering prediction for notional SES design
with optimized waterjet.
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ABSTRACT
On deep water applications the mooring lines can be held
in place by VLA (Vertical Load Anchoring) systems. This
is to avoid a too large anchoring radius. An alternative that
has been used is the so-called torpedo anchor. The name
torpedo comes from its installation, and is, in fact, a pile
with side fins that improve the anchoring properties by soil
friction. However, these fins are far ahead from the pile
mid section which leads to an unstable situation during
launching through the water, when the pile is released 100
m from the sea bottom. The kinetic energy at the touch
point on the bottom ensures the pile penetration into the sea
floor. In order to access the directional stability and other
factors of torpedo-anchors launching, a 1:15 scaled model
was constructed and launched in several conditions on a 15
m water depth basin (LabOceano). The present paper
discusses the model tests instrumentation, data acquisition
and analysis of the results.

The model tests (LABOCEANO, 2010) were carried out at
LabOceano’s basin, a deep offshore tank with 15m depth
and a pit of additional 10m (Figure 1).

INTRODUCTION
During the installation of the torpedo-anchors (or simply
torpedo) the terminal velocity and its directional stability
are the main hydrodynamic concerns (FERNANDES et al.,
2005; SILVA, 2010). The structure needs to be in an
adequate velocity level and the final angle must be as
aligned with the vertical as possible. So, a
hydrodynamicaly oriented design of such equipment has to
take into account its capability to keep the vertical position
and also to correct it if some external factor changes its
direction.
Hence, the focus of this investigation was in a time range
that goes from the beginning of the launching until a few
seconds (or a few meters) before the torpedo hits the floor.
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Figure 1 – LabOceano basin dimensions

The depth of 14 meters was used, with a scale factor of
1:15, which gives 210 meters in prototype scale.

MODEL CONSTRUCTION AND CALIBRATION

it could be seen by another IR device connected to the PC.

The model was built from aluminum tubes (body) and
stainless steel (head). The calibration of the model was
done considering that its interior volumes would be
communicant with environment (full of water). The mass
and inertia values, including the CG position and radii of
gyration were adjusted by using lead weights positioned
inside the body at certain positions. The vertical center of
buoyancy was also adjusted. The model was painted in
white color to facilitate visualization. At some cases
different accessories were put on the model to whether
increase or decrease the directional stability, so one could
study its main consequences during the launching. Also, to
avoid the models to hit the basin floor, a safety cable was
installed at the end of the torpedo. Figure 2 shows one of
the configurations mounted.

Figure 3 – Instrumentation, DAQ and data logger
All the instrumentation, the DAQ system and the data
logger were made water-proof and put inside a cylindrical
compartment so they could be safely installed on the model
body (Figures 3 and 4).

Figure 2 – Torpedo-anchor model

INSTRUMENTATION AND DATA ACQUISITION
To avoid interference during the tests, all instrumentation
was installed inside the model, and this one was calibrated
with the instruments on it. The following instruments were
used on the test:
•
•

Rate gyros for the 3 axis (Analog devices)
Tri-axial accelerometer (Freescale)

As data acquisition system, a compact on-board system
developed in house was used. The system consists of
Analog/Digital converters (Maxim) with 8 channels with
12 bit resolution, a microcontroller with external ports to
control the communication and the battery level, an infrared encoder and an infra-red transceptor. The digitalized
data was recorded on a data-logger also installed on-board,
which consisted on EPROM memories connected in a I2C
bus at 128 ks. The data-logger was able to record the data
from each launching, and this data was then transferred to a
PC by infra-red port after each test. To allow this, a babyface Tx-Rx was installed at the end of the torpedo body, so

Figure 4 – Instrumentation compartment
The infra-red communication was used both for uploading
data from the data-logger and also to program a new
acquisition on the micro-controller.

TEST RESULTS
A total of 40 launches were performed, with seven different
configurations. Here a stable and an unstable configuration
are presented. During the real operation the torpedo is
subjected to many environmental effects, such as the ship
movements and current loads. Hence the work decided to
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perform some tests introducing an initial angle between the
torpedo z axis and the vertical.
The accelerations and rate of gyros were measured and
analyzed, so that the behavior of the model in terms of
direction keeping and hydrodynamic restoring moments
could be accessed. The system of coordinates is shown on
Figure 5 below.

Figure 6 – Beginning (upper frame) and end of a stable
configuration launching

Figure 5 – Reference coordinates
In Figure 6 two instants of the launching of the stable
configuration can be seen. The torpedo model is the white
body shown at left of the upper frame and at the center of
the lower frame, surrounded by red circles. This test was
done with the original configuration of the prototype
design, with no devices installed on the model, and with no
initial static angle with the vertical.

The gyro rate for the x and y axes during the same test are
shown on Figure 7. One can note that the values oscillate
around zero with both positive and negative values,
showing a stable behavior.

Figure 7 – Angular velocities for x (upper frame) and y
(lower frame) axes during a stable launching.
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On the other hand, Figure 8 shows two instants of the
launching of the called “unstable” case, where the initial
position is not sustained and the model developed a large
angle with the vertical axis. Again, the torpedo is the white
narrow body shown at the Figure 8 that can be identified
with help of the yellow circles.

would hit the floor at high angle. On the other hand, if the
second hypothesis is true, one could have a better final
angle if for instance the body was launched from a higher
vertical position, so the body would have more time to
correct its angle. To clarify this, further studies with more
time of launching are suggested.
INERTIAL
MOTIONS

INTEGRATION

OF

THE

BODY

A procedure to calculate the time dependent torpedo
inclination during the launching process, using the inertial
instrumentation data was applied (TITTERTON and
WESTON, 2004). The calculations consist on taking the 3
axes angular velocities and combine them to achieve the
rotation angles for each time step.

rx = ω x Δt

rz = ω z Δt

ry = ω y Δt

For each time step, the three angular velocities ( ω x , ω y
Figure 8 - Beginning (left frame) and end (right frame) of
an unstable configuration launching
For this case, the angular velocities in x and y axes are
shown on the upper and lower parts of Figure 9,
respectively. From this Figure, a different behavior on the
angular velocities of the body can be noticed. After an
initial apparent oscillation around the zero values, the rates
of gyro seem to achieve constant values (or at least low
frequency oscillations values). This means that the torpedo
keeps changing its angle with the vertical angle and so
loses its initial stability.

and
by:

ω z ) are transformed into a rotation matrix R, obtained
ª 1
«
R = « rz
«− ry
¬

− rz
1
rx

ry º
»
− rx »
1 »¼

Then, this rotation matrix is applied to the previous
condition of the body, allowing the transformation of the
accelerations measured from the body reference frame to a
fixed coordinate system. The accelerations then can be
integrated to obtain velocity and the trajectory. This
procedure can lead to reasonable results, since the angles
increments are small (which is true for the sample rate of
10 Hz used for the tests) and the initial angles are well
known.
The results of this integration are shown on Figure 10, for
the tests done with vertical angle equal to zero, and on
Figure 11, for the tests done with initial angle of 7.2
degrees.

Figure 9 - Angular velocities for x (upper frame) and y
(lower frame) axes during an “unstable” launching.
Whether this behavior is an evidence of a real unstable
value (with the angle growing up to 90 degrees) or just an
slower oscillation with a week hydrodynamic restoring
moment, is not important for this case, since the torpedo
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The torpedoes were tested for a launching depth of 210
meters, and their 3 axes accelerations and angular
velocities were measured.
Both stable and unstable behaviors were found for different
configurations. For the called “unstable” configurations its
behavior being not catastrophic may be enough for the
short high used during the usual launching (100 m).
Techniques of inertial navigation were used to calculate the
final angles and final velocities, with consistent results.
ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
The authors thank LabOceano’s model test team, and the
financial and technical support from PETROBRAS.
Figure 10 – Time series for angles (left) and velocities
(right) for various cases, zero degree initial angle
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Figure 11 – Time series for angles (left) and velocities
(right) for various cases, with 7.2 degrees of initial angles
From the Figures above, one can note that the unstable case
can be clearly identified (red lines on the Figures). The
curves from the same color are repetitions of the same
configuration launching, which shows the good tests
repeatability. Figure 11 shows the stable configuration
remains stable even with the perturbation condition
imposed. The unstable configuration, in other hand, shows
even higher inclination angles. This was very consistent
with what was observed during the tests. From these
figures it is also possible to notice the velocity reduction
due to the inclination for the unstable configuration.

CONCLUSIONS
Model tests with Torpedo anchors at 1:15 scale were
conducted in LabOceano offshore basin successfully
addressing the directional stability of the torpedo anchor.
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ABSTRACT
A series of tow tank tests were performed to
determine whether the added mass moment of inertia in roll
and damping roll coefficient for a planing hull are
frequency dependent. The model was forced in roll while
running at planing speeds. The model was free to heave
and pitch, but restrained in sway and yaw. The roll motion,
pitch motion, speed and the force required for the roll
oscillation where recorded. From these data, the roll
stiffness coefficient, the damping roll coefficient, and the
added mass moment of inertia in roll were calculated at
various oscillation frequencies. The roll damping showed
no frequency dependence. The added mass moment of
inertia showed no frequency dependence at high
frequencies. At low frequencies the added inertia appeared
dependent on both frequency and speed. However, analysis
shows that the added inertia calculation is highly sensitive
to the error in the measured forcing moment amplitude at
low frequency. Therefore, to accurately determine the
coefficients at low frequencies, there must be tighter error
control of the forcing moment measurements or an
increased number of test runs.
NOTATION
M(t)
t

n
R
M
(t)
avg
Mavg
Mo
Ro
I44
A44
B44

Forcing moment (lbf-in)
Time (sec)
Frequency of roll oscillation (radians/sec)
Natural frequency of roll oscillation (radians/sec)
Phase angle delay for roll motion (radians)
Phase angle delay for forcing moment (radians)
Roll angle (radians)
Roll angle during stiffness calculation (radians)
Moment magnitude during stiffness calculation
(lbf-in)
Amplitude of forcing moment (lbf-in)
Amplitude of roll motion (radians)
Mechanical mass moment of inertia
(lbf-in-s2)
Added mass moment of inertia
(lbf-in-s2)
Roll damping coefficient (lbf-in-s)

C44 Roll stiffness coefficient (lbf-in)
M Moment magnitude when roll velocity is zero (lbf-in)
I
Total mass moment of inertia (I44 + A44 )
(lbf-in-s2)
M Percent error in measured moment amplitude (%)
I
Percent error in mass moment of inertia calculation
(%)
INTRODUCTION
Planing boats can be found operating as patrol and
rescue craft for the military, as racing boats, as commercial
high-speed ferries and as recreational craft. Despite the
popularity of this hull form, little is understood about the
dynamic stability characteristics of these craft. Unlike
traditional displacement vessels, planing hull stability
depends on the distribution of dynamic pressure over the
planing surface. Due to a lack of appropriate design tools,
planing hulls often display instabilities such as chine
walking, chine riding, bow diving and porpoising when
operating at high speeds. What research has been done in
this area is mainly limited to heave and pitch motions.
According to Blount and Codega (1992), “Design
guidelines have proven to be effective in predicting and
avoiding porpoising. No accepted guidelines are available
for predicting the conditions which result in chine
walking.”
Seakeeping and maneuvering analyses require
realistic values for the hydrodynamic coefficients at
planing speeds to improve the understanding of the
dynamic stability of planing craft. There do not exist
accurate equations to calculate the hydrodynamic
coefficients in the transverse plane, especially for craft
operating in the planing regime. Therefore, for the study of
transverse stability, yaw/roll stability, maneuvering, and
seakeeping of planing hulls, more information about the
hydrodynamic coefficients in roll is needed.
Previous experiments have found the added mass
moment of inertia in roll and the roll damping coefficient
using passive roll oscillation tests (Brown and Klosinski,
1995). Due to the high damping in roll while planing, these
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tests rely on a mechanical roll stiffness spring added to the
system to increase the time for the roll oscillation to decay.
These tests assume that the added mass moment of inertia
for a planing hull is independent of frequency. If the added
mass moment of inertia is frequency dependent, its value
will be changed by the mechanical spring stiffness. In
theory, the lift on a planing hull is due primarily to the
dynamic pressure and, therefore, can be considered
independent of gravity effects. If this is true, the
hydrodynamic added inertia of a planing hull in roll will be
independent of frequency. To determine if the
hydrodynamic added mass moment of inertia in roll is
frequency dependent, an experimental apparatus was
designed to force a model planing hull to oscillate in roll
while running at planing speeds.

Model
The model has a constant 20 degree deadrise and is
prismatic over most of the wetted surface. Particulars of the
model are given in Figure 1. A photograph of the model is
shown in Figure 2.

EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION
Experimental Set-Up
To examine frequency dependence in roll, a planing
model was towed at planing speeds while being forced in
roll at various frequencies. The model was free to heave
and pitch, but held in sway and yaw. The frequency of
oscillation and the oscillation amplitude were changed
between runs. The model was run down the tank at three
velocities. At each velocity, two amplitudes of roll motion
were used for three different frequencies of roll. The model
was also held at two fixed roll angles for each test speed to
determine the stiffness coefficient. The roll motion, the
pitch motion and the force required for the oscillation were
recorded as a function of time. This data was used to
calculate the hydrodynamic coefficients.

Figure 2 - Photograph of planing hull test model
Forced Roll Apparatus
A roll oscillation apparatus was designed and built by
the USNA Hydromechanics Laboratory for these tests. The
device consists of a motor connected to a circular disc that
has a pin at a fixed distance from the center. This pin
moves in a slot on a bar. The bar is attached to the model
such that the circular motion of the pin causes the top end
of the bar move side-to-side which rocks the hull about the
pivot point. A schematic and photograph of the forced roll
apparatus are shown in Figures 3 and 4, respectively. The
angular speed of the motor could be changed to alter the
roll frequency and the radial location of the pin could be
moved to alter the roll amplitude. The motor sat atop a load
cell that registered the horizontal force. The roll and pitch
were measured using potentiometers.

rotating disk

Model Particulars
Length on the waterline
Chine beam
Deadrise
Displacement
KG
LCG (fwd transom)

5 ft
1.47 ft
20 degrees
18.75 lb
0.30 ft
2.1 ft

pin

pivot point
model

Figure 3 - Schematic of forced roll apparatus

Figure 1 - Body plan and details of test model
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roll stiffness coefficient found from all the data (shown in
Figure 5). The results include both the roll restoring
moment due to buoyancy (the “static” stiffness coefficient)
and the roll restoring moment due to the dynamic pressures
on the bottom of the hull. The stiffness appears to be
independent of model velocity. For all speeds, the total lift
force on the hull, both the static and dynamic pressure
contributions, must equal the weight of the boat. As the
boat speed increases the hydrodynamic lift force increases.
The hydrostatic lift force is decreased because less of the
hull is below the waterline (the hull rises out of the water as
the speed increases). However, since the total lift force is
still equal to the hull weight, it is logical for the roll
stiffness to be constant regardless of the hull speed.

Figure 4 - Photograph of forced roll apparatus
ANALYSIS AND RESULTS
Data Analysis
The model, free to heave and pitch, was towed down
the tank at planing speed. The roll motion, (t), was
measured as well as the forcing moment, M(t). The roll
motion was sinusoidal and can be represented by

 (t) = Ro cos( t +  R )

where Ro is the roll amplitude,  is the roll frequency, t is
time, and R is the phase shift of the oscillation. The
forcing moment is also oscillatory at the same frequency,
although not at the same phase,
M (t) = M o cos( t +  M ) .

Figure 5 - Roll moment versus roll angle results from
model tests at various model speeds

Here Mo is the moment amplitude and M is the phase shift
of the forcing moment. The governing equation for the
motion of the hull is

M (t) = (I 44 + A44 )(t) + B44(t) + C44 (t)

where I44 is the mechanical mass moment of inertia of the
model about the pivot point, A44 is the added mass moment
of inertia of the hull in roll, B44 is the damping roll
coefficient and C44 is the roll stiffness coefficient.
The roll motion and its derivatives, as well as the
forcing moment, are known as a function of time. The
mechanical mass moment of inertia is known, but the other
coefficients, A44, B44, and C44, are not known. The stiffness
coefficient, C44, is found from the model tests done at
constant roll angles. The required moment to hold the hull
at that angle during the run is known as well as the angle,
so the stiffness coefficient can be found,

V / gB

M avg = C44avg .

Figure 6 - Hydrodynamic stiffness coefficient results from
model tests

Figure 5 shows the roll moment measured for each
constant roll angle at 4 different model speeds. The slope of
the solid line through the data gives the roll stiffness
coefficient. Figure 6 shows the calculated roll stiffness
coefficient at each model speed. The solid line shows the

Once the stiffness coefficient is known, the mass
moment of inertia can be solved for by examining the data
for the instant when the roll velocity of the hull is zero. The
governing equation at the moment the roll velocity is zero
is
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M o cos( M   R ) =  2 Ro (I 44 + A44 ) + RoC44 .

To determine the roll frequency and the roll and
moment amplitudes, the Fourier transforms of the roll and
moment data were calculated. The dominant forcing
frequency and the roll frequency were the same for most
runs, but when the forcing frequency was near the natural
frequency for the system the moment required was often
very small. This meant that higher frequencies showed
moment amplitudes larger than that at the roll frequency.
Knowing the forcing moment and the resultant oscillatory
hull motion, the mass moment of inertia and damping
coefficients were found. The added mass moment of inertia
was determined by subtracting the mechanical mass
moment of inertia of the model and rig.
The added mass moment of inertia results from the
tank tests are shown in Figures 7 and 8. The solid line
shows the average of the calculated values for mass
moment of inertia. The amplitudes of roll were in the linear
range and, as expected, the results show no dependence on
amplitude. At higher frequencies there is no dependence on
frequency or on hull velocity. At lower frequencies, there is
a much larger spread of calculated values for the mass
moment of inertia. At the lower roll frequencies, the added
mass moment of inertia appears to increase.

 B/g

Figure 8 - Mass moment of inertia data from model tests
(speed dependence)

B44  B 5 g B

M o cos( M   R +  2 ) =  Ro B44 .

A44 /  B 5

To solve for the damping coefficient, the governing
equation is considered at the instant the inertia and stiffness
terms are zero

 B/g

 B/g

Figure 7 - Mass moment of inertia data from model tests
(amplitude dependence)

B44  B 5 g B

A44 /  B 5

Figure 9 - Damping coefficient data from model tests
(amplitude dependence)

 B/g

Figure 10 - Damping coefficient data from model tests
(speed dependence)
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The damping coefficient results from the tank tests
are shown in Figures 9 and 10. The solid line shows the
average of the calculated values for the damping
coefficient. The amplitudes of roll were in the linear range
and, as expected, the results show no dependence on
amplitude. The damping shows no dependence on
frequency.
Previous work using forced oscillations to determine
the hydrodynamic coefficients in heave and pitch (Troesch,
1992) found some frequency dependence at low
frequencies. In pure heave, the low speed case showed
frequency dependence at low frequencies. In pure pitch
there was more scatter in the data showing frequency
dependence for some frequencies, but little dependence at
others. Closer analysis of the hydrodynamic coefficient
calculations shows a much greater sensitivity to the
measurement error at low frequency than at high
frequencies.
Error Analysis
The accuracy of the forcing moment amplitude used
to calculate added mass moment of inertia is limited by a
number of factors. These include noise in the data acquired
by the force sensor, imprecision in the length of the
moment arm over which that force acts, and errors
introduced by spectral leakage during calculation of the
discrete Fourier transform of the moment. Furthermore, the
motor that drives the oscillations does not hold a single
frequency with perfect precision, so there can be some
small variation in drive frequency (and corresponding
variation in moment amplitude) during the course of each
measurement.

system the percent error in the mass moment of inertia
calculation is on the same order of magnitude as the
percent error in the measured moment amplitude.
For frequencies much lower than the natural
frequency of the system the stiffness term is much greater
than the inertia term. The percent error magnification factor
reduces to

I
C
 442 .
 M  I

The error magnification depends on 1/(2I) and the
stiffness coefficient. Since 2I is small relative to C44 for
low frequencies, the percent error in the mass moment of
inertia calculation increases significantly relative to the
percent error in the measured moment amplitude.
The nondimensional natural frequency of the system
is about 2.22. Near the natural frequency the moment
required to oscillate the model at the fixed roll amplitude
becomes very small. This leads the percent error
magnification factor to head towards zero. However, the
force measurement sensor has some fixed error that
becomes a large percent of the measured moment
amplitude as the moment becomes small. For a fixed
amount of error in the measured moment amplitude (as
opposed to a percent error), the error magnification factor
for the mass moment of inertia calculation is 1/2.
Therefore, at the natural frequency, the error in the mass
moment of inertia is 1/2 times the system error in the
measured moment amplitude.
CONCLUSIONS

The error in the calculation of the mass moment of
inertia depends on this measured moment amplitude error,
but also depends on the dominance of the inertia term
versus the stiffness term in the governing equation.
Rewriting the governing equation at the moment the roll
velocity is zero in a more generalized form gives

Experimental model test results of a planing hull
forced in roll at planing speeds indicate no frequency
dependence for roll damping. The error in the calculation
for this coefficient is on the same order as the forcing
moment amplitude measurement error.

M
=  2 I + C44
R

The test results of the model show no frequency
dependence for added mass moment of inertia at high
frequencies. It is unclear if there is any dependence on
frequency at low frequency as the data show increased
scatter. This scatter is likely due to the increased sensitivity
of the added mass moment of inertia calculations to errors
in the measured forcing moment amplitude. Accurate low
frequency results will require either improved moment
measurement accuracy for individual tests, or a greater
number of tests at lower frequencies to allow results to be
averaged.

where M represents the magnitude of the moment, R
represents the roll amplitude, I represents the total mass
moment of inertia (mechanical plus hydrodynamic), and
C44 represents the stiffness coefficient. Assuming the mass
moment of inertia is not dependent on frequency, if a
percent error M is introduced to M, the resulting percent
error in I is magnified by a factor given as

 I  2 I + C44
=
.
M
 2 I
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ABSTRACT
This paper outlines the experimental testing of high solidity
cross-flow type hydrokinetic turbines in the towing tank at
the University of Maine and axial flow turbines tested at
MIT. These turbines are being developed for commercial
scale tidal energy production at megawatt scale tidal energy
sites. Details of the testing apparatus, experimental
methods, instrumentation and data are presented.
Hydrokinetic turbines extract the kinetic energy of a
flowing stream and therefore differ from the more
conventional head based hydroelectric turbine systems.
Hydrokinetic energy farms have more resemblance to a
wind farm placed underwater. The testing of such devices
in scale model in Tow tanks presents special problems but
is similar in many respects to the testing and
characterization of propeller performance.
Tow tanks
provide excellent simulation of a flowing stream, providing
a valuable experimental tool in the development of high
performance, efficient hydrokinetic turbines.
Important to the characterization of hydrokinetic turbines is
the power extraction efficiency (in the form of power
coefficient) versus the turbine tip speed ratio. In order to
fully characterize the cross-flow turbine, a highly quality
sensitive dynamometer and load control system has been
implemented which addresses the issue of starting and
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maintaining a constant load on the turbine during the tow
tank run. This system allows for a full range of
performance data to be collected at a range of loading
conditions. In addition the force data on the rotor is
encoded so the phase-averaged force data versus rotation
position can be collected. The details of the design of the
instrumentation and control system are presented along
with samples of the data collected. In addition the
development and construction of a similar dynamometer
for the testing of axial flow turbines is presented.
Data is presented for a cross-flow turbine of relatively high
blade solidity ratio (blade area greater than 20% of cylinder
area). Though data for lower solidity ratio cross flow
turbines have been frequently published, this work presents
data for turbines with high blade area that are being
developed for hydrokinetic applications. The data is being
used to validate and improve numerical design models
based on the vortex lattice method as a design tool for high
solidity ratio tidal turbines. Prior numerical models were
accurate in predicting performance of low solidity designs
but suffered when solidity exceeded 20%. Results of the
numerical models versus experimental data are presented
for both overall performance measures as well as detailed
phase averaged forces.
Test data is also presented for an axial flow turbine
designed by the numerical code OpenProp. The turbine

was tested on the Axial flow dynamometer at the MIT
water tunnel.
The testing methodologies presented in this paper are also
being utilized to draft engineering guidelines and
procedures for the testing of scale model hydrokinetic
turbines. Some discussion of the standards development
activities underway and the relevance of this work to those
efforts is discussed.

In conjunction with the effort at UMaine and MMA, a
substantive effort at Massachusetts Institute of Technology
(MIT) was underway to convert the marine propeller
numerical design code, OpenProp (Epps, 2001) to handle
the design and analyze the performance of hydrokinetic
axial flow turbines. As part of the OpenProp development,
an effort was initiated to build an axial flow test rig and test
a model turbine designed by OpenProp. The test rig
consisted of a stepper motor mounted in a waterproof
nacelle with embedded torque sensor and slip rings. The
data showed good correlation with the numerical
predictions everywhere except at high values of power
coefficient. Such results are guiding the fine tuning of the
numerical code to improve accuracy over the entire
operating range of the turbine.

NOTATION
ATTC
ρ
N
D
U
A
Z
C
Cp
λ
SR

The results discussed in this paper pertain to the last
category, specifically in the testing of hydrokinetic
turbines. In addition to the testing program, efforts to
develop numerical design tools for cross flow turbines are
underway at the University of Maine. In addition to
developing testing protocols and procedures for
hydrokinetic turbines, another key purpose of the testing
program is to develop and validate these numerical design
tools.

American Towing Tank Conference
Density of water
Rotational speed rev/s
Rotor diameter
Free stream velocity
Projected frontal area of turbine
Number of Blades
Blade chord length
Power Coefficient
Tip Speed Ratio
Solidity Ratio

INTRODUCTION
The development of hydrokinetic turbines for the
extraction of energy from tidal and other flow streams has
had a recent surge of activity as interest in power
production from renewable energy resources has gained
national prominence. A study performed by the Electrical
Power Research Institute (EPRI) (Bedard,2006)
documented the tidal potential in North America.
Since the EPRI studies there has been a plethora of
entrepreneurial activity and many companies developing
hydrokinetic turbines have emerged. A hydrokinetic
turbine extracts energy from the kinetic energy of a moving
flow stream and therefore does not require an
impoundment dam, thus removing one of the key
environmental impact barriers to the development of such
power extraction.
In 2007, the Tidal Energy Demonstration and
Evaluation Center (TEDEC) was established at Maine
Maritime Academy (MMA) and the Maine Tidal Power
Initiative (MTPI) at University of Maine (UMaine) was
formed to aid in the sensible development of this renewable
energy resource. The groups effort are categorized in the
following areas:
-

Resource Assessment
Environmental Impact
Development, Design
Hydrokinetic Turbines.

and

Testing

of

HYDROKINETIC
TURBINE
CHARACTERIZATION

PERFORMANCE

Standard performance curves for hydrokinetic turbines are
similar to those utilized in the wind turbine field. The basic
power extraction rate as a function of turbine speed is
collected for the turbine at various flow speeds. This data is
then non-dimensionalized using non-dimensional numbers
for the tip speed ratio and power coefficient. Equation 1
defines tip speed ratio as the speed of the rotor tip as
compared to the free stream velocity. The power
coefficient, Cp, shown in equation 2 is defined as the
extracted power divided by the kinetic energy which would
flow through the turbine frontal are in the undisturbed
stream. Therefore Cp is a measure of the amount of power
extracted to the amount of kinetic energy available in the
stream.
Equation 1: Tip speed Ratio λ=πN*D/U
Equation 2: Power Coefficient Cp= Power/(1/2ρU3 A)
Equation 3: Solidity Ratio SR= Z*c/D
The use of non dimensional data also allows the testing of
scale model turbines to predict the performance of full
scale turbines. In this testing it is generally not possible to
maintain Reynolds number scaling, but the blade Reynolds
numbers for the testing discussed in this paper were
sufficiently high to ensure turbulent flow and the data is
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shown to be converged at different Reynolds number. Such
testing practice is common in this field and related fields
(such as the testing of marine propellers).

Rigid 6-Axis Dynamometer

THE CHARACTERIZATION OF HIGH SOLIDITY
CROSS-FLOW TURBINES
Floating Plate

Design of Cross-Flow Test Bed
The need to experimentally validate and characterize the
performance of high solidity turbines was established as
previous research validated analytical and experimental
models only up to solidity ratios of 0.2 (Strickland, 1975).
In order to characterize the performance of high solidity
ratio turbine designs (with solidity ratio of greater than 0.2)
a robust test bed was developed to take into account a wide
range of blade variations. Figure 1 depicts the test bed
developed at the University of Maine and Maine Maritime
Academy in the UMaine tow tank.

Figure 2: 3D Model of test bed.
Power is transferred from the turbine blades through dual
chains and sprockets housed in a hydrofoil shroud to the
upper test bed where the power is dissipated and measured.
Breaking the test bed into two separate upper and lower
assemblies allows the motor drive and electronics and most
of the sensors to remain above the water.
The lower assembly Figure 3 depicts the turbine end plates
that allow for any blade profile and chord length to be
attached through a universal three point connection system.
The end plate is allows three separate turbine diameters to
be tested which allow. for solidity variations. In addition a
corresponding blade angle index pattern allows for angle of
attack variations from +/- 10 degrees in 1 degree
increments.
Angle of attack indicators

Figure 1: Cross-Flow test bed in University of Maine Tow Tank

Universal connection for
solidity ratio variations.

Inner floating strut

The following test parameters were taken into the design of
the test bed:
+/- 10 Degree index pattern

Blade Angle of Attack
Solidity Ratio
Blade Profile
Torque Resistance Loading
Tip Speed Ratio Variation (Inflow and Rotational
Speed.

Figure 3: Lower test bed assembly with outer shroud
hidden.

Figure 2 depicts the 3D model of the test bed which
consists of a floating platform contained by a rigid
dynamometer structure allowing for six axis force
measurements (Zeh, 2006).

The power produced by the turbine is transferred to the
upper assembly by a gear and chain drive on each end of
the turbine shaft. , Figure 4 shows the upper assembly
where a 1.75 kW servomotor coupled with a dual right
angle 3:1 gear head generates or dissipates the power.
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1.75 kW Servo motor
3:1 Dual right angle gear head.
Resistor Bank
Ball bearings allow gear head/
servo motor assembly free
rotation.

DC Control Power

Load cell holding gear head/servo
motor assembly perpendicular to
rotation.

Line Filter
RFI Filters
Edge Filter

Motor Controller
CME2 Control Cable

Figure 4: Upper test bed assembly.
The gear head/servo motor assembly is cantilevered on ball
bearings and held in place by a load cell perpendicular to
the direction of rotation. This allows for measurement of
the mechanical torque where the only losses are due to the
bearing and chain friction which is tared out during
testing..
Cross-Flow Testing Procedure
The performance of a cross-flow turbine is dependent upon
the free-stream velocity, rotational speed and torque
produced by the turbine. The instrumentation/sensors used
to measure these parameters are shown in Figure 5.
Rotational
Position:
An
absolute incremental encoder
outputs a millivolt per 1/10th
degree of rotational..
Rotational Speed: A 2000 line
differential integrated encoder
measures
instantaneous
rotational speed of turbine.
Torque: A regeneration servo
motor is gimbaled by a 250 lb
load cell. The motor is
commanded to hold specific tip
speed ratios while the load cell
measures the reactive torque of
the turbine.

Figure 6: Controller configuration.
Systems. The drive motor is a Parker motion 3 phase
synchronous motor/running at voltages up to 300V. The
filtering on the AC input side as well as the motor drive
supply allows the use of to the motor controller in close
proximity to data acquisition hardware without significant
RFI noise contaminating the measurement data. The signal
levels of the strain gauge type force sensors is in the range
of microvolts and the switching of a 300V motor did not
pose any noise problems in the force measurement signals.
The noise immunity of this system was a critical part of the
design of the motor controller system. The data acquisition
system was a CompactRio system by National Instruments,
driven by LabView as shown in figure 7.
The
instrumentation system included an optical shaft encoder to
accurately resolve the blade position in time.

Frontal Force: (2) 250 lb load
cells measure the linear force
on the blades.

Figure 5: Test bed instrumentation.
Cross-flow turbines are unique because they are not self
starting at all flow conditions. In order to make sure the
performance can be found at all inflow speeds the servo
motor is commanded to hold a specified tip speed during a
run. The motor controller is able to switch between power
production mode and power regeneration where electrical
energy is dissipated in a resistor bank when the turbine is
producing power.
Figure 6 shows the motor controller and associated
filtering in order to provide precise 4-quadrant motor
control. The motor controller is a Xenus drive by Copley

Figure 7: Data Acquisition System
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Cross-Flow Experimental Results
The performance of the cross-flow turbine with a solidity
ratio of 0.8 was measured by running the tow tank carriage
at a particular speed setting and running the turbine at
various RPM’s By collecting the torques, RPM and
carriage speed for a range of RPM’s allowed the
computation of the non-dimensional performance curve as
shown in figure 8 which depicts the overall non
dimensional coefficient of performance versus tip speed
ratio for 2.5 and 4.5 ft/s inflow velocities. By running the
carriage at different speeds and generating the performance
curve allowed comparison of non-dimensional performance
and Reynolds number independence. It was found for the
system that the non-dimensional data collapsed within the
measurement error at carriage speeds above 0.5 m/s where
the data indicated that the performance was in the fully
turbulent flow regime. The dominant error shown in the
error bars of figure 3 was the zero offset repeatability
which was equivalent to a change in Cp of +/-3%.

Figure 8: Coefficient of Performance vs. tip speed ratio.
In addition to overall performance characterization, the use
of the optical encoder and high data rate allowed for
measurement of the rotor torque as a function of blade
position to be measured. Figure 9 shows the bin averaged
non-dimensional torque as a function of blade angle for a
straight four bladed cross-flow turbine operating at a tip
speed ratio of 0.5 with an inflow velocity of 1 m/s. As
expected there are four torque spikes per rotation of the
turbine. The blue dotted line represents the experimental
data compared to the green dashed line representing a
vortex model being developed at the University of Maine.

Figure 9: Steady state non-dimensional torque versus
absolute blade position.
Figure 9 also shows the torque modeling results of the
numerical modeling using a static blade stall model and a
dynamic blade stall model. This clearly shows that a
dynamic blade stall model must be utilized to get accurate
representation of the turbine forces. The fidelity of the time
varying turbine torque was critical in the discovery of the
dynamic stall effects on overall blade forces. .
A simple dynamic stall model was implemented which
greatly improved the agreement between the numerical
prediction of torque and the experimental measurement.
Figure 10 shows the dynamic stall model implemented in
the numerical model, showing the steady state lift curve
(the lower line) versus the unsteady state lift curve (upper
line).
In this model, the foil was not allowed to stall in the
dynamic model, and this crude model gave much better
prediction of torque. Figure 11 shows the same
experimental results as shown in figure 9 but the numerical
results implement the dynamic stall model previously
described. It is clear from these results that for high solidity
turbines, as tested in this effort, the use of static 2D foil
data is not sufficient to predict the performance of the
turbine.

Figure 10: Steady and unsteady lift versus blade angle of
attack.
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The axial flow test fixture design is intended to be used to
test both propellers and turbines. Dual axial load support
was accomplished by using two tapered roller bearings.
The tapered roller bearings are mounted in a bearing
assembly in such a way that one bearing supports the axial
load in one direction and the second bearing supports the
axial load in the other direction.
The drive shaft in the vicinity of these bearings is threaded
and slotted to accommodate an axle nut and star washer.
The nut ensures the bearings are secured in the bearing
housing and that the axial play in the drive shaft can be
adjusted. The slot in the shaft, in combination with the star
washer, ensures that the nut will not loosen. A picture of
the drive shaft and bearing assembly is shown in Figure 13.

Figure 11: Unsteady state non-dimensional torque versus
absolute blade position.

Tapered Roller Bearings
Seal
Amplifier Wire

The corrected numerical modeling that includes the
unsteady state dynamic stall predicts the experimental
results much better for a 2D steady stall model

Thrust Flange

Axle Nut

THE CHARACTERIZATION OF
TURBINES

Brush Plate

AXIAL-FLOW

Slip Rings and Brushes

Bearing Housing with ORing Grooves
Sensor Attachment Flange

Design of Axial-Flow Test Bed
Figure 13: Drive and bearing assembly.
OpenProp was used to conduct a parametric design study,
optimize a single turbine design and perform off design
analysis of a two bladed axial flow turbine. The details of
the turbine used in this study as well as a detailed overview
of the numerical design and analysis methods can be found
in Epps 2010. More detail on the design of the test rig and
the experimental results can be found in Ketcham 2010.
Figure 12 shows the OpenProp axial flow turbine tested
using the developed test bed in the MIT flow tank.

The thrust/torque sensor used in this test fixture is a strain
gage type sensor shown in Figure 14. The sensor attaches
to the end of the driveshaft shown in figure 13 and the
turbine shaft attaches to the other side. The turbine shaft
has a roller bearing and seal at the end of the shaft housing.

Figure 14: Inline Torque/Thrust sensor

Figure 12: Axial flow test fixture on MIT flow tank.

The sensor uses two sets of strain gages; one set to measure
thrust and the other set to measure torque. The strain gages
are adhered to the center ring which is covered in an
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opaque epoxy like material. The strain gauge wires pass to
an internal slip ring that allows the electronic signal to be
passed up the mounting strut and to the data acquisition
system.
Axial-Flow Experimental Procedure and Results
The test turbine was mounted to the test rig and installed in
the water tunnel at MIT. The tunnel has a 0.5 x0.5m cross
section in the test area and the test turbine was about 0.2m
in diameter. The system was first run without the turbine
installed at a range of speeds. This data was used in a
lookup table to subtract off the residual bearing and seal
torque from the total torque measured. The remaining
torque was assumed to be solely due to the turbine. The
propeller was run at constant RPM for many values of
RPM and the water flow speed varied to measure the
absorbed torque as a function of tip speed ratio. Figure 15
shows the results of testing the turbine built in a previous
effort along with the associated numerical prediction using
OpenProp (Epps 2010). The test data agrees very well with
the numerical prediction up to a tip speed ratio of about 5,
but the numerical model over predicts the performance at
higher values of tip speed ratio. This is likely due to errors
in the blade lift model in the stall region. The experimental
work shows again the importance of accurately modeling
the blade lift and drag at high angles of attack

system was presented along with the non-dimensional
performance data of a high solidity cross flow turbine. Data
for both the overall performance as well as time varying
torques curves were collected on the cross flow turbine test
rig in the tow tank the UMaine and compared to numerical
predictions of a 2D free vortex wake model. The resulting
data has validated the use of a dynamic blade stall models
to better predict the performance of the machine. Previous
static stall models were demonstrated to be of inadequate
accuracy. The cross flow testing apparatus is proving vital
to the improvement of accuracy of the numerical model.
The design and construction of an axial flow using the
numerical code “OpenProp” was also presented. The data
for this turbine was collected using the axial flow test rig in
the MIT Water tunnel. The results showed very good
agreement between numerical prediction between the
numerical prediction and the data, but improvements to the
model are necessary in the off design prediction at high
values of TSR.
In final summary, this work demonstrates the usefulness of
the turbine testing rigs and procedures described in
characterizing the performance of hydrokinetic turbines
and in the validation and improvements to the numerical
design codes.
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ABSTRACT
The U.S. Navy is developing technologies to produce
surface warships with higher speeds and varying mission
capabilities. An enhanced understanding of the
hydrodynamics of high speed multi-hull ships is one of the
key technologies. The experimental set-up and very
limited sample data reported in this paper were developed
for tests of a trimaran hull in a large cross-section, Mach
0.3 capable, closed circuit wind tunnel. The purpose of the
paper is principally to describe the technique used to design
and execute the test program.
The hull model is of the “reflex” type in which a
mirror image of the hull below the waterline is used to
create a symmetric model representing the ship at zero
pitch and yaw and with no waves at the plane of the “freesurface” To evaluate the influence of the hulls, main hull
and side hulls, on the frictional and form drag resistance of
each other, the model was configured with two longitudinal
and three transverse sidehull (outrigger) spacings relative
to the main hull. The paper discusses the model design,
mounting technique and drag and pressure distribution
measurements.
The wind tunnel model hull geometry is a nominally
1/30 scale model of a preliminary version of the Royal
Navy Technology Demonstrator R.V. TRITON (20012005). This geometry was chosen since it closely
represented an actual trimaran ship that had been designed
and built and for which technical information existed in the
unclassified literature. This preliminary hull geometry had
been previously tow tank model tested (Gale, et al, 1996)
with a main hull waterline length of 6.0 meters. The wind
tunnel model had a main hull length of 3.0 meters and side
hulls 1.2 meters long at the waterline. Non-dimensional
maximum side hull spacing corresponded to the towing
tank transverse location. The minimum sidehull transverse
spacing was as close to the mainhull at the waterline as felt
reasonable. An intermediate spacing was selected midway
between the maximum and minimum. The minimum
sidehull spacing was actually so small as to negate the roll
stability improvement which might lead one to choose a
trimaran configuration over a monohull in the first place,
but was selected to insure that at least some influence of
the hulls on each other could be measured in the current
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tests.. The longitudinal locations of the sidehulls relative to
the mainhull matched two of the five non-dimensional
locations used in the towing tank tests. A third intermediate
longitudinal location was provided for in the wind tunnel
model, but was not used due to budget and schedule
constraints.
The wind tunnel speed was varied from 27.5 to 95.7
m/s or 62 to 215 mph to provide a range of Reynolds
numbers on the model and the mounting system. Mounting
the model in the wind tunnel test section provided a
challenge. The model needed to be mounted in a rigid
configuration that could accommodate alignment and
utilize the wind tunnel external balance six-component
force measuring system (Barlow, et al, 1999, 2009).
Supplementary drags of the sidehulls and the sidehull
mounting system were measured by a force gage mounted
inside the mainhull. Pressures at 91 locations on the
mainhull were measured by pressure transducers inside the
mainhull. Signals from the internal instrumentation were
transferred out of the transom of the model mainhull and
into the aft sting mount on the on the wind tunnel external
balance system. To support the model forward of the sting
mount, faired cables or “flying wires” were utilized from
the main hull to the external balance system. Removable
duplicate cables and struts were used to allow dummy drag
values to be determined for tares to correct for mounting
system drags.

NOTATION
ATTC
CFD
CNC
FAST
kt
JHSS
L
LCS
LOA
m/s
mph
NAVSEA
ONR

American Towing Tank Conference
Computational Fluid Dynamics
Computer Numerically Controlled
International Conference on Fast Sea Transport
knot(s)
Joint High-Speed Sealift
Mainhull Length
Littoral Combat Ship
Overall Length
meters per second
miles per hour
Naval Sea Systems Command
Office of Naval Research

psf
R.V.
USNA

pounds per square foot
Research Vessel
United States Naval Academy

INTRODUCTION
Multihull ships potentially offer several advantages
over conventional monohull ship designs. These
advantages can range from improved ship motions to larger
arrangement spaces and increased deck area. For high
speed ships, trimarans have shown potential for reductions
in resistance by allowing the use of long fine centerhulls to
reduce operating Froude number and wavemaking
resistance. The outer hulls stabilize the center hull in
transverse roll and potentially further reduce wavemaking
resistance by producing their own wave systems that may
partially cancel the waves generated by the center hull.
Examples of trimaran applications to commercial and
military designs are shown in Figures 1 and 2. Over a
period of several recent years, the U. S. Navy has studied a
proposed new-generation of high-speed sealift ship designs
under the Joint High-Speed Sealift (JHSS) program. The
target requirements for this ship design included a 5000 ton
payload, design speed of 36 to 39 knots and an endurance
range of 8000 to 10,000 nautical miles. Studies of possible
configurations resulted in several candidate hull forms,
bulbous bows, stern flap configurations and alternative
propulsion schemes. Included in the evaluations was a
candidate trimaran configuration (Slutsky, 2008).
While the trimaran option did not evolve as a
preferred configuration, members of the JHSS
Hydrodynamics Working Group decided that a key piece of
multihull hydrodynamic performance had not been
experimentally explored. That was the potential that the
interaction among hulls might result in interactions
affecting the viscous and form drag of the total ship in
ways not fully understood. Considerable previous towing
tank experimental efforts have been conducted focused on
the effect of trimaran sidehull placement relative to the
mainhull on the overall resistance of the configuration with
the principal issue being wave drag and wave drag
interference of the hulls (Gale, et al, 1996; Harris, 1999;
Slutsky, 2008).
The model trimaran configuration chosen was a
nominally 1/30 scale model of a preliminary version of the
Royal Navy Technology Demonstrator R.V. TRITON. The
TRITON in turn was meant to be a 2/3 scale demonstrator
of an envisioned warship for frigate type application. This
geometry was chosen for the wind tunnel test since it
closely represented an actual trimaran ship that had been
designed and built and for which technical information
existed in the unclassified literature. The ship is shown in
Figure 3. The TRITON was operated by the U.K. Royal
Navy in an extended trials program over the period of
2001–2005. After this demonstration period, the ship was
sold to a private company and used for hydrographic
survey work. In December 2006, that company contracted

to patrol Australia’s northern waters as part of the
Australian Customs Service patrol fleet.
A version of the lines for this ship designated as
“Triton Precursor” was also used for a 1/15 scale model
towing tank evaluation of the trimaran hull (Gale, et al,
1996). Included in this evaluation was the effect of sidehull
(outrigger) size and longitudinal location on overall

Figure 1 – Austal Trimaran Auto Express 102, LOA
335 ft.

Figure 2 – U.S. Navy Littoral Combat Ship LCS – 2,
USS INDEPENDENCE, LOA 417 ft.
resistance. In the towing tank, of course, the contributors
to the resistance include viscous or frictional drag, form
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drag and wave drag. It is readily apparent from the tow
tank tests, as has been shown from other referenced tow
tank tests, that the relative location of the sidehulls to the
mainhull of a trimaran significantly affects the wave
making drag of the ship. What is less understood is the
potential sidehull to mainhull interaction on frictional and
form drag. A brief discussion of this issue is included in a
recent reference (Maki, et al, 2008) for a trimaran
configuration much different from the current geometry.

Figure 3 – Trimaran Technology Demonstration
Ship, R.V. TRITON, LOA 318 ft.
MODEL DESIGN AND MOUNTING
In order to measure the frictional and form drag of the
trimaran configuration and exclude the wave drag that
would be present in a tow tank test with a free surface, it
was decided to construct a model to be tested in a wind
tunnel. The tunnel, the Glenn L. Martin Wind Tunnel at the
University of Maryland, is a Mach 0.3-capable low speed
wind tunnel. The facility has a closed circuit, low
turbulence level, large test section area and a six
component external force measuring system (Barlow, et al,
2009). As described in the Introduction section, the scale
selected was 1/30, resulting in a model LOA of 3.0 meters.
The model is of the reflex type in which a mirror image of
the hull(s) below the waterline is used to create a
symmetric model representing the ship at zero pitch and
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yaw and with no waves at the plane of the free surface.
This type of model configuration has been previously used
for wind tunnel tests of a catamaran hull (Armstrong, 2003)
as well as a monohull (Joubert and Matheson, 1970).
Sidehull Selection and Transverse Spacing
In the tow tank tests examining the effect of sidehull
or outrigger position (Gale, et al, 1996) there were two
sidehull geometry versions referred to as the wide beam
with small outriggers, and narrow beam with larger
outriggers. Both of these versions were symmetric below
the waterline port to starboard and forward to aft and had
the same sidehull waterline model length, 2.4 meters,
compared to the mainhull model length of 6.0 meters. The
larger sidehulls had a draft 25% less than the small
sidehulls. The larger sidehulls were spaced centerline to
centerline of sidehulls at 0.891 meters, while the small
sidehulls were spaced centerline to centerline at 1.118
meters. The logic being that the smaller lever arm on the
larger sidehulls could provide similar restoring moment in
roll as the larger lever arm on the smaller sidehulls. For the
wind tunnel model at half the scale of the tow tank model,
the larger sidehulls and smaller spacing were adopted.
Thus, the centerline to centerline baseline maximum
spacing for the wind tunnel model was 0.446 m. To provide
parametric variation in the transverse direction two
additional transverse wind tunnel spacings (0.355 m and
0.263 m) were used. The minimum spacing was as close to
the mainhull at the waterline as was felt reasonable. An
intermediate spacing was selected midway between the
minimum and the maximum. The minimum sidehull
spacing was actually so close to the mainhull as to negate
in a practical design sense the roll stability improvement
which might lead one to choose a trimaran configuration
over a monohull in the first place. But, it was selected to
insure that at least some influence of the hulls on each
other could be measured in the current tests.
Sidehull Longitudinal Spacing
In the tow tank model, the sidehulls were tested at
five different longitudinal locations relative to the
centerhull. For the mainhull length designated L, the
longitudinal locations mid station of side hull to mid station
of mainhull., were 0.10L forward, 0.015L forward, 0.151L
aft, 0.314L aft and 0.402L aft. The tow tank model was
free in sinkage and trim. For prototype speeds in the 30 kt
plus range, minimum resistance was achieved with the
larger sidehulls in the furthest aft position. It was not
considered desirable for the sidehulls to extend far aft of
the mainhull transom as occurs for the 0.402L aft position
The wind tunnel model thus adopted the two tow tank
positions of 0.151L aft and 0.314L aft. A third position
midway between these, 0.2325L aft was provided as well.
The 0.151L aft position is roughly what the prototype ship
was built to as can be seen in Figure 3.

Model Measurements
The measurements for the wind tunnel model tests
did not include such parameters as sinkage and trim, since
the test facility had no free surface and the model was
constrained to a zero pitch and yaw orientation. The
recorded measurements were confined to drag of the
mainhull alone, drag of the combination of mainhull and
sidehulls, drag of the sidehulls relative to the mainhull and
a total of 91 pressure distribution measurements on the
mainhull. The external force measurement system of the
wind tunnel is capable of measuring all six components of
force and moments. These were also recorded but had no
function except to verify the alignment of the model at zero
pitch and yaw. Wind tunnel speed was measured with the
facility instrumentation and a broad range of speeds from
27.5 to 95.7 m/s or 62 to 215 mph was used to allow
Reynolds number variation and assurance of fully turbulent
flow. Limited tests with boundary layer trips on the bow of
the mainhull produced no significant change of results.
The pressure taps were confined to the main hull due
to the small dimensions of the below the waterline portion
of the sidehulls. Pressure transducers for each of the
individual taps were located inside the main hull and
signals were transmitted through the transom of the main
hull. Figure 4 shows the main hull with the access panel
removed revealing the pressure transducers and tygon
tubing. Also shown is the internal force gage for
measurement of the sidehull drag relative to the mainhull.
The “flying wires” will be discussed later.
Figure 5 shows the locations of the 91 main hull
pressure taps. The model is divided into four similar
quadrants. Q1 is the lower port side, Q2 is the lower
starboard side, Q3 is the upper starboard side and Q4 is the
upper port side. Quadrant Q1 has 67 taps arranged in four
rows at all longitudinal stations 3 through 18. Station 2 has
no taps due to the narrowness of the bow. Stations 19 and
20 have only a total of three taps due to the shallowness of
the stern. Each of the other three quadrants have a single
row of eight taps at every other station from 4 through 18.
These are at the third depth from waterline of Q1. The Q1
taps are the main pressure distribution data locations. The
other quadrants were to verify selected pressures along the
hull and to confirm the zero pitch and yaw alignment of the
model.

The principal instrumentation for the measurement of drag
and other force and moment components on the model was
the external force measuring system built into the wind

Figure 5 – Mainhull Pressure Tap Locations

tunnel. The GLMWT external balance is a yoke type
balance. The bulk of the balance is contained in the
“balance room” directly below the test section. The
balance room is about the same size as the test section.
There are “balance towers”, “drag links” and a “sideforce
link” that are located to the sides of the test section up to
about half the height of the test section. An additional
balance tower extension on each side of the test section is
connected by a transverse beam. In this configuration all of
the upper flying wires were attached to the transverse
beam. All of these structural members transmit force
components to the measuring system in the balance room
for resolution.
Model Mounting and Alignment
Figure 6 shows the exterior of the test section with
the control room balance tower extension installed. A tare
version of the mainhull is mounted in the test section.
Figure 7 shows the mainhull supported by an aft sting and
six “flying wires”. The large rear strut and fairing shell
over the rear sting is not connected to the force measuring
system. It simply provides a shield from the air flow. The
six flying wires and the internal structure of the sting are
directly connected and transmit forces to the tunnel
external wind tunnel force and moment measuring
system.

Figure 4 – Model Internal Instrumentation
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Figure 6 – Control Room Balance Tower Extension and
Mainhull model in Test Section

downward, form an upside-down “Y” and are sufficient
along with the aft sting support to rigidly support the
mainhull in the vertical and transverse directions. Figure 8
shows a complete model configuration with only the three
essential flying wires in place. Testing the mainhull with
both the six and three flying wire configurations allowed a
tare drag measurement to be determined to remove the
flying wire drag from the overall measured drag value.
The trimaran model was aligned in the test section
through the use of linear distance and inclinometer
measurements. The large distances and precise five-axis
CNC model machining, including reference surfaces in the
internal instrumentation space, made this quite accurate.
Figure 11 shows a stage of alignment of the sting support
structure and flying wires using plumb lines. Precise model
alignment was achieved through the adjustment of the
flying wires at both the model end as shown in Figure 10
and at the at the force system structural components above
and below and outside of the flow region of the test

Figure 7 – Main Hull Supported by aft Sting and Six
Flying Wires
Figure 8, looking at the model from the aft starboard
quarter, shows the mainhull and both sidehulls. The side
hulls in this view are supported from the mainhull at the
0.151L aft location with a sidehull support strut system
which transmits drag force to the force gage located in the
mainhull. Both the principal strut system and the image
strut system are installed. Figure 9 shows the schematic
arrangement of this configuration in which the sidehull
support “image” does not quite touch the mainhull due to a
very small clearance. Measurements with this image
system in place and then without the image allow the
determination of a tare correction to remove the sidehull
support system drag from the overall measured drag value.
A similar approach was used to determine a tare drag
correction for the flying wires providing support for the
forward portion of the model. As is shown in Figure 7 the
bare mainhull was originally mounted with six flying wires
in tension. Three of these wires, one vertical and two at
diverging angles upward, form a “Y” configuration and are
actually redundant regarding model support. The other
three wires, one vertical and two at diverging angles
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Figure 8 – Complete Hull Configuration with Side Hull
Image Supports and Three Flying Wires
section. Model alignment was verified during data
collection through force and moment component
measurements and symmetry of the mainhull four quadrant
pressure measurements. The 91 pressure taps in the hull
were also drilled with the 5-axis CNC machine using the
same reference set-up as the milling of the hull surface.
Figure 10 shows the main model bulkhead of the
trimaran model mainhull with a partial assembly of the six
flying wires. The faired low-drag shape of the wires can be
seen. These wires are custom manufactured and normally
used for between wing support of multi-wing (usually
biplane) small aircraft used in aerobatics, agricultural
spraying and other small aircraft applications.

Figure 9 – Sidehull Support System Schematic

Figure 10 – Main Model Bulkhead with Partial
Assembly of Flying Wires

Figure 11 – Plumb Lines for Lower Attachment
Placement and Alignment

In addition to the importance to overall model alignment,
the alignment of support system components, particularly
the flying wires was found to be a critical issue. Figure 12
shows the non-dimensional drag of the main hull and its
support structures with both the six wire support setup
(runs 1 through 4) and the three wire setup (runs 6 through
9). For the six wire setup there was a dynamic pressure
beyond which there could develop a noticeable vibration of
one or more of the wires. When the vibration developed,
the non-dimensional drag would increase. The greatest
increase was observed for run 4 as can be seen in Figure
12. In practice, it was quite difficult to insure that the
tensions in all the wires were exactly equal and that the
small chords of the wires were perfectly aligned with the
flow. This was complicated somewhat since the alignment
of the overall model hull with the flow was also adjusted
using the flying wires. For the three wire set-up, it was
much easier to achieve the desired alignment and tension
since the arrangement is statically determinant. Based on
the measurements and observations at the time of test, the
six wire set-up included vibration effects starting about and
above 80 psf. The data for six wires is very consistent from
20 to 80 psf. The data for the three wire set-up is consistent
over the entire range up to 120 psf.

Figure 12 – Three Wire and Six Flying Wire Set-up
Drags
The three wire data also show that the non-dimensional
drag has leveled out with increasing Reynolds number as
expected. This type of analysis was used to determine the
tare corrections for the flying wire support system.
Figure 13 shows typical mainhull non-dimensional
pressure distributions as influenced by sidehull location.
The sharp spikes due to the sidehull presence in the inboard
most position is apparent. Figure 14 shows the total drag
coefficients for the sum of the mainhull plus sidehulls for
forward and aft side hull locations at three transverse
spacings. The forward position shows the lowest drag for
the transverse inboard position, while the aft position
shows the lowest drag for the transverse midboard position.
Further data analyses are anticipated. In any case the total
impact of the maximum to minimum frictional plus form
drag varies by less than five percent at the highest
Reynolds numbers for the trimaran geometry tested.
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WIND TUNNEL TO WATER TUNNEL DISCUSSION
Two facilities that have similar test section areas and
similar test Reynolds number capabilities are the Glenn L.
Martin Wind Tunnel at the University of Maryland in
College Park, MD and the Naval Surface Warfare Center
Carderock Division Large Cavitation Channel in Memphis,
TN. One uses air and the other water as the recirculated test
medium. See Figures A-1 and A-2 in Appendix.
The GLMWT was constructed in the 1940’s as a part
of a gift to the University. The size and speed capabilities
were chosen to be large enough to perform development
tests on a range of vehicles and other systems, including
subsonic aircraft. It is well suited to research programs in
low speed aerodynamics and hydrodynamics. Over the
years, the force sensors and data acquisition system has
been continuously upgraded. Unchanging, however, have
been several basics such as test section size (7.75 feet
high and 11.04 feet wide with corner fillets, 85.04 sq. ft.
test section area. The maximum speed is nominally 314 fps
and the hot wire measured turbulence intensity is 0.21%.
It is interesting to note that the Large Cavitation
Channel (LCC) which became operational in 1991 (Etter,
2001), (Etter and Wilson, 1992) has a very similar test
section geometry for operation with water as the
recirculated fluid medium. The LCC test section is 10 feet
high and 10 feet wide with corner fillets. The test section
area is about 96.9 sq. ft. The maximum LCC test section
velocity is nominally 60 fps. The free stream turbulence
level measured by hot film is about 0.25% to 0.50%. The
physical dimensions and turbulence levels are remarkably
similar. Taking into account the maximum speeds and the
viscosity and density of air vs. water, a same sized model
in each facility at maximum facility flow speed would
result in Reynolds numbers in the LCC of about three times
that of the GLMWT. Given the physics of fluid turbulence
with Reynolds number, that would be considered nearly
equal Reynolds numbers. The LCC as, by many measures,
the largest and most capable water tunnel in the world is
renowned for the ability to conduct high Reynolds number
tests in water (Etter, et al, 2007).
At maximum tunnel speeds, loads on the models and
model support structure in the LCC due to flow would be
about 290 times the loads on the same size wind tunnel
model. This illustrates structural mounting and model
design differences between a water tunnel model and a
wind tunnel model. The wind tunnel trimaran model
material and structural design could not have been tested in
the LCC due to hydrodynamic loads. A much more robust
design would have been required. A key feature of the
LCC, the ability to vary cavitation number by varying test
section ambient pressure and the resulting cavitation
inception and the development of two phase flow, of
course, cannot be provided in air. Towing tanks and certain
water tunnels also provide the presence of a free surface for
testing which is essential for many marine application test
programs. In the presence of a free surface, Reynolds
number scaling is sacrificed for Froude number scaling
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resulting in lower test speeds. (SNAME, 1988) This is
required to model the wave field generated by the ship
model. Cavitation and free surface effects are, of course,
irrelevant to the current test application.
This comparative discussion, however, illustrates the
synergistic relationship which can exist between wind
tunnel and water tunnel test facilities. When a wind tunnel
is selectively chosen for marine applications, significant
experimental cost and arrangement benefits can sometimes
result.

Figure 13 – Typical Mainhull Pressure Distributions

Figure 14 – Mainhull + Sidehulls Drag Coefficients

CONCLUSIONS
The method of mounting the reflex Trimaran model
provided an excellent means for providing very rigid model
support, capability for model alignment and adjustment of
hull transverse and longitudinal spacing to examine hull
interactions, measurement of the sum of viscous and form
drags and main hull pressure distributions. The Reynolds
number variation was sufficient to confirm the
establishment of fully developed turbulent flow on the
model. Maintaining sufficient tensile force and alignment
on the forward faired flying wires was found to be critical,
especially when redundant wires were utilized to acquire

tare drag corrections. The effect of viscous and form drag
interference effects were measurable in the experiments,
but small, especially for realistic spacing between the main
hull and sidehulls. The data acquired has value as an
archival database and as reference for verification of
potential future CFD calculations. The determination of
sidehull to mainhull transverse and longitudinal spacing in
trimaran ship design will continue to be dominated by the
considerations of internal and deck arrangements, stability
and seakeeping performance, structural design and wave
drag not by viscous or form drag interference
considerations. The test program illustrates the role wind
tunnel testing can have in certain evaluations of marine
hydrodynamic designs. Further data analyses and potential
CFD computations are anticipated in the future.
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